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This study docments the major syntactic and morphological 

features of Yagua, a verb initial larguage. Yagua is the only extant 

Peba-Yaguan language, spoken in the Perwian Amazon region. This 

study focuses primarily rn features that are said to correlate with a 

consistent verb initial type. It contributes to our theoretical 

-tanding of the allowable orders cf meaningful elements, 

pragmtic factors motivating variation in order, the 

discourse/pragmatic basis for 'headship' in syntactic canstructims, 

.md. aspects of morphological mry. 

Yagua is verb initial, postpositional, the head noun precedes 

the descriptive modifier 3s the basic order, and the genitive noun 



precedes the possessed noun. This canbination of basic orders has 

been ruled out by one proposed universal. Con-sequently, the relevant 

universal shauZd be taken as statistical rather than as 

exceptianless. Syntactic factors govern the' basic order of verb, 

subject, and object. But pragmatic factors gavern the order of object 

phrases relative to one another (when more than me occurs in a 

clause), the order of object and postpezsitional phrases, and 

preverbal positioning of constituents. Identification of the 

relevant pragmatic conditions is based an natural narrative 

discourse. In part, quantitative methods are used to evaluate the 

discourse data. 

Drawing on research in cognitive psychology and prototypicdl 

versus m-prototypical exemplification of categories, I argue that a 

distinction can be maintained betwen 'headf nwn and 'modifying' 

noun in languages l ike Yagua, even though there are almost no 

'adjectivesf. The head noun can be manipulated as a entity in 

-t discourse, while the modifying noun cannot. A prototype 

framm0x-k also proves helpful in sorting out the difference between 

inflection and derivation. There are ~mre  than 40 classifier 

fonnatives in Yagua, each of w h i c h  has classic c?erivatiandl and 

inflectio~l functions. Since they are not exclusively identified 

with either inflectional or deri~tiandl functions, I conclude that 

the fonuatives themselves are neither prototypically inflectional nor 

prototypically derivational. Haever, a distinction between 

inflectional and derivational functions is still maintained. Much of 

the verbal morphology rmst be taken as derivatianal. However, some 



suffixes evidence miable ordering as wauld be more characteristic 

of syntactically distinct elements. 

miii 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. A i m s  of the study 

Iaated in nortbastern Peru, Yagua canes f r an  an area of the 

world which has figured little in fonmilations of linguistic 

univlersals and theory cmstmction ( cf . Doris Payne, 1985b) . The main 

aim of this study is to provide a typologidly oriented description 

of selected cspxts of the gramar of Yagua, a member of the 

Peba-Yaguan family. The content of this study is particularly 

informed by questicms of euidence for basic constituent order, 

constituent order c o - o c r c ,  a d  discourse ard praguxatic factors 

accounting for alternative orders. 

Sixe by most criteria Yagua wuld be considered a verb initial 

1-, syntactic and mrpholcgid features which sLprposedly 

correlate with consistent verb initial languages are discussed 

(particularly in Chapters 2, 3, and 6). Given the highly 

polysynthetic nature of the laquage, noun classificatit,? (Chapter 4) 

and verbdl morphology (Cnapter 5) are discussed in sane depth and 

briefly canpared with aMilable information frun other languages of 

the western Amazon sree. Yagua noun classification inorphlogy (like 

that of several other noun classification languages in the region) 

provides a nice test case for S. -'s (1982) claim that a 

theoretically clear distinction betteen inflectional and derivational 

morphology can be maintained. My present conclusion is that in scmne 



contexts the Yagua noun classification morphology must be accounted 

for qmdmmically by inflectional processes, but in other contexts 

it must be acccvrnted for by deri~tional processes. Haw this could be 

handled within Anderson's theoretical approach is qlored in 

Chapter 4. A prototype view of inflection a d  deri~tion is also 

explored a d  argued for. 

Criteria cannonly advancd for d e t m  basic canstituent 

order overlook the fact that in many, if not nvst languages of the 

wrld, txansitive clauses rarely cantain two overt noun phrase 

m t s ,  and then only urder aaditions which are mariced relative 

to discourse/pragmatics. I dlso! -tic factors m o t i ~ t i n g  

variations in order, and conclude that despite the scarcity of 

transitive clauses w i t h  tm overt noun phrase -ts, the basic 

order must be taken as verb-subject-object (Chapters 6 and 7). The 

Yagua data suggest -that Hawkins' (1983) pmposed wrd order 

universals carmot be taken as exceptionless. At the present point in 

time Y- is a highly 'inconsistent' verb initial language. I 

suggest this is partly a caarseqmce of a historidly prior OV 

nrder (Chapter 7). Drawirq partly on the wrk of Nichols (in 

progress), I further suggest sane possible motivations for particular 

directions of historical cb rge  w h i c h  have resulted in the present 

conjunction of properties. 



1.2. Genetic ard typological affiliations 

Yagua is the only extant Illember of the Peka-Y- family, which 

formerly consisted of at least Peba, Yagua, and Yameo (Rivet 1911, 

k u b t k a  1968) . Rivet ( 1911 ) provides the only readily available Peba 

data, taken fian colonial sources and largely limited to lexical 

items. Peba is mw an extinct language, fofmerly spokn north of the 

tam of Pebas an the Amazon river, north of the current Yagua area. 

Espinosa (1955) prwides s a m 2  infoxmation on Yameo, also largely 

limited to lexical items. Yameo was formerly spoken in the region 

test of Iquitos, west of the Amazon river. Based on mass vocabulary 

cc~aparisan aumng numerous Aatazanian 1-, Rivet suggests that 

Peba-Y- is part of the Carib groupirg. This is not ell 

substantiated, hawwer . 
(1960) claiars that Peba-Yquan is a major branch of 

-ib, alaslg with Huitotoan and Carib. &cm-Carib is 

prrrportedly a member of the Ge-Pam-Carib phylum. No evidence is 

presented for either of these claims. Ldcotka (1968) , Voegelin and 

Voegelin (1977), ard Key (1979) follcrw Greenberg. For m w  I take an 

agnostic position on the larger genetic affiliation of P e b a - Y m  

(thcnqh see Doris Payne 1984a, and to appear c. for ane hypothesis). 

I contains a linguistic map showing geographical 

distribution of 1- ard larquage families in the Perwian 

Amazon area. 

No systematic st&y of shared typological t d t s  among languages 

of the western Amazon has yet been -taken. -less, there 

are clear pardilels between Yagua, Bora (purportedly a Huitotoan 



language), m, -, -ta (Catruapanan) pnar&be 

Arawakan noun classification systems (Doris Payne 1984b). There are 

scrme striking similarities in vertal morphology and phonological 

- pmc-sss ~ 5 t h  the Zapaman 1-, and more limited similarities 

in terms of noun classification systems (Doris Psyne 1984a). 

Constituent order typ2 (VSO, postpositid, an3 infrequent use of 

noun phrases) parallels that of. the PreAru3ine Aravvakan languages and 

Guajajara (Carib!. Taushiro (genetic affiliation uncertain) is also 

VSO and pstpositioml, but available text data shms a very high 

percentage of noun phrases (Doris Payne, to appear d). A widespread 

South American feature may be a d l  or nan-exbtant syntactic class 

of adjectives. Naninal modifiers are usually other nouns, but in 

natural discornse use of modifying words is rare. Use of nauns as 

nrodifiers is forad in at least Y e ,  A m d c a n ,  Carib (e.g.  

HirdGLFyaM),Chayajuita(catruapaMn),and QueChua. There are 

similarities in the discourse envirammts moti~ting use of object 

clitic farns to refer to subjects in Yagua atxi at least sane 

PreAndine Arawakan languages (T. Payne 1985) . General organization of 

the verbal morpblcgy is probably similar to, thcrugh not as ccrnplex 

as, that of thePreArr i inem~Amakan languages. 

1.3. Cenographic and ethnographic inf onnation 

The Yagua currently live in an area of northeastern P e n  which 

P. Powlison (1969:3) describes as a rectangle appmxhately 200 miles 

wide  and 350 miles lang, e x t e d h g  between the second and fifth 

pardllels and between the seventieth & seventy-flfth meridians. 



m i l  (1981) estimates that currently .- are sane 3000 Yagclas. 

Of these, Tan Payne (personal clPmmication) estimates that 

appuxbately 75% of the women ard 25% of the men are monolingudl in 

Y w ,  with the rest being bilingual in Spanish to vapy- degrees. 

Detemhatian of the ~ i s e  number of ethnic Y w  is difficult due 

to aqoing assimilation into the msstizo and to long-standing 

social of the indigemus graups. If they can pass for 

mestizos, ~llany ethnic Yaguas do not claim to 'm Yaguas . 
Fejos (1943) is tk first authritative e-c study of 

the Yaguas,  based an nine months of exprience with than. (Tessmann 

1930 gives sane infomation b a s d  on secord-hand reports; 

-tly much of his information is incorrect.) Paul and Esther 

Pawl i sm of the Institute Ling%stico de Verano (Summer Irstitute of 

-~lcs) tegan living in the Yagua area in 1953, and have spent 

tjme w i t h  than intermittently until the present. P. Powlism (1969), 

a detailed study of Yagua folklore, contains the mst accurate 

ethqzqhic description of the Yaguas, including information on 

Yagua ceremonies and their belief system. Even though a number of 

Yagua concentrations are cufiently located near the Amazon and other 

larger rivers of the region, they are traditidly a forest culture 

as upposed to a river culture. Al- a large proportion of their 

daily food supply cams from cultivated chacras (swidden gardens), 

and ncxv f m  fish in the rivers and lakes, they still consider the 

mre arducus hunting task important. Chaunreil (1981) discusses 

pressures on migratory patterrs which have lead to this distinction 

be- the pref-sred traditiondl hunt- culture system ard the 



fishing/horticulturdl system frcan Mch most of their actual food 

supply derives. (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971 prwides a fascinating 

discussion of similar ethzxgraphic and culture distinctions among the 

Desana, a Tucanoan group to mtk.) 

Ch;unneil (1981) is a detailed tracing of Yagua migration 

patterns since the time of the early Jesuit missianaries in the 

1700's until the present. Seile-aiz (1975 j gives a d i t i d  

infomation on sane migrations neer the Penrvian-Colanbian border. 

The dialect situation has never been critically studied, but 

extensivle migration vlithin the last 80 years stqgests that dialect 

differences cannot be dequzitely iceyed to present-day gecgraphical 

locations. Infarmal obsenmticars by Tcm Paym ard myself are that 

most differences are limited to the -tics ard phonology, but 

there are also sane mrpblcgicdl and minor syntactic differences. 

These will be discussed where we are aware of them. Ekamples in this 

s t d y c a n e  frcm threeareas: San J&deImetoyacu (S) near the 

Pexwian42lumbian border, Cahocrpaa (CALI) mrth of Villacorta on the 

Amazon Iuver, ard Vainilla (V) near the cmfluence of the Napo a d  

hazan Rivers. 

1.4. Previous and ccmmment linguistic work on Peke-Yaguan 

Chaumil (1976) a d  Wise and Shanlcs (1977:236-43) together 

amstitate a nearly exhaustive bibliography of publish& and 

microfiched material m Yagua and Feh-Yaguan as of +& mid 1970 Is. 

Charrmeil Is b i b l i w  includes colonial sources dating frcan the 

I?% Is, which . were the work of early Jesuit missionaries. These 



materials provide information on early western cantazt with nume~ous 

i rd ige~us  groups in tk& ,"xazon area. They also cmtain sane short 

religious texts translated into Peba and Yameo and a number of 

linguistic observations (usually fran the perspective of 

Irdo-Eumpean laqwqe s t r u c t i i ) .  Fcilclwing the Jesuit missionaries 

(1700's to early 19001s), Benedictine (1800's to 19501s), E'raxiscan 

(early 1900's - 1920ts), and Augustinian (early 1900's to mid 1950's) 
i;lissimaries also left records of their cantact w i t h  the Yaguas , 

Yameos, and Febnos. 

From a l-ti~ standpoint, -haps the first important work 

is that of Rivet (1911). At leastscaae, ifmtall, of Rivet's 

material is taken from colonial sources. It k lz~rgely lhited to 

lists of lexical i t 5  and caparison of fanas between 

Peba, Yagua, am2 Yamin. Rivet felt that Peba and Yagua were more 

closely related, as apposeC tc Yameo. 

The third sectim of Espincea (1955) gives more detailed 

linguistic infomation on Yameo, a nw-extinct language clearly 

related to Yagua. The pint at M c h  it became extinct is unhown. 

Espincsa's infomation was taken both fran colonial sources and 

persmal field wrk done in the 1950's. At that t h e  there were -- 
apprcDcimately 50 older speakem. Espinasa gives sane infomation on 

verbal prefixes, &positional phrases, and simple clause structure. 

The first significant linguistic wrk an Yagua was done by 

Esther Pawlison and Paul Pavlison. Published l-tic m r k  by the 

Pcwlisca~s consists of t m  articles dealing with phonology (E. 

Powlison 1971, P. Powlisan 1962), m on the rnmber system (Powllson 



and Powlisan 1958), and one dealing w i t h  paragraph structure in a 

folktale (P. Powlison 1965). P. Pcwlison (1961) is an unpublished 

tentative gramar sketch which contains nrarry useful observations 

about the meaning aad distribution of various nm-. Wise and 

Shanks (1977:236-8, 1981) list of -tiad unpublished microfiched 

materials. The references to this study list more recent and ongoing 

mrk by Tan Payne and myself. 

The f i z  in this study are based on a corpls of well over 

2,500 clauses of oral text, five short written texts, and extensive 

elicitatim carried out by Tam Fayne and myself dim- two years and 

t m  months of field wrk (Fekaary 1981 to April 1983). In addition, 

Paul Pawlism has made aMilable his extensive t& collection 

cansisthq of scme 36 oral folkloric, personal narrative, and 

procedhrrdl texts (Pawlism and Pawlison 1911). A qrehersive 

morphsae m r d a n c e  of these texts and preliminary dictionary 

materials consisting of s u e  3,000 entries have also been consulted. 

A mmber of frecZueney counts and o t k r  obsenmtions fiade in 

Chapters 3 and 6 are based rn exhaustive examination of 11 nafiative 

texts, Soth ordl and written. These are presented in Table 1.1. 

I?unber of clauses indicates the number of full clauses in the text 

that I included in the counts. The oral texts are divided into three 

gmups: historical =ti=, folkloric IxzzTative, and 'persona3 

narrative. The written texts are d l  persomi ritives. 

Differences iz da not affect in, a y  way the claims of this 

s w .  



GEmETYPE -NUMBER 
OFCLAUSES 

ORAL 
Historical Three Warriors 46 

David 133 
DavidPgpendlx - 37 

TOTAL 216 

Folkloric First Squirrel 127 
Kneebite Twins 180 
Mu=Kw 140 

TOTAL 447 

Personal Lagarto 45 
Hunter's Text 240 
Lechi Caspi 397 

TOTAL 682 

TOTAL 1516 

Table 1.1 Texts used for Quantification of Cansitutent Orders 
ard Conditions for Alternative Orders 

Several aaments are in order about the texts in Table 1.1. 

First, there is no well-tablished #mitten tradition in Y-. The 

Clausura text = actually spoken first in Spanish onto an audio 

casette -, after which it wss traslated via writ* into Yagua 

-by a more fluent speaErer of Yagua. I thus consider it a basically 

'writtent form, rather than an oral form. Quantification of different 

p h e ~ m r e ~  across the oral prsmal narrative and written persondl 

narrative group show no significant differences in the features 

ampred. For instance, use of noun phrases arross the t w  gmmp is 

statistically the same.' secod, the Hunter's Text is not technically 

a 'persanalt ??amative since it is not first person. Hawever, it 6- 



not fit *.to either the historical narrative type nor the folkloric 

narrative type. Statistical canparisca, of different features w i t h  the 

I;echi Caspi text (which includes a fair amount of third person 

narration) shows no significant differences. 

The folkloric narrative gwcq, copltains texts which are well 

laxan in the culture am3 which describe folk heroes. The texts 

partially explain haw the world as known by the Yaguas came into 

being, and/or contain super-natural expriences . As a group these 

texts have fewer noun phrases and a higher incidence of intransitive 

clauses than the other genres. 

The historical narratives do not, as a rule, provide a raison 

dt$tre for the wrld as it is or have the - ~ 2 t r i r i  f e a m  

characteristic of tke fcmoric narratives. They are old, probably 

a2deLy-IPurwn stories, relating incidents that m t  have occurred 100 

years ago or more in Yagua history. ks a group, -am have the highest 

percentage! of noun phmses ard the highest percentage of transitive 

clauses. The latter characteristic may be partially an artifact of 

the number of fighting events reported in these texts. 

My main laquage connzltants for this research have been: 

1. Pedro Diaz Cahua&i, age fran Urco Miraf'io, Pem. ?edro 

is the third ~311 of Mmmga Diaz, the traditional chief of the 

monolhqual sector of the Urco Mira fb  caranmity. The mnolingudl 

sector of this cemraarity migrated in tke 1970's fran Cabcuma, 

dowrrlver on the Amazon fran! the tam of P a c  cansqwmtly, Pedro's 

dialect is described as eat of Cahocuma (CAH) . He has had 

applPDdmately three years of schooling in tbe local bilingudl school, 



sponsored by the Pennrian Ministry of Education. Altfmugh he vJould 

consider himself bilinguzl, he is more at hcQle in Yagua. He is 

married to an ethnic Yagua who professes to IwJw ahmst no Yagua, and 

thus Spanish is pssibly spoken in the hcme. His m o m ,  sisters, 

and most of his extended famiPf are monolirgual in Yagua. His father 

is nearly so. W k n  Pedro began towrlcwithus, hehadminimdl 

lit- skills in Spanish and ahmst no experience reading or 

writing Yagua. Pedro gave us our first in-depth intrcduction to Yagua 

1- axxi culture, ard invited us to share in the building of his 

first house. 

2. Hilario Pefh Cahua&i, e t e l y  30-35 years of age, frm 

Vainilla (V) . Hilario has had considerable experience mrking with 

Paul Pawlisan on translation of the Ntsv Testament into Yagua, he is 

quite fluent in both Yagua and Spanish, ani he has adequate literacy 

sldlls in both Yagua a d  -. Hilario served as the language 

cansultant for my most extensive research on the verbal morphology. 

3. Mmerto -, apprcosimately 30-35 years of age, also of 

the Vainilla (V) dialect. is a true bilingual and is more 

comfortable in the city arrd mestizo culture than our other language 

consultants. Perhaps because of his unusual degree of self-confidence 

and skills in both cultures, he uss able to give us the first 

genuinely written texts in Yagua eat we have been able to obtain. 

4. Alcides Lozarm Salazar, -tely 18 years of age, f m  

J& de Lmetcryacu (SIL) . -4lcides had ha3 six years of schooling 

in a local Spanishspeaking school w b n  we first nret him. (He has 

since received training as a bilingudl teacher, and is teaching in 



the same school almgside a monolingual teacher. ) 

Our linguistic wrk with Alcides was limited in duration, but helpful 

in discwering certain dialect distinctions. AZcides served as a 

kquage consultant on questions of the noun classification system. 

In additica?. to the people specifidly named, VE interacted w i t h  

a number of monolingudl spe&ers of - the Cahocuna dialect in Urco 

MiraAo. 

1.5. Reviw of pertinent literatme 

1.5.1. Obsenmtiom c' constituent order co-occurrences 

Accordbg to (1963:83), the earliest reported 

obsenmticms of basic constituent order correlations cane from the 

nineteenth century: 

For exanple, the relation between genitive position ard 
prepositions vs. postpositions and the hypothesis that saxe 
languages favor the order dfier-mdified and others the 
opposite ot.der is a familiar notion in R. Lepsius' 
introduction to his Nubische Gmmatik (Berlin, 1880). 

Schmidt (1926) gives a more studied treatment of selected orders 

based on a world sample. Gmenbeq smmrizes Schmidt's basic 

Prepositions go with nmimtive-genitive order and 
postpositicns with the reverse order. The 
nardnativegenitive order tends to appear with verb before 
Mmindl object ard genitive-nanimtive with object- verb... 
Further, m t i w t i v e  is associated w i t h  
noun-ad ject ive and geni t ive-nunhat ive with ad ject ive-MX~. 

GiPenberg ( 1963) is, of course, a 1-k work on observaticlns 

of constituent order co-ocurrences. Based on a sample of 30 



1-, he draws a number of statistical and absolute 

implicatiandl universals. These rarge over a wide -iety of 

syntactic ard morphological features. Appendix I1 to -rg 

(1963) , bsed on a more extensive 1- sample, lists 24 possible 

cunbinations of sub ject-ob ject-verb, adpositional, noun + genitive, 

and adjective + noun w. F'emsal of this Apperdb shms that sane 

canbinatians are heavily attested in the sample, while others are not 

foumi at all. He nemrtheless cautions that the praposed universals 

are to be taken as tentative, perding a mare canplete sample. This is 

an bprtant caution. For instance, Universal 3 states (88): 

w i t h  danhant VSO order are always prepcxsitandl'. However, 

tEavddns (1979, 1983) attributes to Keenan the mxre recent obsenmtian 

that this universal does admit of sane exceptions. &ena~'s 

statement is at least partly based on Arawakan languages, as Keenan 

(i978:292) notes that Baure arxl other related languages are verb 

initid pius pos--"a-l c-a LA--. 

Hawkins (1979), (1980), (1982a), and (1983) are extensians of 

Greenberg's wrk, based rn a sample of sane 350 langwges. This 

exteded sample shows generally similar attestation of co-occurrence 

types as does Greenberg's Pgpendix 11. Nevertheless, 

apparently did m t  pick up on the VSO/V-initial plus postposi'iianal 

cunbinatian as an Aramkan pattern, as he cites Pima-Papago 

(Uto-Aztecan) as the only attested -le of a VSO-postpsitiandl 

1- (but see Doris Fayne 1984~ for arguments against classifying 

Papago as VSO) . In addltion to stu3yhq distribution and 

a;--occufience of m i t i o n ,  sub ject-ob ject-verb, m-descriptive 



mdifier (adjective), and genitive-noun orders, Hawkins (1983) also 

acplores c o - o c ~  orders of constituents within the noun phrase. 

ICeeaan (1977, 1979a) provide a list of morphological and 

syntactic features which are purportedly chamcteristic of verb 

initial 1-. Tbx@out this study the Yagua data will be 

canpmd w i t h  this narm. Keenan (1977, 197%) are hereafter referred 

to as VIN (verb initial nonn), and are partially I.eproduced in 

AppmUx 11. As will be seen thmqhout the discussion, Yagua is very 

mixed typologically, thcnqh it evidences more than half of the 

characteristic verb lnitial initial traits. 

1.5.2. Selected theoretical approaches accounting for word order - 
Although GreePlberg did not pmpcse a unified theory accounting 

for his observed universals, he did reflect in important ways on his 

absenmticms. The aperator (Illodlfier) - aperarYl (modified) 

distinctian is cammniy attributed to Lehann ark5 t'==z. (cf . 
Lebmann 1973; Vennenann 1974; Venmmann and Harlow 1977j, but 

Greenberg (1963: 78) ard Lepsius before him noted that in most 

1- there is a te&ency to p t  eitheF the modified element 

before the modifier, or vice versa. Greenberg also noted the greater 

cross-l-tic ambivdlence of adjective - nmm ozder, which he 

attributed to andlogies w i t h  other ccarstructions. Similarly, the 

seeds of Hawkins' Crcss-CategoFy Hammny principle (cf. Hawkins 

1982a, 1983) are foud in Greenberg's discussion cf m c  and 

dishanmnic relations anrPlg distinct rules of o m ,  presumably 



associated w i t h  psychological generalatian. ELwkhs throws out SVO 

as a distinctive type, noting tbt nothing specifically correlates 

w i t h  this. But Gremkrg had earlier stated (79): 'Cne may further 

conjecture that if there are exceptions they will be in type XI 

[SVO], which, bavingboth SV ard VO which are dishannonic, can 

provide an anchor in either case for deviant genitive order ' . 
Lehann (1973) and Vennenrarm (1974, 1975, 1981) have tried to 

theorize about t-he principles -lying Greenberg's observations. 

Their pmposals are based on the mdifier-mbdified distinctian, which 

is extended to provide diachronic explanatians of coslstituent order 

chizqe. Lehmam (1973) makes a broad distinction between OV and VO 

1-, and is principally cancerned with an ordering principle 

gmemirg  placement of modifiers relative to their heads in 

'consistent' langwges (48) : rdfiers are placed on the op.posite 

side of a basic syntactic el-t f r a u  its primary ccmccmitant' . 
Thus, in OV 1-, relative clauses, adjectival, and genitival 

expressions precede their head mms, since the pr- cancanitant 

of the (object ) noun is the following verb. In VO laquages, relative 

clauses, adjectival, a d  genitival expessiaars follow their heads for 

the saa~e reason. For -, then, there is no distinction between 

SVO, VSO, and VOS types as all are VO. As mcdifiers beccme affixal 

tbmugh phonological reduction, the ordering principle supposdly 

leads to suffixal agglutinative morphology in consistent W 

languages, but to prefixing m o ~ l c g y  in consistent VO languages. 

There is, howwer, a puqorted tew3ency for VO langurages to be more 

isolating or inflectional due to the disruptive influence of the 



subject following the verb. which are not consistently OV 

or VO are assumed to be in the pmcess of historical change. Hawever, 

no cogent reasons ake given as to how or why inconsistency might be 

in- to begin with, or far the hr;age number of inconsistent 

w h i c h  have been in their 'unstable' state for centuries. 

In adMitlan to an overly simplistic divisim between W versus 

M 1- ad problem with historical w, a pote~tial 
difficulty with kbmann's principle is tire notion of 'primary 

concanitant of a verb:. iie a s s i i  a t h i q  of tmvezrsal grarmaar 

con- @rase structuce rules in which the sentence S consists of 

two initial cazpmeats. Amng the early phrase stntcture rules is the 

rule S -> Q P, e r e  Q stat& for Qualifier (i.e. sentence 

constituents which modify the entire proposition), and P stands for 

Pmpositicm. I infer that in Leham's schema, s a n e  subsequent rule 

exists such as P -> V N(=OBJ), where V ard N(=OEJ) are unordered 

relative to eacbther (cf. 1973:49) . explicitly rejects 

inclusion of initial phrase structure rrrles such as (a) S --> NP VP 

and (b) VP --> V NP, where  rule (a) in- a subject phrase as a 

primary el~.lent dong with the vert ~hrase (51). iIis reasons for 

excluding rules such as (a) from universal grammar are that ( 1 ) 

subjects are (often) not mandatory or 'primary elements in 

sentences ' , as in Japanese ad Hebrew; ( 2) their inclusim as primary 

elements has resulted in 'trouble for typologists as well as for 

linguistic theorists in general' as they have tried to 'classify SM 

and \'SO languages as major types in the same vay as VO and OV 

i-s'; and (3) there is the problem of languages where the 



identification of a single nanindl as 'subject1 is problematic. Thus, 

Lehmann rejects consideration of subject nanindls as 'primary 

conaxnitants' of the verb phrase. 

midering these amgments against inclusion of the subject as 

a primry concanitant of the verb phrase, we might well ask why the 

object constituent should be cansidered a 'primary concanitant' of 

theverb in terms of universal granner in-anlyaguain 

particular. Although there is little or no problem in identifying 

subject versus object naninals in Y m  (argrrment (3) above), it is 

cer; ' ly not the case that identifiation of the syntactic role 

' ob jectl is ncm-problematic wmld-wide (cf . Schchter 1984 on Toba 
Batak for one such language). Further, in tenns of frequency, objects 

are not 'mrmdatary' in Yagua clauses in antext (cf. Chapter 6), and 

this is true in a number of other as well (cf. Derbyshire 

1982, 1985; Scancarelli, to appear; Du Bois 1981; Doris Payne, to 

appear d; Wise, to appear). In Y- the only Illardatory elements are 

the verb or predicate naniml ,  plus clitic ref-.- to the subject 

and/or Object argument. After the verb, the next most 'raandator;' 

elanmt in Yagua a d  be a postpositid phrase or an adverbial 

element. As I will suggest in Chapter 6, there are certain 

difficulties and indeterminacies in trying to sitantiate that V ( S ) O  

is any mare 'basic1 a clause type than simply V + clitic, and that in 

terns of discourse, V + clitic may in m sense be more neutral and 

Caanrnicatively 'basic' . -, the existence of VSO (and possi'~ly 

OSV) languages generally, where the verb and object are not 

necessarily contiguous, raises other questions as to why the object 



shuuld be cansidered the 'primary concanitant of the verb in a 

structural sense. 4 

V- (1974) accepts Lebarm's dlstinctim between OV ard VO 

types, arrd pmpcses the mtural Serialization Principle. This claims 

that 'consistent ' hquages will serialize all operators (modifiers) 

to one side of their operands (heads). The NSP is a bivdlued and 

implicational statement of the farm: if P, then Q (P --> Q). It is 

reversible: P -> Q, and Q --> P. For example, if OV, then 

postpositid; a d  if postpositional, then OV (where adpitian and 

verb are opeFards, and IW a& 0 are aperators). As there are 

rnmrerours laqpages which stad as exceptio~~~ to such strong claims, 

the NSP is presented as a statistical principle, defining preferred 

cansistent types. Etelative to diachmny, inconsistent langcrages are 

supposedly fran one consistent type to another, ard verb 

position is, to a great extent, taken as the trigger to which other 

operard ozders will conform over time. Operand status is determined 

5 y  t m  fact-: (1) If syntactic category amshncy is maintained 

between a constituent X of a phrase, and the phrcase XP itself, then X 

is the opemxx3. (2) A lcgicosemantic criterion stipulates that 

operators are those elements which specify ( i. e. are functions on) 

operands. 

Ehwkins (1980, 1983) provides a good critique of the 

inadequacies and logical inconsistencies in Venneanann's proposals. 

First, V-Is definition of operand versus operator is based on 

a logical argument-functicn distinction, but Keenan (1979b) argues 

that Vernrarrann's operator-aperand amstruct lcn7ls d~ r ~ ~ t  to 



s e  logical functicm-argument distinctions. Hawkins cc~~cludes 

that the --operator (modifi&dffer) distinction IS the 

significant level of generality for serialization principles 

(including the NSP); attempts to trace then back to stardard logical 

function-wt distinctions are misguided. %cod, the W is both 

too strong and too weak. It is too strclng in that it all- d y  

three mrd order types. In actMft-f Sre&epgls 

Pgpendix I1 attests 16 co-occurrence types. (The three allcwed by the 

NSP are, how~ler, amcq the most frquently attested types: 

VSOR=p/NG=W!dj [Type 11, S V O / P r e p m j  [Type 91, 

SOV/Fcst/GenN/AdjN [Type 231. SOV/Post/GenN/NAdj [Type 241 is 

agpmxhately equal in size to Type 1 in Greenberg's sample.) The NSP 

is too teak in that it misses other geMerdlizati ons . It daes m t  

account for the steady decrease in number of attest- 1- as 

increasing disharmcary of operad positiw relative to operator is 

evidenced acKIss phrasal categories. The ESSP amrbines both SVO and 

as VO 1-. m, as noted, SVO is not a strmq 

type: nothing distinctly correlates with it as opposed to SOV ad 

V-initial types. By caubhirq T.50 anl SVO, the NSe effectively blurrs 

typological characteristics specific to VSO. 

Equdlly problematic are the logical inconsistencies of the NSP 

when it is invoked s an explanation of vmrd order change (Hawlcins 

1983 : 235) . The NSP projects that Inconsistent language t y p s  will 

move towards consistent types. But vlhenever there are 

inconsistencies, both of the two consisten? types are predicted since 

all o p e d  are equally predictive: For example, since change 



proceeds via doubling structures, if a language is going to move from 

a basic P 61 Q stage to a basic -P & -Q stage, there is necessarily 

an intermdiate stage Hlhere both P ard -P co-exist. -But if P and -P 

co-exist, they exert equal aad apposite pulls tovazd consistent P & Q 

a& -P 8 -Q languges. Further, -P -> -Q is logically equivalent to 

Q -> P. So any increese in -P should be offset by an equally straw 

pressure tmards retaining the earlier P order, given Q -> P. Thus, 

there are pressures against the ccrnplete developent of -P & -Q. 

In later work (Venneraann d Harlw 1977; Venneraann 1981) , 

certain mDdificatians are made. A mare cursistent definition of 

operator is provided, but tvm types of operators are ickntif id: 

attributes a d  amplements. These are ardered an q v i t e  sides of 

their apezands. .Seco&, the NSP is no 1- invoked as an 

explanation for word order change. Third, the NSP is skid to describe 

an 'ideal ' typoiogy, rather than presented as any sort of universal. 

Havkirrs (1979, 1980, 1982a, 198233, 1983: adopts Venne~~lann's 

distinction between ope- and operator (head and modifier), but 

rejects the N!3P as -te to account for the range of variation 

faad in 1-. Rather, he argues for multi-implicational 

exceptionless statements which prrportedly account for all the 

attested types ard rule out certain non-attested types. Inanediately 

relevant to the Yagua case is Universal 11: 

= 3 (NA 3 NG) 

This Universal rules out: 



v s o / - i t i d / @ t i ~ r t o ~ + a d j ~ i ~  (Type 4)  

vso/postpositid/geniti-mm+adjectiw (Type 8) 

'Ihrclughout the follmiq chapters I will argue that Yagua is in fact 

an instame of a Type 8 -, and that Hawkins'pmpased 

universals are better taken as statistical rather than as 

excepticailess. 

Hawkins additianally propses the principle of Cross Category 

Harmony. This states that languages preferably match the number of 

prepsed (or postposed) operatars in phrasal cat- with the 

number of pFeposed (or postposed) operators in all other phrasal 

categories. Ihe more the position of the apefard lines up across 

phrasal categories, the greater the number of exemplifying languages. 

Based 0x1 current howledge about tFe world's 1-, the principle 

of Cross Category Ehrmony seems to be generally upheld. Hawkins 

(1983) dkcuses exceptians, and argues that, for the most part, 

there are identifiable pagumtic principles which account for these 

exceptions. 

Emis Payne (1985b) discusses t m  major problens w i t h  Hawkins 

wrk. First, there are 'methodological pmblens in determining basic 

anzstituent ofders for sane languages. OccasioDldlly it is not clear 

we can identify a swle 'subject' category in CXE larguage 

carrespcnding in functional and syntactic terms to a subject category 

in a secad language. Consequently it is not clear what it means to 

talk about ccmparative basic m i n g  of 'subject', 'object', and 

ve-rb acrcrss the two 1-. In a number of cases Hawkins' 



conclusions are to be disputed. Seccad, due to incanplete coverage of 

the wx1d1s -, (at least !xae of) the universals which 

Hawkins proposes are incorrectly presented as exceptionless. It is 

the pllrportedly exceptionless nature of the universals which allows 

him to h d c e  then as canstraints on historical chaqp. For example, 

the Uniwzrsal Consistency in History hypothesis claims that 

thraugfieRlt t-, 1- will always confonn to the -Gc 

universals. Co-occurrences ruled out by these universals cannot 

stard as intenaediate stages betvlreen t w  allmable co-occurrence 

types. Haever, if the universals are in fact statistical, it is no 

lager possible to say that a 1- d d  m t  have gone throq#~ a 

Ngly inconsistent, possibly rare, stage. At best, the WCH can 

only be taken as a probability statement. 

1.5.3. Identification of basic constituent order 

Langaclaer (1911:24) states: 

In discussing lbasic' word [constituent] order, three 
related but -te notions must be clearly d i s t i i i :  
' m o s t ~ l ~ l t r a l w o r d o r d e r ' ,  'most - wrd order', rmd 
'*lying urard order'. 

In the typological tradition exmnplified by Greenberg, Mallinson and 

Blake (1981), H a w k h s ,  and others, basic constituent order is 

genemlly taken as some sort of confluere between Iangadoer's 'nrost 

neutxal wnd ozderl a d  'most camxrm wrd a*'. Greenberg (1963) in 

fact gives no dkcussion of his criteria for d e t m  basic word 

order, and we are probably safe in asslmcing that his criteria were 

samiwbt  intuitive. Hawkins attempts to be more rigorous, at least in 



clearly stating m t  his ideal criteria are. Briefly, he tales basic 

word order as that M c h  is ( 1) absolutely most frequent, (2) 

'gzamaticallyl most frequent (e.g. the class of adjectival modifiers 

which follaw the noun is larger than the class of adjectivdl 

modifiers which precede the noun), an3 (3) least restricted in tenas 

of syntactic rule operatian. H a u m ~ r ,  in cases where c~css-language 

cclllparisan is difficult, Hadchs -takes Isemantic equivalence1 as 

sufficient to make the cross-lkguistic canparison (1983:12). It is 

not clear how Ismantic equivalence1 is judged. 

Giv6n (to appear) pmpcses that the basic word order of a 

1- be det- by that which occurs in main, active, 

declarative clauses used in cantexts in which the subject is definite 

ard easily identified a& in which the object is indefinite but 

referential. Presumbly he is referr* to the greatest -cy of 

a certain order within such a clause type, he does not make 

this explicit. 

In m.trast to Givtk, Mall- ard Blalce (1981) propose that 

basic order be determined by that M c h  o c c m ~  in 

styli stically-neutral , indicative clauses w i t h  definite direct 

by full noun phrases. Again, I assume they are 

referring to the greatest frequency within such a clause type. .. 
Finally, it has -times been suggested that determination of 

the basic coarstituePlt oFder of a languzge should be m sentences 

w k s e  interpretation is m t  -t on ~ q p e  other -ition. 

For example, sentences like Arenl t YOU qlad that I mt you to start 

to start mnninq ~annim? presupposes that the propsition I w t  YOU 



is shred as true by both speaker and hearer. In Chapter 6 I discuss 

a nmber of situations in which use of a particular clause 

ccazstructlon correlates with correction of, or supplying missing 

information for, an othembe presupposed predication. Given that 

felicitous use of such a coprstructim requires a predicationdl 

presuppositian, determiaation of basic constituent order should not 

be based (solely) on such clauses. 

Laqa&erls term furrierlying _orderf refers to the fact that 

within a modelspecific description, it is sametimes dvantageous to 

take cae ordef as basic or initidl/ur&rlyins zather than another. 

the subject fK.m within the frammmrkof generative 

semantics, -ley (1970) that -1- be identified as a 

VSO hnguage. Worm within a w i z e d  phrase structme model, 

Stur=ky (1981) gmposes several pbra6e stnrcture rules to account for 

order in Malcua, a 1- which has saaetimss been characterized as 

having 'freef vlord order. All rules do not have equal status in the 

gramar and therefore o ~ l e  order can be referred to as syntactically 

basic. S- cfwKIses SVO as the syntactically bsic order (81 ) , but 

notes that this does not necesarily correlate w i t h  the pragmatically 

unmarkdorder (which she argues might be either SVO or MS, 

depending an certain theoretical assmnptians), or the typological 

'typef (SVO am3 VOS are claimed to be likely -dates). Studcy 

dismisses text frequency mmts as a criterion since prescaaably 

highest frequency correlates w i t h  w k t e w e r  dkaxrse function is mast 

likely to occur. Apparently, this is based on an assumption that it 



is not possible to identify sane discourse/pragmtic functions as 

nore basic or less marked than others. 

As yet another example of this sort of -, within more 

recent X-bar thecny Coapllarrs (1984) argues that basic syntactic order 

in Dutch and Genmn is SOV, a d  that there is no necessary relation 

between this ard surface main clause wxd orders. Similarly, Ekle 

(1983) posits phrase spmcture rules for Papago which define 

prenuclear nmclausal canplements (i.e. XP 3F V order). He notes, 

hmzver, that this order- is not always realized at the surface 

structure level, and tbt extrapsition derives alternative word 

orderings. In Doris Payne (1984~) I shav tkt if w= take Hale's 

phrase structure rules as defining basic syntactic Ol.der, then basic 

syntactic order does not cornlate with mst frequent order, 

extrapsition must be the norm, ard it is not at all clear that SOV 

or NP NP VP correlates w i t h  least marked or most neutral order 

either. In sun, an mdel-specific arguments, one can posit 

a given order as 'syntactically basic1 . But depe&bg on tfie model, 

there is no necessa~y relation between this order and the most 

frequent or laost neutral order relative to discourse and pragmatic 

function. 

My point in this study is m t  to argue for one order as basic 

relative to sane theoretical model but rather to discuss Yagua frcsn a 

typological perspective. I will not cemaent mch further on the 

dqaacies or inadequacies of syntactic order -. Howeves, in 

Chapters 2, 3, 5, a& 6 I discuss certain fact& of the language as 

they sight bear an determination of '~~rlying' order and 



constituency. Certain facts of the language might lead scrne to posit 

SVO as the &lying order, but this is clearly not in keep* w i t h  

the least marked or mast neutral order. 

Here, I muld 1- to raise same questions relate- to the more 

typological a m .  First (and perhaps m t  trivially), the 

term 'word' is used, anl yet it is clear that vJhat is usually urder 

discussion is the relative order of syntactic roles.' In this study I 

opt for the relatively neutral term 'ccmstituent' since syntactic 

roles are most neutrally encoded in clearly identifiable syntactic 

constituents whenemr full noun phrases are used. 

w, discussion has been entirely limited to %der 

based on syntactic role. where order is sensitive to 

pragmatic status (e.g. given new information, definite versus 

irdef bite, them - , have been either left out of the 

discussion, or forced into a typology where they really do not 

belong. (This is  in my opinion, a basic problem with many 

'taderlying' syntactic approadtes. ) Thmpxm (1978) is an exception 

here, ard it is hpmtant to  note that Mallinsan and Blake (1981) and 

G i v h  (to appear) do inclde consideration of pragmatic factors, 

though their primary caatcern rana5-1~~ with identi- basic order of 

syntactic roles. If v e  straightfomazdly applied Giv5nfs criteria to 

the Papago data I have surveyed, for example, we a d  have to 

conclude that OVS vlas thelaost basic &. 
Third ,  discussion of order based on syntactic role has largely 

been limited to the distinction subject a d  object, a d  it 

has sanetimes been assumed (e.g. Hawkins 2983) that if syntactic role 



is relevant, then the only syntactic mles to be cansidered are 

subject an3 object. Hazy Austronesian 1- are forced into this 

frameuJork, despite the fact that in scme there may be no identifiable 

constituent which cmmqxds functionally or seImntidly with a 

subject of the Indbhuapean type (Sdracfter 1984) . There has also 

been little or no discusian of tbe possibility that order might be 

semiti- to ergative versus absolutive syntactic categories in some 

languages- 

Ebmth, typological S c a e s  generally assume that basic order is 

determined on 'basic' transitive clauses cmtaing two overt noun 

@rases. As has k e n  -ted in recent vJork (Derbyshire 1982, 

1985; Du B o i s  1981, 1984; Iabrecht 1984; Ikris Pay= 1 9 8 4 ~ ~  to 

appear d; Scancarelli , to appear) , in mturdl oral discourse, overt 

co-oc- of both subject ard object in a given clause is rarely 

the case.6 mther, whemwer .two n o c r n ~ o c c u r ,  somethingis 

likely to be mrlceci relative to the discourse or pragmatic situation. 

Ccarseqcrently, we must distkqukih be- (a) most frequent clause 

type, and (b) nwst neutral order when tm full noun phrases do occur, 

leeping in minlthatanyuseof fullrxnmphrixesmayinsanesense 

be marked. determining (b), I suggest that a confluence of 

criteria must be considered, suchas (Langiedoer's 'most 

cwnon mrd ozder [when full noun phrases are used] ' ) , pragmatic 

mrhdnes, definitaress, referentiality or givemess of 

participants, degree of w i t i o n ,  and simplicity of 

ckscriptian. This sort of approach is reir~ant, however, only to 

languages where subject, object, or other syntactic categories can be 



clearly defined axd ihtified, ard where order is primarily 

sensitive to such categories. It is important to keep in m i n d  that in 

all languages there is probably sane sensitivity to p-tic 

factors. In same 1-, such as Rqego, pragmatic factors account 

for just about all order- -, axd corrsequently there is 

questionable vdlue in trying to farce t k a  into a syntactic ordering 

mold. It is not clear to me tbt we even want to talk abut 'basic' 

ordering in such lappages. We would first have toshowthat new 

information is more (or 1-i) hasic than given informaticnr; that 

definite infomation is more (or less) basic than indefinite 

information, etc. Ard it is not clear to nre that PE can do so. Both 

new and given information are clearly essential to ccnnrmxnication, 

tha@~ it may be true that given is more frequent, at least in 

narrative genres. 

1.6. Introduction to the phanolcgy 

As a basis for better ;linderstandirrg the data, a brief 

intmducticm to the phaneaes ad sane major (morpho-)phonological 

pmeses of Yagua is given here (see Payne a& Payne, in progress, 

for further discussion). Omsonant phonanes axxi their allophones are 

as f o l l ~ :  



LABIAL ALVEOLAR PALATAL VELAR PoSWELM 

SPOPS P [ P I  t [ t ]  
[PI [5 1 

[mbl [ndl 

AFFRICATES E [El 

Table 1.2 -t Phonmes of Yagua 

Flhenever a morpheme enling in /y/ inunediately precedes a 

morphaae begimiq w i t h  any cansahlant other than an alveolar or 

platal obstruent, there is a metathesis of !y/ &-id the cansonant. If 

the omsonant is t , or s this process resuits in the 

palatal sounds [ \  1, [a], and [El. /y/ plus /w/ is realized as [p] or 

[ p y ] .  Morphemes do not e d  in cxmmants other than /y/. Thus, *ere 

are no underlying sequences of C + /y/ where C is a morphme-findl 

consonant other than /y/. /p/ and /m/ often have labiavelar releases 

[w], but in  the environment of /y/ the labiavelar release disappears. 

/m/ and /n/ have oral releases p- oral vowels: [mb] and [dl. 

P. Pawlison (1962) presents a four-vowel analysis for Yagua. In 

his a y s i s  the nmn of the high 'front1 -1 is [ i ] ,  the norm of 

the high back -1 is [U], the nozm of the low 'front' vowel is [a], 



and the norm of the lm back vowel is [>I. However, I believe there 

is good evidence, at least in sane dialects, for adopt- a six -1 

analysis which [i] and [i], anl [el and [a] are treated as 

separate phmmu=s alolrg with /u/ [U] ard /o/ [D ] . ~ c c o r d i q  to this 

analysis, the -1 phoaLemes w i t h  their allophones are as given in 

Table 1.3. (In sape ernrimments there is 'neutralization1 between 

/i/ and /3/ to [il , & between/e/ and /a/ to [el. 1 

HIGH i [i] 
r I1 

BACK 

Table 1.3 V-1 PhDslemes of Yagua 

The mid -ls /e/ and /o/ are defective p b n e n ~ ~  in terns of 

freqwnq and failure to uTdergo certain phonological rules which 

apply to other -1s. Additianally, /e/, /i/, ad /o/ do not occur 

in the initial syllables of 3-initial verbs which udergo 3-deletion 

(see T. Payne 19831 for discussion of verb classes a d  wrphophonemic 

processes related to subject cliticizaticm) . All vowels may be long 
or short, nasal or oral. Clusters of mn-identical vcmels do not 

occur. 

There are two w c  tones, but syllables are lexically marked 

for three types of tone features. Syllables which have an inherent 



high tane are marked w i t h  the accute accent. These are syllables 

which must have a surface high tone, or scmetimes a low-high or 

high-lm glide on certain 1- vawels. If there is a sanorant 

-t int- between W high-t- syllables, a& if the 

vawel of the first syllable is shart, then the first high tone may 

also be realized as a high-low glide over the -1 plus sonomnt 

comaant. A inal high tone follawing another high tone may 

be phmticdlly mid. Syllables with inberent law tone are marked w i t h  

the accent. abese are syllables W c h  mst always have a l w  

tone, and which may - placement of a high tane an a 
syllable. This occurs if the pmz&ixg syllable occurs in part of the 

i n t m t i d  pivot of the @wase, & does not itself have an 

inherent law tone. Syllables which do not have inherent tone 

assignment are not marked, even when they receive (predictable) 

surface high tone in certain contexts. These may have either high or 

law surface tone, deperding an pl-t relative to the intonatid 

pivot, a d  placement relative to inherent law-tone syllables. 

Ihe intanatianal pivot occurs cm the last inkrent hi& or 

umarked syllable of the intonatid phrase. The pivot is mark& by 

high tone. If the pivot is the last syllable of the phrase, the 

intonation of the pht.ase goes up, and stays up. If rte p i ~ t  is not 

t b  last syllable of ths phase (i.e. it is f o l l d  by ane or mre 

inherent 1-tane syllables), the into~ration at the end of the phrase 

fa3ls follmir-4 the pivot. 

A SpanM~bsed has been developed for Y a g w  by Paul 

Pcwlison in conjunction with the Peruvian Ministry of Educatian. For 



the most part this orthography is followed here. -tly /k/ is 

written as a front wmels ard /9/, and as c elsewhere. /:/ 

iswrittenas&, /w/ asv, a d  /h/ asi. In order to reduce the 

mmbr of diacritics which must be written, [mb] arwl [nd] are written 

as b ard _d respectiveiy ard mizatian an -1s is not written 

foliawing g [m] or 2 [n] . In all othr exnci-ts, nasalizatian is 

irdicated by the nasal hook. In the practical orthography, 1- 

=ls, tone, and the -1 /5 /  are not written, but I represent them 

here insofar as p~ssible.~ 

Follawing a /y/ or any palatalized coarsonant, a vawel front* 

prccess applies to n o n e  vowels (vwels other than /e/ and /o/) . 
'Ihis is informdlly given as follaws (Y -ts both /y/ ard any 

palatalized cansumnt) : 

(1) v -> [+ fronted] / Y 
C- mldl 

This accounts for the follaxirg altefnatians (the rule applies 

vacxously to the already fraPlt vowel /i/): 

The folladng examples illustrate qlicztim- of the fronting rule. 

Recall that /y/ metathesizes w i t h  any -initial amsonant. 



Fhen contiguous to the front vowels [i] and [el, arvl particularly 

when follcvJing a bilabial, the /y/ is then deleteti in normal speech. 

(2) m.qqy  'sixql ray + murrqqy > [laanirr?qy] 'I sing1 
miisa I&bler ray + miisa > [ramiisa] 'my table1 
-Ima PERF - m u y + ~  >[mlnlmy7~X] CCMeLTPERF 

Fronting of sbrt /a/ follmirg Y is not as noticable as fronting of 

lag /aa/. HowRFer, I hypothesize that fronting applies i . ~  both cases 

in order to account for identical changes in /a/ and /aa! when they 

are simultaneously am3 foll- by Y (see Rule ( 5 ) ) .  

When loy /aa/ does NOT precede a /y/ or a palatal(ized) 

cansmant, it tends to be very fronted in sane mxk (particularly in 

the Vainilla dialect but less so in the Cahocrmna and San Jo& de 

Loretoyam dialects) : 

(3) tqq-nif > [t~+-nii] 'L4k1-e is k/her?' 
ray-ya-j&iy > [ray#siy] '1 went earlier today1. 

But ampare: 

(4 )  C=-jWl lhis/her father' 

[sa-mxaay] 'she/he is sleeping1 

A -1 raising process applies to [ X I  (bath long and short) 

whemver f o l l ~  by a /y/ or palatalized camonant: 



Pgt~llccttlm. of (1) and (5) results in alternations such as the 

following: 

( 6 )  sa- jm 'his- father1 w-~W > "?%T 'my father1 
sa-jGy 'his/kr skin' ray-SY > "I* 'my skin' 

Mbemver two unlike -1s came together w i t h i n  a mrd, the 

first assimilates to the quality of the  PA^. In (8) the initial i 

drops, as will be discussed later. (Abbreviations are given prior to 

(7) 'sell ' t+@yyti$ ' seller ' 
t m t a -  $ 
sell-mlLzR 

(8) w a y  'say' Wtay 'shehe says' 
=-futay 
3SGsay 

This is accounted for by !9!: 

There is a third rule aff-ing vowel quality which applies in 

the context of certain &-initial morphemes when the last syllable of 

the Feadiw mrFhne contains a short vowel. The processes involved 

are imr~'x>-lexical and will not be formalized here, but ewmples 

Fo11w . 

(10) radqpiy 'I lift' rachp@t%siy 'I lifted earlier tc&yl 
rachppi y- j&iy 
1SG:lift-PRO= 



(11) wtay 'he says1 wt-/ slplltw (V) 
qtay-j- 
3s: say-PAm3 

'he said 1- ago' 

(12) -w@= 
'she coanrerses' 

-'w=%wu 
-tY!@u-j- 
3M; : -PAST3 
'she armversed long ago' 

(13) -iy 
sa- jqmad3- j-y- j*iy 
3SG-opn:muth-arise= 
'He opened his mouth rising up earlier tcday. ' 

(14) m 'I go' ray siy '1 went earlier today1 
m=-j*iy 
lsG:go-PiaaX1 

SeYeral obsenmtiors may be dram fran the above data. First, /i/ or 

/iy/ plus & /ha/ results in /ee/ [eel (example 10) . plus % 

results in /e/ [eel in V, and in /ee/ [eel or /ad [aal in CAH 

(example 11). (I believe that Sn follm the CAI3 dialect more 

closely than the V dlalect . ) /u/ plus ;ia results 'a /oo/ [B 31 

(ewmple 12). Tlrus, the resultant surface form agrees in fronting 

nasal-plus-oral sequence surfaces as oral (example 10 and suffixation 

of j%i~ in 13) , while certain oral-plus-ordl sequences be- nasal 

(sgmrple 14; but note suffixation of jaskiiy in 13). (There is 

additiandl canplicating data here; see Payne and Payne, in progress). 

Third, this ccalescence process is restricted such that it does not 

apply to prefixation of Set I clitics (Section 2.1) to &-initial 

verb roots (see T. Payne 1983a for detailed discussion of what 

hagpens in this situation). Fourth, there are some &-initial 



suffixes which do not seem to take part in this process, such as 

'proximate 218 and j& 'skin'. The following f- show that i f  the 

morpheme d in a long wml-final syllable, the i /h/ is 

retained. If the preceding morFabape ends in a lorq /y/-final 

syllable, the j is dropped (particularly in V; in the CAli dialect, i 

may be re- and the follawing /a/ fronted to /e/) . 

( 15 ) s a - n i p  jdsiy 'she talked thls morning' 
3SGtalk-F'Roxl 

V: sa+mata*dsiy 'she finishd w a s h i q  this nwulling' 
3 s G - w s h ~ T - P R o x l  

CAH: s a - s w ~ - - j & s i y  'she finished urashing this momiq' 

There are two l w l e v e l  -1 deletion rules which sane speakers 

are able to suppress to -degrees, dgpePrling the carefulness 

w i t h  which they are speaking. Ccmsider first the following data, 

noting particularly the &lined wls: 

BUT: 

'at the base of the tree' 

'she got inside1 

(17) rii-tiy * r i i y a r m t i y  
r i i e  jw-nt iy  
3FL : make: m w m - R E P  
'Theymade noise again lmgago'. 



VCitajy nwamanii 
~ ~ - I g - I l i i  

vxIuxd hurt--3sG 
'Tk WCRPld hurts him (all over his  bodty) ' . 

The data in (16) and (17) .show that -1 deletion applies between 

two coronal ccmsmants when the f i rs t  c c a ~ s a ~ n t  is voiced, and the 

syllable is lm tane am3 short. (17) s i t s  that the rule applies 

pvgressively and does not if either mnsonant is aln?ady in a 

cluster. The rule is f d a t e d  as follws : 

A second law-level rule is needed to account for deletion of 

M =high t-, high v a e l s  betwzen tvJo voiceless amsonants. 9 

(19) sasf4uitya sasquityaa lshe/heisalanel 
sas iqu i -  
3SG-be : alone 

%=&@iiY?? jachpiim 'think, decide' 
j-y-~i #-w 
he!art-VRBIZR-Df STRIS 

rihmbEidgtgi+sirya rih&ii&ht+&irya 
ray- j hAt3iiy-s~-ta- j&siy-r& 
1-t : self -TRNS-TRNs-mQXl-INAN 
' I painted myself ( w i t h  achiote) w i t h  it (an instrument ) . 
But: 

sanicyee@tityiiy *sanicyeett 5 i tyiy 
sa-nicyee---ti tyiiy 
3SG-talk---ing : directly 
'-/he talked ( w i t h  samxce) while going along1 . 

The seccnd vuwel deletion rule is as f o l l ~ :  



There are a few apparently regular @mological differences 

between ttve San Jose de IaPetoyacu, Cahoclma, ard Vainilla dialects. 

anu /arnE/ in SJL am3 CAH often to & / a ~ /  =-- 
in V, as in the distant past ard infinitival erdings -jada (v) versus 

- S a m  (sn;, CAH) . (Howwer, V spe&ers may q l o y  both - jada and 

-janu fonus of these mofphemes.) Initial /r/ in CAHandVis 

sometimesatsent i n n  mrphmes: ray- '1st sirgular' (CAB, V) 

versus ay- (SJL) . In other morphemes, hcrwever, initial /r/ 

mmeqxds to /n/ (either [n] or [nd] ) : moriy 'house' (CAB, V) 

versus dooriy ( S J L ) .  Unless mentioned 0-, examples in this 

paper are represmtative of the V &/or CAH dialects. 



lfnthisstudy~cannot pursue-  interesting -t~ of 
discourse strurJture revealed by quantitative differences d l ~  
variaus p a m n ~ t e r s b e w  narrative -. I ~ntion just a 
fewof themhere inpassing. 

2 
Appmxhate of consultants reflect apErrcPcimate ages when 

we wrhd w i t h  them. 

B wife g=v up in a -1y -1irgua.l Y- 
family. Her parents depreciated the language a d  wanted their 
children to speak cmly Spanish. We !mspect she actually lnderstads 
Yagua, even though she may feel uncanfortable q e a b g  it. 

Actually, I suspect that tbe labsolutivel -t (the object 
of a tmnsitive and the subject of an intransitive clause) might be a 
better cmdidate for the 'wimary conccmitant' of t h  verb. T h i s  is 
sqgestt& both by the semantic obsenmticans of Keenan ( 1984) ard the 
cliscourse/-tic obsenmtiaars of Du B o i s  (1984). 

I weRiid like to t ! !  3& Du B o i s  for bringing this to my 
attention. 

w small a m m t  of available text data frm =lo suggests 
that in sane 1- there is a much greater propensity to use full 
noun -. The Taushim situation is, herwever, a case of ' l a w u a ~  
death' ( there were W t e l y  six spealoers at the time the text 
material was recarded and tzsarscribed) , and I do not know hew this 
might affect discaurse/pragmatic phezlcarena. 

Most of the Pavliscm texts and the Pavlisan and Pawlisan 
( 1911) amcordance project which is based on tfPan do not represent 
1- -Is or t e .  Occasionally I have not been able to determine 
length and tone for morphePes, based an my bowledge of the 
language arxi the available dictimary materials. 

* ~ 0 t h  ~ a u l  -1i- -1- haas co0.rsistently recorded 
this suffix with a short -1, though it behaves as if it were lcarg. 
We have experienced significant difficulty in perceptually 
disti- short versus long ordl -1s at times, and it may be 
this should be written as long even t k n g h  our perceptions are that 
it is short. 

Occasi&ly we have fomd d e l ~ ~  of &cr t  /a/ between two 
miceless amsonants, yet in other wards, such as those given here, 
it never occurs. ?5-augh F U ~ C L .  exploration is warranted, it is 
probably the case that /i/ and /u/ are simply 'wealter' than /a/ and 
more susceptible to deletion. 



Chapter 2: Clausal Phencrne~ 

This chapter is the 'ehewherel case. Here I discusis major 

structural clause types and facts of clause s-ti-ructure which are rmt 

specifically conerr& w i t h  structure of the noun ard adpcsitional 

phrase (Chapter 3), mun phrase morphology , (Chapter 4 ) ,  or verb 

phrase and verbdl morpholqy (Chapter 5). However, sane facts which 

may be more pertinent to clause-level s.tructure are presented in 

Chapter 5 ,  particularly facts concerned w i t h  use of certain clitics 

and order of object w t s  in clauses with canplex predicates. 

2.1. Major structu2al clause types 

Three major clause types are distinguished by whether the clause 

has a non-nuuinal predicate md by whether the clause (potentially) 

refers to its subject participant by means of Set I clitics (Table 

2.1) versus Set I1 clitics (Table 2.2). In all clause types the most 

frequent am3 least pragmatically mark& order is predicate-initial. 

Certain of these structurdl clause types cross-cut functiondl clause 

types such as imperatives and questions. Before illustrating the 

three major clause types I will introduce the Set I and Set I1 

clitics and make a few camznts about general terminology. 

For purpses of this study 'subject' is defined as the 

confluenceof IS '  and 'A1 in thesenseof D i m n  (1979). 'S '  is the 

only argument of a single argument clause. 'A '  is the most agent-like 

argument of a dti-argument clause, or that -t Wch is 



morphcqmtactically treated as an agent a d  mast coamaonly be. 

Object is similarly defined as Dixnn's '0' which is the next-mst 

agent-like participant of a multi-argument clause. (In a c W  fact, 

it is often not agent-like at all. ) Occasionally I use the symbol 0 

to refer to any non-subject argurent for which the subcategorization 

frame of the verb may or may not be specified. A r g m n t s  specified by 

the subcategorization or -tic case frame of the verb are termed 

'direct' arguments. Those which are not are termed 'oblique' 

azgumnts. Obliques include postpositid phrases ard time and 

locative expressions. 

Set I clitics are prefixal. Semantically, indicate 

whether the referent is animate or inanimate. If the participant La 

animate, the clitic also bdicates its person and number. 

Syntactically, Set I clitics reference subjects of Type 1 clauses 

(Section 2.1.1.1), genitives (Section 3.5), and objects of 

pastpositions (Section 3.6) . Table 2.1 presents the mst widely used 
variants of these clitics. T. Payne (19833) discusses other 

phcmologically and l&dl'y'4iL-ted fonns (there is a great deal of 

phclllological fusion between the clitic azd the first syllable of t ~ n y  

verb roots, postpositians, a d  one of the auxiliaries). 



SINGULAR DUAL n m  
l N c L u s I V E ~ I V E  ~ I V E ~ U S I V E  

1 P-=n ray- w- &sly- *- 
2 ~ - = n  jiy- =&&a- jiryey- 
3 person sa- naada- riy- 

inanimate (no rarmber distinction) : 16- 

index determined by -reference w i t h  sane other participant 
in the clause (not used for 1st a d  21~3 singular): jiy- 

Table 2.1 Set I Participant Reference Clitics 

The CO-reference clitic jly- (COX) does not have an inherent animacy 

and person/- index, but must get its irdex fxwn sane other 

element in the clause. This is explored mare fully in Section 

2.1.1.3, Chapters 3 and 5, and in T. Payne (1985, Chapter 4). The 

third person clitic farms are nat differentiated for m i n e  versts 

feninine gender and I translate them as 'he1, 'she', and 'she/het, 

on context or lack there~f. The ard third person 

dual clitics s%na- and naada- are used to recognize the special 

status of (singular) who have borne children. Third person 

singular farms may be used to reference senantically plural entities 

which are relatively lcwer on a topicality hierarchy (cf. Silverstein 

1976). For example, groups of animdls may be referenced as singular 

in cmtrast to huIIiarrs. Plural children may be referenced as singular 

in contrast to e t s .  Plural 'savqes' or 'enemies' may be 

referenced as singular in cantrsst to niivaamiy 'people' ( i . e. Yagua 

people . 



ScPIoe Set I1 elitics are suffixal (indicated by a preceding 

hyphen in Table 2.2), while others are phanologically free or 

indetennirrate. Both b u d  and free fofns are isamrphic with free 

pmnmns except that the latter carry stress. There is no free 

pmnmhal counterpart to the inanimate clitic or to the 

coreferential clitic d. -, is more promm-like than 

in that can fonn a relative pronoun with the relative clause 

clitic -tiy, while canmt (Section 2.11.4). Syntactically, Set 

I1 clitics are used to reference objects of transitive clauses 

(Section 2.1.1.2) , subjects of same intransitive clauses (Section 

2.1.2) , a d  subjects of predicate lxmnindl ard predicate locative 

clauses (Section 2.1.3).* The mst widely used fo- are given in 

Table 2.2. 



SINGULAR WAL PLURAL 
INCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE musm EXCLUSIVE 

banimate (no nrrmtxr distinction): -r5 

index determined by co-reference with sane other participant 
in the clause (not used for 1st and 2rd sirgular): -@ 

Table 2.2 Set I1 Participant Reference Clitics 

As w i t h  the Set I clitic Jiy-, the Set I1 co-referential clitic 

(m) does not have an inherent aninracy and persan/nmnber index, but 

must get its index from sane other element in the clause (cf. Section 

2.1.1.3, Chapters 3, 5, 7; d T. Payne 1985). The secord and third 

person dual forns are again used for (singular) who have borne 

children, and third person singular forms may be used to reference 

semantically plural referents h i c h  are lower on a topicality 

hierarchy, as discussed above. 

2.1.1. Clause Type 1 

Type 1 clauses are distinguished by facts. The predicate is 

verbal, as evidenced by the range of specifically verbdl suffixes 

that it llff~ take. Additianally, if a subject noun phrase occurs 

postverbally, or if no subject noun phrase occurs in the clause, a 

Set I clitic references animdcy, and if animate then prsm and 

number of the subject argument. This will be illustrated shortly. 



Type 1 clauses (and Type 3 which are predicate lxmirds) cmss-cut 

other clause t y p s  such as questions and impexatives. 

In Type 1 clauses the pragmatically neutral order when overt 

noun phrases occur is V[erb]-S[ubject]-O[bject]. Post-verbdl 

placement of arguments is also the m s t  frequent order in texts 

(Chapter 6) . In elicitation via Spanish, our language consultant has 
occasionally offered SV(0) order initially, but then volunteered that 

VS(0) is ' - z i  correctf. The orders OVS and Oblique-VSO also occur. 

'Lhose which do not occur are VOS and any order where there are tcr;o 

constituents before the verb such as SOV, OSV, Oblique-SVO, 

0blique-o~~. 

2.1.1.1. Subjects in Type 1 clauses 

If the Subject NP follows the verb as in (21), or if there is no 

ovlert subject NP in the clause as in (22), a Set I proclitic zccurs 

attached to the verb. If a auxiliary is present as in (23), 

the clitic is attached to the nntiliary. 

(21) *jql&y Anita. 
3SG-fall 
'Anita falls'. 

(23) siiy. 

'She/%e will run'. 

If the subject precedes the verb (and is not ' left dislocated' ) , a 

Set I proclitic does not occur: 



(24) Anita j w .  
'Anita falls'. 

If an NP referring to the subject is 'left-dislocated', a 

resumpti- Set I clitic must occur on the verb or auxiliary. I will 

refer to ' left dislocated' and certain other expressions in this 

left-most position as 'non-nuclear delimiting' expressions (see below 

ard chapter 6) . The resmptive reference is rmderlined in (25) : 

'The wasp bite in his knee, it swelled up big' . (-4) 

2.1.1.2. Objects and obliques in Type 1 clauses 

If the object of a divdlent Type 1 clause is by a full 

noun phrase, a Set 11 clitic inanediately preedes the object noun 

phrase but is attached to whatever precdes the object phrase. The 

clitic thus forms a syntd- ic constituent w i t h  the follawirg object 

noun phrase, but a phanological constituent with the precediq mrd. 

Syntactic constituency is inlicated by brackets in (26) and (27); Set 

I1 clitics are underlined. 

(26) Sa-ta Rospita-[& Anita]. 
3sE.ullssh -3s 
'Raspita washes Anita'. 



(27) ql-- tf $t?j~[a m y 1  
riy-m-muuy---jam tfjtgjy-riy 
3PL-kill-CCPIIPLT-=-PAST3 canpletely-3PL savage 
'They cmpletely killed off the savages . 

Set I1 clitics are used w i t h  object mun phrases roughly when the 

object is definite ard irdividuated. In (28), forexample, the 

object is a non-qecific mass ad no clitic occurs: 

(28) m??. 
sa- jatu 
3SG-drink manik : beer 
'He drinks Panioc beer1. 

IIauever, the clitic is absent even in secne where the object is 

highly k;livibt& and defkiite. T. ?ayne (1985) suggests more 

gemrally that use of Set I1 clitic plus a noun @wase to encode the 

object has to do w i t h  projected dixxrurse deployability or saliency 

of the participant in subsequent discourse. 

If an overt NP is not used to refer to the object, a Set I1 

clitic alone will reference the object. In this case the clitic most 

neutrally occurs as the last element in the clause (this is 

quantified in Chapter 6) : 

( 29) Sa-suuta Rcspita raruv++va-[&] . 
3- down: river-= 
'Rospita washes -/her downriver'. 

If the object is fronted before the verb but is not !left dislocated' 

( i . e. it is not in the nownuclear delimit- position as discussed 

belaw), it is i ~ t  mess-referenced by a Set IS clitic. Rospita could 

not be interpreted as the Subject in (30) because the Set I clitic 



sa- occurs on the verb. If a subject noun phrase is present, it must - 
thus be postverbal. 

(30) Rcspita saesuuta Anita. 
'Anita washes Rc6pita1. 

If a naun phrase referrirrg to the object does occur in the 

nm-nuclear delimiting position, a msmgtive Set 11 clitic occurs in 

its normal position at the end of the clause: 

(31) Anitaniy, P+um -ifiii. 
Ani ta-ni y g&cMy-j&siy-~ 
Anita-NIN Paul m - P m x l - 3 S G  
'Anita, Paul carried her'. 

Similarly, if an oblique phrase for w h i c h  the verb is 

subcategorized occurs in the nm-nuclear delimiting position, 

resrmq?tive reference to the oblique occurs smwkre follwing the 

verb. This is illustrated in (39) below. 

In vezb initial 1- (VIN, %?man 1977, 1979a) , the verb 

carpIlonly agrees with none or with tw~ arguments, but hardly ever with 

just one argumnt. As (26) shows, in Yagua the verb or au%iliary 

cross-references anly the subject arg.~ment. But in highly transitive 

clauses e r e  the object is well-individuated t m  arguments zay still 

k referenced by clitics in the clause. If the Set I1 clitic occurs 

on the verb as in (31) this is merely - no other constituents 

occur following the verb, a d  a -ce of the leftvard 

cliticization process. Strictly speakiq,  the verb only agrees with 

ale argument. 



2.1.1.3. Reflexives and reciprocals 

The coreferential object clitic (CORO) is used whenever an 

object is co-referential with a subject, genitive, or 

object of a postpositian (i-e. sane Set. I argument) w i t h i n  the same 

clause. Amcnrg other things, then, indicates reflexivity and 

reciprocity. As far as I krmv % is never follmed by a full noun 

phrase. This is pragmatically unnecessary as the index of & is 

always determined by a preceding argument. As with other Set 11 

cl2tics when there is no avert noun phmse object, mast neutrally 

attaches to the last element in the clause: 

(32) mlbyeyu- 
sa-jyvay Daviy-kay-yit 
3SG-hit Danrid+eased-COIW 
'David hit himself'. 

(33) Q q m Y  e y u .  
riy-jm mmufihiy-fl 
3PL-hit 
'The q hit themselves'. OR: 'The savages hit each other'. 

If a verb is subcategorized to take an object in the dative 

case, reflexivity ad. recigrocity are indicated by the Set I 

coreferentlal clf tic & (wiant yi-) occurring with the dative 

postpositian: 

(34) T a & a  diiy yi-9-va. 
Tan see COR-DAT 
'Tam sees hinself' . 

(35) RjItdy nijyqpiy yilval : : : 
riy- j jt&y yi-Iiva 
3PL-say people COR-DAT 
'The people say to eachother . . . I  



2.1.1.4. Trivalent clauses 

In trivalent clauses both objects may be referenced by clitics 

if they are definite and imriividuated. Rocks are animate, which 

accounts for the animate s-ar Set I1 clitic in (37): 

(36) Sqt@ira. 
sa-y-ni i -rb 
3SG-give-3SG-INAN 
'He gives it (to) him'. 

(37) Rodrigo @i ravichv ~ S Y .  
s#y-& 

Rodrig0 give-3SG rack 1SG 
'Rodrig0 gives me tine rock'. 

(38) S d S i t p m n i i  Antbiora niquee jada. 
sa-tya-nu-ni i A n t h . i 0 - ~ 3  niquee- jada 
3SG-luluN-TR?s-3SG Antonio-INAN talk-INP 
'He teaches Antanio the word (or language) : . 

2.1.1.5. Structure in Type 1 clauses 

The -oreceding facts abaut use and non-use of Set I and Set I1 

clitics when there is a preverbal subject, object, or oblique suggest 

that structurdliy there are tK, types of preve&d constituents. 

Differential placeare~~t of secanl position clitics (Section 2.4) and 

different pragmatic functions of pmwrbal elements also s~pprt  such 

a distinction. 

The first structurdl position is a t  I have termed a 

Irma-nuclear delimiting' constituent. The pragmatic function of 

phrases occurring in this position is to provide a limit- frame of 

reference in terms of either the or location, or to set up for tks 

hearer an entity relative to which the rest of the sentence is 

relevant (Dooley 1982; Chafe 1976:50 uses the term 'topic' in this 



sense). This positian ]nay or may not encode phrases which are 

co-referential w i t h  arguments required by the semantic case or 

subcategorization frame of the verb. The term 'non-nuclear ' implies 

that there is a 'nuclear' portion of the clause as ell. 

Syntactically, the nucleus consists of the verb plus those arguments 

required by the -tic case or Subcztegorization frame of the verb, 

plus clausal operators which have scape over the verb a d  its 

w t s  (e.g. tense, mode, aspect) . FYagmatically the nucleus 

conveys the basic predication (cf. Chapter 6). Example (25) above 

illustrates use of a delimit- phrase, where this phrase is 

co-referential w i t h  the subject of the clase. The follawing 

examples illustrate a locative oblique ard a time expression in 

delimiting function. Note the resumptive reference to the locative 

(underlined) in (39). 

(40) TJ jquii jdrimyun.i-s+qr+ jQ s a - t m t a -  jay++-d. 
one :ANIM: SG moan-extent :of-& 3SGlie-INST-ITER-INAN 
'For a -&le month he was laid up (in bed) with itf. (KT005) 

The non-nuclear delimiting canponent correspords structurally to 

what is scmetimes termed a 'topic' or 'left-dislocated' constituent 

within certain traditions (cf. Chafe's 1976 use of the term 'topic'). 

I wish to avoid the term 'topic' for this structurdl position because 

of confusion in literature aver what this tern indicates. In 

Yagua a delimiting entity or concept need not be the topic of the 

sentence in the sense of 'what the sentence is about' (cf. Dooley 



1982:311; Gundel 1974:15, Dik 1978:130, Hdlliday 1967:212). It need 

not be a highly cantimmus el-t in the sense that it has been very 

recently msntioned (cf. ' topic' in the sense of G i v b  1983) .6 The 

pragntatic function of ncrn-nuclear delimiting elenents discussed abave 

is closer to the characterization of topic given by Li and Thcmpsan 

(1976). Li and Tkapm (1976) suggest that topics are alwys 

definite. InLi arxilhanpxar (1981), kxever, theyallav that they 

need not be. In Yagua, correlative and perhaps other subordinate-type 

clauses may serve non-nuclear delimiting functions. Often such 

phrases or clauses encode indefinite or nonspecific participants : 

(41) Jatiy ji- junoosiy rq -iy 
ja-tiy jiy- jw-bay $JJ=-=~Y cha- jhiy 
DEMD-TIY 2SEfathe- head-CL:seed IRR b e - m  

~amari~, niiniAfiS ji-. 
salnariy ni i -niy-ni i jiy- j&pS 
3SG-necklace 3SG (pronoun) -NIY-3% ( Set11 ) 2%-gra~xlfather 

'Mhoemr (has) your father's skull (as) his necklace, 
'he is your gradfather ' .  (Literally: 'Whoever your 
deceased father's slrull will be his necklace, is your 
grandfather' . ) (IX082) 
The second preverbal pasition is terrned the 'pragmatically 

mrked' (PM) cmponent. This encodes information which is 

pzagmtically rmn-neutral or marked in terms of the speaker's 

cammmicative intent. The exact ways in which informatian can be 

pmgmatically marlced are discussed in Chapter 6 and will not be 

illustrated here. The PM position may encode any element of the 

nuclear pl.edication, whether it be a nmm phrase, a. postpositional 

phrase, a descriptive modifier which is dis-tinuous fKxn the rest 

of the phrase w i t h  which it fonns a semantic constituent, or an 



adverb. Though elements in this position are not limited to any one 

syntactic function, the position itself is a syntactic fact as shawn 

both by secord position clitic placement (Section 2.4) and Set I and 

Set I1 clitic ref-. If the FM position encodes a subjest, 

object, or (subcategorized) postpositiondl object of the clause, the 

-t is NOT renrmptively mentioned by a Set I or Set I1 clitic 

(cf. examples (24) and (30) above). 

It may be asked whether or not the pragmatically marked position 

is rimre or less equivalent to what wuld be termed a Cconplementizer 

( C C W )  position in certain other traditions. I have avoided using 

this tem because ( 1 ) clauses which begin w i t h  a ccmplementizer 

(Sections 2.11.2 and 2.11.4) may still ?xive another element in the FM 

position, (2) I am not certain the PM position has all the 

characteristics cernmonly associated with so-called CC@P p i t f ~ ~ s  and 

until such d d  be shwn I wish to not confuse the issue, and ( 3 )  

&at is clear is that this position encodes pragmatically w,rw 

inf omat ion. 

The syntactic structure of Type 1 clauses when full noun phrases 

are used is roughly that suggested by the diagram in ( 42 ) . In 

intrarrsitive clauses, of course, a direct object is not present, 

though an oblique may be. More detailed discussion of each element in 

(42) will be talcen up throughout this and following chapters. 



Where 0 = Direct Object or Oblique (postpasitional 
phrase, time, or locative expression) . 

A few further observations are warranted abaut the structure 

posited in (42) . Flrst , there is syntactic structure in Yagua clauses 

and this strut- is k part hierarchical. !Chere are a variety of 

notations which could express the hierarchical stmctwe equally 

ell. That there is hierarchicdl structure is sham mst clearly by 

use and nan-use of Set I and Set I1 clitics as described above, and 

by placanent possibilities for second position clitics (Section 2.4). 

Also, elements in the mn-nuclear delimiting position have 

locational, time, or other delimiting scope over the rest of the C 

clause. Elements occurring in the Pragmatically Wked position have 

a pragmatic ard scartimes semantic function relative to the rt.?!dng 

group of elements occurring w i t h i n  C. Briefly , s&en an element occurs 

in the pragmatically marked position, the remahbg group of el-ts 

usually constitutes a presuppositional ba- assumption against 

which information in the FM position is asserted or contrasted 

( w t m  6 )  

Secon3, within C the structure is essentially ' flat ' (Chapters 5 

and 7). Relative to syntactic structure, I will not argue for any 

more mderlying -tation than that given in (42). (;ramnratical 

relations of 'subject' and 'object' perhaps must be taken as primes 

at this level of abstraction (though there are ulti.mtely 



se5antico-p-tic factors motivating graImnaticizatim of such 

relations). This is not to deny that Yagua verbs are not 

subcategorized for co-occurrence w i t h  object arguments (Doris Payne 

198%) . But sheer c o - o c ~  requirerents do not (to my mind) 

argue for a syntactic verb phrase consisting of verb plus object as 

apposed to subject, since verb a h  require co-occurrence of 

subjects. Nevertheless, objects are disthquhhed £ran (transitive) 

subjects on the basis of closer semantic selectid restrictions and 

-tic interpretation -ies obtabiw between verbs and 

their objects (Keenan 1984j. Insofar as subcategorization and 

semantic selectional restrictions are partly syntactic in ~tu re ,  at 

least shcrwirq sensitivity to categories of subject, object, and 

(subcategorized) obliques, then a vsrb and its object may be said to 

fcnn a discantimms semanti-tactic constituent. 

Third, the structure in (42) assumes that order in Yagua is 

based on syntactic role. For the most part this is tme. H m r ,  

o.der of direct ard oblique phrases (01 and O2 in (42) ) relative to 

one another is dependent on a mixture  of pragmatic consideratias and 

encoding devices (Chapter 6). Pragmatic factors also determine 

occurrence of elements in the PM position. Occumence of elements in 

the PM position, rather than in post-verbal position, is not strictly 

meaning preserving since different pragmatic force is associated with 

different orders. Further, if certain second position clitics occur 

suffixed to elements in PM, these clitics carry different 

aspectual/moddl meaning than when suffitDed to the verb (Section 

2.4.1). 



One drawback to the structure posited in (42) is that it ignores 

the status of clause-final paratactic phrases (Section 2.6; Chapter 

6). Scme might suc&pst these are not part of the strictly 

tgramatical' structure, and thus the 'grammart need not account for 

than. Although I believe there is a sort of grammatical looseness 

abaut them (e.g. they can encode any grammatical role ard they can 

occur after clause-final adverbial elements which n q  have scope over 

the entire clause), they do have clear dlscourse/pragmatic functions 

as discussed in- Section 2.6. Another drawbadt to the structure in 

(42) is tbat it may suggest that elements in PM smehm have scope 

over C. I am not sure h m  true this is for prevertal NPts, PP's, 

adjectives, or adverbs which seaantidly are part of the =lea. 

predication. 

One more qualification should be made about the structure 

posited in (42). In Sectim 2.4.3 I argue that what is given in (42)  

is a more Ilrderlybg level of syntactic structure, w h i c h  is rel-t 

for placement of certain second position clitics. Howwer, a more 

surface level of structure is also posited in order to account for 

accurate placement of the second position clitic jiita. 

2.1.2. Clause Type 2: So clauses 

Type 2 clauses are inmitive clauses which employ a Set I1 

clitic to refer to their only argument (the 'St in the sense of D m  

1979) . A n  NP referr- to the subject may or may not follow the 

clitic. Thus, intransitive subject argument is 

morphosyntactlcdlly treated in the same way as (idividuated ard 



discourse deployable) objects of transitive clauses ( D i x a n l s  ' 0 ' ) .  

Follawing D i x o n  (1979:80) I refer to these as So clauses. Use of So 

clauses is depe&ent on discourse ccntexts which can partly be 

described in terns of & locatianal scene with some 

non-typical location-* action, or points of release of 

climactic tension (T. Payne 1985). So clauses often begin with a 

locative W t r a t i v e  of sac type: 

(43) Mb5y j$flii . . 
-Y 

jwnii 
there fall-3SG savage 

falls the savage1. 

2.1.3. Clause Type 3: Predicate nminals and predicate locatives 

Type 3 clauses enploy a naninal or locative expression as the 

predicate. Despite their predicati-E furiction i l s  in these 

clause types remain syntactically nemindl as sham by their inability 

to take overt tense or aspectual morphology. If the subject is 

expmsed by a full noun phrase, a Set I1 clitic ~ ~ a y  pecede the 

subject noun phrase as in (44). If there is no follawing subject noun 

phrase, a Set I1 clitic must occur as in (45) and (46) .  The subject 

may precede or follaw the predicate. When it precedes, a Set I1 

clitic does not occur as in (47) (carpre (30) abwe). Thus, the 

shqle (subject) argument is in an avert object fom. In accord with 

VIN, there is no overt copula in this type of clause. 



(44) Madsituru-nuIma-(G) Antonio. 
teacher-nc~3SG 
'Antdo is nav a teacher'. 

( 45) Machf turu-muma-& . 
teacfier-~lw-3SG 
'Shehe is nav a teacher'. 

(47) Antonio IlracirItUru4ay. 
'Antonio is a teachert. 

2.1.4. Type 1 predicate ncaninals 

Type 3 clauses as in (44) through (47) are overtly tenseless, 

g m l y  -cat* a current state of affairs. If the speaker 

wishes to indicate tense or stipulate certain aditians, a 

BE verb (vicha, nicha, or &) or the verb machop 'remain in some 

condition1 must be employed. These verbs can carry Set I clitics to  

refer to the subject and can take the full range of verbal 

morphology. Thus the expression is a Type 1 clause. (BE verbs may be 

used in predicate ncrnindl -ions even when tense and aspect 

morphology is not overt. Verbal momlogy is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 5-18 

(48) Rimca savichan-. 
riy-curica sa-vicha-niii5y-jzmu 
3PL-chief 3s-be-lMPF-PAST3 
'He was their chief'. 

( 49 ) Vlnu sa jaachi-umaa j is&. 
sa- jaachiydee-mmaa j iy-ni cha 

only 3SG-heart-DIM-now COR-be 
'He was only his heart now (i.e. only his heart was alivs)'. 
(-1 



(50) Nt% coodiy sa-nicha. 
NEGboa 3SGbe 
'He could not be a boa:. (FSQO17) 

(51) M t y 4  r- 
- - McwiaaY, W t i y .  

riy-=c%WW? b q u i i k y  Qdu-ntiy 
not:dead:one 3PL-remain-ACHIEVE Moqui-DAY W-RW 
'Not dead ones they renainedl plbquil qdu also'. (TbJ008) 

(52) R6y ji jta vi- j-iy jpeemd%ty/$. 
vicha-sara m- jazlu-d&Stya-$ 

1SG JIITA be-HABIT very figfit-INF-how-WUR: ANIM: SG 
'I - am a great fighter'. (DAV014) 

(53) jMu ji-tiy savichasara @iirya. 
j iy-nu jiy-ra- t i y sa-vichasara .sQ$iy-ra 
DEMO-CL :ANIM: SG DEMD-CF:NEUT-TIY 3SG-*HABIT b i t e 4  : NEUT 
:this me who is a biting me' (IX036) 

Postverbal placement of the -A complement as in (52) and (53) is 

much less characteristic than is prevertal placanent as in (48) 

The BE verbs are not strictly capular. They may be used without 

a Manindl or locative ccmplement in the sense of 'to exist', 'to live 

or be (in a certain location)', or 'to rerPain (in a certain 

location) ': 

(54) Sari- m. 
sa-vi c h a - q -  j m  
3SG-be-IMPF'-PAST3 
' L a q  ago there lived Mcqui ' .  ('IW001) 

(55) I@% savicha jirya roorilllyu. 
sa-vi cha j iy-ra rooriy-mu 

NEG 3sG-be DP(ID-CL:NEUThouseLOC 
She/he doesn t live in this house ' . 

(56) Nli-niy cha jiyu rilqq. 
3SG-NIY IRR be here 1SG:CCEI 
'She - is going to be here with m e ' .  



2.2. Impersandls a d  functionally related constructions 

There is no productive specifically passive construction in 

Yagua. This is m . t l y  contrary to VIN which says that verb 

initial languages aim have a passive voice which is almost always 

marked in the verbal morphology or irdicated by employing a 

ncaninalized verb (but see Section 2.2.3). Newrtheless, there are 

three canstructions which have sane functional similarities to 

canonical passive coastructions in tenns of either reducing the 

valency or transitivity of the clause, taking the agent out of focus 

(perspective), or brirgw the ptient into focus (perspective) (see 

Givth 1982 and Keenan, to appear, for cross-lirguistic discussion of 

this functia m). In addition, there are a few lexically 

passive roots. 

2.2.1. The impersonal construction 

The kpersad construction anplays a verb suffixed with the 

habitual formative sara (Section 5.3.2.1 ) , or possibly with the 

naninalizer sara which forns naninalizaticars on the urderstood 

patients of transitive verbs (cf. Section 2.2.3). These two 

fomatives are isamorphic & arguments CgUld be made for the 

occurrence of either in impersonal constructions. Doris Payne (1983) 

suggests the habitual may in fact have derived historically frm a 

passive mor@%me plus the 'neutral1 classifier z. Impersonals 

are nei+hr clearly Type 1 nor Type 3 clauses. First, they may not 

take Set I clitics. However, whether or not they have a verbal 

predicate depends on whether or not s a r a  is a ncQlinalizer. 



Inherently ncdnal roots do not occur, and other verW morphology 

such as -titvliy in (58) may occur. Both transitive and intransitive 

verbs occur in the impersandl construction. Since intransitive verbs 

do occur, it makes the sara &?dlizer hypothesis possible only if 

the 'object nanindlizerl is extended to occur w i t h  intransitives (a 

not hpssible directian of historicdl cfiange). Here I gloss sara as 

the habitual. 

In addition to sara, the impersondl construction obligatorily 

includes the modal vdnay 'possible' an3 in most cases also includes a 

negative. 

(57)N65~5my suuta-sarajirya jm-ti. 
NEG possible vash-HABIT DEMO:CL:NEUT soap-INST 
'It is not possible to w&l w i t h  this soap'. 

(58) IS& vhay siityityiiw jiyu. 
siiy-tityiiysara 

NEG possible nm-going : directly-HABIT here 
'It is not possible to nm here'. 

(59)N65vhay qgchra diiem. 
-?Y- 

neg possible givHiABIT yet 
'It cannot yet be given'. 

( 60 ) N& m y  t- di iera si jay. 
t w ~ y s a r a  

NEE possible buy-HABIT yet cloth 
'It isn't possible to buy clothes (these days)'. 
(i-e. because it requires money) (CLS022) 

Placement of the second position clitic -tiy (see also Section 

2.4.1) in (61) suggests that vhay jasrjrmichara 'possible go:up' 

constitutes a single constituent. If * y  'possible: were the 

predicate of the clause, and jashichara ( jasimiy-) ' go UP ' 

the subject with -Sara as a nminalizer, I wuuld expect the clitic 

-tiy to fcllaw vSmy. That it does not suggests that the 



-tiy to follclw vSnay. That it does not suggests that the entire 

constituent is the preciicate, perhaps 1- furf& ~ r t  to the 

sara habitual andlysis, rather than the Sara nepninalizer analysis. 

(61) V .  jasbicbax%ltiy r&richd jirya morimyu, 
jasiimiv-tiy rS-rich& jiy-ra rooriy-mu 

possible go:up-HABIT-TIY INAN-up D m : N E C P P  house-= 

If it were possible to go up ( into) this house, we vuuld 
go up.' 

In discourse the amstmctian is used when the 

identity of the -t is W r t a n t  or is taken as an impersonal 

'everyone1, or when the speaicer -wishes to avoid attributing 

responsibility to the agent. 

2.2.2. The anti-tive 

There is a lexically restricted anti-tive (ANTCATS) 3 

foxmative (Canrie 1981:161). The y forns a nan-causative from a 

semantically crmsative, yet morphalogically simple root. Although 

this y relates univalent and divalent predications, in the univalent 

predication the existence of an agent is not necessarily implied. 

(Doris Payne 1985a gives mrre details regarding lexical restrictions 

and further exmp1if ication. ) 

(62) Sa-!xS5ta4-r& 
3sG-h0ck:dOwn-PERF-INAN 
'She/he has knocked it down1 . 



(63) .%%%tan@&. 
sa-aa&5ta-y4 
3 S G l m o c k : ~ A N T c A U S - ~  
'!She has fallen down'. 

2.2.3. Predicate naair&s w i t h  object nminalizatians 

There is a series of suffixes &ch form ncanindiizatians on the 

mxkstood objects of transitive verbs (0:NOM): 

animate singular 
animate dudl 
animate plural 
inanimate or neutral 

w i t h  regard to animacy 

Predicate nranindl amstructions (of either Type 1 or Type 3; Sections 
2.1.3 and 2.1.4) con- .such a naninalization convey a passive 
sense. The perfectivity of (65) sugges& that the HABITUAL analysis 
for in these forns is unlikely. 

( 64 ) W-s j-nrmraa-rdy . 
stcarp-o:m:ANIM:SG~1SG 
'1 am now stanpedt or '1 am nau a stanped onef. 

(65 )  -. 
--Innma-- 
burn-O:NOM:NEUT--INAhT 
'It is raow burnt' or 'It is nau a burnt thing'. 

(66) Wi5yqq-sj sa-vicha-jSy. 
stmp-0:NUM:ANIM:SG 3SGbe-PIEOX2 
'She/he was a stcanped cahe yesterday'. 

~lthough such predicate rtaninals can convey a passive sense, they are 

not specifically passive ms'c,"UCtiarrs. The sense conveyed is 

depesdent cm the type of naninal earployed. For ex;mq?le, (67) is the 

same type of ccarstr2ction as ( 66) , but in ! 67) a non-passive nominal 

is used: 



(67) M t u r u  savi-. 
sa-vicha-rxiiiiy- jam 

teacher 3SG-be-lMPF-PAST3 
'%/he used to be a teacher'. 

2.2.4. Lexical passives 

There are extremely few lexically passive verb roots. Lexical 

passives mFmdlly use Set I clitics to refer to the subject (semantic 

patient). No Set I clitic occurs in (68) a, the subject noun phrase 

occurs before the auxiliary arid verb. 

(68) V S ~ U  3-y m y  wm. 
J--niy 

-NIY MALE' be:killed 
'Only J- was killed' . ('IW008) 

(69) =-b=Y$$* didij&. 
INAN-be:finishui-PERF pudding 
'The pudding has been finished'. 

2.3. Auxiliaries 

There are three moddl auxiliaries which precede and w h i c h  are 

phonologically separate frcm the semantically main verb. 'l They may 

take Set I proclitics and various second psition clitics (Section 

2.4), but cannot carry aslpctudi, tense, or other verbal suffixes. 

These are not obviuusly related to any qndmmically semantically 

main verbs, but such a possibility should not be ruled out until 

adquate historical reconstruction of the laquage family as a whole 

is done. 

The 'irrealis' (IRR) moddl p is used for futures and 

imperatives. It does not, however, necessarily occur in other 



irrealis cant-. (The verbal suffixal morphology seen in the 

follcwing examples is discussed in Chapter 5. ) 

(70) mtyityiiy. 
s a - ~ m m a w  jwdayiti tyiiy 
3sg-m-nm m&~ing:directly 
'She/he is now going to go directly along working'. 

(71) W yqq juv&rya. 
yi-3 jwday-ra 

NM; 2sG-m *INAN 
'Don't do it! ' 

Polite m t i v e s  prefix the first person p l u .  inclusive Set I 

clitic vcnrrva- to the awiliary: 

(72) jaachpiiyqq. 
--B- j-y-~i iy-YS 
1PLINC-IRR-Pss h e a r t - ~ - D I ~  
'We had better tbink (abut scmething) I .  

The 'malefactive' (W) n&al auxiliary 9 indicates that the 

action is either realized or not realized to the agent's or 

(73) M y  supt-iy j$ jta rii-i. 
ray-* supata- j&iy ri i cya- jachiy-ni i 
1SG-MKF extricat- JIITA net-there:frcon-3SG 
' I tried (msuccessFal1~) to extricate him frm the net ' . 
(LAG025 

Ic (74) the agent thrms a spear at a boa, but the spear daes not 

succeed in kndcing  the boa out of the tree. Thus, the action of 

spearing is reported as turnirg out to the agent ' s disahntage . lo 



b. " t i i "  =-riy m-w-ni i . 
",thing" INANINAN- ~:&v4Il-AcHIEvE-3SG 

(a) H e  speared a t  him. (b) " t i i "  It didnl t lmock 
him docrsll . (iQ1062-063) 

The auxiliaries 3 and niy have variants rg ant! &y, 

respctively,  which occur when the auxiliary is not p f i x e d  w i t h  a 

Set I c l i t i c  due to  prwerbl pl-t of the subject. 

( 7 5 ) A n i t a s  d r y a  buy?@ y i i n .  (CAH) 
d y - r a  yi-iva 

IRR s p i l l - I N A N  mani0c:beer 2-T 
'Anita is going to  spill the manioc beer on yau' . 

(76) Nf iniy j j j ta 3 e i i - t h t i y  jiy. 
nii-niy cwiiy-w-t*nt iy 
3sG-NN JIITA IRR t e r r m i n a t e - K E l E V E - ~ - ~  yau 
'g is really go- t o  terminate you1. 

(77) V i m  J z t ~ m c h e y  raiy Wtyey. 
JZmucAw-niy 

-NIY MAtF be:killed 
'Only J&mdqf?y was killed' . (TKl08 ) 

The irrealis fonn is also used with the third persan plurai Set I 

c l i t i c  riy- to  give the fonn r i m  'they w i l l ' .  

The modal auxiliary riy may have softer force than the 

'irredlis' 8, irdicating- the idea of lletlsl or 'we  could1. It 

can be used simply to  ranid sameone of -thing. 

( 78 )  wmi jaachipi im . 
viw-& 
1PLIPJCuJuLDthink 
'We could think'. 



(79) WY tyqgchurdmu sanicyeejarru. 
~(qiy-riy rthm sa-nicyee-janu 
IPLINC-COULD listen INAN-UX 3SG-talk-INF 
'We should pay attention to what he says'. 

&tin@y naaniidiivq j-iydiidyey. 
1x56-tiymaiy naanu-jidliq diiy4ay 
NEG-TIY-NM; 3ULsick much bef ore-DAY 

' P k y k  we should go to my m o t h e r ,  before she gets 
very sick1. 

A rather different sense can be imparted by riy, particularly 

w h m  it occurs with a nan-first person inclusive subject. Its other 

sense is that of 'frustrativel, W c a t i n g  that a particular action 

is not pcesible or does not oaxr, to the -tts or protapnistts 

frustfation. l1 This is illustrated in (61) and (74b) above, and in 

the following: 

(81) W~Y dii- riiva saniisif'hd&y. 
rdby-m di iy-I-* ra-iva sa-niisiy-ej 
UILEXCL-FRUST -ACHIEVE INAN-DAT 
'We couldn't fird his eye.againl. 

There is another consistently prewrbl  modal m y  which 

indicates possibility. This is illustrated in (57) to (61) above and 

in (82). Unlike the malefactive, frustrative/ccnild, and irrealis 

moddl auxiliaries, is not inflected for subject and might be 

better thought of as an adverb. ( m t  other adverbs, hcrclRver, may 

either precede or follow the verb.) 



(82) N& vGnay sa-suuta. 
NEG possible 3SGwash 
'It is not pcssible for himher to washt. 

2.4. SecaMd pasition clitics 

There are a number of modal/aspectudl a d  -tic/disrourse 

structuring clitics which at first glance appear to follow the first 

constituent of the clause. Thus, they might all be temed 'second 

position cliticst .I2 However, these clitics actually divide into t m  

classes according to stmctwal placanent possibilities, suggesting 

that there are two stmctuml levels of the 'sentence' or clause. I 

have tensed these levels and E ,  as in (42) . A given clause need not 
ccmtain an-$ secead position clltic. 

2.4.1. Semrd position clitics w i t h i n  

The first set of clitics occurs after whtever is the first 
- 

constituent in5  - that is, after an element in the non-nuclear 

delimiting position if there is one, after an element in '& FM 

position if there is no delimiting element, or after an auxiliary or 

the semantically main verb if there is no delimiting or FM element. 

.Fane of the second position clitics have modal/aspectual 

overtones. indicates 'perf&' when f~llcwing the verb, but 

coriveys an obligative sense when following any preverbal element (cf. 

Section 5.8.1). This is particularly so w k n  it co-occurs with the 

irrealis modal auxiliary p. Ccmpare (83) and (84). (Constituency in 

line with (42) above is indicated by square brackets.) 



(83) 5 C C V 
[ [ [Ramt- &jay. I I I 

ray-suuta-muuy=-fi 
1--T-PERF-INA?.? ~10th 
'I have finished Pashing the clothes'. 

( 8 4 ) F ~ c  AUX V 
[ [ [W su~ tamm~ya  &jay. I I I - suuta-muq-la 

IPLINC-IRR- -T-INAN ~10th 
'We must finish vlashing the clothes'. 

Similarly, -numaa is best translated as 'nrxl~' and generally 

imparts an imperfective sense when follmirg the verb. It may, 

htmever, co-occur with the CCWIEEW (CCXPLT) verbal suffix -muuy as 

in (86) which has close to a perfective meaning (cf. Section 5.8.6). 

(85) 5 T C  
[ C [Wiityan;n;rAumaa - - - pari-1 I I 

ray-% iy-ta-ri&iy-rnnnaa pariw-day-x3 
~ ~ ~ - T R N S - P O T - M ~  finally-DAY-INAN 
'I'm abaut to die with it (a wurd)'. (I(T008) 

(86) E E  C 
[ C [- miy.1 I I 

rb-m'niy~-nwraa 
I N A N - I N A N ~ m T - m  house 
I - i c rw the house has finished burning'. 

It is not clear whether -fiumaa imparts any extra modal force as -mas 

does when it follows a n&al auxiliary or other preverbal element. 

- 
(87) -d C AUX V 

[ [ [vUuI-Y?-9-1- jaa&piiY??l I I 
ImJNcL-IRR-naw think 
'We are now going to thi.7-A'. 

(88) ? c Adverb AUX V 
[ [ [Mityanumaa j nicyeeje vidyajar*. 

mitfi-numaa jlryey-q nicyee- j* vidya- jar65 
only-now 2PL-IRR talk-PROX2 sunlight-under 
'hmn now on you will only chirp on bright days'. 



In (89) -mnnaa occurs on a non-nuclear delimiting (time) 

element : 

- 
(89) C C 

[wipyli ji-, [ [mtyityiiy.] I 1 
jif'hvay-ra-numaa ri3suuy-tityiiy 

time a.rit~:late-CL:Nmfi-now INAN-somd~ing:directly 
'Some time later, it (the rain) somdkgl . (KT036) 

In (90) -numaa occurs on a preverbdl subject pronoun and in (91) on a 

preverbal object pronoun. Both of these pma~ouns are in the FV 

position. 

(90) 7 F C 
[ [Ni irnnaaa j j jta [nrruseenu qqbiva jy Winti-.] ] ] 

ni i -m mxusiy-janu sa-jwivajy v6riy-ntiy4ay 
3SG-now .JIITA cut-PAST3 3SEin:pla~e:of then-REP-DAY 
'He MIW cut in place of the other one (i.e. they took 
turns) I. (M'Js074) 

(91) ??E C 
[ [ N i i - m  j$ jta [sa-quii~-ntiy.] ] ] 

3SG-now JITllA 3SGdecieve-REP 
'He deceived him again1 . 

Other modal clitics which have the same distribution as an3 

-numaa include the corditid/adverbial/relative clause particle 

-tiy (glossed simply as TIY) , and the lcontrast' particle -niy 

(glossed as NIY) . Use of -niy often (though not exclusively) 

indicates single or double focus contrast (Chapter 6). Due to its 

pragmatic function, -niy occurs only after preverbal elements and 

does not occur after a semantically main verb. Hawever, since it 

always occurs after the first element in z, it is still a ? clitic. 

All these clitics may co-occur if a particular combination is not 

semantically anmalous. Example (92) illustrates the 5 clitics 



--, -tiy ~IXI -niy occurrirq after a time setting in the 

non-nuclear delimitixq position. Ewmple (93) illustrates the 

clitics -tiy and -niy occurring after a locationdl setting in the 
- 

--nuclear delimiting position.13 Example (94) illustrates the 

clitic -niy occurring after a free pronoun in the delimiting 

positim, co-referential w i t h  the subject of the clause (the subject 

itself occurs in the prevertal Em position) . 

- - 
(92) C C 

[Tqqripymun&tiPliy, [ [namriitay j$i siiva. . . I  I ]  
wipyu-numa-tiy-niy Mads-jltay sa-iva 
time-naw-TIY-NIY 3DLsay JIITA 3SG-DAT 
'After a while, they two said to him. . . . (KT020) 

- 
(93) 5 C C 

[MiniAityiy 
*-niy-tiy 

jc4- [ [ m t y i y . ]  I I 
j%-m-dee sa- jptiiiy-ntiy 

there-NIY-rn waterside-I)IM 3SGloak-REP 
'When there beside the water, he looked also1. 

- - 
(94) C C C 

[Niiniy [mucho-jimyiy-bacheem [ M y  jarupadooda.1 ] ] 
nii-piy j w - j a d a  
3SG-NIY wraruqui-t-orphan MALF ruin-PAST3 
'He (it was), the Muslrmqui-eaten-om ruined (everything)'. 
( LX048 1 

When axtlltiomdl clauses serve a delimit* function for awther 

predication or clause, they consistently precede that clause. 

Conditional clauses are marked by the clitic -tiy followlrrg the first 

constituent of the conditional clause (here, -tiy cammt be said to 
- 

follow the entire first constituent of the main clause Wch muld 

be equivalent to the entire W t i m a l  clause; see Section 2.11 for 

further -ion of cunplex sentences). 14 



- - 
(95)E CcCAdverb AUX V 

C [ C C m t W  sir. jimviyl 1 I 
*tly+ml y2-$i 
NEE-TIY-NEG 2SG-IRR eat 

- 
C C 

C m i *  riiva jiy.] 1 ] 
ray-musiy-yq? ra-iva 
1SGhit-DISTRIB I??AN-I)AT you 

'If you don't eat, I'm (going to) hit you for it1. 

Examples (96) through (100) illustrate use of clitics when 

there is no element outside the C or C clause. Thus, the clitic 

simultaneously follows the first element in the and  and/^ clauses. 

Ekample (96) illustrates the clitic -niy follcrwing a preverbal 

element in the PM position. 

=- 
(96) C C C 

[ C ~ Y  j 4 J t a  [r?? juvdarya jiryoori~.l 1 I 
mBy-& jnky-r-3 j iy-roor iy 
1PLEXCL-NZN JIITA IRR make-m 2SG-house 
'we will make yaUr hause'. (DAVl27) 

W l e s  (97) through (99) illustrate occurrence of clitics 

after an auxiliary within a cm%tiondl clause. As mentioned above, 

conditionals may serve a delimit- function for their maia clauses, 

but even within the conditional clause there is syntactic 

structuring. 

- 
(97) C C  C AWI V 

C 1 1 W t i y  jasiimiy] ] ] . . . 
vurya-9-tiy 
1PLINc-IRR-TIY go:- 
'If we go up...' 



(98) c c AUX V 
[ [ [ W t i y  jadmiy] ] 1 . . . 

vuzya-3-numa-t i y 
I P L ~ - I R R - M ~ w - ~ ~  g0:w 
'When we go up...' 

- 
(99) F F  c AUX v 

[ [ [QW'Yityi~ jasimiy] 1 1 . . . 
w-riy-t iy 
1PLINC-E'RUST-m g0:up 
'If we were going up.. . ' 

Exaple (100b) illustrates use of a ?! clitic follaving a 

sarrantically main verb. The clause is a conditional (though it is not 

as clear to me that it perfom a delimiting function when it fall- 

its main clause). 

(100) a. MiQaranityiy jimta, 
raityara-niy-tiy j iy-wta 
haw-KIY-TIY 2-t 
'Like this yau want it, 

b. ~ E c  
[ [ [ jiwtatiy j-iy r-. ] 1 1 

j iy-wta-tiy rw-ra 
2-t-TIY very fall:daun-CL:NEUT 
'if you want a good shooter (blcqun)' . (ME0731 

2.4.2. Second position clitlcs in E. 

The first of secord position clitics foll- whatever is 

the first constituent within 7. The second group of second position 

clitics is restricted to follow the first el-t in F. That is, ? 

clitics may follow a preverbal el-t in the PM position, an 

auxiliazy, or the semantically main verb. They do not, W r ,  

follow elements in the non-nuciear delimiting position. These include 

-ta 'maybe', the yes/no question particle -viy (also discussed in 

Section 2.8.1), and the discourse structuring clitic jiita (or 



variant Section 2.4.3 and Chapter 6). a is phonologically 

cliticized to the preceding element, but by orthographical convention 

it is written as a separate word. 

That the distribution of clitics is not determined relative to 

the first canstituent in is shown in (92) above and in (101). Note 

that in (101) there is a renrmptive reference w i t h i n  the Z/C clause 

referr- to the locative phrase fcnmd in the non-nuclear delimiting 

position (bot! the clitic and the resumptive reference are 

-lined in the following example): 

- 
(101) F c c 

[Rooriy-chasiy [ [sa-sich@$ jjita nmrm-siy-N.1 1 1 
houseabove-AB 3SGthraw:self JIITA there-- 
'Frcm the house top, he threw himseif frcrm theref. (LX003) 

That placement of F clitics is det- relative to the first 

constituent in Eand not the first vllord is sh~krln in (102): 

- (102)E 
[-jYw ra-4~ vichijw jiita 
ru-rr~uy-j~ ray-t&ry$y vichi- jt;ry 
two-CL:ANIM:DL-DL 1SEbrother:of:male cousin-DL JIITA 

C 
[jwta *.I I 

jiya- jada 
besin go-rn 

'Two of my cousins began to go ' . ( IS002 ) 

The following examples futher illustrate occumence of second 

piton clitics following a prevertal element in the FM position. 

W k z ~  and C second position clitics co-occur following the same 

el-t , 7 clitics grecede. 



(103) F C 
[ J m t a  [-t&iy jw jivyiimi3jp.l 1 
j H M t a  sa- jqtu- jkiy jw-ra jiy-v5imu- jQ 
uateybe 3SG-drink-PRMU b i g 4  : NEUT COR-inside4 
'Water maybe, he drank a lot (of it) inside of him'. (LAG0421 

(104) C 
[Jiyudyeta [- -99.1 1 
jiyu-%n%ta M - 9  
here-maylse F!zxcL-IRRstay 
'Here mqbe  we will stay'. 

- 
(105) C C 

[ji- 
- - 

Nibi, nibi, [si jteenu jmvyiy 1 

j iy-niy-viy j imyiy- janu-ni i 
ocelot ocelot really 2SG-NIY-QUEST eat-PAST3-3% 

'3selot, ocelot, was it really you (who) ate my 
deceasd father?' (LY003) 

(106) 5 C 
[Nii-mnma j i 5  ta [si jew-TRN##-ntiy-riy. ] ] 
3SG-now JIITA attack-on:arrival:here-REP-3PL 
'He now began to attack them on arrival1. (Prwiausly, 
he had been at-. ) (DAVO41) 

(107) C 
[Niiniy j i t a  [sdmirya j d c y ~  eqjylp. 1 1 
nii-niy shiy-ra W-jQ 
3SG-NIY JIITA good-CL:NEUT friend 1PLINC-AL 
'He, indeed, is a good friend to us'. 

Examples (108) through (110) illustrate use of clitics after 

an auxiliary, which is simultaneously the first element in both the C 

a d  C clauses. 



(108) C AUX V 
[ [ Y m t a  vicha tarudamu.1 I 

I*- _- xi ?-&&%a taruda-mu 
2SGIRR-maybe be someday-UX: 
'Maybe you will be (a teacher) scane day'. (CLS052) 

(109) C C AUX V 
[ ' [ m v i y  jantww *?I I 

naada-9-& yi-w yi-iiva 
3DL-IRR- have : canpassion 2SEmother 2SG-DAT 
'Would your mther have canpassim on you?' 

Jjjta rarely co-cccurs w i t h  the 'ifiedlisl auxiliary 3 since j i i ' ia 

mest frequently (in its non-contrastive function) indicates a 

realized event or existing state of affairs. They may co-occur, 

(110) 5 c AUX v 
[ c- ,.ii tami jm 

sZna-?-nuluaa j e - n i i  jiy-nu 
2DL-1RR-na~ JIITA -3% DEMO-CL : ANIM: SG 

ja~+=--a. I I 
animdl-DIM-CL:NEUT 
'You are now going to see these little animals'. 

Branples (111) through (115) illustrate use of C clitics after 

the semantically main verb: 

- 
(111) E C C  v 

[mra-ntiy [ [sasitya-ta difye-t6e-nuuy.] ] ] 
night-REP 3SGfollow-maybe today-EMPH-1DL 
'At night again, he will maybe follaw us today' . (IS126) 

(112) C C 
[ [Jiquiiw-ta?] 1 

j iy-quii*64~&ta 
2SG-deceive-maybe 
' A r e  ywu perhaps deceiving (scaaeone)?' 



(113) c 
[ [Sadilj&nyaavip] 1 

sa-di i y- jSy-maa-viy 
3SG-die-PROX2---QUEST 
'Did he die yesterdap' 

(114) C 
[[Radq@%siy jiitarmdhnriidjlprli.]] 

ray-sqqmiy- j&iy muflu-viimu-jg-nii 
1SG-1 i f t-PRO= JIITA canoe-inside-A1;-3SG 
I1 lifted him into the canoe1. (LAG022) (CAH) 

(115) C AUX V 
[ [Sa-niy jichitiy jiita.] 1 

3SG-MALF poke JIITA 
'He pokd (it) ' . 

There are t m  other second position clitics for which I have 

insufficient data to determine whether they are or C clitics. All 

the examples I have from elicitation and text suggest that placement 

might be determined relative to C. These are a and aiita. The 
former has the sense of 'it seems' (the speaker believes -thing is 

the case but without absolute certainty). The meaning of the secand 

remains unclear. These may co-occur, as illustrated in (116). Recall 

that dual affixes are used for wcenen who have borne children. This 

accounts for the 'fm5nine1 gloss in (117) through (119). 

(116) F C 
[Ni i-nta-niita [nic~ee.] 1 
3s-BELIEVE-NIITA talk 
'It appears that he is talking'. 

(117) C C 
[Naada-nta [maasa.] I 
3DL BELIEVE sit 
'She, I believe, is sitting'. 

(118) C C 
[ [Naada-masa-m. ] ] 

3DLsit-BELIEVE 
'I believe she is sitting (but I don't kncm for certain)'. 



(119) C 
[ [-j&ta taiy. ] ] 

naada-inaasa-m5ly- j5y-e 
3DL-sit-ll@E'-EPDX2-BELIEVE before 
'Yesterday it appeared that she was sitting'. 

(120) E C 
[ [Sasiityaniita -.I I 

sasiitya-niita day* 
3SGf0ll~NI:ITA DAY-1PLINC 
'He is following w! ' 

2.4.3. Constituency of auxiliaq plus main verb 

There is an interesting fact about placepent of j i i t a  (and 

which disthguishi it frcm other second position clitics. As (110) 

above shms, it can follow dliaries a& precede the semantically 

main verb. However, there are other examples where it follows the 

dliary-plus-verb q l e x ,  as in (115) above and the follcwing:l5 

(121) Am( V 
W tQ@Au j i 5 t a  yiiva 
W-? yi-iva 
1%-I??R tell JIITA 2SG-DAT 

'1 will tell you irdeed, "you have made me spill (it)"'. 
( m 3 6  1 

(122) A m  v 
S a i y  j$$y jii rjj-tiy "tiin. 
sa-ni y ra- j jcha-ntiy 
3SEMALF fall SI ITA  inan---REP 
'He fell qon  it again "tii"'. (IXD09) 

This suggests there is a difference in constituency between examples 

like (110) versus those like (115). (121) and (122). T m  possible 

analyses present thenselves. First, it is clear that when there is an 



el-t in the FM position, if sita occurs in the clause it must 

follow that element. Based on this one might hypothesize that 

vhenewr ji ita occurs, it in fact is follming an element in the PM 

position. Ths, in agmples (110), (115), (121), and (122) the 

auxiliary and/or main verb have been 'mavedl into the PM position. 

There are at least three difficulties with this hypothesis. 

First, there is a difference in -tic force &en jiita follckvs an 

element which is clearly in the PM position, versus when it follows 

the verb. After a prevertd noun phrase or oblique it indicates scwe 

type of focus of contrast (see Chapter 6 arrd Sections 2.9 and 2.10). 

When it occurs after the verb, it indicates pmgression through a 

text. In this usage scnre speakers employ it to outline the 'backbone' 

(in S&ert imgacre's terminology) or the major event line of a 

narrative text, while others use it to indicate progression from one 

major episode (particularly in narrative-oriented text) or me major 

-tic paragraph (particularly in expository or hortatoq-oriented 

text), to another. It might be argued that in its function of showing 

progression in through the thenratic or rain event line s t rucme cf a 

discourse it is also evidencing a type of contrast in the sense that 

the speaker is indicating 'I as speaker amno langer taUcing abut X, 

but am now startirag a new thematic unit1. Haever, in the progression 

function its force is not necessarily contrastive. For example, 

clause (114) abave is clearly not contrastive in the text frun which 

it is taken (see P33pesdix 111). 

Secord, ji ita dlrectly follocrs an auxiliary if there is another 

clitic such as -numaa also cliticized to the auxiliary as in (110). 



We wuld not expect this to be true if placement of ji i ta was 

dependent SOLELY an occurrence of the auxiliary element in the FM 

position. Third, if the auxiliary and verb are separate cmstituents, 

as suggested 'oy the constituency diagram in (42) and as suggested by 

placement of all other second positim clitics, how is it that 

placement of jiita i-. the auxiliary in sentences like (121) and 

( 122) and occurs after the senantically m a i n  verb? 

A seccad hypothesis is that there are potentially levels of 

structurdl -tation - what we might think of as more abstract 

and more surface constituency structures. Except for ji ita, placement 

of all ? and secand psition clitics is determined at the more 

abstract level -ted in (42) . If there is no other clitic 

following an existing auxiliary in the clause, restructuring takes 

place, such that at the surface the auxiliary and verb fom a single 

constituent for purposes of j i ita placement. This restructurirg is 

mpresented in (123). 

However, if another secend position clitic does occur after an 

existing auxiliary, restructuring is blocked. Jiita will then follow 

the first constituent at the more surface level, which is the 
- 

auxiliary-plus</E clitic . 



2.5. Causation and desideration 

According to VIN, causativized verbs follm the causativizirg 

verb. There is a verb or jmaa ' to serdl which can be used with 

causative force. It may precede or follow a - lized verb w h i c h  

encodes the Gaused event. Jim9 or j m  is not a strorg causative 

with the sense of 'to male1 ard it always implies moveaent. But 

insofar as 'sending to X' implies that one is caused to 'do XI, this 

verb can be seen as a causative. Also, when verb forns becane complex 

je.g. with addition of locative, mvment, or aspectcul suffixes), 

the language consultant has occasionally resorted to use of jwaa 

rather than use a morphologicl causative with - W y  (Section 5.11 ) . 
In (124) a sense of m w m n t  is not strange since one always goes to 

the stream, river, or lake to bathe-it is not done in the house or 

living area. 

(124) J m  rf $ m i .  
j e - n u  ray- j $pqq-ni i 
bathe-CL:ANIM: SG 1--3s 
'I !send him to bathe'. 

cf. - m i .  
ray- j e - w y - n i  
ISG-bathealus-3SG 
'I make him bathe (himself)'. (Not: *'I bathe h i m ' . )  

In addition to-'this d y t i c  causative strategy, there is a 

mrpholcgical causative strategy irnro1vi.q the verbal suffix -tSniy. 

This, do-i with conaxnitant Set I1 clitic reference to the causee, 

is dimssed in Section 5.11. Certain valence increasing fo-tives 

also have causative force (Sectim 5.10). 'Anti-causative' mor@ology 

is discussed in Section 2.2.2. 



The desiderative verb vaata 'want1 most neutrally precedes its 

desiderative canplement. The alternative order is possible, however. 

If the subjects of both verbs are coreferential , the desiderative 

canplement is usually ncaninalized with the infinitival/participidl 

suffix - jam/-iada ( INF) a d  most neutrally occurs without any Set I 

clitic (See Section 5.1.1 for further discussion of infinitival 

cmplements). 

(125) Sasq@a m u r r w .  
sa-wta murrw-jam 
3SG+aat sing-INE' 
'She/he uants to sing'. 

(126) -ta ji-i quiiq. 
sa-wta jimyiy- jada-ni i 
3SE-want eat-INF-3SG fish 
She/he wmts to eat the fish . 

(127) -ta jibyeeda Rospitanii quiivq. 
sa-wta j imyiy- jada Rospi ta-ni i 
3SGwant eat-INF Rospita-3SG fish 
'Rospita m t s  to eat the fisht. 

Alternatively, the coreferential Set I clitic j& may occur. 

Ccanpare (128) with (125) above: 

(128) Savq+ts jimirr-. 
sa-wta J&-mzqqy- janu 
3SG-want m-sing-INF 
'She/he wants to sing' . 
OR: 'Shehe wants his/her (awn) singing'. 

If the desiderative -1-t precedes the main verb -tat the main 

verb takes the coreferential marker: 



( 129) Samrqqyanu jimta. 
sa-mrrqqy-jam m - ~ t a  
3SGsing-INE' COR-want 
'%/he wants to sing'. 
OR: 'His/her (am) singing shehe wants ' . 

If there is a change of subject between the two clauses, 

nm-coreferential Set I clitics are used on non-ncankalized fonns of 

both verhs: 

(130) B-Wta S a m = .  
3sG-vant 3SG-s- 
'%/hei wants him/herj to sing'. 

There is also a hiderative/potmtial/optative verbal suffix 

- Use of this suffix rather than the verb vaata is particularly 

likely when the 1xderstood subjects of both the desidertative 

predication and the desiderative canplement are coreferential 

(Section 5.12). 

2.6. Parataxis 

Derbyshire (1979) has speculated that heavy use of rightward 

parataxis may be a predispcsing factor t& developnent of object 

initial 1-, as subject nuun phrases tend to be juxtaposed to 

the ends of clauses. I use the term 'parataxis' in the sense of 

jux&apasition of phrases referrring to the same entity, but without a 

coordinating conjunction. In Yagua there may or may not be a pause 

between the juxtagzsd phrases. Although this type of phrasal 

parataxis certainly occurs in Yagua, it is not statistically 

prevelant. In one study of W texts (one written and one oral) 

canprising a total of 244 clauses, 9% contained instances of 



rightward phrasal parataxis. Of these, six clauses involved parataxis 

of subject phrases, one of an object phrase, and fifteen of oblique 

phrases. 

There are five primary functions of rightwazd phrasdl parataxis: 

modification, clarification, coordination (Section 2.10), pragmatic 

'emgdxsis' (Chapter 6 ) )  and as a st- question structure (Section 

2.8 and Chapter 6) . Fxample ( 131 ) illustrates use of parataxis in a 

modification function vhen a participant is introduced into a 

discourse. 16 

~ p v w - r a  
stranger no:good-CL:NE.'VT bread:seller 

ji-tiy vury$$tSy vrlnpliqueejaaamrijyiaflii 
jiy-ra-tiy vurya- j ltay m - n i m  jada-rm- jp-day-ni i 
DE+ID-CL:NEXJT-TIY lPLINC-y IPLINC-speak-INE'-LOC-AL-DAY-3SG 

bread dl-:-ANIM: SG 

'A person arrives, a mestizo, a panadero, which 
in our language we call him a bread seller, a resident of 
Indiana'. (PCH003-005) 

The following example illustrates use of -taxis for clarifying the 

identity of the object of th,z pastpasitiondl cc~nplex -riVa-siy 

(DAT-AB) . in sa-ii, also refers to the same participant who is 

encoded as the object of the postposition. 



(132) Sar@tyiiyqqqqm ji.Fta 
--qy-t i i-sq-sa- jam 

~ & J ~ ~ I ~ - I T E R - D I S T R ~ B - ~ - P A S T ~  JIITA 

=*$a yivasly, 
- [ ~ - - t S q $ $ l  yi-iva-siy 

3Sbbrother COR-DAT-AB toucan 

'[His. brother]. v e n t  jumping (up into a tree) frcm 
-hi -, h e  toucanif . ( ~ 5 ~ 0 2 3 )  

Three basic intanatid patterns 1~3y occur on rightward 

paratactic phrases. First, both the phrase imaaediately preceding the 

paratactic phrase and the paratactic phrase itself may be treated as 

t ~ )  final phrases (cf. Section 1 . 6 ) .  A pause occurs between the twr, 

phrases. This is by far the most aammn pattern. As discussed in 

- i  1.6, ph-f inal intonation -will ei-m go up and stay up if 

the final syllable of the phase carries inherent high or neutral 

tone, or will go clown following the intonational pivot if the findl 

syllable has inherent law tane. Both of these patterns are illustrated 

in (131) and (132) above. 

Second, the paratactic phrase (or phrases) may be treated as a 

single phomlogicai phrase with the preceding portion of the clause. 

No apparent pause or intonatid pivot precedes it. The paratactic 

phrase in (133) is coodiv riinuva 'snake's back1. Although the tone 

rises slightly on 'there1, it is not as exaggerated as with 

phrase-final intonation. . 

d 

(133) Sasiichiy wjiisiy m2Q cood$y riinuva. 
sa-siiy-iy sa-jpjiisiy 

/ /  
ri inu-M 

3SG-run-DEPART 3SG-front-AB there snake tack-DAT 
'He runs before him there, on the &'s back'. (FSQ042) 



- .d 
(134) Rdpudooj S 5zqxam~1-l~. // r&-pldoo-?-?z% sa-@day-vi imu-siy 

inanspray-ITER-ing : aimlessly there 3SG-stanach-inside-AB 
'It spayed all over (m) there, out of his stamtach'. (E'SQ110) 

Third, the paratactic phrase (or phrases) may be treated 

phonologically as nowfinal. Tkre may be a pause but no intoratid 

pivot occurs before the paratactic phrase regardless of the inherent 

tones occurrkg before the paratactic phrase. This is illustrated in 

(135) and (136). 

L 
(135) Siiv-3 jtiy jiyu/vmyiimmtiy. 

sa-jiw-r$$-tly vcrrya-imu-ntiy 
3SG-arrive : here-emmute-PAST2 here 1PLINC-=-REP 
'IIe =5ved here and left shortly, to us again'. (-053) - I 

(136) ~ i i n v  mty~= ji-, / R M ~ .  
ni i-niy-t* --t& jiyu-day 
3SG-NIY-DEH sW-m -DAY toucan 
''XE (it is *) is s-kg here, the toucan'. (ESQ129) 

2.7. Negatives and rnoddls 

2.7.1. Negatives 

VIN states that in verb initial langmges, negatives always 

precede the verb. In Yagua, the daninant negative particle occurs 

initially in +5e clause, following any conjunctions if sch occur. The 

scope of negation can be an entire clause or a corstituent of the 

claw. 

( 137) N E  r a m t a  buy??. 
ray-qqta 

NEG 1-t manioc :beer 
'I don't want manioc beer'. 



(138) M j-. 
- jtwiay-rs 

Nm 2sG-IRR tauch-INAN 
'Don't touch it!'. 

(139) W jimichra. 
miiy-~a 

NEG burn-cL:m food 
'The food isnotburnt'. 

( 1 4 0 ) M y  saj* roorichiy. 
e v i y  sa-j* rooriy-siy 

3SGfall house-= 
'Didn't he fall fran the house?' 

If just a constituent is negated, it generally (but not 

-ily) precedes the mainverb. CQnpare (141) with (137) abwe. 

(141) N& sZbm-j&i m t a  
NEG manioc:beer 1SG:want swet-CL:liquid 1SG:want 
'It's not manioc beer I want; soda pop I kant.' 

(142) N& vheera sa-rupiiy. 
NEG rapidly 3SG-wa.k 
'Shedoesnotwalkrapidlyl. (But pmsmablyshedoeswalk.) 

The only exception to non-initial position is found in negative 

caqarative and negative contrastive constmctions where & can (but 

need not) appear after the canpared or contrasted eiement. 

(143) Anita n* a t y a  j-iy riimusiy. 
ray-imusiy 

NEG- much 1SELOC-AB 
'Anita doesn't latow as much as If. 

(144) Alchico IIS q jiya. 
=mgo 

Estela- j~ j 4 f ta rq jiya-day . 
-DL JIITA IRR -DAY 

'Alchico is not going, but Ektela is going' . 



There are negative suffixes or -ty (occasionally -vim) and 

, which may or may not precede the main verb. These suffixes may 

be restricted to Vainilla (V) and Cahocurna (CAH) dialects and possibly 

repfesent older strategies w h i c h  are MUJ lost in the San Josg de 

Ioretoyacu (SJL) dialect. Our Sn; ccarniltant did not recognize lnriy as 

a negative (only e) , whereas our CXl cansultant of apprcorinrately the 

same age did. The negative sufEixes also occr;r in texts given by older 

speakers of the V dialect. 

Text-based study shows that -ta, -ty, and occur primarily 

(though not exclusively) in notionally or structurally 

depedent/suboI.dinate cmstmctians, though & also occurs in these 

contexts. -Ty (-vim) may also negate constituents of clauses (see 

Payne ard Fayne, in progress, for more extensive discussion). 

(145) SjteencDlitya j- casi jyot&ra 
s i  teenu-niy-B jiy-mday-sara casiy- jo-ta-r& 
really-NIY-NEG P S - s c z q e H A B I T  snail-CL:ramd-IISl'-INAN 
'Isn't it true that you scrape it with a piece of 
snail (shell)?' (LB202) 

(146) Radii- s i i ~ .  
ray* iy-B sa-iva 
1-NEG 3SGDAT 
'I haven't seen him/hert. 

(147) Satwqqchutya siimu. 
sa-tmq?chu-* sa-imu 
3.S-listen-NEG 3SG-UX 
'He didn't listen to him'. 

The particle -nniy is suffixed to clause-initial conjunctians or 

preverbal constituents. It may occur in conjunction with e. 



(148) Rarmutm n& -y j+=ic%.ra. 
rd-mu-tiye ~WY- 
INAN-U)(=-TIY-NEG NEG possible grab-HABIT 
'Therefore it isn't possible to grab (it)'. 

(149) . - ajiitymj6siy s&niy. (CAH) 
&i-mu-iy--ml2y w- j i i m -  j&iy 
INAN-LOC-NIY-NB3 lPLEX-rest-PRaX1 well 
'Because of this we haven' t rested well ' . 

(150) Fl.j jcb'lutry q@% dantyamiiy rWq?w jiw. 
ray- j j&xuy-A dantVa- I6-j~- 
1SG-like-INAN papaya although-NEG INAN- here 
' I like papaya, although it doesn ' t graw here ' . 

( 151) ~ ~ i y  j 8 jta- si-iy rZijuus% j-: 
sity-jdsiy ~Sjuu-see 

1SG JIITA NEG dig:- m~&-CL:stick manioc 

'I did not dig up a lot of mnioc; Celina did dig up a lot'. 

Additionally, there is a negative infix y which is an integral 

part of the negative conjunction 'so that not' . The conjunction is 
etymologically complex, consisting of a Set I clitic, the negative y, 

plus -nUmaa. 17 

(152) r@a *iimu m j ~ o .  
Is-y-mnma Is-viimu .. ruuy- jo 
INAN-NEE-rim stick INAN-inside fry-: place 
'...so that it wanlt stick inside the frying pan'. 

(153) Jityoda yqi$ qqchatiiy ri3nub5jy, 
y i -  rs~ha-tiiy e-rnabe- j$ 

worms 2SG-IXR cut-ITER INAN--:up: in-AL 

naaflfhrmaa u t y a  j i w .  
~ a d ~ i - y - m  jiy- - - 
3DL-NEG-now knm 2SGarother : in : law 

The wornrs yau are going to chop up to mix in, so that 
your mother in law m ' t  know.' (HC019) 



2.7 .2 .  Medals 

VIN states that mcdals always precede the m a i n  verb. Here I use 

the tenn Inroddl ' in the sense of formatives which primarily indicate 

sanething abut speaker attitude such as certainty, sarcasn, warning, 

wish, potentiality, frustration, or expressing dqrees of obligation. 

In Yagua there are five moqho-qmtactic sets of formatives which are 

primarily 'moddl' in meaning. These are the modal auxiliaries (Section 

2.31, the m r b a l  modal vSnay 'possibility', the verbal 

potential/optative suffix -r13& (Section 5.12) and the verbal suffixes 

-taata 'debititive' and -m 'action (not) achieved' (Sectiar. 5.7), 

and clause-final speaker attitude clitics. I do not include 

interrogatives versus declaratives as a type of 'speaker attitude ' 

difference. (This seems to me to be primarily a performative 

difference, though it may shade into speaker attitude.) 

As discussed in Section 2.3 the malefactive, irrealis, and 

frustrative/cauld auxiliaries are semantically moddl and precede the 

verb. The moddl v6nay M c a t t i q  possibility is also preverbal. This 

is illustrated in Section 2.2.1 and examples (82) and (148) above. 

Unlike the mcdal mrxiliaries, e y  canrot be inflected for subject 

with Set I clitics. 

Clause findl speaker attitude clitics include -3, sf 9, and 

a. Their exact meanings have so far evaded us. They probably 

indicate degrees of certainty, warning, sarcasm, and such like (see 

Payne and Payne, in progress, for more discussion; there is no 

'evidential' system in Yagua to irdicate dqrees of certainty in terms 

of first hand versus semrd hard kmvledge, for example. ) 



(154) w r+gma jam e j v v .  
ra;y-?+= dary-rn 

NEG 1SG-IRR-PERF drink thus-JVV 
'(Is it possibly the case that) I'm not going to drink it like 
this? ' ( i .e. Of course I 'm going to drink it like this. ) 

(155)Sa~ichasara siziuya dii-jv t66vae. 
sa-vicha-sara e - r a  diiye-q+r$jp t66-va- 
3SG-be-HABIT b i t e  : NEUT tcday-until jungle-DATq 
'He is a biting one even until today in the jungle'. (IX036) 

(156) V - 3  
let's:- 
'Let's go!'.' 

(157) ji-tiy vury$$tSy vppiqueejadaun5jpaAii 
j iy-ra-tiy vurya- j jtay vyw-niquee- jada-m- jc-day-ni i 
D=:m-TIY lPLINCsay lPLE-talk-rn-LM=-At-DAY-3SG 

'...he is what we call in our language a resident of 
Indiana1. (adapted frcm -004, 005) 

(158) Naada-swta-&& 
3DL-wa~h-cAY 
'She is washing, right? / It is true that she is washlrag? - I 

2.8. Questions 

2.8.1. Yes-no questions 

Yes-no questions are formed by suffiwtim of -viy to the initial 

constituent of the clause within the scope of C (Section 2.4.2). The 

initial constituent can be a prevertal element which is being 

questioned as in (159). an auxiliary as in (160), or the senrantically 

main verb as in (161). 



(159) Jidyeetwiy jijnaachara? 
j iy4eetu-Q jXi=w- 
2!3Xiaughter+UEST cry-HABIT 
'Is it your daughter that is always crying?' 

(160) NaaMaviy jatycnry jiryi i n ?  
naana-pViy jiryey-iva 
3DL-IRR- have : mercy' 2PL-DAT 
'Are  they going to have mercy on you?' 

(161) sa-ya-viy Quitia-jQ? 
3- Iquitos-LOC-At 
'Did she- go to Iquitcrs? ' 

Alternatively, a second per= subject predication may be 

pragmatically interpreted as a question without cliticization of -viy. 

No special intonation - either wllen -viy is present or absent. 

(162) J i m  
HY- 
PSG-have:fever 
'Do you have a fever?' (Lit: You have a fever.) 

2.8.2. Infomation questions 

Information question are as fol~m:'~ 

(163) ti$+(=) 'what? ' 
tee(=) 'where? ' 
-( tiy) 'm' 
rntyiryivyey ( ra ) '&&en? ' 
rZtyu(ra) '.s,+,at k i d ?  ' 
erriy( ra) 'hcrw much/-' 
chji(=) l ~ / w h o s e / ~ ?  I 

The element following many of these fonas seems to be truly 

optiandl in all dialects. It may comespod etymologically to the 

neutrzl classifier 2 (Chapter 4 ) .  

These form can occur in canbination with postpositions to yield 

other interrogative words: 



(164) t%(ra)-j? 'why?' or 'what for?' 
what-AL 

'to uJfirm?' 

mtichiy 'hm?' or 'how frcm?' 
mtiy-siy 
W A B  

In addition, there is a set of mrphologically canplex foras 1 - 3  

'which' that index the animacy, and if animate, the rnrmber of the 

questioned participant. These etymologically consist of the formative 

or m&, a classifier {Chapter 4), plus the formative z: 

animate singular 
animate dual 
animate plural 
inanimate 

In information questions the question wrd occurs in the FM 

psitian within C. This is evidenced by placement of second position C 

clitics: 

(166) T + + r a M t a  vurya-g jam? 
xhat-maybe lPLINC-IRR drink 
'What might w2 drinli?' 

A very standard question form is to repeat the question phrase or 

a reduced form of it follaving the nucleus of the predication (see 

Section 2.6 and Chapter 6 for additional disclrssion): 

( 167) Wtichiy mXXkeya m, mtichiy? 
mE€k-jiya yi-j-p 

hrrw lmxxcL-go 2 S G a  hcxv 
'Hcrwcanwe go with you, hmf?' 



Participants in any syntactic function can be questioned. There 

are no differences betwen subject and object question fonns. 

(168) Chg jra jiya t*m? 
who go jungle-DAT 
'Who writ to the jungle?' 

(169) T+fu?a y i w  
yi- j ivday 

what 2SGmake 
'What are you making/&- ' 

(170) Ch$$ ji&@ya quliriiquii? 
jiy-qtqy-fi 

who 2SG-give-INANmoney 
'Who did you give the mmey to? ' 

Pastpasitions are fronted along w i t h  questioned items as in (171) . 
when the genitive is questioned, the entire possessed noun phrase 

occurs preverbally as in (172). 

(171) ~uryarS vicha-jo-mu s-ya-j* -? 
what live-CL: place-UX: 3- 
'To what village did Ecthnungo go?' 

(172) ChjJ deenu j m  m, chjj denu? 
who childrencry akme who children 
'Wbcse children are crying abave, whose children? ' (LX049) 

Infomstion question wrds also appear in embedded clauses, again 

in the preverbal PM position w i t h i n  the embedded clause.19 

(173) I@& m t y a  [chiira jiwiy]. 
=Y*tYa jiya- jkiy' 

NEG 1SG-how wfio go-PRO2U 
'I don't ~ V d l O  ~ent'. 

(174) N& sadifySsiy Juan jchiira jimyifJi 
s a d  iy- jaiy j imyiy-ni i 

NEG SG-see-PFiUXl John who eat-3SG 



' John did not see who ate his broiled fish' . 
The degree to which constituents of ccmplement clauses can be 

questioned by fronting the questioned constituent to the PM position 

w i t h i n  the main clause is unclear. This strategy may be limited just 

to subjects of embedded clauses as in ( 175) . 

(175) Mira jidy&m jiby-irya? 
jiy+tya jimyiy-jSsiy-26 

Wch:ANIM:SG 2SG-larow eat-PRCCU-INAN 
'Which one do you think ate it?' 

In order to question objects of embedded clauses, the object may have 

to be first 'raised' to the main clause after which a relative clause 

is formed on the raised object: 

(176) jijyeechipiim [ ji-tiy r @S&irya]? 
jiy- jaachipi iyqq jiy-ra-tiy ray- jimyiy- j&iy-rS 

what 2%-think DEm-CL:Nmfi-TIY 1-t-PROX1-INAN 
'What do you think I ate?' (Lit: 'What do you think that 
I ate it?') 

An alternative strategy to that mqresented in (175) for subjects and 

that represented in (176) for objects is to form a direct question by 

using two -tactidly independent clauses: 20 

( 177 ) Juan jaachipi i-9: Chj jra ji-ifiii raquii*? 
j W i y -  jaiy-ni i ray-quii* 

John think who eat-PRaX1-3SG 1SG-fish 
'John thinks, ''Who ate my fish?"' 



2.9. Canparatives a d  equatives 

There are tK, mnparative strategies which vary frm speaker to 

speaker. The most widely used strategy is simple juxtaposition of two 

clauses, often w i t h  1 5  i t a  in the secod clause to show the contrasting 

relation: 

'I am not tall; Tan is tall'. 

Saae speakers -lay a postpositional construction to encode the 

standard of camparison. 

( 179) a. JSryiy M y  Anita rayamij~~. - .  
ray-wmu~u 

very good Anita 1SG-mre:than 
'Anita is nicer than me'. 

OR: 
b. Anita jijta jShyiy s5miy rayanulu. . . 

'Anita is indeed nicer than me' . 
The first variation in (179a) is pragmatically mre neutral. Both (a) 

and (b) forms conform t~ the VIN claim that in verb initial languages, 

the caparative form precedes the standard. However, they contradict 

the clainrs of Hawkins' (1983:88) Universal 20 which states that 'if a 

1- has Pastp word order, then if the adverb precedes the 

adjective within the adjective phrase, the standard of ccanparison 

precedes the adjective'. (Both 'adjectives' and adverbial modifiers of 

' adjectives ' are discussed in Chapter 3 ) . 



2.10. Coordination and altenative relations 

Coordination of phrases and clauses is primarily achieved by 

juxtapzsition or parataxis. Hawever, -ntiy 'repetitive' may occur on 

the secand membar of the pair. 

(180) Sa-ya Taaasa. Pedro jiy-(ntiy) . 
3SEgo Tcm. P(=) 
'Tam is goirrg. ( k ~ l )  Pedro is going (too)'. 

-Ntiy is not best thought of as a coordinating conjunction since in 

other casltexts it may canvey repetition of a action, sanetimes 

occurring after a lapse of several clauses in text. 

Jaaryey 'also' can (but need not) be postposed to the last ranker 

of the coordinate pair for the 'and' relation. This is consistent with 

a verb final and/or postpsitianal pattern, rather than a verb initial 

pattern. Jaawey and -ntiy do not co-occur . 

(181) Anit-ds+@y-yq?, sa-tj+ jaaryt5y. 
Anita shout-DISTFUB S p l a y  also 
'Anita is shout* (and) she is playing also.' 

(182) a. Sa-ya Pedro, 
3- 

b. ~ a - ~ s t ~ ~ y  jam'%'. 
3SEullahul:with:children also 

'a. Pedro is going, b. his wife also'. 

Use of in (182b) on savSturuy rather than the coreferential clitic 

suggests that (182b) is a separate clause frm (182a) , with 

ellipsis of the verb (cf. Section 5.1.1 on what is within the scope of 

a single clause) . 



Jlnctaposition of clauses is also used to exqress the 'but1 

relatian, usudlly w i t h  preverbdl placement of sane constituent in the 

preverbal FE(I position plus use of j i i ta  followirg me or both of the 

(183) RatyrS&ptu vicha jgtaIy3 vlchamnrmu; 
r a y - m t u  vlcfrtijanu-ml 
lSG-sister live other live-INF-LOC 

r&y ji jta vlcha jirya vichaammu jiyu. 
j iy-ra vlcha- janu-mu 

1% JIITA live -:NEWT live-INF-LOC here 

'My sister (without children) lives in anotkr -try; 
but I live here in this country1. 

There is rm specific conjunction or particle which indicates 

alternatives (the lor' relation). The 'or1 relation has proved almast 

impossible to elicit. When asked an alternative question in Spanish, 

our less bilingual cansiltants muld bqpmpriately reply ' si (yes) , 

suggesting that the alternative relation is not a well recognized 

relation in their native language. Similar pheMrmeM have been 

reported to us by other linguistic researchers in the Amazon area. 

The alternative relation is a-coded by juxtapasitian of clauses, with 

or without fronting of any phrases. The wrd v%rimyaa(tal may help 

reinforce the alternative idea, but this is not certain. 

Jinivyi-ta samaasa. 
jiniy-vi im-ta sz-maasa 
hammck-insi- -it 

'To the jungle he went. ( O r )  nraybe in the hamock 
hels sitting'. 



V & m t S  jinivyim sa-. 
j iniy-vi imu 
hamod-inside 3SGSit 

'He m t  to the jungle. (Or) maybe he's sitting in 
the hammodc' . 

'what kind (is-it) you want - a thick (blmgm), (or) mYt3e 
a thin (blaqm)?' (ME0581 

2.11. Canplex sentences 

Hairmn ard Thcmpsan (1984) have argued that there is no sharp 

distinction between 'subordinate1 and 'main' clauses in universal 

graxumr. Neither is there a s-le continuum be- 'fully 

subordinate' and 'fully main1 clauses given Llt a variety of 

functions and parameters differentiate types of clause ccanbining. 

The Yagua data support this lack of a simple continuum between fully 

'main' a d  fully 'subordinate1 clauses. In Sections 2.11.1 through 

2.11.8 I discuss ten different types of clause ccmbining in Yagua 

insofar as they are distinguished by the follmirg morphcqntactic 

devices: (1) Is there an overt nark of on the clause as a 

who12 such as a ccsnplementizer , the conditional/relative/attverbial 

clitic -tiy, or other adverbial canjunction? (2) Do the t m  clauses 

necessarily share an a q m m ~ t ?  (3) Is there obligatory -ce of 

tense or aspect be- the t m  clauses? (4 ) Is olre verb in a 



non-finite form? And ( 5 ) ,  if there is coreference between the two 

clauses, are the coreferential clitics iiy- &/or -* enplayed in one 
of the clauses, rather than the r egu la  m-coreferential ~litics?~~ 

2.11. i . Unmarked sententidl complements 
Sme claws may be understood as the canplement of another 

clause, but with rro morphosyntactic signdl whatsoever of this 

relationship. Both clauses are fully indeperdent in form and the 

cclnplement is only notionally or rhetorically dependent. The possible 

'higher' verbs in such relationships include jumtiiy 'see' or 

'observe', jachi~iim 'think', da6- 'lam, think', twaachu 'hear', 

and verbs of saying such as jutay/jitay 'say1 or 'think1, and jitaianu 

'ask' . Selected exnnples are given here: 

(187) M i t a y  [ wztivyey ji jyy. r-dyeera 
Naafh-jitay yi-9 jiy-jp rWy4eera 
ID=-think 2SGG(R cook -At -:of :animal-small:one 

nSBn&siy In%==]- 
my-nuvu- jzisiy 
1DLEXCL-hunt-- night 

'We thaught [you vJnuld cook for yourself the aninrdl 
we killed last night]'. (IS016) 

(188) k i r n ' n r y  jm, -1. 
naada-jpiiuy sa-janaay jiy-nu 
3Mrobserve 3SG-bathe DPMO-CL:ANIM:SG s m ~ g e  
'They two observed this one bathing (himself), the savage'. 
(-82 

( 189) Satuyqchu j$ j ta [satmi* Mcha s i i ~ ]  . 
sa-- sa-tHiy-y+.+ sa-iva 
3SGhear JIITA 3SGsmile-DISTRD rnankey 3SEIIAT 
'Hei heard the monkey laughing at himi'. (HT225-226) 



Verbs such as vaata %ant1 also take this type of cc~nplanent when 

the subjects of the tm clauses are non-coreferential. (If the 

subjects are coreferential the two verbs form a aaqlex verb phrase, 

which is discussed in Sectian 5.1.1. ) 

( 1 9 0 ) m t a  [qnpibiy T~m%ara] .  
sa-wta sa-jlpn'miy TmSsa-ra 
3sG+ant 3SGQbserve Tcm;-Ii-G 
!He wants Tarn to observe itt. 

2.11.2. Marked sentential caaplenents 

The essential difference between the unmarked sentential 

canpl-ts of Section 2.11.1 and marked sentential cconplements is 

that the latter have an overt canplementizer at the beg- of the 

ccanplanent clause. Jatiy, the neutrdl demm&xative jirya, and the 

ftm jiMtiy all serve as ccanpleaentizers. Jdtiy is perhaps the most 

ubiquitous canplementizer. It is derived etymologically f m  the 

neutral relativizer ji-tiy (jiy-ra-tiy D-:NEUT-TIY) and is 

itself also used as a relativizer (Section 2.11.4). Except for the 

presence of a canpleaentizer, marked sententidl canplments are fully 

hkpmdent. Tense and aspect may vary between the main and the 

cmplement clauses, no arguments need be &aired between the t m  

clauses, and both verbs are finite in form. 

(191) Swtaanu jiita jiAu Davi 
sa- jlitay- jzmu jiy-nu riy-Cnm 
3SGsay-PAST3 JIITA DEMD-CL:ANIM:SG m i d  3PL-DAT 



jStiy sac@si3ii33priy -'. 
sa-iiy-mXy-jam-riy 

that 3SG-f inish-IMPF-PAST3-3PL enemy:plural 

'This David said to them that he had finished off the enemy' . 
(DAVXO12-013) 

(192) Mityammaa jj jta jiwa rnmiiqu~ 
mi*-mnnaa j iy-ra rniiiy-niquw 
rsthing-rtow JIITA D m : =  lPLECL9t:angry 

ji-iy jStiy jiryey jqqitbra juvaanu. 
j i,ryey-mo-m-siy jwta-la jway-jarm 
~PL-face-m-AB that 2PL begin-INAN kill-XNF 

'It is nothing nm that we get angry before your faces 
that (since) you began the killing'. (DAVXO27-028) 

jirw munufiu ji*. 
j iy-ra j iw-9 
D E M O - C L : r n  SaMge here-cg 

'We didn't knav then yet that the savages were here!' (IS028) 

In the following example jiHtiy in- a amplement clause 

which has..h;n;rcf.lrxnru 'story1 as an overt head, similar to clauses like 

English 'the fact that...' The major function of jiryatiy is to 

serve as a relativizer for relative clauses. But here the jirvatiy 

clause cannot be taken as a relative clause since tuuchoorsu is not an 

argument or constituent of it. The jimtiy clause nevertheless 

mimics relative clauses in having an overt head. The missing story 

referred to in (194) is part of a quasi-epic cycle (P. Padison 

( 194 ) JSsiy r6s~ty&%idyey tSraquii 
r6-s~vtyey- jaiy-day t6-ra-qui i 

.wv=hoom 

there INAN-lack-PROX1-DAY one-CL : NEUT-one tell-INF 



j irvzitiy - - rijqsqq llluchiy. 
jiy-ra-tiy manu-via-e- janu r i y - m  
DEMO-CL : NEUT-TIY 3DL-be-IMPF-PAST3 3~~ condors 

'There a story is lacking that she used to live with 
the condors'. (M108) 

2.11.3. Adverbial clauses with -tiy ~IKI other conjunctions 

A number of adverbial canjunctions employ the clitic -tiy. These 

are etymlogically ccmplex: 

d t i y  (mnaaa-tly M~-TIY) 'while, when' 

rdti~ (rq-tiy IRR-TIY) 'SO that' 

w t i y  (darya-tiy thus-TIY) 'SO that1 

vdrityiy (vdiriy-tly then-TIY) 'then' 

laormtiy (A-Ixu-tiy irmn-LOC-TIY) 'therefore1 

These &verbid conjunctions occur initially in their clauses. This 

is consistent w i t h  a verb initial type. -Tly clauses precede their 

main clauses, which is possibly inconsistent with a verb initial type. 

HckrRver, VIN (following Greenberg 1963) notes that placaraent of 

dtional clauses before their superordinate clauses is perhaps 

universal and -tly clauses include conditionals (see below and Section 

2.4.1). 

(195) -tiy jitii sav&tuqy rg chan5y W i y .  
sa-8-nunaa-e sa-v5tunpy rq chandy 
3SGlRR-now-TIY arrive: here 3- IRR rejoice then 
'When he arrives his wife will rejoice then'. 

If -tiy is suffixd to an inflected auxiliary or verb, it results in a 



conditional 'if1 or temporal 'when' adverbial clause, depending on the 

t* reference of the clause. (Recall that -tiv is always suffixed to 

the first element of C regardless of what that may be; Section 2.4.1.) 

(196) Ystiy jiya rumu, 
yi-3-e 
2s-IRR-TfY go there 

WP= jiryiy 6jyy j-iw. 
Y~-W ray-jQy jamisiy-t6 
2SG-IRR-PERF bring lSG-AC rice-PART 

'If you go there, you must bring back saae rice for me'. 

( 197) Ri jS-tiy t$$t?j p-a... 
riy- j%tya-muy- jam-numa-tiy t$$tbjy-r5 
3PL-thrcrw: out-T-PASM-na+TIY all-INAN 
'When they had thrwn it all out...' 

T4ta 'unless' is a clause-initial subordinator. clauses - 
precede their superordinate clauses which is inconsistent with a verb 

initial type. 

( 198) Teta vury+q junfiwm, V U r Y w  aiiy tiltbjy. 
VlIya-3 ~-~ vurya-3 

unless 1PLINC-IRR look-INAN 1PLINC-IRR die all 
rUnless we look at it, we will all dier. 

Clause-findl subordimtors are counter to a verb initial type. 

There are t w  of these in Yagua: m j u  'because' and t C i b 3  'whiler. 

Daryaiu aid t i z=  c l z !  generdlly follw their superordinate 

clauses, which is consistent with a verb initial type. m j u  

conceiMbly canes fraa dary 'thus' plus the postposition a 
'alative. TLbbu 1 is isclaorptric w i t h  the postposition tCiku 

'beside'. , the clause-final nature of these adverbial 

subordinators is due to their postpositional origins and reflects the 



postpositional nature of the language more than aspects of verb 

position. 

(199) m&miy W y - y q q  sa-tifsa-. 
children shout-DISTRIB 3SG-play while 
'The children are shouting while they play'. 

(200) m y  =~W36tya .-jv. 
s a - j m  sa-par(16tya 
3SGcry 3SG-bored because 
'She* is cxying because &/he is bored1. 

(201) V M u  r$w=d=U jiMtiy j m ~  
ray- j@ooda-m jly-ra-tiy 

let ' s : go ISG-naother-LOC lXM34L : NEUT-TIY very 

d.iiq@@ dary&jv naad5. 
di iw-e  
sidc-CL:ANpII:DL because 3DL 

'Let's go to my mother because she is very sickt. 

U s e  of ji-tiv w i t h  dary6jy in (201) is possibly a mvement towards a 

mre -istent verb initial type (ii*tiy is most cannaonly a 

relativizer but there are Mcations it may be an incipient 

amplomar+izer ; Section 2 .11.2 ) . 
As seen in examples (199) through (201), if there are 

coreferential argunm~ts between these types of adverbial clauses and 

their scqpm-te clauses, the coreferential clitics are NOT used. 

There need be no shared argument be- the clauses. Both verbs are 

finite in form. Tense fozmatives or the irrealis auxiliary may ocm 

bcth within the adverbial clause and in the superordinate clause. 

Howwer , except for darvbju 'because' clauses, the tense of the 

adverbial clause is apparently always the same as that of the 

superordinate clause. 



2.11.4. Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are characterized by a subordinating 

-relativizer or relative pronoun, plus the fact that at least one 

argrrment must be shared betmen the main clause and the relative 

clause. Verbs in both clauses are finite, tense and aspect are 

independent, and the coreferential clitics and are NDT 

employed between coreferential arguments across the tm clauses. 

Consistent w i t h  a verb initial type, relative clauses 

consistently follaw their heads and are of the following fo=m: 

- 
( 203 C 

Head-NP RELATIVfZER [ . . . (CLITIC) (RE%-NF/m') . . . I  

The abbreviation REL-NP/PP indicates the noun or postpositimd 

phrase w i t h i n  the relative clause which is normally absent under 

identity with the head. CLITIC indicates a participant referring form 

(usualiy a Set I or Set 11 clitic) w i t h i n  the relative clause which 

resrrmptively mentians the participant relativized. The position of 

the resmptive clitic or reference within the re ls 'c ik3  clause is as 

it uraila be in a main clause. The renrmptive clitic is underlined in 

(204) : 

(204) Ramyitivyerya jimyicbara 
ray-mut lvyey-A 
ISEcoak-INAN food 

'I cooked the food that Tanbqht'. 



There are t m  relativization strategies, an whether or 

not the RELATIVIZER is a relative pronoun. First, non-pronominal 

relativizers are formed with the deamYstrative root & 'this' , plus 

the neutral classifier z, plus the clitic -tiy. Jiw5tiy (or its 

contraction to jatiy) can be used to refer to animate or inanimate, 

specific or nonspecific heads. Thus it is not a canonical pronoun but 

simply an in- of the relative clause. When jiw5tiy or jStiy is 

used, a resrrmptive reference (underlined) occurs within the relative 

clause due to the norrspecif icness of tl?! relativizer as in (204) and 

(205). (204a) is ansoclause (Section2.1.2). In (205) theobject 

within the relative clause is in the PM position. 

(204) a. VArichq@jp sir$-i cocdidyey jif'iu 
eiy-jg siriyihy-nil cocdiy4ay jiy-nu 
then-wnt il smrry-DAY-3% snake-DAY DEMO-CL : AKIM : SG 

'Then up scurried the snake, this one who is a biting one. ' 
( LX036 ) 

(205) ... W i  jimyityqq [ jgtiy mkadZi mchara]  
jimuiy-t?? - I?&- jpiy-sara 

dirt eat-WLZEt: INST that dirt inandig-HABIT 
' . . .dirt eaters that dig up dirt (referring to sanething 
like a bulldozer) ' (DA047) 

Very infrequgntly, no resumpive reference may occur within the 

relative clause if the a r g m ~ ~ ~ t  relativized on is inanimate. The 

following is taken fran an oral text : 22 



(206) . . . j6vaadyi [ jiwtiy rir~ar?@'=nU 
j iy-ra- ti y r i r y - m -  jam 

effects D m : = - T I Y  3PL-carry-PASlM 

'.. .the effects (hives, axes) that mi carried to theiri 
house1. (DAV147) 

In the second strategy, the relativizer is a relative prmmn. 

VIN suggests that relative pronouns ccding case of position 

relativized are rare, though attested. This type of relative pronoun 

occurs in Yagua only for sane oblique cases (cf. example (219)). VIN 

notes that relative prmauns agreeing w i t h  class of the head noun are 

also attested. This is ccmrmonly the case for Yagua relative pronouns. 

Relative pmmuns are fonned by use of the -tive root -, 

plus a more specific classifier such as 'animate singular' or 

others, plus the clitic a, yielding fonns like jifhitiy. 

Alternatively, relative p.mmms can be fonaed simply by suffixing 

-tiy to a pronoun such as 'third sixqular', riy 'third plural' 

'other (animate)', ='anyone, sasneohbel, to the 'inanimate' fomative 

&, and even to Set I-plus-postpositicm -1- as in (219). Choice 

of any relative pronoun is specif idly governed by the animacy, and 

if aninrate then person a d  number features of the head. In contrast to 

the neutrdl relativizer jiwStiv/jatiy, vhen  a more specific relative 

pmnam occurs a resumptive reference is very unlikly: 

(207) N& s6onirya [rityimy6y siimu.] 
shiy-ra riy-t iy-miy sa-imu 

NEG g o o d 4 : N E U T  3PL-TIFNEG listen 3SG-LOC 
"Emst= who don't listen to him/her are not good'. 



A resunptive reference (uderlined) may occur e r  conditions which 

are not entirely clear to me: 23 

(208) Sa-siry$ j&iy m, coodiy, j-, 
3SGscurry these isula snake fer-de-lance 

tSJt8j1~ [niltiy savichasara. jud&a +*. 
nii-tiy E-vicha-sara +*-ra 

all 3SG-TIY 3SG-be-HABIT hurting b i t e  : NEUT 

'There scurried up the isula (a type of stixqing ant), the 
snake, the fer4e-lance, all those who are hurting, biting 
anes'. (LXO37) 

The head of a relative clause may have the -=tactic roles of 

subject, object (both patient and recipient), oblique (object of 

postposition) , genitive, or predicate Mlninal w i t h i n  the relative 

clause. Relative clauses can have any syntactic role in the main 

clause: subject, direct object, indirect object, or oblique (object cf 

pcrstpusitian) , genitive, or predicate Mminal. Restrictive, 

non-restrictive, and correlative clauses (Section 2.11.5) occur. 

Examples (209) through (212) illustrate relativization an the subject 

(resumptive references are -lined) . In (211) the relative clause 
is extraposed following a postposition. 

(209) N a a f ' b  jm&a [ ji-tiy M Y ] .  
--? junu-fi jiy-ra-tiy z-3-raniy 
IDLEXCL-IRR cut-- L)W: NEUT-TIY -inan-stand 
'We are going to c ~ t  t h i s  which is standing'. (TC099) 

(210) jivyey [ j imtiy riryamiraj 
j iy -va~  jiy-ra-tiy riy-ramiy-r $ 4 
Dmo-cL: ANIM: PL Imc-cL: NEur-Try 3PL-pass-- 



'these ones who were on the way t m  the headwaters' (IS049) 

(211) ' ~ i ~ t m m y a d a  . - t w i y  mqgl 
rirya- jatu-e- jada ~==F-w riy- j-9 
3PL4rink-IMPF-PASM before first-CL:ANIM:PL 3PL-COM 

[ ji-tiy riryeenu em I=w]. 
j iy-ra-tiy e- j iryiy- janu eiy-rd 
DEMD-CL:NEUT-TIY 3PL-get-PAST3 then-INAN song 

'The ancestors wsre drinking w i t h  those who got the 
- I *  (FS002) 

Example (212) illntes relativization on the subject of an enhdded 

predicate xminal  clause: 

(212) jasee [ ji-tiy - - 
W- [xavichQsirya] 1. 

jiy-ra-tiy riy- jytay-&iy- jada ravichysiy-g 
hatdtet DEMD-CL:N~R~-TIY ~PL-S~Y-IMPF-PAST~ s t o n e - e m  
'(their) hatchets which they used to say were of stone' (SX002) 

Ex;mnples (213) through (216) illustrate relativization on the 

direct object (=patient) . In (215) an oblique occurs in the FM 

position within the relative clause, ard in (216) the subject occurs 

in that position. This raises sane doubt as to whether the 

relativizer or relative pranoun could be said to occur in the 

structurdl PM position. 

(213) R?? jiya jimyichara tiitdj~ taji j w  
I=-? ta- j iy- jQ 
inan-IRR go food all other-place-AL 

V t  jatusiy , [Atiy ji- niri&iy nut-]. 
Si-tiy jiryey-9 niaw nuta- jada 

sa-, sweet:potatoes INAN-TIY 2PL-IRR desire plant-INF 

'All the food is going to go to other places: sachacapas, 
sweet potatoes, wfiatever yau want to plant'. (IW043) 



(214) Niin-i jif5uday 
ni i -niy- t*ni i jiy-nu-day 
3SG(?RONWN)-NIY-EMPH-3SG(SET:II) D-:ANIM:SEDAY 

[ jgtiy wry$ $ ~ & a r a d d i  i 1 . 
vurya-j $vay--zG 

this IPLDX-kil l-HABIT-DAY-3SG 

'This me is he who we always kill' . (DAV065-066) 
( 215) . . .viitu &qqnu [ jirycitiy 1acatymmy3 

jiy-ra-tiy 
& s a q  DR4WX:Nmfi-TE Squirrel : clan 

'...the songs of & (a type of tree) that in the big feasts 
of the Squirrel Clan they always sirrg' (FS042) 

(216) . . . jivyanu kSyam [ji-tiy lnundkl 
j iy-vanu j iy-ra- t iy 
cZFt-husband soul Dm3CL:NEUT-ITY 

'(their) husbands' souls which the s a w  had 
killed 1- ago' . 
The follming emmple s k m s  relativization on a direct object 

(217) V5nu [jiAzy3tiy radyiityanujgy j6ntyas$nii,l 
jiy-ra-tiy rayiti ityanu- jSy j*tyas$-& 

man DEMO-CL:NE~-TIY lSG-dmw-PRX2 picture-3SG 

'The man I &wed a picture to is not my brother'. 

(218) illustrates relativization an a postpositional dative 



argument. The verb dliy 'see' is subcategorized to take a dative 

object rather than a direct object. 

[ jiry5tiy qqdyiiyiisiy naadiiva] 
jiy-ra-tiy vrpw-di iy- j*iy e - i v a  
D-:NEXJT-TIY -see-PROXl3DL-DAT 

'the tm old men that we saw this mr ning...' 

Example ( 219 ) illustrates relativization on a postpositional 

locative. The object of the postposition is not resumptively 

mntioned w i t h i n  the relative clause, given the specificity of 

syntactic role and animacy indicated in the relative pronoun rihutiv: 

(219) sar+vq? [ e t i y  r i m e  jpd-yl 
sa-Mq *-mu-tiy riy-mtya- jada j5&an+miy 
3%-poison inan-E-TIY 3PL-paint-PAST3 fer-de-lance-= 
'his poison in which the fer-de-lances (or rattlesnaks) 
paint& (themselves) ' (LX048) 

Example (220) illustrates relativization on a genitive: 

[ jirybtiy S$ iryupocrmu jiryiitpptiy] . 
j iy-ra- t iy sa-j 4 w-- jiryey- jitwntiy 
D m :  NEUT-TIY 3SG-old: garden-old-10C 2PL-arrive: there-REP 

'Frm there he chased h i m  a px-son ( i .e. a Yagua) too, the one 
ulmse old garden you arrived at too'. (FSO17) 

(221) illustrates reizt3viz2ltian an the predicate of a predicate 

locative clause: 



(221) Nuudiitp9 j$$ naadiimuntiy 
m y -  jitw naada-imu-ntiy 
IPLEXCL-arrive : there JIITA 3DL-LOC-REP 

[ ji-tiy jkiy naada. I 
jiy-ra-tiy 
-:NEXJT-TIY there 3DL 
'We arrived to hezr again where she was' . (FJP044 

Restrictive headless relative clauses (i.e., where there is no 

mert noun phrase in surface structure which is modified by the 

relative clause) occur only where the head can be Qnitted under 

identity with sane other ~ l u n  phrase occurring in the inmediately 

p-eceding or deictically given context. This 'identity' may be 

identity of kind and need not be identity of specific instance. 

( 222) SiivSay jJ jta [ jgtiy rdrvicbasara siinaty??sa] . . . 
sa- j iv6ay I-&-vicha-sara sa- jinay-tw 
3SG-touch JIITA this INAN-be-HABIT 3SGtail-middle 
'He touched what used to be the base of his tail.. . ' (LBO71) 

2.11.5. Correlative clauses 

In correlative structures, the relative clause precedes the 

entire clause containing the modified noun phrase. 7313s is a type of 

'left dislocated' relative cia- (Down iq  1978). Accordiw to 

Downing, in cancarid correlatives neither the noun phrase in the main 

clause nor the coreferential nam phrase in the relative clause are 

deleted, but both are marked in s ~ n e  way. However, he obsenres that 

one or both can be anitted (particularly if r-if ic) , and ' sane 

languages pennit deletion of the entire [antecedent] N' (Downing 

1978: 399) . In Yagua correlative constructions, a full ixnm phrase need 



not occur in the main clause, but there is at least a resmptive 

clitic (resumptive reference within the main clause is underlined): 

(223) T/ jtiy jiyasara t&5m, 
tj j-tiy jiya-sara t&va 
whoever-TIY go-HABIT jungle-DAT 

==Mw= coodintiAii. 
s a "  coodly-ntiy-ni i 
3SE- snake-REP-~S- 

'Whoever goes to the jutqle, the snake has bitten himher 
too1. (LX047) 

In some lagages comelative clauses enccde the feature 

[specific] (Downing 1978 : 399) , though Weber ( 1983) observes that in 

other 1- they may refer to an item which is simultaneously 

[*f kite] a d  [specific] . The feature [specific] means that the 

identity of the referent is unknown to the speaker. In contrast, 

[-definite] (=indefinite) means that the speaker a s u m e s  the hearer 

cannot identify the referent. Yagua correlatives present another 

alternative. In Yagua, correlatives can refer to [specific] referents 

as in (223) above. They can also refer to referents which are 

[-definite ] as far as the hljarer is concerned, but which are 

[+specific] as far as the speaker is concerned. In (224), for example, 

the speaker knows the identity of the referent to whom the correlative 

refers, but the hearer does not. That is, the referent is [+specific] 

and [*finite]: 

(224) J2tiy ji jy$+yey junoosi~ r &#siy 
j iy- j#y-bay m 0 O - i ~  cha- jkiy 

that 2SG-father-deceased h e a d 4  : seed IRR be-mmxl 
'Whoever (has ) your deceased father ' s skull ( as ) his necklace, 



 mi^, niiniAii ji j-. 
sa-mariy - ni i -niy-r& jiy- jspa 
3SGnecklace 3SG (PRONOUN) -NIY-3SG (SET : 11) 2SG-grandfather 
he is your grandfather ' . (IX082) - 
(Lit: 'Who your deceased father's slnill will be his necklace, 
he is your grandfather' .) - 

In example (225) a relative expression again encodes a referent which 

is [+specific] but [-definite]. Here, the relative expression serves 

as the predicate for a predicate ncmindl construction ( cf . Section 
2.1.3) . Given the syntactic relation between the relative expression 
and the entire clause, howwer, the relative is not strictly a 

correlative. 

(225) ~atiy r o o ~ i r y ~ ~ & i m b a  j i & W m  nxudasiy . 
rooriy-ruudii-mu-z6 jiy-jHy-bay ruu-dasiy 

that house-raf ter-U3C-INAN 2SG-father4xeasd blcw-CL : pole 
'What is in the rafters is your father's blaqan'. (IX058) 

There has also been sane discussion on the close relationship 

between a conditional interpretatim versus a relative clause 

interpretation of correiative clauses, depending on whether or not 

the event by which the referent is constrained is pr- to have 

happened (Weber 1983, S d m a r t z  1971 : 17; see also Haiman 1978) . In 
Yagua it is thus of interest to note that both relative clauses and 

conditionals are marked by -tiy. Examples like (223) could be 

interpreted as conditional adverbial clauses or as relative clauses 

depending on whether or not a presupposition is made regarding the 

event of the main clause. As a conditional adverbial, the sense of 

(223) muld be 'If sameane goes to the jungle, the has bitten 

him too'. The relative interpretation is more likely in (223), 

however , given occurrence of 'perfective' in the main clause. 



2.11.6. Indirect quote cconplements 

Indirect quote cmplements may be preceded by a cc~llplementizer as 

In Section 2.11.2 above. More ccamncaily there is no complementizer and 

they are fully irdepePldent clauses as in Section 2.11.1. Tenss and 

aspect may vary and both verbs are finite in form. Indirect quote 

cc~llplements follow the verb or clause of sayirg: 

(226) WyiAy riit$jj&siy m5poora. 
riy-&tSy riy-jitll-j&iy 
3PL-say 3PL-arrive:herePROlU night 
' m i  say theyj arrived kre last night'. 

Flhen a coref-mtial non-first or nonsecond person singular 

participant occurs in the tK, clauses, a coreferential clitic jiv- or 

& lnay occur in the i rdirect quote. Such - clauses are thus 

granrmatically depedent on the clause of saying only for animacy and 

(227) E ~ F ~ W  jity$j j%iy m i p o r a .  
riy-jytiy jiy-jit$$-jkiy 
3PGsay COR-arrive:herePROXl night 
'Theyi say theyi arrived here last night'. 

- .  
( 228) WvttSsiy r i w  ji-y mumfhmyu. 

riy- jytSy- jhiy rirya-g munufhdy-fl 
=say-PRml 3PL-IRR kill eneuy-PL4ORO 
'Theyi said the enemies would kill themi ' . 

2.11.7. Infinitival adverbials 

In Section 2.11.3 I discussed clauses which serve an adverbial 

function relative to their sapemidinate clause. Verbs ncninalized 

with the infinitival/participial suffix -jam/-jada (INF) also serve 

such a function when suffixed with the postpsitions. The allative 



postposition 3 conveys the idea of purpose, and the locative arid 

instnwental/rranitative L a  convey the idea of simultaneity with the 

action of the main clause (E is far more camcm in this function 

than S). 

(229)Ys q q y  sii-j-. 
*-? [sa-jimyly-janu-jQ]-fl-zh 
2s-IRR give [3SG-eat-INF-At]+XRO-IlWT 
'Give it to him to eat'. (Lit: 'Give it to him towards 
his eating'.) 

(230) -9 naadii- jivyAnudap.. 
- - 

M~M-jivday jiy-vSm da@iy-jaf~u-mu 
string: bag 3DL-make COR-man hunt-n?F-LOC 
'She makes string bags while her hus- hunts' . 

(231) ~ i y a r w  j i ~ .  
riy-yar@$m-Innuaa j iy- jiya- janu-mu 
3FL-make:noise-now COR-go-INF-LCC 
'They make noise goingt . 
OR: 'They male noise in their going'. 

(232) Siit$$ r m j a 3 a t a  jiyu. 
sa- jit$$ r#y-m-jada-ta 
3SGarrive:here jump-DISTRfB-INF-INST here 
'Xe  arrives here dancixqt . 
OR: 'He arrives here w i t h  dancing'. 

Infinitivdl adverbial$ may precede as well as follow their main 

clause. Capare the follwing w i t h  (229) through (232) above: 

(233) J-jB nWdyiit99 j&y. 
jwiy-janu-jQ mlWiiy-jit9pjSsiy 
cul ti~te-INF-At 1PLEIO=L-arrive : +&re-PROXl 
'To cultivate wa arrived there' . 

(234) Rachuut- m55 rajiitu. 
ray-suuta-janu-mu ray-jiitu 
l!X+va&-INF-I13C NEGlSGrest 
'While vashing I dan't restt. 



(235) R i i v  jiyargm. 
riy- j iya- janu-rau-mnaa j iy-yargQva. 
3PL-go-INF-UX:-now COR-make: noise 
'They make noise going. 
OR: 'In their going they make noise'. 

Infinitival adverbids are more tightly embedded in their m a i n  

clauses than are -tiy and other adverbial clauses. This is shown 

partly by the fact that infinitival adverbids can be surmmded by 

material of the main clause as indicated by the bracketing in (229). 

Additimally, if there is a shared argument between the main and 

adverbial kfinit5ve, the coreferefrtial clitics .iiy- and/or '9 can 

be used: 

(236) Sasiimyaa jimyuutyq@j1@9. 
sa-siiy-lllaa [jiy-jmtya-jam-jQ]-nii 
3SG-run-PERF [ COR-help-INF-AL] -3SG 
'He has run to help him'. (Lit: 'He. Fm t--. 

1 
hisi helping him ' . ) 

The coreferential clitics need not be used; complete ellipsis of the 

coreferential argument may occur as in (232) and (233) above. When 

the subjects are not coreferential, regular Set I clitic fonts occur 

on both the main verb and the adverbial infinitive: 

(237) SSboojqq sat+$q~~~ v&riy sq+tod&jp. 
Siboo-jqq sa-t+$ryqy sa-jatu-jada-jQ 
sweet4:liquid 3SG-buy then 3SG-drink-INF-AL 
'soda Pop hi bught then for himj to drink'. (FCH076) 

Aspectual fonnatives may occur in the non-naminalized predicate. 

They have scope over the ncdnalized predicate: 



(238) Rim- jiyqpumu. 
riy-yar- jiy-jiya-jammu 
3PL-make:noise-HABIT COR-go-INF-LOC 
'They always make noise going1. (OR: 'They alv~ays make noise 
in their going1). 

To srmnnrarize, inf initival adverbials differ frena finite adverbial 

clauses in four ways. In infinitival adverbials the nmainalizing 

suffix -jam/-jada occurs. They carmot take -t tense and 

aspect. If there are coreferential arguments between the main and 

adverbial expressions, then the coreferential clitics jly- and (or 

no clitic) are used for second and subsequent refe-rences to the 

participnt. Infinitival adverbials can also be by material 

of the main clause. 

2.11.8. Infinitival cconplements ard verb serialization 

There are t m  types of ccmplex clauses where an embedded or 

subordinate verb forms a complex verb or verb phrase with the finite 

or semantically main verb. These are infinitival complements which 

share an w t  w i t h  the main clause (Section 5 1.1 ) , and motion 

verbs which occur in a (phonologically bmd) ccanpounding or 'serial' 

construction w i t h  other verbs (Section 5.1.2). 

2.12. summary 

In this chapter I have surveyed a wide variety of clausal 

phenanena. Where relevant I have pointed out whether or not a 

cancarid verb initial pattern is followed. Follwing discussion of 

noun phrase, adpositional phrase, verb phrase and pragmatic factors 

affecting constituent order in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, a suwnary of 



the verb initial versus non-verb initial features will be given in 

Chapter 7. 



It is thus sanewhat difficult to give a unified syntactic 
statement of Set I clitic distribution. An X-bar phrasal approach does 
not work because Set I clitics ref- the dependent element in 
genitive arid adpositional phrases, but in any classic X-bar treatment 
the subject of a clause is not a depe&ent of the verb phrase. In 
Chapter 7 I suggest that the unity underlying all the uses of Set I 
clitics may be one in which Set I clitics are proclitic to the 
predicate of certain om? place argument-predicate relatias. As will 
be- apparent in Sections 2.1.1, 3.5, ard 3.6, Set I clitics occur 
initially before the predicate (when there is no pre-predicate 
argument noun phrase) , and are proclitic to the predicate. (See 
Klavans 1985 for a theory of clitic types according to the parameters 
initial/final position within the syntactic sentence or phrase, 
before/after the initial el-t of the clause or phrase, and 
proclitic/enclitic phnological liasan). 

In Klavans' ( 1985) terns, Set I1 clitics are initial un%r scone 
level of N when N is the object of a transitive claise (Section 
2-1-11, the subject of an So clause (Section 2.1.2), or the subject of 
a predicate nmbal amstruction (Section 2.1.3) . They precede their 
syntactic phrasdl host, except when the full noun phrase host is 
'deleted'. In that case, they most neutrally occur at the e1~3 of the 
clause, attack2 to whatever is the last element of the clause. They 
are enclitic. 

This will be made more explicit in what follows. In the 
&. chousards of clauses that I have leaked at fran naturally ocnzr lng 
text material, I have feud anly t i  Litancces of SOV order where the 
subject does not appear to be 'left-dislocated'. In both cases second 
position clitics intervened between the two  preverbl noun phrases. I 
do not have intonational evidence far these cases as the texts were 
transcribed by Paul Pcwlisan. SOV clauses have never surfaced and have 
been judged 'bad' in elicitation unless there is unusual pause 
-. Perhaps these two cases may have been the result of ' false 
starts'. 

Follawing mst examples taken from texts is a reference to the 
text fran which the example is taken. (Scnrae examples in this work have 
been adapted fram actually occurring text errrmples, usually making 
them shorter for length and m i t o r y  purposes. In sane cases I have 
forgotten the saurces for examples, or the texts were short, 
semi-elicited cnes that we used for language learning purposes, but to 
which we did not give a code.) Scarre of the texts were transcribed by 
Paul Pawlison, and sane by Tan Payne and myself. In all except one 
text f r ran  the Fcwlisan anJ. Powliscm (1977) concordance project texts, 
I have retained the reference nwnber associated with examples even 
though these are not 'clause' mnubers. More than one clause may occur 
under a given number in the concordance texts. T. Payne (1985) 

the 'Kneebite Twins' (KT) text frcln the Pawlison 



concordance and his mmbers are nrofe or less 'clause' xmmbers. 
Examples in this work from the Kneebite Wins text match the numbers 
f m  in T. Payne. 

Dooley (1982:311) distinguishes 'inner' and 'outer' delimiting 
caqunents based on these which are related to the nuclear predication 
throughthecase frameof theverb, versus- which are not. A 
fuller trea-t of pragmatic structuring in Yagua would possibly want 
to make such a distinction. 

Givh (1983) uses the term topic1 in two ways. First, h uses 
it to refer to any participant mentioned in discourse, and second to 
refer to the 'primary topic' (usually enroded as the grannnatical 
subject across several sequentially order clauses) of a thematic 
paragraph (1983:8). This view of topicality is explicitly not 
sentenc&mmd and allas for degrees or levels of topicness. For 
Dooley a 'topic' is just one type of delimiting -t. 

Possible occurrence of auxiliaries and verbs in the PM position 
is briefly mentioned in Section 2.4.3. 

ihe clitic in (51) is a clitic which occurs on 
both noun arid verb phrases. Its function awaits further investigation, 
though it appears to -cur w i t h  amplification and restatenrent 
phrases in discourse. Hawever, it is not an indicator of marked 
Fragmatic structuring. 

I am not concemd here w i t h  whether  Yagua has an abstract AUX 
constituent in the sense of Steele (1978) or Alrmajian, Steele, and 
Wasow (1979). 

Words such as tii in (74) are ideophones, similar to the 
English words plop, mo&, tanq, etc. In Yagua (and in the iimazon 
area generally) i- expess a wide variety of cancepts, not 
limited to sounds accanparryirmg a given action. The phonology of such 
words is not subject to the same constraints as phmology of other 
wrds. One notable feature is wide variation in vowel length 
depemliq on the enthusiasm of the speaker. 

Paul Powlison (persad cammication) has suggested that -riy 
a i m  iniicates that a given action ought to be done but probably 
m ' t  end up being done. 

l2 Xn addition to Set I clitics, Set XI clitics, and the two 
types of second position clitics discussed in Section 2.4, there are 
also phrasal enclitics and c l d  enclitics which occur after the 
last element of the phrase or clause. These are specifically discussed 
in Payne and Payne, in progress. 

13 In (93) jadtuurdee 'there beside the water' might be 
said to form a single constituent. It is perhaps anomlaus, however, 
given that the clitics occur after the first word of the delimiting 



comtituent, rather than the entire constituent. A better analysis may 
be that mMv jetumudee is a series of paratactic phrases identifying 
a location. I have no explanation for the different orders of -niy and 
-tiy in (92) versus (93). 

l4 Whether conjunctions and canp1-tizer.s should be considered 
as occurring in the non-nuclear setting position, PM position, or some 
other structurdl position will not be explored here. -Tiy occtirs as a 
formative in various conjunctions (Sections 2.11.2 and 2.11.3) and is 
always a fomative in relative promms or relativizers (Section 
2.11.4). In certain fhmewrlcs at least the relative 
-/relativizers would be said to occur in a ccmplementizer 
position. I believe there is evidence that at least relativizers and 
relative pmmuns do m t  occur in the PM position (cf. Section 
2.11.4). 

l5 The negative particle shrs similar ambigcity of 
constitacy. The most ccmnnon pattern is for & to form a 
constituent w i t h  the following verb, as in: 

jiiita r i m i w .  - - 
E!2- 

~~Y-$PY--W rimityu- jada4ee-ri& 
NEG 3PL-kill-T JIITA old: ane-EMININE-DIM-dear 
'The didn't kill the old lady'. 

But I have also seen a few cases where sits is placed directly after 
the negative and before the verb. 

l6 Intonation will be discussed shortly. Ewmples (131) and 
( 135) are fran a written text which was recorded after the author had 
had apportmity to go over it numerous times. The other examples with 
marked intonation are fran oral texts. A double slash line represents 
a relatively longer pause than a single slash, judged 
impressionistically. 

The f- r6-mmaa 'it-now' without the negative y does not 
mean 'so that1. The positive counterpart is Mtedyey (from 
r&-a-tedwy INAN-IRR-TEDYEY? ) 

l8 I would like to thank Pail Pawlisan and Tom Payne for 
significant hplt regarding the forms and of these question 
w3rds. 

l9 Ebqles (174) thmugh (177) were graciously provided by Paul 
Powlisan and Hilario PeAa; interpretation of underlying forms and long 
-1s in these examples is my cum. No examples like (175) and (176) 
have surfaced in any of our elicitation, the texts we have gathered, 
or the extersive Pawlison concordance project . 

2o lhis mBam of f o m  questions on constituents of ccmpl-t 
clauses may be more cannaon (it occurs in my acrln data, for ewmple) . It 



is not clear to me whether (177) has the sense of ' b i b  does John think 
ate my fish? ' or 'Who does John think ate his fish? ' , or perhaps both. 

21 More could be said about each type of clause canbinkg than 
will be pursued here, particularly bring- in infomation atmt 
intonatim and semantic scope relations. 

22 I have not seen other clear cases where jirv5tiy as a 
relativizer occurs without a resumptive reference. 

23 Use of siJlgular clitic f- to reference g m q s ,  as in (208), 
may have scarething to do w i t h  use of the resumptive Set I clitic 
despite the specificity of the relative pronoun. But I really do not 
kntm. - 



Chapter 3: Noun and Postpositid Phrase Phenomena 

Beginning frr "urn  ~ ~ e r  a.? cmti~~r.lq t.kkw*2t cl-qters 4 

and 5, I discuss pheMxneM pertauung 
. . to sub-constituents of the 

cl-. Chapters 3 and 4 do contain sane examples w i t h  ccanplex verbdl 

l~l~rphology which is not discussed until Chapter 5. However, I have 

chosen this presentational sequeme In a- to better smize 

facts about interpretation of the index of the coreferential clitics 

jlv- and in Chapter 5. T h i s  chapter is centrally ancemed w i t h  

establishing the basic order of constituents within the noun phrase 

and w i t h  discussion of postpositional phrases. 

I will argue that the following is the basic order of 

ccnrstituents within the noun phrase, thm@ it is unusual in natural 

discourse for a given noun phrase to have all these constituents : 

(239) DESCRIPPIVE 
MODIE'IEX 

Demonstratives consistently precede the head noun. Quantifiers 

include nwnber terns aJrl words of general quantification such as 

Ibjuu 'much, many' . The basic position of quantifiers is preceding 

the head noun. Under certain pragmatic conditions they may occur in 

the pxwerbdl FM position, discontinuous frcm the rest of their 

postvertal noun phrase (Chapters 2 and 6). Rarely, ''W may occz 

following the head noun, possibly in a paratactic relatianship with 

the rest of the noun phrase.l Basic order of the -ral and 



demonstrative before the head mun is cuunter to the verb initial 

norm (VIN; Appedix 11). The position of descriptive modifiers is 

discussed in Sectim- 3.3 wk2e I z rg t  &chat it is basically 

post-head. Relative clauses are consistently past-head (Section 

2.11.4 ) . Geni ti- precede their head lxrun as the basic order 

(Section 3.5). It is aw!eard to canbine a genitive with a 

denarrstrative or quantifier in a siqle noun phrase. The language is 

consistently postpositional (Section 3.6). 

In Yagua, inherently ncaninal roots are identified by the fact 

that when not suffixed with a classifier or other ncPnindlizer they 

can function as the syntactic subject or object of a clause, as the 

object of a postposition, or as the predicate of a predicate nceninal 

amstmction. For example, the term- 'adult male, man1 has dl1 

these properties: 

(240) As subject: 
Sa-siiy v&m. 
3s-run nran 

'Th!e man runs'. 

(241) As object: 
w-i vdnu. 'I see the man'. 
ray- j*-ni i 
1SG-see-3SG man 

(242) As object of postposition: 
Sa-si iy -4- jp. 'He ran twards the man1. 
3s-run man-LOC-AIL 

(243) As predicate of predicate Mmindl corrstmctim: 
VanU-numaa-nii Segundo. ismaman'. 
man-nmJ-3SG 

a contrast, inherently modifying roots are those which neither are 

syntactically verbal (i. e. they carmot take most or any of the 

suffixes described in Chapter 5 ) , nor can they serve the syntactic 



functions of inherently nominal roots unless they are first suff irced 

with a classifier or other ncminalizing form. In their unsuff ixed 

form, howwer, they can function to modify nouns. Canpare jaam 'big' 

in (244) with in (241) : 

(244) q n  j 3 ~ .  
ray- jpiiq-riii 
1-INAN big 

When suffixed with a classifier , hcw~ver, j%mu can serve these 

syntactic functions (this is discussed further in Chapter 4 ) .  

Canpare (244) and (245): 

(24s) R$- j-iy. 
ray-jym3uy-I+ j?pu-dasiy 
1-INAN b i g 4 :  -:pole 
'I see the big bl-'. 
OR: ' I  see the big pole' (and other possible readiws d=pending 
on context). 

As far as I hiow, there are only t m  or three inherently modifying 

m o t s . 2  Howwer, as  I will argw in Section 3.2 ,  roots which are 

syntactically ncwinal as defined by +Ae criteria mentioned above may 

function as modifiers. Thus, ia a given context sylltactic ncininals 

may or may not function as prototypicai nouns (Hopper and Thmpm 

There are actually three types of 'descriptive modifiers' in 

Yagua (the functional equivdlent of English adjectives) : baund 

modify- mots which may be suffixed to a head m, inherently 

d f y i n g  roots which have syntactic properties different from nouns 

as just illustrated, a d  syntactic norms which serve as modifiers to 

other nouns. In Section 3.3 I argue that the basic order of non-bound 



modifiers is past-head, even though inherently modifying roots may 

occur in pre-head position when they are not suffixed with a 

classifier . 

3.1. B c r s d  modifying roots 

U s e  of phonologically and syntactically distinct modifying words 

within noun phrases is relatively infrequent in natural discourse. 

The mast amnon means of modify- a rmun is suffixation of a 

classifier, verbal root, or other suffix to a noun. Bound modifying 

roots such as -poo 'rotting' follow classifiers a& precede size a d  

quantity suffixes ( d i  a& -miy respectively in ( 246) ) : 

(246) r o o r i w 4 m i y  
roorly-ju-ky-poo-qu4 5 -miy 
houseCL : opening4 : patch-rot-long-PL 
'severdl tall and rottirg house doors' 

cf: poo 'rot over there' (verb) 

Harrison (1983) argues on the basis of suffixation of mcdifying 

roots to nouns that Guajajara (a Brazilian Tupi-Guarani language) is 

a Noun + Adjective laguage. (He argues that it is an ewmple of a 

VSO, postpositional, N + Adjective, Genitive + N language; Hawkins' 

Type 8). Harrison does not specifically say that the class of 

'adjectives' is limited to suffixed mdifying roots, but in fact all 

the examples he prwides of modified nouns are of this sort. 

I am hesitant to argue on the basis of suffixation of roots 

like -poo in (246) that Yagua is a Noun + Adjective l-. First, 

non-bound modifiers do exist in Yagua. Most (if not all) theoretical 

claims about order have to do with relative order of separate 



syntactic constituents. Order of bound mdifiers wuld not be the 

most coflvinchg evidence of basic constituent order (though it may 

give us indications of historically prior orders). 

Nemrtheless, we must be careful not to assume that an element 

is not syntactically distinct fran s a n e  other element just because 

the two are phomlogically banxi. Clitics, for example, are a case 

this cannot be maintained. As illustrated in Section 2.1.1.2, 

the direct object clitic fonns a phonological constituent with 

whatever precedes it, but a syntactic carrstituent w i t h  the following 

noun phrase (if one is preseat in the clause; see also T. Payne 

1983b) . There are other evidences of phonological looseness between 

separate syntactic elements in Yagua. Application of the metathesis 

process (Section 1.6) in ( 2 4 1 )  suggests that the first adpositional 

phrase is pkmologically part of the verb. 

(247) wtachiiva, murnmh siiva ... 
sa-jutay sa-iva, sa-iva 
3-y 3SG-DAT sa- 3-T 
'He said to him, the savage (said) to him . . . I  (-38) 

But other evidence convincingly shows that the adpositional phrase is 

not a syntactic part of the verb. A subject or object noun phrase can 

intervene, iesultirg in clear phonological separation between the 

verb and adpositional phrase: 

(248) Slqptay ricym6ca siiva. 
sa-Ntay riy-cm&ca sa-iva 
3- 3PL-chief 3SG-DAT 
'Their chief said to him. . . 

Within longer verbal forms speakers may pause before certain 



suffixes, particularly scane of the more aspectudl ones (Chapter 5 . 
Conceivably affixation of t f i !  forms is relatively recent. But in 

any case, it corroborates the phonological loosemss of the language. 

In sum, we -t to be careful not to dismiss modifying roots as 

separate syntactic amstituents just because they are phmologicdlly 

bound. (If BE should find that the modifying roots in Guajajara are 

alvays phanologically howwer , it would just strengthen the 

case against using than as evid- of a syntactic Noun + Adjective 

order. ) 

There are tm reasms why the Yagua bourd roots cannot be 

considered syntactically separate constituents frcon the head noun (at 

least in syndhanic tenns) . First, size ard quantity suffixes are 

strictly ncPnindl suffixes and they follow bcnmd modifying roots as in 

(246) above. Secod, there is a contrast between bound roots versus 

those same mats when suffixed with a classifier or other 

ncanindlizer. Compare in (24%) versus (249b, c), and puryeey 

in (250a) versus (250b, c) . As non-bawd, non-ncdnalized roots, as 

in the (c) forns, they do not mean 'u~orthless' and 'closed' 

respectively, but have verbal meanbgs. (Available information 

suggests that bomd modifying roots generally may be etymologically 

related to verb roots.) 

( 249) a. Vatachare-r5pyw 
frog-worthless 
'worthless frogt (WIT) 



b. nt%y fip'?Y-n- 
mwY-ra 

stranger wor"chless-CL:NEUT 
'worthless stranger' (idicon for mestizo) 

C. 'to mnstruate' 

(250) a. Saya jjjta j a M y  nuuprrryeevya. 
sa- j iya j&siy-siy nuu-pmyeey-~ 
3- J I I T A  -AB rod--~lOSed-DAT 
'He wmt f m n  there by the closed road'. (LB103) 

b. ' cloudy day' 
m i y  'fern?; fish trap' 

c. p&yeey ltocloseorfencein(e.g. likearcad 
or tube) ' 

When such mdifying roots are suffixed w i t h  a classifier or 

-izer as in the (b) forms, they are both phomlogically and 

syntactidly distinct fram the head noun. If they function as 

descriptive mcdifiers, then under pragmatically marked conditions 

(Sectim 2.1.1.5 and Chapter 6) they may occur preceding the verb, 

discontinuous from the rest of their noun phrase. In appropriate 

discourse cantexts they may occur withotit an overt head noun, 

particularly if sane classifier other than the neutral one senres as 

a ncminalizer. Ard as suggested by the translations in (250b) , a 

suffixed root can be an independent nuun. These three facts argue 

that a non-knuml modifier must be a syntactic constituent separate 

frcsn the head noun itself. Thus they contrast with the baund roots as 

in the (a) forns. 



3.2. Determination of head versus modifier within naun phrases 

The discussion raises a question which must be 

ansered if PE are to satisfactorily discuss order of head noun and 

no~~kmnd  descriptive modifier. Nan-- modifiers are naost 

frequently syntactically nominal (either inherently or thmqh 

derivation; this is statistically substantiated in Section 3.3). 

Given this, how can we in a principled way determine w h i c h  is the 

head and w h i c h  is the modifier? Order itself cannot be relied on as a 

criterion for t m  reasons. First, one objective is to establish the 

basic order of head noun and descriptive modifier. If we use order 

as a means of determining what is the head and what is the modifier, 

the argument is circular. Secad, descriptive modifiers can 

sanetimes precede and sc~aetimes follow what I conclude is the head 

noun (Section 3.3). Thus, in any given phrase order alone m y  not 

conclusively .show what is head arrl what is modifier. 

If we cannot establish a principled difference between head noun 

and descriptive modifier, then it may be there are simply t m  nouns 

in apposition which are equally 'head namsl, and Yagua wuuld have to 

be excluded frm typological surveys where order of head noun and 

descriptive modifier is pertinent. This issue is not specific just to 

Yagua, as use of nouns for modifiers (rather than stative verbs, for 

example) may be an Amazonian areal feature. It is found in at least 

H i x k a q a ~  (Carib), Chayahnita ( C a h q a a n ) ,  PreAndine Maipuran 

-, and Zapaman languages. It is also fomd in Quechua. In 

what follows I discuss criteria w h i c h  have been hvoked for 

determining what is the syntactic head of a phrase. None of these 



satisfactorily solves the problem for 1- such as Yagua. I then 

argue that a discourse principle does satisfactorily distinguish head 

and modifier w i t h i n  noun phrases. Briefly, head nouns are potentially 

manipulable in sutsqumt discourse while modifying nouns are not. 

3.2.1. Category carrstancy. 

It is ccmmmily assum& that the syntactic category of an entire 

phrase is the same as the syntactic category of the head of that 

phrase. This is the basis for much of X-bar syntax (Jackexdoff 1977). 

The head of a verb phr=== must be a verb, the head of a noun phrase 

must be a noun, the head of an adjective phmse must be an adjective, 

and the head of an adpositid phrase must be an adposition. Thus, 

if we have a given element X to which we add an element Y, and if the 

category of the entire resulting phrase is X' , then X must be the 

head of the phrase, and not Y. 

This criterion is not very helpful in the case of Yagua noun 

phrases. If both the head and the modifier are inherently narminal 

(an2 they almost always are), t !  syntactic category sf '& phrase is 

consistent with the syntactic category of either cmpnent element. 

We still do not h o w  which is the head. 

3.2.2. Unique innnediate constituent, and obligatorily present 

J. Andersan (1975) claims that the head of a construction is ( 1) 

a :characterizing1 terminal element (lexical iten?) (2) which occurs 

obligatorily, and (3) once ard anly once as an innaediate constituent 

of any given instance of that construction. ( 4 )  It does not occur as 



an inwediate constituent of any other construction. Anderson 

premmbly bases these criteria partly on the assumption that more 

than one modifier can occur in a noun phrase, but as a general rule 

(in Irdo-Eumpan 1-?) anly one noun occurs in a 

non-coordinate noun phrase. Likewise, we assume a verb phrase will 

have only one verb. Certainly w i t h i n  t r a d i t i d  American structural 

linguistics any clause which has tvm verbs is classically argued to 

contain an e&edded clause. 3 

These criteria do not resolve the problem. In any Yagua noun 

phrase no more than demonstrative or number tern may occur as a 

teminal element. Yet it is not likely that we want to say the 

resulting phrase is a 'demorrstrative phraset or 'rnnnber phrase . Of 

course, rnrmerals ard demonstratives are not obligatory elements of 

all noun phrases, and thus the objection doc3s not stand. H-r, if 

2. rnrmerdl is present, in natural discourse the noun may be absent 

(cf. example (329k) in Chapter 4 ) .  Do we then conclude that the 

numeral in such a phrase is the head after all, since the noun does 

not seem to be obligatory? Additionally, what most axiomatic 

structuralist approaches muld posit as a modifying word may occur 

alone in actual discourse, prhags suffixed with a classifier . The 

head noun is not necessarily overtly m. But presmably these 
are not serious objections to criterion 2, since perhaps the head is 

(axianatically) obligatory only in mderlying structure. 

Nevertheless, if both what we intuitively take to be the head 

noun and the nmdifyirq noun are syntactically nmhals, then we have 

more  than one nmhal category as innnediate constituents of the 



phrase (Anderson's criterion 3). Further, nouns are terminal 

inrmediate constituents of of both noun phrases and of mdifying 

phrases (criterion 4). Thus, by both criteria 3 and 4, we shaild 

conclude that the head of the noun phrase cannot be one of the nouns. 

Strictly applied, these criteria yield counter-intuitive and 

conflicting results. 

3.2.3. Subcategorization and government. 

Nichols (in progress) suggests that the head is that wrd which 

governs, or is subcategorized for, or otherwise determines the 

possibility of occurrence of, the other. (She additionally suggests 

that the head detemines the category of its phrase in line with the 

criterion in 3.2.1 above.) For example, a transitive verb is 

subcategorized for the occurrence of a noun to which direct object 

case is assigned. But a given is not subcategorized for the 

occurrence of a verb. Traditionally, then, the verb is taken as the 

head of a verb phrase containing both verb and direct object. 

Similarly, an adpsition requires the occurrence of a noun phrase 

within the adpasitid phrase and may gwem the particular case 

assigned to it. But any particular noun does not require or govern 

the occurrence of an ac-irg adposition. We thus canclude that 

the adposition is the syntactic head of the phrase, and not the noun. 

Crosslinguistically it is not clear that nouns are 

subcategorized for modifiers. They do not require modifiers in the 

same sense that adpositions may require a noun (phrase), or that a 



transitive verb may require a direct object. For ex;ample, consider 

the following Yagua noun pbrase: 

(251) tapppyey niisi jyo 
tWWY-VaY niisiy- jo 
fight-CL:ANIM:PL -:place 
'ane-eyed warriors' (LBO1.2, 015 
(?'warriors1 eye sockets') 

The occurrence of tapwwey 'warriors' might conceivably allow 

niisiiw 'eye place' (or 'eye socket'!, 5ut it does not require it. 

Alternatively niisi-jyo might be said to allow occurrence of 

tapvnrvvev. Neither noun is subcategorized for the presence of another 

noun in the lexicon, and both nouns can occur hdqedently as head 

nouns in other contexts. A similar example is the phrase j-cha 

'male tapir' in (260)  belaw: both itens occur alone in other contexts 

where neither determines the occur;- of, or is subcategorized for, 

theother. Itratherappearsthat the~nrnphraseSTRUCKREiswhat  

potentially allows for both a head noun and a mdifer. 

Perhaps related to the notion of 'govermm~t' as Nichols uses it 

is the pheMQEnan of -t w i t h i n  noun phrases. Generally 

speaking, nan-head elements within noun phrases may be marked for 

agreement w i t h  sane features of the head nam, and much less commnly 

the other way. In a canonical noun class language such as Spanish, 

for example, modifying lexemes like BUENO ( b u e n o m )  'good' do not 

have inherent class but reflect the class of the head noun in the 

particular phrase in which they occur. This suggests we might look at 

use of Yagua classifiers in noun phrases. When two nouns occur in 



sequence, one of which has a classifier, does just me of the roots 

require or govern choice of the classifier? 

This is not an extrmely helpful heuristic either. Classifiers 

(underlined) may correspond with the class of what w e  intuitively 

feel must be the head noun, as in (252) and (253). 

(252) &jay mii-j& 
clot! dirtynessU : pelt 
'dirty cloth/clothizgl (not ' cloth-like dirtyness ' 1 

(253) -3jw j??-??jvc?? 
=$Y-& jw-=??-&-=?? 
vine-C1:strirrg:like big-1angU:string:like-long 
'lag piece of vine' (not 'vine-like 1- thing') 

But classifiers a .  not required an descriptive modifiers within 

modified noun phrases, as we might e?cpect to be true for 

inflectionally governed agrement morphology: 

(254)- MODIFIER 
cachunu sjteer~u 
monkey-  
'real monky' 

(255) HEAD MODIFIER 
SuINpanu v 
wi1d:anatto red 
'red wild anatto' 

(256) QUANTIFlER HEAD MODIFfER 
S=+Wi titooqui i s&bmm 
sa-s#iy-ni i ti-tcequ4 i --='a 
3SG-give-3% one-CL:bawl-one bmana:drink mix-O:NCN 
'He gave him one bowl of Ip'epared tanana drink'. (HTR122) 

Even when a classifier does occur, it is often the 'neutral' 2 

which m y  occur partly by virtue of having derived a noun fmn a verb 

or sane  other root : 



(257) niisityadii ti jturya 
niisiy-tadi i ti ituy-ra 
eye-CL:seed transform-CL:NEUT 
'transformed eyeballs' 

Does class of the head noun just selectionally restrict choice 

of classifiers? At first glance this hypothesis does not fully 

account for the data either, given cases where  the classifier on the 

nrodifying nam is neither in concon3ance with the class of the head 

nounnor neutral. This is the situation in (251) above: =& 

lCL:placet could only refer to an inanimate object, yet t3~vwey 

'warriors1 must be animate. The inanimate classifier and the aninrate 

ncnm are objectively inccmpatible. However, we might yvue that cases 

like (251) are scsIlewhat akin to canpomd nouns and thus may not be 

subject to usual selectid restriction relations. w i d e r  the 

English ampound noun qarbacre man. Garbaqe itself is most neutrally 

taken as referring to scanething inanimate, while man is animate. But 

in the ccanpourd -base simply says sane- about the occupation 

associated with the persan in question and does not refer to any of 

his inherent features. Gar- is not referential in this context. 

But even in cunpolrnd mms, one of the nouns is taken as 

denoting the actual item refered to, and the other scmnehcrw restricts 

the class of all iterns of that sort. For example, roorirvuudii 

(rooriv-ruudii) fhause-ridge:polef refers to a type of pole, not a 

type of house. Garbageman refers to a type of man, not a type of 

garbage. Thus we still wish to maintain that one of the nouns is the 

head of the co~s~ctim- u?d the other is the modifier. We still need 

a principled basis for determLining this. 



3.2.4. Ekqmatic head. 

The preceding discussion leads to what I believe is a principled 

basis for distinguishing head and modifier in Yagua noun phrases, and 

ultimately in all laxgxges. When looking at naturally occurring noun 

phrases in discourse, there is an intuitive sense that a given item 

either is, or is not, the 'pragmatict head. This comespomk with 

whether or not the ncpninal fonn actually refers to a (pragmatically) 

referential entity within the universe of discourse. Based on Du Bois 

(1980) I define an entity or concept as pragmatically referential if 

it is treated as an existing, bourded entity-within the universe of 

discourse. Such an entity can suSsequently be referred to as the same 

entity, often by means of aMphoric devices. This is the same thing 

which Hopper and Thmpson ( 1984) term a tdiscourse manipulable ' 

entity (cf. also Givb 1985). EYan a discourse and ultimtely 

cognitive perspective, certain Mwindl forms constitute prototypical 

instances of nouns in that they refer to entities which car1 'oe 

further deployed or manipulated in subsequent discourse. This is 

precisely because they are pragmatically referential. For the moment 

I will refer tc such nouns as the 'pragmatic heads' of their noun 

phrases, given that we do not yet have a criterion which allows us to 

syntactically distinguish head versus modifying nouns. 

-tic headship has well-defined mnseqences in term of 

syntactic encoding. Depending on the language, the pragnatic head may 

be identified as the syntactic head by being encaieci as a syntactic 

noun. Syntactically distinct devices such as adjectives, stative 

verbs, or relative clauses may. be used to further specify or delimit 



the pragmatic head, but these devices cannot be used to encode it 

directly. In Yagua, however, the devices for encoding pragmatic heads 

and for encoding information which further specifies or delimits them 

are objectively the same in terms of syntactic properties: they are 

nouns. Nemrtheless, in a noun phrase containing tK, nouns, one of 

the nouns m y  be subsequently manipulated in the discourse as 

referring to the same entity to wllich the entire canplex noun phrase 

referred initially. The other noun may not have this property. If the 

non-manipulable noun was used alane in subequent discourse, the 

entity referred to would be potentially indeterminate, or mild 

possibly be interpreted zs a different referent than the one denoted 

by the earlier ncnm phrase. 

examples may help make the difference clear. Given any 

particular sentence or noun phrase in isolation, it is relatively 

difficult to determine whether a noun refers to a discourse 

manipulable entity or axcept. For exmple, in (251) above, we cannot 

really tell whe the r  niisijvo is discourse manipulable. But in context 

it is clear that it is not discourse manipulable in the same way that 

tdmwwey is. The following clause occurs later in the text than the 

clause in which 

(258) t4Cif.i- r m y  m t i y .  
nu3iysiy-mnnaa riy-niy rab&+ntiy 
there-&= 3PL-MAI;F circ1e:axnmd-REP 
'EZam there they circled around againt (trying to catch 
sight of the -(s) who blinded then). (LB016) 

The subject of (258) is mderstood as the same as the referent of 

t a w m  niisi-iyo lane-eyed warriorst in (251). If (258) employed 



niisi* as a subject noun phrase, it would be pragmatically very 

odd, if not ungranrmatical. The participants carrying out the action 

of circling would not be interpreted as equivalent to the blinded 

warriors, but as the 'eye sockets'. But it is also not clear that the 

Set I clitic riy 'third person animate plural' could cm-occur with 

niisijvo 'eye sockets' (unless 'eye sockets' were anthropomorphized). 

In contrast, t&wwey alone could be feliciteously employed as a 

subject noun phrase in (258) , referring to the blinded warriors. This 

shows that and not niisiiyo must be taken as the head in 

(251).  

As a further example, in (259) it might be aqued that what the 

person saw was 'adult male' a d  that j-cha 'tapir' tells what 

kind of adult d e  it was; or alternatively, that what the person saw 

was jihicha a 'tapir' and that provides a further characteristic 

of this particular tapir. 

(259) Naani' " jfkkha vSnu j5siy. 
M a a a z m  
3 D L s e e - a n  : arrival : there tapir male there 
'They two saw on arrival there a d e  tapir/tapir male' . 

However, there are t m  factors which all=* identification of j C n m  

'tapir' as the pragmatic head. The first has to do with the unmarked 

semantic meaning of m, and the second has to do w i t h  the discourse 

and cultural context. In the story f r a n  which (259) is taken, two 

hunters are going along looking for game. In the process they see a 

series of animals and same people, but have not yet found a good 

group of game animals at the pint where this excerpt occurs: 



(260) a. Naadaya j6ckhiy1 
naada-p jSsiysiy 
3DL-go the== 
'They two go on from there, 

b. Madfit99 z51lu.l~ a, 
naada-jitw r&-mu 
3DL-arrive : there INAN-LOC path 
'they two arrive there at a path 

j-tiy m i ,  
j iy-ra-tiy ~~~ 
D m : N E U T - T I Y  path-big 
'which is a wide path 

c. naansiitari jra, 
naada-siita-r$.$-r6 
3DL-follaclt-enroute-INAN 
'they two follow along i t ,  

.- - pnucha vSnu j k i y ,  

3DLsee-an:arrival:there tagilr male there 
' t k y  twm sse ar; =i.iM?. %Ire a male tqir, 

e. sasiiv+awiiry$$. rdmu, 
sa-siiqgy-tiiy-r$$. ra-mu 
3SG-urinate-ITEEt-enroute INAN-LOC 
'he is urinating as he goes along in  

j6t-x-a. 
j&-t6&dee-ra 
water-CL : bawl-DIMCL : NrmT 
a small mud hole. 

f . "Ji-tanii ratti", 
j iyu-mznaa-ta-ni i 
here--3SG water :hole 
'"There may be a water hole here" 

9- slnztay. 
sa-&tay 
-Y 
'he (=one of tfaehmters) says. 

h. Naadayatityiiy jadrchiy . 
macia-ya-t i tyiiy jdsiy-siy 
3DL-gogoing: directly there= 
'They two go along frm there1. (-77-185) 

When used in isolation, is most neutrally interpreted as 



referring to an adult hman being. In this excerpt it would be rather 

inf lecitiaus to utter - in clause (d) without jwcha, because 
v6nu would pbably be taken as referring to a man. Seeing a human by - 
the path a d  not necessarily suggest the proximity of a watering 

hole where an.in&s might gather. What is significant in the context 

is that they saw a 'tapir1, not that they saw an 'adult nrale'. 

Although can perfectly well occur as an independent -tic 

head in other contexts, in this particular context it is jMcha 

which is pragmatically salient. 

If one tried to manipulate or deploy in clause (el, the 

sense of clauses (d) and (e) would mst likely oe 'They two saw on 

arrival there a male tapir. The man (=one of the hunters) urinated as 

he went along in a small mud hole. This suggests that in clause 

(d) is not discourse manipulable, given that use of - 6 r 1 ~  in clause 

(e) would probably not be interpreted as co-referential with j-cha 

v&m - in (d). If, haever, jtinkh occurred in clause (e), It . m d d  

more easily be interpreted as coreferential with jMcha a u ,  

showing tbt j6mkha  in (d) is discourse mmipulable. Jh2cha in 

j h kha  vSnu is referential, whereas is attributive and 

non-referential. In sum, a sentence or -based view of head-ship 

breaks down in Yagua. But a discourse perspective as to what is, or 

is not, further manipulable (or pragmatically referential! 

disambiguates the head noun frm the modifying noun. 

A larger discourse perspective also makes better sense out of 

the noun classification data. As I will discuss in Sectim 3.3, 

classifiers (other than the 'neutral' 2) most often occur on 



descriptive modifiers when the head noun is absent frcsn the phrase. 

When the head noun is present, is much mre likely: 

(261) ... niisityadli tijturya rqqcha j&y. 
niisiy-tad52 ti jtuy-ra 1-6- jqcha- j&y 

warrior eye-CL:seed transform-CL:NEUT INAN-be-PROX2 
I.. . it had been the warrior's transformed eyeballsf 
(referring to eyetalls transformed into seeds) (LB052). 

If in subsequent discourse ti iturva 'transformedf occurred without 

niisi-i 'eyeballs', it could conceivably be taken as referring to 

&.rf trasformed entity, ether animate or inanimate. It is not as 

clearly discourse mpulable as niisitvadii is, or even as 

tiitutmS2 jtransfom-CL:seed) might be. A hypothesis which will not 

be explored here is that suffixation of a more highly specified 

classifier to a modifier rmy allow an erstwhile modifier to beccwe 

discaurse manipulable precisely because the more highly specified 

classifier in scrme sense substitutes for the head noun. This relates 

partly to the question of when a classifier, rather than sane other 

anaphoric device, is used. 

3.3. Order of head noun and descriptive mod .L- %r in text 

When a noun $rase tm1tains both a hsd noun and a non-bound 

descriptive modifier, the descriptive modifier is mast frequently 

another noun. Recdll +at a form is considered ~ y n i : & ~ ' i f d i y  n o m i d  

if it can serve as subject or object of a clause, as the predicate of 

a predicate nanindl construction, and/or as the object of a 

postposition. This definition of noun includes forms which are either 

inherent or derived ncaaindls. The term ' inherently modifying root ' is 



used as defined in the intmkcticn to t h i s  chapter (see the 

discussion examples (240) through (245) ) . In using the 

terrrs 'noun1 or 'ncaninal', I am not cancerned with whether the 

linguistic form is functicazing as a prototypical noun in the sense of 

Hopper an6 Thunpsan (1984). 

Text materials show that n 0 n - M  descriptive modifiers most 

frequently follow the head noun. In one count of el1 over 1000 

clauses of camected text, HEW+3DIFIER order autnumbered 

MYDIETEt-HEAD order by abaut 4 to 1. The data are presented in Table 

3.1 Gne chmcteristic of Yagua discourse revealed by this data is 

that noun phrases containing non-bound descriptive madifiers are 

relatively bfzquent. 7 

Table 3.1. Order of Head Noun and 

Descriptive Modifier in Text. 

In all cases of the HEAD-MODIFIER order repressnted in Table 

3.1, the'dfier is syntactically nominal. In five of the s ix  cases 



of MODIFIER-HEAD order, the lrsodif ier is also syntactically nominal. 

(.In one case it is an inherently modify- root which will be 

discussed below.) The MODIFIER-HEAD order occurs under four 

condltiarrs, substantiated not just by these apprmhately 1000 

clauses but also all the other text data I have seen. First, it may 

perhaps occur under prqpatically or semantically marked canditians, 

such as when the modifier is negated or contrasted (Chapter 6). 

Example (262) is taken frcan a text where a careless boy spills the 

snake ' s poison. As a result, things in the jungle are no longer safe 

and people have to vat& out for snakes that can kill. Example (262) 

contrasts hcrw wmderful things wmld have been if the boy had not 

been careless. * 

(262) Sdrmiwa 16riy cha t66. 
sSmiy-ra jiya-w-sara 1-5-riy 
good-CL : NEUT go-going : aimlessly-NMLZR INAN-E'RUST be jungle 
'It muld be good vJalking all over the -let. (TX044) 

Most of the examples I have of this sort (there are not m y )  are 

potentially ambiguous, however. What looks like a 'modifier plus head 

naun' could perhaps be analyzed as a predicate rmninal constmction 

in which a Set I1 clitic not precede the post-predicate subject 

noun (cf. Section 2.1.3). Ewmple (275) below may be a clearer case 

of the MODIFIER-HEAD order occufiing m r  pragmatically marked 

canditions . 
Second, in canpound M-rmindls, the modifying noun root may occur 

before the head noun root (but see the discussion about (251) at the 

end of Section 3.2.3). In rompcnnvl nouns, the t w  roots may be 

phomlogicdlly attatched: 



( 263) rooriryuudl i 
rooriy-ruudl i 
-ridge:pole 
' ridge pole of the house' 

Tk.ird,  the H39IEE2-EEii9 order occurs in saane nearly lexicalized 

pbrases. For example, the root taariy 'before (in the sense of 

time) '' is used in certain expressions to mean 'ancestor . T m i y  

pec&es EUII&- 'first ones' (or mun5tyii 'first one') in such 

expressions. 

(264) taariy mm3- t ~ ! F Y = Y  
-tya-vay ~ ~ M - M Y  

before first4:ANIM:PL fight-CL:ANIM:PL 
'the old varring ancestors or ' the ancestrdl varriors ' 

Fourth, inherently modifying roots may preferably precede the 

head noun when they are not suffixed w i t h  a classifier or other 

(265) S i i m  pasidwe nudidveera. 
sa-jl&y psiy-dee nudiy-dee-ra 
3SGwork small-IIIM garden-DIM-CL:NEUT 
'He worked (in, or made) a small garden'. 

(266) Sa-sitya-maa rooriy q-ntiy jaamu rwri-jfl. 
3SG4ig:upPERF house pole-REP big house-& 
'He has dug up house poles also for big house ' . (TC060) 

The total number of discaurse tokens of mDIFIER-HEAD order with 

unsuffixed modifiers is small. in the great majority of cases, 

inherently modifying roots occur suffixed with classifiers. In this 

fom, they follclw the head noun, just as do inherently n a m i n a l  rmts 

or Mmindls derived f k a n  verb  or other categories. 

The class of inherently modifying roots itself is d l ,  limited 

to perhaps or three items: j a m  'big1 (and its human/animate 



counterpart jwmiy) , sh iy  'good, well, new, pretty, beautiful' , and 

possibly pasiy 'small'. With regard to preferred placement, pasiy 

'small' follaws the pattern of jaamu and .sSmiy, distinguishing it 

frm other ntxhal.~.~~ Hocr;never, pasiy occurs as the object of 

postpositions as in (267) and as the predicate of predicate ncaninal 

amstmctions as in (268) withuut suffixation of a classifier or 

other ncsninalizer. This suggests that it has features more 

characteristic of naninals: 

(267) Pasidy&jlE Y?? p+$qa. 
pasiy-dee-j? yi-9 M-E~ 
small-DIMIN-& 2SG-IRR scrape-= 
'In order to (make it) thin, you will scrape itt. (MB057) 

(268) Pasidyeetya jzidaffudyey. 
pasiy-dee-tya j i iday-mdyey 
small-DIESNEG f ire-any :more 
'The fire was no longer small'. (TJ075) 

To provide a better mderstarding of the syntactic distribution 

and textual function of suffixed versus W f i x e d  modifying roots, I 

exhaustively ewmined occurrences of jaanna 'big', pasiy 'small', and 

mre cursorily 'good, weil, new, pretty, beautiful' in the 

Powlison concordance (Powlisan and Pawlison 1977). There Are three 

syntactic patterns. The modifier may occur withaut any other noun as 

in ( 269 ) . It may occur in the order HEAD-MODIFIER as in ( 270 ) and 

(271), or in the order MODIFIEZ-HEAD as in (272). In (269) and (270) 

J 'big' occurs in a suffixed fonn. In (272) pasiy is u n s u f f w ,  

and in (266) above jwmu is unsuffixed. Smiy 'good' occurs in an 

unsuffixed form in the HEAD-MDDIFIER order in (271). 



(269) W t i y  j&iy j?pu&53jv . . . 
16-8-t iy jasiy- jhiy jaamud- jQ 
INAN-IRR-TIY grm-PROXl big-CL:tube-AL 
'If it g m w s  into a big flute ...I (TC040) 
(That it is a flute and not a cane or other tubular object 
is lrnderstood by previous mention of a flute in the context.) 

riichoo j-. (270) Rhmtyityiiy 
r6-suuy-ti tyiiy jqqmu-ra-shnaa 
INAN- : noise-going : directly wind  big-CL : NEUT-great 
'A big wind  storm came along nraking noise'. (FH048) 

( 271) Cbi3va Gmiy Y?@=- 
yi- jacha 

heron beautiful 2SG-be 
'A beautiful heron you (will) be'. 

(272) Y?? jqqtat- pasidyee si ityelityqqdeta. 
yi-9 j ~ 9 t a - t w  pasiy4ee siityeniy-tw-deeta 
2SG-IRR begin-EMPHq little-DIM brush-FWLEt: INST-DIM-INST 
'You'd better begin with C !  Little brush (to smooth out a 
blowgun) ' . (MBO51) 

Table 3.2 presents the frequency distribution of the patterns for 

jaamu 'big' in suffixed and &fixed fonns. 

UNSUFFIXED SUE'E'Eml TOTAL 

MODIFIER ONLY 
HEAD-MIDIFIER - 
MmIFIER-HEAD 6 
TOTAL 6 

Table 3.2. Occufiences of Inherently Modifying Root 
jamu 'big' in the Powlison ard Powlisan (1977) Concordance. 

The large number of suffixed instances of j a a  M c h  occur 

without an acccanpanying head noun in Table 3.2 suggests that the 

major function of classifier suffixation to inherently modifying 

roots (and also to inherently nominal and verbal roots) is to allow 

the speaker to zwid repitition of the understood head noun when it 



is clear frcm the discourse or extra-textual context. C l w  that 

occurrence of the classifier facilitates 'deletion' of the head noun 

is the wrong way to approach the data. Rather, as is well grounded on 

the basis. of other studies (cf . Derbyshire 1985, Lambrecht 1984, Du 

Bois 1984, Doris Payne to appear d; T. Payne 1985), languages have an 

aversion to many noun phrases in naturally occurring text. This 

aversion stans frcan an econamically moti~ted principle not to do 

mre wrk than is absolutely necessary (cf . Haiman 1983 : 802 ) . If 

there is a device in the 1- which pennits identification of a 

familiar, or given, referent without recourse to a noun or full noun 

phrase, then the general principle is to use the more abbrwiated 

device, all other things ,being equal .I2 Thus, once an entity is 

int---- - into Yagua discourse by means of a full noun or noun 

phrase, if the speaker can subsequently indicate to the hearer the 

identity of the referent by a classifier or Set I or Set I1 clitic, 

the latter means are the encoding devices of choice. Although no 

rigorous discouse-based study of Yagua classifiers has yet been 

undertaken, one hypothesis is that when the speaker wishes to add 

descriptive (or quantifying) information abut a referent, rather 

than cse a NOUN + MODIFIER (or NUMERAL + NOUN) construction, the 

device of choice is MODIE'XER + CLASSIFTEE (or NUMERAL + CLASSIFIER), 

where the classifier adequately serves to pick out the precise 

referent in the given contact. Classifier choice under this view is 

guveFned by a type of agreenentt process, but within the scope of 

the text or sub-text, rather than within the scope of a single clause 



or noun phrase. One possible historical source for clausal or phrasal 

agreement may be gfarmaaticization of such discourse 'agreement ' . 
In the Pcwlison Concordance, the rnmrber of tokens of head noun 

plus the modifier jaamu (in either order) is too small to allow us to 

conclude much with certainty about basic order. Hmmer, putting the 

data of Table 3.2 together w i t h  other text counts, it is quite clear 

that unsuffixed modifying roots are dcaninantly pre-head, while 

suffixed modifiers are AnmiMntly post-head. 

It is of interest to look more closely at the unsuffixed 

modify- roots occurring in the MOD--HEAD configuration in Table 

3.2. In three out of the six cases the modifying root is written as 

if @cumlogically attatchec? to the head noun: 

( 273 ) jw-ri  idrco 
big- (HC035 ) 

(274: j-+y 
big-snake (KT028, LB154) 

There is no other evidence I lrnow of to suggest that ri i c h q  'wind' 

and coodiy 'snake' serve dual status as both classifiers and nouns 

(they are not incorporated into numeral roots, for example) . Dual 

status is true of stme other roots, such as dasiy 'palm trunk' and 

dasiy 'CL:thin:polel. (Jaamu-dasiy may refer to 'big blougun' or 'big 

palm trunk' , for example, deperYling an context) . A tendency tmards 

phonological attatchment of mun roots to othemise unsuffixed 

mdifying roots may be one pressure tawards eventual reanalysis and 

shorteniw as classifiers. At this point, however, I WOUld not argue 



that jaam-modiy and jaamu-richoo are modifying roots suffixed with 

classifiers . 
Table 3.3 gives the occurrences of p i y  'small ' in the Powlison 

concordance. As mentioned above, based on syntactic distribution 

possibilities in its unsuffixed form, pasiy appears to be more 

~mindl than j-. This is also supported by the 10 cases of 

unsuffixed tokens which occur witfxrut an accmpanying clearly nominal 

heal. (There w z e  no cases of this type for the root jaamu.) 

mnIm ONLY 10 
HEm-MoDIFIER - 
I 'm3m-m 3 
TmAL 13 

Table 3.3 Occufiences of psiv 'little' 
in the Powlisan and Powlison ( 1977) Concordance. 

Again, the mmbr of EEAD+XlIFIE?Z and MODIFIER-HEAD tokens in Table 

3.3 alone is too d l  to conclude much with certainty, but it adds 

to the evidence that Mrmindl modifiers prefer the HEPS-MODIFIER 

order. The one token of a suffixed MODIFIER-HEAD phrase is possibly 

a pragmatically marked case of added detail restatanent (Section 

(275 )  SiivSay jjj rmdiy, pasidyeera rmdiy . 
sa- j iv&y pasiy-dee-ra 
3SG-mke JIITA garden little-DlM-CL:NEUT garden 
'He rrraloes a garden, a little garden'. (FX008) 

Although unsuff ixed modifiers are more frequent in pre-head position, 



examples like ( 271) a t m ~  and (276) suggest that they are not 

exclusively so. 

(276) muchityu-j-y 'wildbeespecies' 
bee-big : animate 

Mxhityujaamiy is the lexicalized expmssian for a certain type of 

bee. Cconparison with muchitvu-ja (bee-CL:liquid) = 'honey of this 

type of bee ' , shows that muchitvu is a separable morphexe in itself . 
In one of the three &fixed M3DXETER-HEAD tokens in Table 

3.3, pasiy appears to be phonologically attatched to the head. There 

is no other evidence that the head in this case should be masidered 

a classifier: 

( 277) PasiquidLidyusitya 
pasiy+chidyusiy-ta 
littlewfe-INS11 
'with a pocket knife' 

In conclusion, the discourse data in Tables 3.1 through 3.3 show 

that with nominal modifiers the HED-KKIIE'IER order is more frequent 

in naturally occurring text, while the MODIFIER-HEAD order perhaps 

occurs under pragmatically marked circumstances and in more 

idiosyncratic lexidlized expressions. Based on morphological 

simplicity, one might want to argue that MODIFIEEZ-HEAD is the 

syntactically basic order, given that jaamu 'big' and perhaps pasiy 

'small' and &niy 1 1 ,  good, new, pretty, beautiful1 may 

preferrably occur in pre-head position when msuff ixed. But the total 

number of discourse takas is smaller than ve wuld like to make a 

definitive claim in this direction. 



Has&ins (1983:13) gives the following criteria for deterinking 

basic constituent order when there are competing orders: 

1. Where me doublet occurs (e.g., NAdj) with greater 
than the other (Adjj) in attested samples of the 

relevant latquage, then, all t h i q  being equal, the more 
frequent doublet is the basic one. 

2. Where one doublet (e.g., NMj) is more frequent within 
the gramatid system of the language than the ot.er 
(e.g., the quantity of adjective lexemes that occur 
postncPninally exceeds the number that occur prenceninally), 
then, all things being equal, the gmmmtically more 
frequent doublet is the basic one. 

3. Where one doublet is graa~natically unmarked and the 
other marked ( i .e. , a special type of granrmatical meaning 
may be associated with one order of Adj aad N, but not the 
other, over and above their lexical neanings; one wrd 
order rey not e r g o  certain general rules that the other 
does, or may be generated by rules of a more restricted 
nature; ane wrd order may be the one chosen by exceptional 
naodifiers, whcse sxceptional status is marked in the 
lexicon; etc. ) , 'chen, in all these cases, the unmarked 
order is the basic one. 

Criteria ( 1) and (3) a d  pick out H E X H D D I F E R  as the basic order 

since it is must frequent in naturally occurrj.ng samples of text, and 

it is not the order associated with semmtically and pragmatically 

m k e d  situations such as focus of contrast, negation, etc. where 

-is- meaning above beyard the lexical meani-.l3 

Criterion 2 might be said to pick out WIFIER-HEAD as basic, given 

that there is a larger pre-head class of inherently modifying roots, 

campared to a post-head class of zero inherently difying raots. 

Howwer, there are only t w  roots which are quite clearly non-ncaninal 

(jwm 'big' and sSmiy 'good, ell, new, pretty, beautiful'), and me 

of these is both adverbial and adjectival ( a y ) .  The pre-head class 



of inherently modifying roots is very small. In contrast, the 

post-head class of MHRinal lllrsdifiers is an open, unlimited class. 

Okrall then, if any order is to be taken as basic, even by Hawkins 

criteria it mst be EEMkMIDIFIER. This is consistent with VIN W c h  

states that if the daninant order is (as expected) postnmind, it is 

still ccamnon to find a small class of pramnhal adjectives. A 

perhaps more noteworthy typologicdl ohservatian is that modified noun 

phrases occur quite infrequently. 

3.4. CcsIIplex modifyiq phrases 

Even more infrequent than mcdified noun phrases are noun phrases 

~ c h c a n t a i n  canplex modifying phrases. When these occur, the 

adve&ial mdifier consistently precedes the descriptive modifier: 

( 278) j-iy e r y a  'very good' 
very good 

(279) j-iy j- riidux, '(a) very big wirdl 
very big wind 

3.5. Genitives 

Genitive (passessive) phrases are of three types. First, if the 

possessor is w m  only by a noun or noun phrase, the genitive 

noun precedes the head noun (GEN + NP): 

(2801 R w q q Y  
-. Alchico roorimyljy. 

ra- j iya-ritizy rooriy-mu- j$ 
1-POT Alchicohouse-LOC-At 
'I want to go to Alchicols hcruse1 . 



(281) sararmit- 
. - jamriy mmStvii  siiva. 

sa-ramtitiy-ni55y- janu e t y a - 4  sa-9va 
3SG-ford-IMPE'-PAST3 deer before-NCM:ANIM:SG 3%-DAT 
'The deer's ancestor used to ford across him (to 
crass the river) I. (FSQ001) 

Secard, if the possesor is expressed via a Set I clitic, the 

clitic is phanologically pre f ixd  to the head noun (CLIT IC + NP): 

(282) saroorimyt5 jlp. 
ra- jiya-riiQy sa-r00riy-m- j3 
1-POT 3%-mLOC-AL 
'1 want to go to his/her house'. 

(283) JASryiy r$ jc6nu jhykrq9yanu. 
ray- j l c 5 n u  ji~-n&raay- janu 

very 1SG-like 2SGsing-INE' 
I1 really like your song/your s*ingl. 

Tkirli, if the possesor is expressed via a Set I clitic plus a 

noun (phrase), the clitic is phcarologically prefixed to the head noun 

as in (282) and (283), but the genitive nuun phrase follovs the head 

(284) Ftayqqta wmuflu Alchico. 
ray-qta sa-jumufh 
lsG-.want 3SG-canoe Alchico 
'1 want Alchicofs canoef. OR: 'I want the canoe of Alchico'. 

These three patterns are identical to use of Set I clitics and noun 

phrases for referencing subjects in Type 1 clauses (Section 2.1.1.1) . 

In one study of seven folkloric narrative texts, distribution of 

the three genitive phrase types was as given in Table 3.4. 



GEN + NP 126 27% 
CLITIC + NP 327 70% 
CLITIC + NP + GEN 12 3% 
TGTAL 465 100% 

Table 3.4. Distribution of Genitive Phrase Types 

In an effort to determine factors moti~ting choice of one 

construction type versus another, possessive phrase type was 

crass-tabulated with given versus new status of the possessor. A 

participant was judged as havirg given status if it was prenrmed to 

be in the hearer's active consciousness (Chafe 1984) at the time the 

phrase occurred in the discourse. It was judged as being in the 

hearer's active consciousness either by virtue of being mentioned in 

the preceding discourse (if it was a major participant throughout the 

discourse recent mention was not necessary), by virtue of being 

deictically present in the extra-textual context, by virtue of being 

available on the basis of a 'frame' (e.g. given a house (the frame) 

in Yagua culture, one can generally assme there is a ladder to the 

house as well) , or by virtue of being culturally known information. 

The data are presented in Table 3.5. l4 



NEW 93 1 
GIVEN 33 326 
TOTAL 126 327 

Table 3.5. Cross-tablulatim of Genitive Noun Phrase 
Types Relative to Given Versus New informatiandl 

Status of the Possessor. 

A major difficulty in working with text material rather than 

with pycholinguistic experimental data is that the assumptions of 

the speaker about the cognitive status of any particular piece of 

information in the mind of the hearer at the time of spaking are not 

neessarily transparent to the analyst. The less one is familiar with 

the folklore arid cultural milieu, the mre likely it is that he or 

she will judge infomation to be new and indefinite, when in reality 

the speaker may have assumed that that information was given and/or 

definite to persans well within the culture. But it is aiso possible 

that analyticdl errors could be made in the opposite direction. As 

Jack Du Bois has pointed out (persondl cammication), when a 

folkloric story begins, infonuation may be assumed to be given on the 

basis of 'prior texts1 current in the culture (Bedcer 1979), and may 

be presented as such. But once the story proper begins, it takes on 

features of being a world unto itself, ard infomation that should 

technically be expxted or given based on cultural knowledge and 

prior texts is presented as if  it e r e  new or indefinite. Such 

strategies help build srxspense arid make the story worth telling. If 

everything is assumed to be given and is presented as such, the story 



is 'flatt ard lacks interest in terns of pragmatic speaker-hearer 

interactions. All of this points to the need for experbental data, 

rather than just static text data, in evaluating encoding of 

pragmatic parameters. 

Nevertheless, a statistical analysis of the text data provides 

s& safeguard, because it gives a probability measurement as to 

whether an otserved pattern might be due to chance or not. If a 

particular correlation is significant at a very high level, we may 

assume that even if analytical errors have crept into the data, the 

number of these could not be so large that the correlation should in 

actuality be reduced to a nonsignificrmt level. Certain tendencies 

in Table 3.5 are extremely strong. We can safely say that the simple 

clitic construction correlates stmrgly w i t h  given information, while 

both constructions that involve noun phrases correlate strongly with 

new infomation. When ere tm noun pbrase constructions are grouped 

together as opposed to the simple clitic construction, the value of 

X? w i t h  Yatets correction for the data in Table 3.5 is 308.3. This is 

significant at the .001 level with one degree of freedan. This means 

that there is a significant association between given versus new 

informational status of the possessor, and encoding via a simple 

clitic versus a noun phrase construction. This is just what w e  d d  

aspect. 

However, the givenness parameter does not distinguish between 

the GEN + NP and the CLITIC + NP + GEN canstructions represented in 

Table 3.5. This is partially because the mmber  of tokens of the 

latter type is too to dculate a valid e. Another major 



problem with the data in Table 3.5 is enforcanent of binary 

distinction between 'given1 and 'new' on the data. Chafe (1984) 

argues that there is a continuum between information which is in the 

hearer's S a t e  active corrsciourmess (i .e. given information) , 

and information which has been totally out of the active 

cansclousness ( i . e. highly non-given information) . Inf ormation might 

alternatively be in the hearer Is peripheral consciousness, or may be 

textually new but situatidly highly expected. Ekperimental data 

sensitive to such factors might help differentiate be-. the two 

noun phrase miens. Nevertheless, Table 3.5 shows that of the 

138 cases where a noun phrase was used to encode the possessor (the 

sum of the GEN + NP, and C L I T I C  + NP + GEN constructions), the CLITIC 

+ NP + GEN construction occurs only 9% of the time. Sheer frequency 

thus argues that GEN + NP must be taken as the basic order w h ! r  a 

noun encodes the possessor. 

3.6. Postpositid phrases 

Most attested verb initial 1- have prepositions. This is 

in line with predictions of a consistent headdfier ordering 

principle. Yagua, however, is consistently postpositid. Based 

partially on data presented in Powlisan (1982) I distinguish between 

'concrete1 postpositions (cf. Lyons 1968:295 'local' cases), and 

'grarmrraticall postpasitions (cf. Lyons 1968:295 'abstract' cases). 

Cancrete postpositions are semantically highly specific. There are 

over 30 of these. Nler exemplification is given in Payne and Payne, 



in progress, and especially in Powlisan ( 1982) , but a few examples 

are given here: 

'on top of your shoulder ' 

(286) e m  j $=+? 'with the wanan' 
wamn:with:children COM 

'(looking) for food' 

(288) cajiijy?pIha 'mixed in with coffee 
cajiiy- jw-mkaa (e.g. sugar)' 
c o f f ~ : l i q u i d - m i x e d : i n : w i t h  

( 289 ) miiqiqnsw? jp 
miisa- janu-sqqr? jp 
heal-INF-extent :of 

'until healed' 

There are four 'graunnatical' postpositions (though the dividing 

line between grammatical and concrete postpositions is not sharp) : 

( 290 33 
siy 
-M or -iva 
-mu or imu 

'allative' (AL) 
'ablative' (AB) 
dative ' ( DAT 
locative' (LOC) 

Many postpositians are transparently related to nouns, and a few to 

verbs. But gramrratical postpositions are more bleached 

semantically than the concrete ones and are used in a wider variety 

of syntactic contexts. The allative and ablative postpositions can be 

suffixed to the dative -va/-iva, or locative - or to any 

concrete postposition. Certain verbs are subcategorized to take 

objects in the dative case. When suffixed to xmfinite verbs the 

locative is extended to indicate 'while' and the allative irdicates 



'PU~P' (see and Paw, in p w ,  for exemplification 

beymd what is given belaw) .. The instrumntal is similar to the 

locative in indicating 'while' w h a ~  suffixed to a dinite verb, but 

the locative is far more camman in this function (Section 2.11.7) . 

The postposition -tl'm'nru 'beside' is also extended to mean 'while' 

&en suffixed to a finite adverbial clause (Section 2.11.3). 

According to Pcwlison (1982), the allative and ablative 

postpositions indicate motion towards and motion away £ r a n  the point 

of focus, while the dative, locative and the concrete postpositions 

indicate a position at rest relative to the point of focus. The 

ablative siy is probably historically related to the verbdl suffix 

siv/-chiy 'action done u p n  departure' and/or to the verbs siiy 'to 

run', or maasiy 'to get up, go out'. The locative or is 

possibly related to the locative wrd 'yonder'. 

Sane postpasitions are always phmologically bumi to the noun 

or Set I clitic: 

(291) RiivSqa Dorijyy. 
ray-jivSay-r& Doriy-j$ 
lsg-make-inan Doris-AL 
'I made it for Doris'. 

(292) Sii- rrim. 
sa- jie-ri5 ray- j$ 
3-INAN 1%-AL 
'She/he made it for m e ' .  

Others are phonolqically free wfien postposed to a noun but 

phclnologically txnmd when postposed to Set I clitics: 



( 293) ~am~chu h q  jY-?. 
ray-wchu 
1S-convers.e wman:with:children CCM 
'I talked with the -'. 

(294) Fa- sjjsqq. 
=-j$w 
3SG-CCM 

'I tdUced with him/herf. 

As with genitives (Section 3.5) , postpositional phrases have 

three forms. Postpositions may occur suffixed to or following noun 

iNP + PI, suffixed to a Set I clitic (CLITIC + P), or 

suffixed to a Set I clitic with the coreferential naun phrase 

follavhq the postposition (CLITIC + P + NP) : Canpare the follawing 

with (293) and (294) above: 

(295) Ra- s i j w  e t u r a .  
==-j$w 
3SGCOM -:without : children 

' I  talkedwith theweanan'. 

(296) Radliy siiva Alchico. 
ray-diiy sa-iva 
1- 3SG-DAT Alchia 
'I see Alcfiico'. 

The NP + P and CLITIC + P patterns are by far the most caamnon. In one 

study of 341 clauses cont;xhirig 110 postpositiondl phrases, the 

CLITIC + P + NP pattern accounted for only 796 of the cases, while the 

CLITIC + P pattern accounted for 31% and the NP + P pattern for 55% 

(Doris Payne, to appear d) . In that study, 85% of NP + P phrases were 

new infonnation, while 98% of CLITIC + P phrases were given 

information. Out of 8 instances of CLITIC + P + NP phrases, six 

encoded given information, and tm encoded new infonnation. 



In the 11 texts discussed in Section 1.4 (Table 1.1, 687 

adpsitiandl phrases occur. l5 Frequency distribution of the three 

types is presented in Table 3.6. Nearly the same distribution is 

found as in the smaller corpus reported in Doris Payne (to appear d). 

NP+P 
m c + p  
CLITIC + P + NP 
mAt 

Table 3.6. Distribution of Adpositional Phrase Types 

The simple clitic strategy wewhelmingly encodes given and 

definite information and I will not explore it further here (see T. 

Payme 1985 for further discussian of its ccoditions of use). Tables 

3.7 through 3.9 present data on the other two types relative to 

parameters of givenness, definiteness, and referentiality. Table 3.7 

shocln that 50% of all adpositional phrases containing an NP encode 

given information, while another 50% encode new information. 

G m  NEW TOTAL 

NP+P 168 48% 181 52% 349 100% 
CLITIC + P + NP 33 60% 22 40% 55 100% 
TCrrAL 201 50% 203 50% 404 100% 

Table 3.7. Cross-tabulatian of Adpsitiandl Phrase 
Types w i t h  NP's Relative to Given versus New Information 

The data in Table 3.8 include only referential mentions, since 



the contrast between definite and indefinite is essentially 

neutralized in non-referential mentions. 16 

DEFINITE INDEzmrlz TOTAL 

N P + P  224 86% 37 14% 261 100% 
CLITIC + P + NP 42 81% 10 19% 52 100% 
TO!l!AL 266 85% 47 15% 313 100% 

Table 3.8. Cross-tabulation of Mpcsitional Phrase Types 
with NPfs Relative to Definite versus Indefinite Information 

Table 3.8 shaws that in this corpus, 85% of mun phrase objects of 

postpositions encode definite infomation, and d y  15% encode 

indefinite information. Ccmparixrn with the percentage figures in 

Table 3.7 for givenness might suggest that a fairly large number of 

new mentions must be definite, rather than indefinite, or else we 

might expect the indefinite figures to more closely follav the new 

figures. But the two tables are not ccanparable given that Table 3.7 

includes non-referential mentions, M l e  Table 3.8 does not. 

Essentially all of the non-referential mentions are new information. 

Table 3.9 suggests that the referentiality prameter may 

distinguish the two noun phrase amstructions more than either 

givemessor definiteness. As I will show below, however, an 

association between referentiality and cunstruction type is only 

apparent and not statistically valid. 



N P + P  261 75% 88 25% 349 100% 
CLITIC + P + NP 52 95% 3 5% - 55 100% 
TUrAC 313 77% 91 23% 404 100% 

Table 3.9. Cross-tabulation of Adpasitfz-11 Ebase Types 
with NPts Relative to Referential versus Nunreferential Status 

It is important to evdluate the data statistically, as 

percentages do not tell us to what extent an -ent association 

might be due simply to chance. The null hypothesis for Tables 3.7 

through 3.9 is: 

There is no association between choice of adpositional 
phrase type containing an NP and status as given versus new 
(Table 37); definite versus Mefinite (Table 3.8); 
referential v.rsus non-ref erential (Table 3.9) 
inf-tiandl status. 

For each Table 3.7 througfi 3.9 the value of 2 with Yatels correction 
is not significant at the .05 level with one degree of freedcan. Thus, 

the null hypotheses carmot be rejected. m i c e  betwen the the t m  

phrase types which contain an NP does not, apparently, depend on 

-tic factors at this rather gross level of sophistication. As 

with genitive phrases, a more sophisticated givenness metric might 

differentiate then. T. Paynets (1985) s w  of topic continuity (cf . 

Givh 1983) reports the referential distance figwe for the NP + P 

construction as 15.13, and for the CLITIC + P + NP construction as 

9.91. These figures suggest the hypothesis tbat the more complex 

construction encodes participants which are more nearly given. That 



is, the participant may be judged to still be in the hearer's active 

consciousness, or perhaps in peripheral consciousness, and thus there 

is a tendency to encode them with just the clitic construction. But 

because the participant is (on the average) mentioned about 10 

clauses earlier, the speaker judges that a resumptive NP might be 

needed to make the referent clear and wmnbiguaus. The figure of 

15.13 for the NP + P construction correlates we11 with the figures in 

Doris Payne (1984~) for Papago new mentions. In Papago, items which 

have been mentianed at a distance of 15 or 16 clauses are treated 

just like itens which have not been menticared at all : they are 

essentially new. Khether this hypothesis should prove to be right or 

not, the frequency differences in Table 3.6 argue strongly that the 

CLITIC + P + NP construction is not the most basic one, and there is 

no reason to regard Yagua as anything other than postpositional. If 

the CLITIC + P + NP pattern were to beccme stronger, it might be 

re-evaluated as a prepositional carrstruction in which the clitic is 

an inflection on the preposition. This wmld be more consistent with 

a verb initial type. 

3.7. SLmrmary 

In this chapter I have discussed basic consti-t order within 

noun and adpositional phrases. Within the noun phrase, demonstratives 

are consistently pre-head, ard ~~merals are practically so. Genitives 

are essentially pre-head also. Descriptive modifiers are strongly 

post-head, though the basic order here may be more controversial. 

However, if we take Hawkhis' criteria as determinative, the basic 



order is best viewed as head noun + descriptive modifier. This is in 

line with the consistently post-head order of relative clauses 

discussed in Section 2.11.4. Finally, the language is postpositional. 

There is variation in both genitive and adpositiondl phrases as 

summarized in Table 3.10. For both phrasal categories, pre-head 

position is mrme~fdiy " x k n  naun phrases encode the 

dependent. 

NP +HEAD CLITfC +HEAD CLIT IC  + HEAD + N P  TOTAL 

Table 3.10. Cross-tabulation of Genitive and Adpositional 
phm!ses According to Type. 

Table 3.10 suggests that genitive constructions are more likely to 

evidence the CLITIC + HEAD strategy than are adpasitional phrases. 

This is entirely -ted since possessors are most ccmunonly animate, 

and thus tend to have ccmtinuity throughout (scane portion of) the 

discourse. They thus tend to be given and definite. The clitic 

strategy strongly correlates-with given/definite mentions. Objects of 

postpositional phrases, hmever, are more likely to encode inanimate 

entities ' wh i ch  have less continuity throughout the discourse (cf . 
Doris Payne 1984c) . Thus, they encode a higher incidence of new 

entities (roughly 50%) than do genitive phrases, resulting in a 

higher percentage of noun phrase encodings. 



1 
See Payne and Payne ( in pmgress) and Doris Payne (to appear 

d) for exsmplification of these rare orders. 

The definition of mdifying mot excludes adverbs w h i c h  can 
only modify verbs. There is at least one! mdifying root MY 'good, 
well, new, pretty, beautiful1 w h i c h  can modify either nouns or verbs 
in its unsuffixed form. 

Foley and Olson (1985) and the literature on verb 
serializatisn are an explicit departure frcan this tradition. In 
Chapter 5 I argue that more than one verb does not necessarily 
correlate with more than one clause in Yagua. 

The major case where heads agree w i t h  their dependents within 
noun phrases is in Genitive + Noun constructions where the head noun 
may agree w i t h  sarne features, of the genitive expression (e.g. i . ~  
number! . Alternatively, the genitive may agree with scane features of 
the head naun. A primary reasanwhy genitives ccnmody differ from 
other ncPnindl modifiers may be because the genitive referent is more 
likely animate, topical, or thematic thraughaut a portion of the 
discourse: it is the salient one. This also motivates the phenoarmenan 
of subject 'possessor raising1 in sane 1- ( cf . Mmro and 
Go* 1982) in w h i c h  the possessor, rather than the erstwhile head 
noun, takes on subject properties. 

We would have to stipulate thzt mt all cmpound nams need be 
lexicalized expressions, and that creation of ampmds of this sort 
must be a w i v e  process. 

In actual fact repetition of jkdicha twuld be unlikely in (e) 
unless it were in sane way pragmatically marked (Chapter 6). 

The overall percentage of noun phrases in narrative discourse, 
;-py,.- . .. - ,_ti--? of whether they contain non-bmd modifiers, is 
discussed in Chapter 6. 

a The habitual andlysis for -sara in (262) makes less sense than 
the nomindlizer analysis (cf. Section 2.2.1) in that I have never 
seen a non- 1 (i.e. verbal) complement of a EE verb. 

T-iv may have naninal status as suggested by the term for 
'morning' tqarhyusiy in which t-iy is etynmlcgyically the object 
of the postpositional complex -musiy UXATIVE-ABLATIVE. Presumably 
only nouns can serve as the objects of postpositicars. 

The suffix 'diminuative' in (265) dog not have a 
nanindlizing effect . 



It may be that ejuu 'much, many' shuuld also be considered 
an inherently modifying root. It occurs both suffixed and unsuffixed. 
When -fixed it is net phonologically attached to the head noun. 
Unlike other modifying roots, however, it precedes the head noun when 
suffixed as well as unsuffixed, which is the characteristic position 
for all quantifiers. 

l2 T. Payne (1985, Chapter 5) delimits a variety of factors 
motivating use of noun phrase devices besides just new informational 
status and potential ambiguity due to having several participants 'on 
stage' at the same time. For example, use of noun phrases correlates 
w i t h  and helps the hearer to identify thematic breaks in the 
organization of a text. Pragmatically marked contexts also moti~te 
use of noun phrases. 

13 IEaudtins' term 'grarmnatical meaning' is probably to be 
interpreted as the extra pragmatic m e a n k g  stemming from 
pragmaticdlly marked contexts or mnstmctions. 

l4 lhese f i- are also reported in Doris EQyne ( to appear d) . 
A parallel cross-tabulation of definite and *finite status of the 
possessor was not done. Eksentially all pssessors in this particular 
corpus were identifiable (=definite). 

15 The figures on obliques reported in Chapter 6, Table 6.13 and 
following, include all obliques irrespective of whether they are 
adpsiticmil phrases or other time or locative phrases. Those 
reported here include only adpositiondl phrases. 

l6 Givh (1984 and elsewhere) identifies all --referential 
mentions as indefinite. 

l7 Referential distance is the number of clauses since the last 
mention of the participant in question, average2 over all tokens of 
the construction type. If the participant has not been previously 
mentioned, or has been last mentioned at a distance of greater than 
20 clauses, then the upper limit of 20 is arbitrarily chosen. 



Chapter 4: Noun Classification ard Noxninalization 

This chapter is centrally concernd with establishing whether or 

not there is agreement between constituents of the noun phrase. 

According to the verb initial norm (VIN) we should expect little, if 

any, agreement between modifiers and their head nouns. In Yagua, both 

demonstratives and numerals in noun class with their head 

nouns. Classifiers are the overt mark mark of this inflectional 

agreement. Other uses of classifiers, however, are derivational. 

In order to defend the claim that Yagua classifiers have both 

inflectid and derivational functions, significant discussion will 

be devoted to the inflectid - deri~tiondl issue, particularly 

within the Extended Word-and-Paradigm (EWP) model of morphology 

(Thomas-Flinders 1981 ; S. A n d e m  1982). Although this mcdel has 

decided advantages over traditional models of morphology, I will 

argue that a prototype view of categoriality proves most insightful 

in understanding the nature of Yagua classifiers. The prototype view 

.nay, in fact, lead to more adequate formulations of morphological 

processes within the EWP mcdel. 

Yagua has an extensive system of aver 40 noun classifiers (CL) 

(Doris Payne, to appear b; Pawlison and Powlison 1958). Animate 

classifiers, which are differentiated for number, are as follows: 



(297) -nu ' animate singular ' 
-nurrY 'animate dual' 
-MY ' animate plural ' 

I will not present the entire list of inanimate classifiers here but 

a few examples of classifiers infixed to the numeral 'one' within 

noun phrases follow: 

(298) ti-g-quii &4nu 
ane-C1: thick: pole-one pole 
'one pole' or 'one tree trunk' 

(299) t i - e - q u i i  pida 
one-CZ:short:tubular-one battery 
lane flashlight battery' 

(300) t&qii mta 
ta-ss-quii 
one-c~:~nrdll:'~~~3-one medicine 
lane pill ' 

(301) fMaquii jCmmutw (Vainilla dialect) 
ti-dya -qui i 
one-CL : cutting : instnrment-cme machete 
'one machete' 

Depending on whether the identity of a participant is clear in the 

discourse context, the 'neutral' classifier =r= may sometimes be used 

in place of a more specific classifier to refer to any inanimate as 

in (318) below, and sanetimes to an animate or human entity. Use of 

-ra is particularly likely w h m  demonstratives agree with an - 
inanimate naun which is overtly present in the phrase, regardless of 

the more specific class of that mm, as in (320) below. 



4.1. De-ri~tional uses of classifiers 

Classifiers derive nouns from verb roots as in (302) and (303) , 

from quantifiers as in (304), and from inherently modifying roots as 

in (305) and (306). Classifiers m y  be suffixed to inherently 

negnindl roots to derive other nouns, as in (307) through (3091.~ All 

of the appraximtely 40 Yagua classifiers, both animate and 

inanimate, have these functions. In (302) 9 is a classifier which 

derives historically from the noun 7'ay 'skin1 or 'pelt'. As a 

classifier it is used for any skin-like item such as cloth, clothing, 

and -to nets. The classifier -dasiy in (305) derives from the 

name of a type of palm tree. As a classifier it is used for any long 

thin pole-like object . It contrasts with the classifier in ( 298 ) 

above, which is used for thicker pole-like objects. It is hmmphonous 

with the animate singular classifier -nu in (303) which is probably 

related to the term 'adult d e  (mast neutrally human) ' . The 
classifier in (308) is ismorphic with the term for 'road' or 

'path'. As a classifier its use is also extended to longitudiral 

vater routes. The classifier -.ja5 in (309) is iscsnorphic with the 

term for water. As a classifier it can refer to any sort of liquid. 

The etymologies of the classifiers 5x1 (304), (306) and (307) are not 

as clear to me, thougfi the neutral classifier in (306) is 

conceivably related to the inanimate Set I1 clitic d. 

( 302 ) timQ-& ' sleeping mat ' 
1ie:down-CL:pelt 



'alive one' 

(304) r & j u u s  'much manioc, sticks, etc.' 
much4:short:stick 

(305) jqqnu-dasiy 'big blcqun, pole, etc.' 
big4 : thin: pole 

'good one' 

(308) jimityOQnuunsiy 'mth of lake ' 
j i m i t y p q - ~ -  jpiy 
l a k e 4  : road-mouth: of : river 

(309) -j& kerosene ' 
1ight-CL:liquid 

Classifiers may occur in the predicate of predicate ncani~l 

constructions. In this context they serve to derive a noun from an 

inherently verbdl, modifying, or other manindl root, as illustrated 

in (310a) and (311a). They are not syntactically required in 

predicate I constructions (all that is required is that the 

predicate be ncsnindl). - classifiers do occur, there are semantic 
restrictions such that ampalaus pairings cf classifier with 

class-ofsubject noun do not occur. Compare the (a) and (b) forms of 

(310) and (311): 

(310) a. JmhdSunii j iflu quii-y. 
jmfnq-nu-ni i j iy-nu mi*-day 
live-CL : ANIM : SG-3SG DEMD-CL : ANIM : SG fish--DAY 
'This fish is alive' . (Lit: 'This fish is an alive one' . ) 



(311) a. Maw- riryooriy . 
ma-ra-numaa riy-rooriy 
relmin-CL:NEUT-nav 3m-- 
'Their housewas m a  r e m a h k g  thing'. 

b. +MachgQmma riryooriy . 
=chQ9.2!2-- 
remin-CL:ANIM:SG-now 

The fact that classifiers are not obligatory in predicate nominal 

constructions suggests that choice of classifier in this function m y  

not bs &is to &i ii-ilsctlonal agreement process. That is, occurrence 

and choice of classifier is not depdent on the syntactic 

relationship obtaining between the subject and the predicate. At 

present, there are no reasons for suppasing that predicate nouns 

containing classifiers are not fully lexicalized, and that any 

restrictions obtaining between subject and predicate nouns are not 

just semantic selectiondl ones. 

Classifiers may also occur on descriptive modifiers within noun 

phrases. 

(312) Celinaj~ suutaj6rya &jay miijay. 
Celina- j w  suuta- jdy-&i mi*-& 

-DL wash-PROX2-INAN cloth dirtyness-CL:cloth 
' Celina vashed the dirty clothes yesterday' . 2 

Despite the fact that a might appear to be functioning 

inflectionally in (312) (showing that & 'dirtyness' agrees in class 

with the head noun siijay ' cloth' ) , there is evidence that when 

classifiers occur on descriptive modifiers their function is not 

inflectional. First, classifiers need not occur on all descriptive 



modifiers. If this -re a classic case of inflection we vmdd -t 

classifiers to be obligatory (at least in the vast majority of the 

cases) . Though inf lectianal paradigms an sanetimes be defective, in 

Yagua mcdif ied noun phrases use of classifiers is 'optional ' in the 

sense that a classifier may or may not be present with any given noun 

plus ma2ifier cambination. For example, both of the following 

occur: 

(313) mii riinabii 
rtjnay-b2i 

its : flower red-CL: flawer 

(314) Wi -Y 
its:fl- red 

' its red flower ' 

'its red flmer' 

Second, when classifiers do occur on descriptive mdifiers, they 

generally do so by virtue of senrirg to derive a ncminal form as in 

(302) through (309) above. Recall that nouns are syntactically 

identified by the fact h t  they can function as the syntactic 

subject or object of a clause, as the object of a postposition, or as 

the predicate of a predicate nominal construction. Descriptive 

mcdif iers are most frequently syntactically nominal (Chapter 3) . A 

classifier need not occur on the descriptive modifier (though it may) 

if the modifier is either inherently nmind or is already a derived 

noun. For example, most color tern (and many concepts which 

translate as abstract nouns in Ekglish) are inherently nominal ad 

need not occur with classifiers when modifying another noun: 



(315) sunupanu -Y 
a ~ t t o  red 
'red anatto' (LBO71) 

M & i  'dirty1 or 'dirtynessl in (312) above is also an abstract nominal - 
mot as sham by the fact that in its unsuffixed form it may occur as 

the subject of a predicate ncarinal carrstruction:3 

(316) m i  r i i ~ .  
ray-iva 

dirtyness 1SG-DAT 
'I am dirty'. (Lit: 'Dirtyness is to m e ' . )  

When non-naninal roots are used as descriptive modifiers, they 

must be first ncrmindlized (with a very few exceptions discussed ir, 

Chapter 3). Classifiers fulfill this ncminalizing function. In (317) 

jwmu is an inherently mcdifying (ncin-mmbal) root, as sham partly 

by the fact that it may not occur as the predicate of a predicate 

nominal construction unless it occurs suffixed with a classifier or 

sane other ncaaindlizer . 

(317) murijwv j?-?jvw?? 
=$Y-.&LI jw--c??-&-?? 
vine-CL:string big-1ong-CL:string-long 
'long piece of vine' (LB019) 

Fxample (318) sfiaws that if a classifier does occur on a descriptive 

modifier, it could be the neutral 2 rather than a classifier that 

mre precisely comesposds to the specific class of the head noun as 

was the case in (312) and (313) abme. 

(318)moo jururya 
j w - r a  

point powdered-CL: NRJT 
'powdered pint (i.e. of a penis cuvered with flour)' (LB156) 



To summarize the discussion so far, classifiers appear to have 

the following properties: 

[I] When suffixed to mots w h i c h  are not inherently nconindl, 

they chanae word class, allor~ing the derived nminal to stand as the 

predicate of a predicate ncaninal construction, as a non-bound 

. - descriptive modifier within a noun phrase, or as a r-- in some 

other syntactic errvironment (cf., 302 - 306). 

[23 Crlhen suffixed to inherently nminal roots, they result in 

substantial &awe in meaninq (cf. 307 - 309). 
[31 When they do occur as part of predicate naminals and 

descriptive modifiers as described above, w h i c h  classifier(s) may 

occur is selectionally restricted by the class of the subject or head 

noun (keeping in mind the additional generality of the neutral 

classifier . There is no evidence to argue that these 

restrictions are anything but semantic, in terms of what 'makes 

sense1 acording to a given world view (cf. 310 - 318). 
Characteristics [I] and [2] show that classifiers have 

specifically derivational functions. [3] does not so clearly argue 

for deri~tional status, but neither does it constitute evidence of 

an inflectional function. 

4.2. Inflectional uses of classifiers 

Classifiers are obligatorily suffixed to demonstrative roots anc! 

infixed to numerals (also see (298) through (301) above): 



(319) jiAu m 
j iy-E 
DEMO-CL:anim:sg man 

'this man14 

(320) jichee 'this pencil ' 
j ~YS lxxly~ee 
DEMD-CL:stick write4L:stick 

OR: jirya ' this pencil ' 
j iy-3 *-see 
m : N m f i  writeC1:stick 

(32) - tm3riy vada 'one chicken egg' 
one-C1:egg-ale chicken egg 

-1es such as (302) through (309) in Section 4.1 provide 

incontrovertible evidence that classifiers serve a derivational 

function. But this is not the whole story. It appears that choice of 

classifiers w i t h  demnstratives and numerals is governied by 

inflectiondl processes. 

Many rules of thumb are scattered thraugfiaut the literature for 

distinguishing inflection from derivation. But it often turns out 

that such rules break down in the face of actually occurring 

morphology. To give one familiar example, we generally assume that 

inflectional morphology is highly prductive. Yet wz intuitively want 

to say that certain fornts are inflectional even though there are 

limitations on productivity or defective paradigms. S. Anderson 

(1982: 585, citing Halle) mentions a larye class of Russian verbs 

which lack first p e m  singular present forms. But despite this 

limitation on productivity, linguists do not conclude that agreement 

of verrbs with their subjects in Russian is derivational. The clearest 

criterion for inflectional status wuld be to show that choice of a 

particular formative is dependent on sane-- elsewhere in the 

syntactic construction, and that the dependency is not purely a 



semantic one. If it were just semantic, then it might be argued that 

only semantic selectional restrictions between forms actually derived 

in the lexicon are what is at issue. (I suggested this may be the 

case for choice of classifiers on Yagua predicate nominals and on 

descriptive modifiers within noun phrases in Section 4.1. ) Although 

agreement processes are often based on -tic features, the 

semantic features associated with agreeing inflectional forms are 

characteristically bleached. Thus they can be extended to cases which 

on pure semantic gmunds do not fit vexy well: idiosyncracies creep 

into a system formerly organized along semantic parameters. m s  

type of semantic bleaching is an important element in 

grammaticization of what may formerly have been just semantic 

selectid restrictions. One of the difficulties in deciding between 

an analysis in terns of inflectional agreement versus selectional 

restrictions, then, is that if we view language as even partially 

residing in society rather than in the m i n d  of any individual speaker 

(the view of de S-zssme), grarmnaticization cannot be taken as an 

instantanems process. E w n  if we take language as residing in the 

mind of an individual speaicer, it is not clear to me that the speaker 

always ' ~ W J S '  whether something is. granmnaticized or not. There is an 

objective continuum between fully semantic selectional restrictions 

versus fully granrmaticized -t . Insisting on a categorical 
distinction is perhaps an idealization. 

It folloclls that whether essential syntactic reference is made to 

something elsehere in the larger syntactic structure may depend on 

the particular model via which one views the data. For example, if w 



operate within a model where aspect is specified within an 

inflectional (INFL) node, then spelling out of a particular aspect 

category cn the verb must make essential reference to the aspect 

specified in INFL. Consequently, the rule must be inflectional. There 

are nevertheless cases where, within dlmost any model, the 

relationship between a fomative and SOE other element in a given 

construction would be attributed to the syntactic relationship 

obtaining between the t w  elements. 

In particular, if w= could find cases where the morphosyntactic 

categorization of certain Yagua nouns is not transparently 

samntically based, but is synchronically idiosyncratic, and if in a 

particular canstmction choice of classifier co-occurring with the 

naun comeqonds to the idiosyncratic class rather than the 'real 

mrld' seraantic features of tne noun, then it a d  prwide fairly 

mincing widence that these uses of classifiers constitute an 

inflectional agreement phenomenon.6 ~t is important that we should 

have independent widence, apart from just classifier choice, as to 

the morphosyntactic category of the noun in question. More precisely, 

the properties of such a case are as follows: 



(322) Given: 

1. Sane lexical item A such that: 
(a) A has semantic features Y (in accordance with a 

given world view), - 
(b) A is of morphcqmtactic class X (where X may have 

been historically semantically based, but is not 
strictly so synchrcarically) , and X # Y; 

2. Scam? element B # A such that, whenever A and B 
co-occur in a given syntactic construction, (same) 
features of B co-vary with (same) features of A; 

3. The features of B co-vsry with X and not with Y; 

Then: B is syntactically dependent on A. 

There are a number of Yagua nouns which (at least sccording to a 

Western logic or view of the world) are inanimate. This list includes 

such things as the stars, the man (and months) , motors, mirrors, 

photographs, broans, fans, manioc beer strainers, rocks, pineapples, 

and watering holes. That the class of these entities is grannnatically 

animate is independently shown by choice of Set I and Set I1 clitics 

when they serve as subject or object of a clause (cf. Chapter 2): 

( 323 ) Ra-tani l ravichy . 
ray-qgta-a 
1-t-3SG:ANIMATE rock 
'I want the rock'. 

Animate classification of certain of these nouns is based on a 

'Domain of Experience Principle1 (Dixon 1982; takoff 1984): 'If there 

is a basic dcsllain of experience associated with A, then it is natural 

for entities in that drmnain to be in the same category as A '  . Thus, 
mirrors and photographs are almost exclusively (in Yagua q r i e n c e )  

associated with and reflective of animate entities (people). Thus, 



they are classed as animate by experiential association. Other items 

may be classed as animate based on beliefs, which are also a type of 

experiential associatian. The Sun is the m's xm via an incestuous 

relationship, after w h i c h  both ascended to the sky out of shame. At 

least one star, which is often seen near the moon, is a nephew of 

-Is, and all stars are evidently thought to possess pver to do 

harm (P. Pawlison 1969:46). 

Animate classification of certain other nouns can be motivated 

by a cognitive chaining principle (Lakoff 1984). Central makers of a 

category are linked to other less central m e m b e r s  by vir- or' having 

shared or associated features. Canonically animate beings move of 

their own accord, which is one possible motivation for viewing the 

sun, moon, and stars as animate. Motors also appear to move on their 

own accord, and this may motimte their classification as animate. Ey 

further chaining, certain entities must be moved in fulfilling their 

characteristic functions. These include broons, fans, and manioc beer 

strainers . 
This still leaves a residue whose classification cannot be 

clearly moti~ted by -tic extension of, or experiential 

association Mth, the aninrate category: rocks, pineapples, ard 

watering holes. Based on present knowledge their animate status 

appears to be idiosyncratic. There may have been reasons based on 

mrld view or origin beliefs for such classifications in the past, 

but these have apparently been lost synchronically. Many naturdl 

objects such as trees, vines, streams, and pools are said to have 

spirits (or are at least inhabited by spirits; Powlison 1969:48), but 



+as does not res-ult in classification of all these items as animate. 

I do not know what might differentiate watering holes from other 

bodies of water. 

When counting such entities or v~~ refering to them with a 

demonstrative, numerals and demonstratives take animate classifiers: - 

(325) jiffu ravidq 
j iy-g 
DEm-cL:ANIM:SG rock 

'this rock' 

*jirya ravidq 'this (inanimate) rock' 

Thus, classifier &ice for mmerals and demonstratives co-occurring 

w i t h  such items must be governed by idiosyncratic mrphosyntactic 

features of the head noun, not semantic ones. In line with (322) 

above, classifier choice here must be gwerned by an inflectional 

process. Based on the paradigmatic relationship obtaining between all 

NClMERAL + NOUN phrases and between all D-IVE + NOUN phrases, 

if some are syntactically dependent we assume that all must be. 

As a second type of ewmple, vStur7,1~ 'vmman who has borne 

children' is syntactically dual and is treated as dudl for purposes 

of Set I and Set I1 clitic choice: 

(326) Naadiivhy v&tm@ya. 
mads-ji-y v&tunFy-r& 
3DL-make -:with: children-INAN 
'The wcanan makes it1. 

When the =ral root tS-gui i ' one' , indicating a singular entity, is 



used in conjunction with eturw, the dual classifier must be infixed 

to the numeral : 

(327) t&muquii . vS&uryy 
ti---* 
one-c=l:anim:dual-one ~naan:with:children 
'one wcarran (who has borne children) ' 

Similarly, a demonstrative associated with must have the 

animate dual classifier: 

this woman (who has borne children) ' 

If occurrence of classifiers in numerals and demonstratives were 

governed by derivatianal processes, and i f  ancp~lous combinations 

with head nouns were simply ruled out by -tic criteria, it would 

seem the animate singular classifier should. be &ccegt="u:e in 

conjunction with since we can clearly talk abut a singular 

v5tmvy as in (327). Hcwever, the form tiisui* 'one animate singular' 

does not occur with CatunN. Consequently, morphosyntactic (and not 

just senrantic) specification of the head noun must govern which 

classifier is used in the -ral. 

It may be objected that there is scene semantic duality to  

6tnn-w ' w c z m  :&c has born children1, even thougfi it can be referred 

to as a singular item as in (327). Perhaps it is somewhat parallel to  



the English term pair. We we can refer to & as singular but 

subsequently reference the entity referred to as plural : I just 

boat a new Wir of shoes, but where did I m t  them? In this mlish 

example, howwer , it is shoes w h i c h  is understd as plural, not 

&. The lexical specification of pair must Se [+singulx], as 

evidenced by verb agreement: The old Pair is under the bed, the new 

one is in the closet. (*The old pair are under the bed). The 

situation w i t h  Yagua v5tmvy is just the reverse: semantically it may 

be singular in reference (or perhaps unmrked), as evidenced. by the 

fact that it can occur w i t h  the mmeml 'me'. But its lexical 

specification for morphosyntactic purposes is [+dual] as shown both 

by Set I and Set I1 clitic reference and by classifier choice in 

~ ~ ~ e r d l s  and demonstratives. 

In summary, choice of classifiers in demonstratives and numbers 

appears to be inflectional. The following properties contrast with 

[I] through [3] in Section 4.1, where I argued that classifiers in 

Yagua have derivational functions: 

rvL =se [4]  In demonstratives and numbers classifiers do r-+ 

chancre in word class. Even though demonstrative and numeral roots 

cannot stand as words without affixation of a classifier, they are 

still inherently demonstrative or numeral forms both before and after 

affixation of a classifier. 

[5] Which classifier is infixed to numbers or suffixed to 

demonstratives is governed bv the mombswtactic class of the head 

noun (keeping h mind the additional generality of 2 - 



'CL:ne~tral' 1 .lo Thus, they clearly canstitute an agreement 

phenonlenon. 

Property [4] by itself does not constitute evidence of an 

inflectional process. (Derivational morphology also n-oed not change 

class. ) But we muld -t [4] to be true of any morphology said to 

be inflectional on other grounds. Property [5] argues that Yagua 

classifiers should be accounted for by inflectional processes. But 

since properties [I] and [2] (Section 4.1) argue that Yagua 

classifiers are derivational in nature, what should we conclude about 

the status of the classifier system as a whole? Following a few 

observations about the anaphoric function of classifiers, I will 

return to a more -licit evaluation of their status in Section 4.4. 

4.3. Amphora and classifiers 

In addition to their inf lectional and deri~tiondl functions, 

Yagua classifiers also serve an anaphoric function in discourse. Here 

I ignore the important question of when a classifier rather than some 

other means of making reference to a participant or entity is used. I 

merely attempt to substantiate that they do have an anaphoric 

function. 

In their a~phoric role classifiers may be suffixed to 

(potentially derived) ncaninals, infixed to numbers, or suffixed to 

demonstratives. Ekmple (329) illustrates the anaphoric use of a 

classifier suff ixd to a predicate ' il in clause (c) and infixed 

to a numeral in clause (k). This excerpt describes a fight going on 

between one twin and his mother, and between the other twin and his 



father over same magic flutes. The one twin fai ls  to get the flute 

fram his mother ,  though the other twin gets his father's flute. 

W i t h i n  this excerpt ' flute1 is referred to by the lexical item 

duuduu, the inaniarate Set I c l i t i c  k, the inanimate Set I1 c l i t i c  

- 6 ,  and the classif.i_ex a 'CL:hollow:tube'. The classifier a, - 
the nouns 'bane' and duudm ' f lute1, and the verb - dtXi 'b lw, k i l l  

(with a b loqm) '  are etymologically related. 

(329) a. Naadaniy j-, qqmood&ta. 
naada-niy jmy-yii sa- junooda-tS 
3D5+%4. f i& . t aRO 3SGmother-INST 
'They (a twin and his mother) fight each other 
with his (the twin's) mo the r ' .  

b. " N S  yqq - -- 
yi-9 j-y-6 ray-duuduu 

NEG 2SG-IRR tm&-INAN lSG-flute 
(Ihe mother  says:) " m ' t  touch my flute! 

c. Vanuquiiduu Wirya. " 
vamqcii- Wiy-rd 
l lot4: tube then-INAN 
It's hot!" 

d. Wv2inay jwichara. 
jwiysat.a 

NEG possible grab4 : NCM: INAN 
It can t be grabbed. 

e. Sa-niy U. 
3.sG-wLF blaw 
He (a  twin) blows ( to  cool it off) .  

f .  Ri3piisiimyaa sajcmrotwiimu. 
r5-piisiiy-maa sa-jcaootu-viimu - 
INAN-burn-PERF 3s-hand-inside 
It ( the flute) burns in his hand. 

g. R6mutimyiiy I-& 6nay jijrichara 
rSmut iy-miry jijriy-sara 
therefore-NEG NEG possible grab-O:NOM: INAN 
Theref ore it can ' t be grabbed. 



h. Tiiy. N e e  v&ay. 
(sound word) NEG possible 
Tiiy! It can't be! 

i. Roooyiiiiin, qpooda rotyechirya. 
sa- jpooda rotyeysiy-e 

(sound word) 3SGmother grab-AB-INAN 
Roooyiiiiin! His mother grabs it mnnhg away. 

j. W -ty6e 3.4 jta j k  
s-----t& 

- 1  

j iy-rm W-3 
NEG 3SG-fail-IWE'-EWH JIITA D- : ANIM: SG DAY-INAN 
This one (the other twin) did not fail to get it 
( the other flute) , 

n i m - j y ,  saj++yusiy. 
ni jyqqmi-Vajy sa- j@y-musiy 
people-ccanparative 3SG-f ather-LOC-AB 
(the one twin who was) more like a person, from Piis 
father. 

(The tw ins  say: ) "Tii.jviiiiin, w h y  did we only get 
one (flute)?" (MLZ275-284) 

As (329k) s-, inflected numerals need not co-occur wit\ a 

head noun in a given discourse context. Do we conclude then that 

classifier choice on numerals is not constrained by inflectional 

processes after all? Within most traditional st?m3xral analyses, 

(329k) wuld be considered a case of 'noun deletion' since recovery 

of the head noun is clearly possible based on context. My own 

hypothesis is that we must allow I-t' between head noun and 

choice of classifiers to operate across more than one clause or noun 

phrase. Classifier choice in numeds and demonstratives is 

constrained or dictated by the morphosyntactic feature specification 

of the referring noun where it occurs elsewfiere in the context. There 



is a general dictum in Yagua discourse that use of full noun phrases 

should be avoided as much as possible (cf. T. Payne 1985). 

Classifiers (other than the neutral 2) refer to a few rather 

specific features of the understood 'head' referent. When there is no 

other entity in the context which also shares those features, a 

classifier nay be sufficient to identify the referent unambiguously. 

It is not a matter of 'deletian' so much as one of not inserting a 

noun. 

4.4. Theoretical status of Yagua classifiers 

The ambiguous derivationdl - inflectional status of Yagua 

classifiers pointed out at the end of Section 4.2 suggests that the 

time-honored distinction betwen inflection and derivation may not be 

as cl-t as one might like. In discussing the Extended 

Word-and-Paradigm (DIP) model of morphology, S. Anderson (1982:585) 

rightly notes that the distinctim betwen inflection and derivation 

has been 'one of the classic chestnuts of traditional gram&%'. He 

nevertheless argues that a theory dependent, but clear 

differentiation between the two can be maintained. The EWP model is 

an innovative extension of the classical Greek and Rcsnan approach to 

morphology (cf. Matthews 1974:59-75) which is demonstrably more 

satisfactory than a position class approach for nrany languages. This 

is principally because the EWP f-rk views morphemes as rules or 

RELATIONS, rather than as particular meanings inherent to 

phanological chunks. I will not attempt to argue for or against the 

superiority of this approach here, but will explore how the Yagua 



classifier system might be handled within this framemrk. I will 

conclude that there is potentially significant mns7ergence between 

Andersanls view of the inflectional versus derivational contrast, and 

a 'prototype' view of inflectional versus deri~tional categories or 

functions. To my mind,  hawwer, the latter provides a more satisfying 

understanding of the nature of Yagua classifiers, and m y  lead us to 

a better underst- of morphological types in general. 

Within the EHP model, inflectional morphology is defined as that 

which is 'assigned to wrds by processes which operate with essential 

reference to structure beyond the mrd level1 (588; viz. processes 

which are sensitive to something elsewhere in the syntactic 

structure) . Inflection thus includes such classically inflectional 

morphology as case ad agreement. Productivity, althocgh ccwmanly 

characteristic of inflectional processes, is not a defining property. 

Anderson notes that inflectional processes can sometines be very 

restricted, and that, alternatively, deri~tional processes can be 

highly productive. Derivational morphology has to do with processes 

which simply provide new lexical items on the basis of the 

!word-)internal structure of their base (588). Derivational precesses 

are carried out in the lexicon. Clearly included are processes which 

change mrd-class membership, though such a function is only a 

sufficient criterion and not a necessary one for deri~tional status. 

Anderson further notes that a given category such as 'diminutive' m y  

be inflectional in one language but deri~tional in another, 

depmdhg on how well the category is integrated into the syntax of 



each language (589). Thus, a 'universal' listing of inflectional 

versus derivational categories will not suffice. 

According to the theory interndl criteria given by Anderson, 

observation [5] in Section 4 . 2  argues that Yagua classifiers should 

be accounted for by inflectional processes. However, [I] and [ 2 ]  in 

Section 4.1 argue that they are derivationdl in nature. There is a 

corroboratiq argment for such a split. In general, derivational 

processes sfiould not be limited just to deriving forns whose category 

specification necessarily co-varies w i t h ,  or is identical to, the 

category of the base. The &auld be logically independent. 

Inflectiondl processes are just the apposite: the category of the 

output is necmily identical to the category of the in.put.ll when 

numerals and rlemonstrative roois are affixed with classifiers, both 

the input and the output are numerals and/or dmonstratives: 

(330) [ [Dm- ROOT] + CL] => DEMONSTRATIVE 
[ [-I + a 1  => Numm 

However, when verbs, modifying roots, or inherently ncaninal roots are 

suffixed with classifiers, the output is not identical to the 

category of the input, but is a function of the process associated 

w i t h  occurrence of the classifier. The output is always a noun: 

(331) [ [-I + a1 => NMM 
[ [MODIFYINGROOT] + CL] => NOUN 
C c-I + a1 => NOUN 

It might be argued that numbers and demonstratives are really types 

of nouns themselves. If so, it is still the case that the syntactic 

subcategory of these 'nouns' is different from the syntactic 



subcategory of nouns derived by affixation of classifiers to roots as 

in (331 ) . Mmrerals and demonstratives precede the head noun as the 

basic order (demnstratives can only precede). When classifiers 

function as in (331) to derive nouns which may then function as 

descriptive modifiers (Section 4.2), such descriptive mcdifiers 

follaw their head nouns as the basic order. Additionally, derived 

nouns as in (331) can s W  as hea6 nouns themselves in subject or 

object roles, as predicate nominals, and as objects of postpositio~s. 

It is not clear LI t  irJmbers and demonstratives share these syntactic 

distributional properties. 

The ambiguous status of classifiers is not limited to Yagua. It 

may be a general characteristic of classifier systems ir. the -western 

Amazon, as exanplified in Bora (purportedly Huitotoan), Tucanoan 

laquages, PreAndine Arawabn laquages, and Chayahuita (Cahuapanan) 

(Doris Payne 1984b). I do not control the intricacies of these other 

languages well enough, ardl sufficiently detailed descriptions are 

unavailable, to argue unequivocally for inflectiondl functions of 

classifiers . But classifiers in these languages are used in numerals 
ard they have anaphoric functions in discourse. In Bora and Tucanoan 

languages they also occur in demonstratives. These 

discaurse/syntactic properties suggest possible inflectional 

functions. But in all the 1- listed, classifiers undeniably 

reflect derivational processes as well. 

Ehmdiq of both inflectiondl and derivaTional functions is also 

characteristic of Bantu and perhaps other Niger-Kordofanian noun 

class morphology ( M x h m e  1980; Kasangati Kinyalolo, personal 



connmmication). The class prefixes are commonly considered 

inflectional as they cross-reference or agree with class of t!!e 

subject and/or object on the verb. (In at least scnne languages, e.g. 

Swahili,. referencing of the object depends partially on definiteness; 

-ti Khydolo, personal cmnnunlcation. ) Choice of prefix cannot 

be made just on senantic gzuunds, as there is a great deal of 

semantic arbitrariness in class assignment of nouns (Mufwene 

1980:246). However, classifiers also have prototypical derivational 

functions, deriving m u m  from adjectives, verbs, and other nouns. 

Mufwene gives numerous ewmples, of which the follcwing are 

representative (Mufwene 1980 : 248-9 ) : 

(332) -- ' big ' 
u-- size ' 

(333) &tyen 'to talk' (Yansi ) 
e m  'manner of talking' 

(334) O h - M a  'man' (Kikongo) 
k i - M a  'maleness' 

Pfufwne concludes (254) that the bom&ry be- derivation and 

inflection appears to be particularly 'fluid! in the case of Bantu 

class prefixes .I3 

In the following sections I discuss three possible analyses of 

the Yagua data relative to the EWP model, and then consider the 

problem fmm within a prototype fmmework. 



4.4.1. Analysis I 

We could simply cunclude that there is no empirical distinction 

between inflection and derivation after all, and that the theoretical 

attempt to differentiate them is misguided. This, hewzr, flies in 

the face of all traditional wisdom on the subject, and ignores the 

differential effect of classifiers in (330) versus (331), and the 

differences between properties [I] and [ 2 ] ,  versus [5] (Sections 4.1 

and 4.2). 

4.4.2. Analysis I1 

Secod, we could mzlude that there are tvm identical sets of 

sane  40 formatives each. One set is the result of inflectional 

processes which spell out the forms of the classifiers after lexical 

insertion has occurred, as follms. Given a syntactic structure 

terminating in a lexical node for a demonstrative or number, 

agreement features in the morphoqntactic representation of the 

dmcmstrative or mnnter are governed by the class of the head noun 

occurring within the. noun phrase. Rules of the following form then 
I 

spell out the phonological forms of classifiers: 

( 335 + demonstrative 
[.animate + plural ] 

+ rnnnber 
animate] 

+ pfural 



The second set of classifier formatives is the result of 

derivationdl processes which also spell out phonological forms, only 

within lexicon. To illustrate haw such derivation occurs, 

consider the lexical entry for machw 'renain' which is not 

inherently nanindl . 

(33?) LEXICAL REPRESENTATION: 

/maEq~/ [+==in1 VERB 

There is a productive derivational process which takes such entries 

and adds other fomatives plus associated feature specifications. 

(Alternatively, we might conceive of (337) and (338) as just being 

related within the lexicon) : 

(338) LEXICAL -ATION: 

/ma+py/ ' rema in '  [+animate, +plural] NOUN 

Within the BG' frameuJork, the distinction *tween /MY/ 'animate 

p l d  ' in (335) and (336) versus /vay/ in (338) is not based on 

anything inherent to the phonological chun!~~ tk-lves. Rather, the 

distinction resides in the SOURCE of the formatives, depending on 

whether it is due to relationships obtaining in the syntactic 

structure, or due to lules/relationships obtaining within the 

lexicon. 

There is a potential difficulty with this solution. When lexical 

itens such as macho~vav 'm ones (animate)' or jmkawey 

'makers (animate)' are actually inserted into morphosyntactic 

representations, the lexical features [+animate] and [+plural] are 



still associated w i t h  them. What, then, shuuld prevent application of 

inflectional rules from spelling out another instance of /vay/, 

producing forms like *mach~ovavyey S. - Axlerson 

(1985; also S. Anderscm 1982) argues that there are disjunctive 

ordering principles moti~ted by phenonaeM in numerous languages 

which rule out these sorts of problems. In particular, there is a 

disjunctive ordering principle g o v e m i ~  relations between sterns and 

nil-, f0110w~:~~ 

(339) Stens that are lexically characterized for sane  set of 
features block the operation of rules specifying a 
(non-mill) subset of these same features. 

Thus, is marked as [+plural] in the Erglish lexicon, and 

inflectiondl processes are blocked from adding the productive plural 

s w h i c h  wbdd produce *oxens. - 
Although this second soluti~n 'worksr, it is scmmht disturbing 

to recognize the huge an-iount of shared semantics and homophony 

between the tm sets of rules. For example, the inflectional nile 

producing the classifier formative see and the derivational . . rule or 

relation acmting for the classifier formative see both reflect 

the semantic features [-animate, +short :stick]. Such semantic and 

phonological overlap is true for every inflectional-derivatioml 

pair. This is not as economical a solution as one might wish for. 



4.4.3. Analysis I11 

This brings us to a third possible analysis. We could conclude 

that classifiers can be the result of three different sorts of 

processes. There is an inflectional rule which specifies essentially 

seraantic agreement features, a deri~tiondl rule w h i c h  also specifies 

semantic features, and a third 'spell-out rule w h i c h  merely gives 

phonological form to semantic features. 

Inflectional rules are thcse which in essence copy agreement 

features sucfi as [+animate] and [+plural] onto certain terminal 

lexical nodes, depending on the morphcsyntactic categorization of 

elements e l e r e  in the syntactic structure. Unlike the 

inflectional rules in (335) and (336) above, no phonological form is 

specified. Inflectional rules simply produce mrphosyntactic 

representations such as: 

(340) 

Within the lexicon there arc! productive deri~tional processes 

w h i c h  take entries like (337) above, and add feature specifications 

as in (341), resulting in new lexical entries. (Alternatively we 

might conceive of this just as a lexical relation obtaining between 

/mazw/ and /mazw/ + [+animate, +plurdl] within the lexicon.) 



( 341 ) LEXICAL -ATION: 

/=Ewi 

VERB NOUN 

Within the lexicon no phonological form is actually given to the 

features [+animate, +plural] . The phonological form associated w i t h  

8-1 is specified as /ma%/. 

Specification of the phanological fom of (341) occurs as 

follows. The EWP model allcws for potential redmdancybetween 

lexical entries and mrphrxyntactic representations into which 

lexical entries are inserted. Thus, we might have a morphosyntactic 

representation calling for insertion of a descriptive modifier as 

follows, where choice of modifier is selectionally restricted by 

features of the h e d  noun within the larger syntactic phrase. That 

is, the features are not ' copied' from the class of the head noun, 

which would be equivalent to say* that the features were 

inflectionally dictated. 

(342) -AClTC V A T I O N :  

+ substantive 1 

The mOrphOSY5itactic repxesentation in (342) all- for lexical 

insertion of a ncenindl with either [+neutral] or [+animate, +plural] 

specification. One -tage of this apprwch is that it also allows 

a nanindl with no classifier form to be inserted if the minal is 

not positively specified for features conflicting with [+animate] and 



[+plural] - i-e. if it is [+neutral] with respect to the more 

specific features. This is clearly what we want to allow, given 

phrases like (318) above. When lexical insertion occurs in a 

structure containing (342) , the lexical entry in (341) may be 

selected. 

Only one general spell-out rule like (343) is then needed to 

account for all occurrences of /my/: 

( 343 

/x/ => /X vay/ 

Rule (343) applies after lexical insertion has occurred, giving 

phonological iarm to both (340) and (341). What is inflectional 

versus derivational in this analysis is the source of the features 

[+animate] and [+plural] . In the case of numerals and demonstratives 

they are 'copied1 from the head noun. In the case of (341), they are 

specified i n  the lexicon. But application of anly one rule, which is 

neither strictly inflectimal nor derivational, gives both saurces 

phonological realization. Since there is only ane type of rule 

specifying phonological shape, in a sense there is only one set of 

classifiers. We do not need to posit 40 inflectional and 40 

derivational classifiers. 

A ptential objection to this analysis is that it wauld allow 

inc~npletely specified representations in the lexicon, perhaps 

harking back to the problems with iriicletely specified 

'archiphone?nesl. However, this analysis does not posit incompletely 

specified phonemes in the lejricon. Rather, no phommes are  associated 



at all with the features [+animate, +plural] . l5 Nevertheless, it 

seems to E that there is a serious objection to this analysis, at 

least for Yagua. There are m m ~ r o u s  exaqles where it is clear that 

speakers conceive of derived fonns with classifiers as fully standard 

lexical items. For example, ~~ lmanioc' is one of the most 

basic lexical itents in the culture. Yet etymologically this cmes 

frcan j-ay 'to peal ' plus the classifier for short stick-like 

objects see. SWlarly, m w e y  'creators, workers' , from jw%y 

' to male' plus the classifier for animate plurals 3, occurs as a 

fully standard lexical item in expressions such as jumufiu juvikwey 

'canoe makers1 . There is no reason to suppose that the complete 

phanological form of such items is not part of the speaker's lexical 

howledge. 

In sun, within +& framework as It stands, the second 

soiution given above may be the best analysis after all. In the 

following section I will look at inflection versus derivation from 

the ifr-zk Of ~,,c-c r L v ~ ~ ~ x ~ l  zs develop4 by Ros~h ( 1975, 1978) and 

others. I believe this perspective gives a fuller understanding of 

the inflectional - derivational contrast, and suggests a further 
refinement of Analysis 111. 

4.4.4. Inflection versus derivation within a prototype f-rk 

Canonical inflectional morphology is commonly thought of as 

having the follcwiw (not necessarily independent) properties: 



(344) 1-1. Correlates w i t h  sanething elsewhere in the syntactic 
structure, indicating sanething about syntactic relations 

1-2. Is productive 
1-3. Has predictable (often bleached) meaning 
1-4. Participates in a paradigm of oppositions 
1-5. Does not change class 
1-6. Does not result in new lexical items 
1-7. Occurs towards edges of words 

Canonical derivation& m r ~ l c g y  is ccannonly thought of as .having 

the following (not necessarily hdepdmt) properties: 

Is not correlated w i t h  sanething elswhere in the 
syntactic structure 
Is typically ncm-prahctive 
Has non-predictable meanjng 
Does not participate in a pradigm of oppositions 
Results in (substantial ) change in meaning 
Results in new lexical iterr; 
Changes major class 
Occurs towards mot 

But as S. Anderson (1982) rigfitly points out, there are few heuristic 

tests which allow us to unambiguously identify any given formative as 

inflectional or derivational. We have already briefly alluded to the 

hadequacy of the productivity criterion for idkntifying inflectional 

morphology: derivational formatives may also be highly productive and 

meaning of the resultant word form may be cconpletely predictable. -It 

is not clear that derivational morphology always results in 

substantial changes in meaning either. Hopper and Thanpsan (1984: 745) 

discuss morphology whose primary purpose is to signal that a verbal 

root has been converted into a nominal  form, as in the pairs: 

prapose proposal, create creation, sellinq, excite 

excitement. l6 Further, it is not true that derivational morphology 

always results in changes in major class. Chafe ( 1970: 128) discusses 

the difference between The soup is heatinq and Linda is heatins the 



soup as residing in a process which derives a process action root - 
from a process rwt via addition of a causative feature. But in b t h  

cases is heatinq is clearly a verb. Finally, it is not clear that 

derivational morphology is always closer to the root than 

inflectional morphology. Sekani, an A- language, has verb 

prefix positions ordered as follcms (Hargus 1984): 

postposition - adverbial - N/V stem - distributive - 

cust~/habitual - reversative - inceptive - direct object - 

subject - thematic - aspxtc& - derivational - conjugation - mode - 
voice - verb:stem 

The direct object and subject prefixes have classic inflectional 

functions: agreeing with subject and object arguments (Sharon Hargus, 

perxrnal communication). The N/V stem is essentially an incorporated 

root (perhaps somewhat andlogous to incorporation of classifiers in 

other 1-). If we are forced to classify it as either 

inflectional or derivational, it can only be thought of as 

deri~tional (cf. Mithun 1984). In this case, then, it does not 

appear that all deri~tiondl rraorphology occurs closer to the verb 

stem than does all inflectional morphology. In sum, we cannot 

i6entlfy formatives as derivational (or inflectional) on the basis of 

a set of properties wh ich  all and only such fomatives have in 

cmmn. Fonnatives can perhaps be identified as inflectional if and 

only if their occurrence is depedent an scenething elsewfiere in the 

syntactic structure, but this presmes theory-speci f ic , 



theory-internal arguments (as Anderson has noted) . For example, the 

analyses given in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 assume a particular view 

of what a morpho-syntactic representation is like, a particular view 

of the lexicon, lexical insertion rules, the nature of agreement 

rules, add the relatianships between these. 

In what follows I suggest that the cognitive framework of 

categoriality and prototypicality developed by Rosch and others (cf. 

Rosch 1975, 1978; Berlin and Kay 1969) is insightful in understanding 

the nature of the relationship between inflectional and deri~tional 

functions. An additional insight ccnres from the essentially 

Saussurean distinction between phencslaena or function to be encoded, 

and the enccdiq device. Together these principles prwide a 

-rk for better -erst- the status of Yagua classifiers, 

and also suggest a revision in the more f o d  madeling of inflection 

and derivatim within the E+JP fmmamrk. 

Experimental research shows that people judge some tokens to be 

more central members, or better exemplars, of particular type 

categories than other tokens (cf. Rosch 1978:36). More centrai or 
> 
prototypical m e m b e r s  of a category appear to be those members which 

have more attributes in camon with other of the category, 

&ad fewer attributes in ccwaan with members of contrastirq 

categories; prototypical members 'most reflect the redmdancy 

structure of the category as a wholet (Rosch 1978:37). As far as 

humn perception is concerned, type categories cannot be defined with 

reference to their 'edges' because there is no set oL' ~ i ~ ~ r t l ~  

which all and only those tokens of a given category share in comn, 



as opposed to all tokens Wch belong to other categories. Cognitive 

categories must be defined in tern of their centers. 

Nevertheless, sane features may be more central ( though perhaps 

not necessarily determinative by +-lves) of membership in certain 

categories. For example, it is hard for me to envision calling 

sanething a member of the category CHAIR if it does not have a seat. 

Still, just having a seat is not in itself determinative of 

mmbership in the CHAIR category. I muld not consider a bicycle to 

be a token of the category CHAIR. The number of legs that samething 

has is a less crucial feature for me as to whether something does or 

doesn't belag to the CHAIR category - my daughter has something I 
call a chair which has t m  essentially solid sides rather than four 

legs. Ncrmber of legs does contribute to whether or llot something is 

considered a typical ' chair, however. My daughter's thing is not a 

typical chair (for a variety of reasms incl-.ding the nrrmber of 

legs) 

Ekperimental research also shokn that human perception imposes 

categorical divisions on phenmma which may in themselves be 

objectively continuous (Iiosch 1978:35) . In language, such impositions 
must correspolld partly to the fact that encoding devices (ED) are a 

~ e s / n o  phenomenan: a particular formative is used, or it is not ; a 

passive construction is used, or it is not. And so, determinations 

must be made as to whether the phenmmm to be encoded (EP) belongs 

to the category (normally) associated with a particular ED. These 

determimtions may be based on how closely a given EP token 

corresponds to &at is perceived as the prototype of a given EP type 



category, rather than on whether the EP token falls on one side or 

another of an arbitrary division between type categories. The 

situation is represented diagramatically in (346). Token a1 is judged 

as a better instance of the type category A, than is token a2. 

However, a2 is judged as a better instance of the type category A, 

than of the type category B. Though there is no ,objective point at 

which tokens of category A may be fmdamentdlly different in k i d  

G-- ,,, t sbs  cf category B, the speaker may clearly differentiate the 

two categories. 



Category A Category B 

Hopper and Thanpson (1984) argue that prototypicality in 

linguistic categories depends not d y  on features inherent to (or 

strongly associated w i t h )  ED'S themselves, but on the particular 

FUNCTION to which a token ED may be put on a particular occasion. For 

instance, 'an apparently prototypical noun such as "fox" is not in 

fact [a prototypical noun] in all instances of its use' (708). 

There is a distinction between more or l&s prototypical functions or 

groupings of functions (EP1s) to be achieved, which define the 

centers of (certain) categories or types, versus more or less 

prototypical instantiations of those categories by particular token 

ED'S. To use Hopper and Thcwpsonls example, the prototypical function 

associated with prototypical nouns is introduction of manipulable 

entities into discourse. Any one token Maslindl fonn (which is an ED) 

may fulfill this function (an EP) to a greater or lesser degree. In 

what follws I wiil use a diagram of the sort given in (347) to 



explicate these types of relations. What is inside the large circles 

represents ph- to be encoded (EP Is) . These may be objectively 
continuous. In ensuing discussion EP1s are generally granrmatical 

functions of one sort or another (or perhaps functional dormins in 

the sense of Givh 1979; 1984b). What is outside the large circles 

represents devices which encode those functions (ED'S) . For ollr 
purposes we may assume that linguistic ED'S are essentially discrete. 

Straight lines crossing the large circles represent a mapping of ED'S 

onto scaae subset of the EP field. l7 



Cetegory A Category 6 

Fktznning mw to the inflectional - derivational issue, as a 

native English speaker (throrougly contaminated by linguistic 

--naivete, hmever), my intuiti- are that the function of /z/ in 

goes is funkmentally different in kind from the function of /hUd/ in 

childhood, /met/ in goverrrment, or /In/ in inborn. Choice between 

/z /  and its absence depeds on things elsewhere in a given clause, 

viz. number and person of the subject argument and tense 

specification. Choice of /hUd/, /mnt/, or /In/ does not depend on 

syntactic relations obtaining between elements of a clause or phrase. 

Based on such cmtrasts, traditional ~hasrecognizedthat 

there are prototypical inflectional functions, and prototypical 

derivational functions. This type of distinction has motivated the 

sharp categorical distinction betwen inflection and derivation in 

traditional treatments, as represented by the diagram in (348) . 



Indicates syntactic 
relations 

Productive 

Does not change class 
I 

Towards edges of words 
I 

Predictable meaning 

lnf lect ion 

class category 

Substantial change 
in meaning 

ldiosy ncratic mcanin 
relations 

Towards root 

Derivation 

Traditiondl grammar has recognized that scnne fomtives 

correspond to, or encode, solely derivational functions. These have 

been classically referred to as ' deri~tional morphemes . The best 
cases of derivatid morphology exhibit all or most of the 

derivational features listed in (345) and (348). For example the /In/ 

morpheme found in inborn does not have a consistent meanirq. In 

inborn it means sanething i Y i  'possessing at (the the of birth)' or 

'inside the organism at the time of birth'. In incise it means 'in an 

Inward direction' rather than just ' inside1 . It can derive a noun 

frcin a verb as in income. I cannot occur with all roots, its 

occurrence is not depedent on samething elsewhere in the syntactic 

structure, and it occurs contiguaus to the root or stan. Morphemes 

which do not have all the derivatim features, but which correspond 

solely to derivational features, can still be good cases of 

derivation. This is the status of /hUd/ in childhood which does not 



change major class features (both child and childhood are nouns), but 

which does substantially change meaning and which is not productive. 

Other formatives correspond to, or encode, solely inflectional 

functions. Such formatives have been classically referred to as 

' inflectional morphemes ' . The best cases of inflectional f ormatives 

again have all the inflectid features listed in (344) and (348). 

This, for example, is the status of /z/ third singular present 

tense' in the alternation between English goes and gg. 

Traditional grarmnar has reccgr&ed these two strong prototypes, 

and assuIlPed +at inflectianal and derivationdl categories are 

distinct. I believe there is a valid reason for maintaining that 

there are (at least) two categories. (Whether or not they are 

cmpletely distinct is another issue.) When it canes to adequately 

describing the grammar of a language, certain morphological facts 

must be stipulated in terms of a dependency obtaining between two 

things present in the syntactic structure. In cmtrast, other 

morphological facts do not exhibit such dependency relations - 

anything which makes semantic sense in terns of some perceived 

universe can be pulled out of the mental lexicon and employed in a 

particular context. 

This leads to one thing which traditional grammar has not 

=licitly recognized, which accounts for deviations from the 

prototypes. Certain of the features in (344) and (345) abwe are more 

central cr determinative of whether a particular formative is a 

memberof theinflectionalor of the derivational category. S. 

Anderson (1982) is an exception in implicitly recognizing this. In 



line with Anderson (1982), the most central feature of the 

inflectional category is probably encoding of syntactic 

relationships, while a highly central feature of the derivational 

category may be changing of major syntactic category (e.g. noun to 

verb). Another equally (if not more) central feature of the 

deri~tianal category is the negative value of the central 

inflectional feature. That is, prototypically derivational functions 

do not encode syntatic relationships. Other features listed in 

(344) and (345) may tend to be characteristic of inflectional or 

derivational functions, but at the same time may be less central 

features of their respecti= categories. As Anderson has pointed out, 

a non-centrdl feature characteristic of inflection, such as 

prahztivity, may in a particular case turn out to be associated with 

a derivatianal function. 

The centrdl features thenselves do not constitute the prototypes 

of inflectional versus derivational categories. Rather groupings of 

features (preferably including +& centrdl features) encoded by 

formatives constitute more or less prototypical instantiations of a 

category. Thus, a given ED may encode a stroqly prototypical bundle 

of inflectional (or derivational) features, while some other ED may 

encode a less prototypical M e  of features but still be considered 

a member of the inflectional (or derivational) category. A better 

characterization of the relationship between inflectional and 

derivational categories is represented by the diagram in (349). 



Category of Category o f  
lnf lection Derf vation 

As one example of non-prototypical derivational morphology, much of 

Y q u a  verbal morphology probably falls within the derivational 

spectmm because choice md occufience of the fonns is not 

syntactically dictated (Chapter 5 ) .  But same formatives have a high 

degree of prcdwtivity, are predictable in meaning, do not change 

major class category, and even evidence variable ordering 

possibilities w i t h  m i a t e d  differences in cf semantic scope and 

the arguments of which they are predicated. The last feature muld be 

characteristic of syntactically distinct elements. The formtives in 

question thus do not appear to be prototypically derivational. I 

would not suggest that these Pomatives ze therefore necessarily 

closer to an inflectional type. Thery are just not prototypically 

derivational. 

There is a seed type of deviation from the prototypes. Some 

formatives may not exclusively encode either inflectional or 



derivational functions, but m y  encode both, thaugfi perhaps in 

differing contexts. This group of deviatians argues that inflectional 

vezsus derivational status is not a priori a property inherent to a 

given phanological formative (or in W terms, a property inherent to 

particular 'spell out' rules such as (335) and (336) above). Rather, 

inflectional versus derivatianal status may be more or less strongly 

associated with a given formative, depending on how closely and 

exclusively that formative instantiates the function typical of the 

center of a given category. If X always and only encodes highly 

derivational functions, then k e  may infozmdly say that 'X is a 

derivational morpheme' or that 'X is the result of a derivatioral 

rule'. But there is no a priori reason why such an exclusive 

relationship neel: ke LSe case for all fonratives. 

Y w  classifiers are a case in point. In traditional approaches 

we are in a quandry as to whether we have 'inflectional morphemes' or 

'derivational morphemesf, or hcanophanous sets of each. But once we 

recognize that there is a difference between function to be encoded, 

and the encoding devices which instantiate that function, the qumdry 

can be resolved. In a particular context the formati-* -vay, for 

exaxple, may encode a derivational function, and even a 

prototypically derivational function, while in another context it may 

encode an inflectional function. What is cartstant about -vay is that 

it always encodes the features [+animate, +plural] , regardless of 

whether those features are correlated w i t h ,  or used to instantiate, 

an inflectio.aa1 function or a derivational one. From the speaker's 

point of view. there may be just one set of classifiers (types of 



ED'S) which are inherently neutral with regard to inflectional versus 

derivational status. But that does not mean that the functions to be 

encoded (EP1s) need be indeterminate in category. 

The more universal relationship between enccding devices and 

functions to be enroded is thus as diagramed in (350). ED'S such as 

V and W can be informally thought of as inf lectictnal , and EDIS such 

as X md Y as 'derivatimal'. But ED'S such as Z are not identified 

exclusively with either function. They thus force upon us L\e 

redlkzatian that inflection and derivation are functions to be 

encoded, and are not sanething inherent to ED'S ~ l v e s  . 



Inflectional Derivational 
Category Category 

Whether we wish  to think of V through Z as as phonological forraatives 

associated w i t h  semantic features ccmplexes ( i .e. as samething akin 

to Sausseurian signs), or as 'spell-out' rules such as (343), is not 

at issue here. (But as S. Anderson 1982 has amply argued, the latter 

is more adequate cross-linguistically.) 

What I am suggest- is more in line with solution 111 --: 

rather than solution 11. For the Yagua classifiers there is only m e  

set of relations between semantic features and phonological forms, 

and w e  may model this by rules such as (343). But these fom-meanhg 

relations serve more than me function.18 The difficulty with 

analysis 111 as given above above is that rule (343) is said to 

reflect a relation which obtains only after lexical insertion occurs. 

If we allow (343) to apply v&nev=r the structural description is 



met, whether that be in the lexicon or following lexical insertion, 

the ob jecti- to Analysis I11 are resolved. l9 

The state of affairs represented in (350) is necessary and even 

desired if w e  want to accurately account for historical c-, and 

for alternation between inflectional and derivatimal 'status' at 

different points of history. Matthews (197453) argues, for example, 

that Indo-European ** 'incfioative' was probably inflectional (in 

my terms, exclusively encoded an inflectional function), in Latin 

sc- has become derivational (i.e. exclusively encodes a derivational - 
f i ~ m ~ i o n ) ,  and in modern Italian has become part of the 

productive inflectional paradigm again. It is much more likely that 

such reanalyses will be made either if a formative characteristically 

encodes a grouping of functions which is not prototypical of the 

category, rather than one in the center of a category, or if a 

formative is not exclusively identified with one or the other 

categories. 

In sunrmary, it is not Yagua classifiers themselves which are 

inflectiondl versus derivational; it is the functions which they 

encode. At present, they encode both types, though in different 

contexts. mom the speaker's viewpoint, there is still only one set 

of classifier fornratives, which as one of their encoc?iq relations 

shows agreemnt between demonstratives or numerals and their head 

nouns. The sharp distinction betk;reen inflectional and derivational 

categories as argued for by Anderson is an idealization made by the 

linguist. In nost cases this may reflect a ccgnitively accurate 

dktinction: speakers do make categorical distinctions between 



prototypial inflectional and derivational functions. But there are 

deviations from the prototypes as well. 



Other classes of quasi-lexical it- include postpositions, 
strictly adverbial elements, some naodals, and perhaps others. 

The dual suffix 9 on pruper names, as in Celina-jw, 
recognizes the special status of wcsnen who have borne children. 

A classifier may be preferred on & 'dirtyness' in (312) 
(though I am not absolutely certain there is a preference) because of 
phonological factors. is othewise an urrusudl onesyllable word. 

V h u  probably st- etymologically frm whatever the an-te - 
sirigular classifier -nu canes h, plus a derivatio~d prefix E. 

is the only prefixal fomtive that I h o w  of in the language 
(other than Set I clitics). Prefixation of is not productive. It 
shows up on a number of abstract nouns ard adverbial itens such as 
v6tu 'adult f d e '  (s is a feminine ending but not a classifier - 

' i  'heat', I&SUIW 'blue', per - i y  'fast (rapid)', 
and vihuwda 'strength'. 

5 Syxhmnic idiosyncracies may alsa creep in via loss of the 
wrld view and cosmology that formerly motivated particular 
classifications, particularly as cultures ccwe into contact with one 
another. 

I thank steve for discuss- with ;ne general 
characteristics of the type of evidence which would argue strongly 
for inflectional status. 

In Asheninca, a PreAndine Mparan Arawkan language spoken in 
sauthern Peru, pineapples are considered aninrate because they 
origimted from a mythologically animate being (Judy Payne, ~ ~ X S O M ~  
cammication). We have not found a similar -lanation moti~ting 
animate categorization of pineapples in Ysgua. 

* The 'animate dual ' classifier - ~ N Y  is not used when referring 
to 'two rocks' because as a countable item, ravidw 'rock' is not 
lexically specified for [+dual] (or [+plural]). Its lexical number 
must be either not specified, or must be [+singular]. 

9 *" acruii is etymologically derived from 9 'some (indefinite)' 
+ A  'zninxatesingularncsnindlizer' +a. Idonot know by what 
historical accident it mptionally takes the animate singular 
nominalizer (which is not a classifier) rather than the animate 
singular classifier nu. 

It is not true that can be sutstituted for all cases of 
-nu (or any other classifier) without change in meaning. Compare, - 
for example: 



a. J-iy &puu&~-nii. b. JSZayiy --ni i 
very hunter-3SG very hunter-3SG 
lHe(isonewho)hmtsalotl. 'Heisagodhunter'. 

We term 2 'neutral' in the sense that it may occur with animates or 
inanimates, and in some discourse contexts is 'preferred' over more 
specific inanimate classifiers. The exact circumstances under which 
it is 'preferred' merit further investigation. 

li Muysken (1981) suggests that 'word fo-tion rules' must not 
be canstrained such that the category of their output is a fimction 
of the category of their input. He does not discuss inflection versus 
derivation per s2 in these terms, hcrwever . 

l2 Arabela (Zapman) classifiers clearly have deri~tional 
functions, and probably function anaphorically in discourse. They do 
not occur on mnnerdls or demonstratives, however. 

l3 This phaumena may be not limited just to classifiers. Ed 
Keenan (persmal ccsmmtnication) has observed that the Hebrew definite 
marker ha- appears to encode both inflectid and derivatioml 
functions. 

l4 Anderson (1985) gives two additional disjunctive ordering 
principles besides the one quoted here. 

l5 There are clear cases where derivational features receive no 
phonological realization separate frcan the root. For example, 'to 
worry (about)' may receive transitivizing derivational features, 
resulting in the sense ' to worry (scaneone) ' . Yet there is no 
particular morphology associated w i t h  the feature [+ transitive]. In 
the Yagua classifier case, however, the classifier features are 
ultimately associated with phanological material distinct from the 
root. In the analysis currently under discussion, this association is 
just not prt of the lexical specification of the wrd. 

l6 One might say that the 'gramatical ineaning' evidenced by 
such pairs is altered. There is also greater focus on a (resultant) 
state in the nmhilizatians than in the verbs. 

l7 A three dimensiondl model in which ED'S are in a different 
plane than EP ' s muld be more accurate since ED' s and EP's are 
fudamntally different in kind. One could view the straight lines 
corssing the large circles as mapping frcan a third ED plane on to the 
flat EP plane. In actual fact, the EP space itself should be 
multidimensional since it represents more than t m  parameters. The 
parameters in question here are reflected in the characteristics 
listed in (344) and (345). 

The ED-EP mapping is reminiscent of the Saussurean sign. The 
difference is that the Saussurean sign is just one type of EP-ED 



mappiq, where EP is sane (set of) semantic feature(s) , and ED is 
typically a phonological string less than or equal to a mrd form. 
Anttila (1972:14-18; based on Charles Peirce) includes diagramatic 
icons, characteristic of syntax, as a type of sign. 

l8 Not. every case of phonological honqhoq should be taken as 
enc- dual functions. For example, we do not say that the Ehglish 
possessive s and the &glish plural are the 'same' morphological 
formative, precisely because the semantic features associated with 
the two are so distinct. In the Western Amazonian and Bantu noun 
class(ificatian) systems, however, the sets of semantic features 
associated w i t h  the inflectional processes, versus those associated 

. with the derivationdl processes, appear to be identical.. Thus, in 
scane sense we want to say that there really is only one formative 
--MY 'animate:plural', and only one formative see 'short:stick' , 
etc . 

19 Sequences such as *-- resulting frcnn application of 
(343) both before and after lexical insertion are still ruled out by 
the disjunctive ordering principle given in (339). 



Chapter 5: Verb Phrase Phenomena 

This chapter discusses phenmem primarily concerned with the 

verb phrase, including degree of linkage between main verb and 

sanesubject infinitival q l e m e n t s  (Section 51.1) verb 

serialization (Section 5.1.2), placlement of adverbs (Section 5.2), 

evidence for inclusion of the object within the structural verb 

phrase (Section 5.3), verbal incorporation of objects (Section 5.4), 

a d  verbdl mrphology including morphological causatives ( Sect ions 

5.5-5.13). 

5.1. Verbal nexus 

This section explores the degree of linkage or nexus between 

verbs in types of 'canstructians: samesubject infinitival 

cmplements (Section 5.1.1) and serial verb canplexes (Section 

5.1.2). In these constructions, two verbs or verb roots constitute a 

ccxnplex verbal constituent w i t h i n  the scope of a single simple 

clause. The degree cf mxus is tighter - that fc& in the 

canstructions discussed in Section 2.11. 

This exploration presumes s a n e  notion of w h a t  a constituent and 

a clause are. Here I take operatianal definitians quite specific to 

Yagua. Canstituency is in part determined by placement of second 

position clitics (Section 2 .4 ) ,  an3. partly by whether or not the 

linear sequence can be interrupted by elements such as subject , 

object, or oblique phrases. Foley and Olson (1985) define a clause as 



that which has one and only one 'periphery', meaning that a single 

terse or aspect must have scope over the entire structure. Further, 

if there is more than one predicate within the cmstmction, at least 

one argument must be shared by all predications. lhis definition fits 

rather well w i t h  wbat I suggest for Yagua belaw. If there is a shared 

arg~mrent between two predications, but if Set I a d  Set I1 clitics 

other than the coreferntidl &, 3, or n~ clitic, are used, then 

the predications do not form a single simplex clause. (Use of the 

careferential clitics in itself does not guarantee that the 

predications constitute a single clause, however. Also recall that 

the coreferential clitics are never used for first and second person 

sirrgular referents, regardless of the degree of linlcage between 

predications. ) 

5.1.1. Same-subject infinitival ccrrrplements 

As discussed in Section 2.11, the clitic (COR) can be used 

in terrain constructions if subjects of successive verbs or 

predicatians are coreferential. Alternatively, me of the verbs might 
> 

have no Set I clitic. Use of other Set I clitics on both verbs in 

such constructions muld be interpreted as indicating 

non-coreferential subjects (except for first or second person 

singular referents) . One such constructim invlolves sam=-wb ject 

infinitival cauplements. These cc~nplements are marked with the 

infinitival/participial Mmlndlizer -jada or -janu (depending on 

dialect). The ccanplement can precede or follow the main verb whether 

or not jly- is used: 



(352) Wmwyam m t a .  
r m b q q y -  jam sa-wta 
sing-IIW? 3sG-bant 
'To siw shehe ylantsl. 

(353) Sawta jibyedanii quii*. 
sa-wta j iy- j imyiy- jada-ni i 
3SG-want COR-eat-IUF-3SG fish 
'-/he wants to eat the fish'. 

Samesubject infinitival ccanplenents as in (351) through (353) 

contrast with sequences of -ject predicatiarrs as in (354). In 

(354b, c) , the non-coreferential Set I clitic is used rather than 

zero or to refer to the same participant referred to in (354a). 

Out of context, use of on the three verb in (354) could be 

ambigucrus: it could refer to one, two, or three different 

participants. This correlates with the fact that the predications are 

all finite in fom and they do not widence the sarrae degree of 

conceptual unity as do main verb and complement in (351) through 

(353) above. (354a-c) will be interpreted as encoding three different 

actions, whereas (351) will be interpreted as encoding two different 

facets of a single action or state of affairs. In (352) and (353) the 

L-initive is interpreted as encoding the goal of wanting. 

(354) a. Sa-jaachiy. b . Sa- jaachi y . 
3SEthrow:spear 3s-throw: spear 

(a) threw a spear. (b) He- threw a -. 
(c) Hei terminated the enemy &ere1 . (TWO32-034) 



If tense is marked in constructiarrs like (351) through (353), it 

can only occur on the finite verb and may have scope aver both 

predications. Tense interpretation in (352) and (353) need not be the 

same between main and ccmplement predications (the singing could be 

future to the wanting), but tere could not be marked on the 

canplemeplt. = 
There is no one ullell4efined set of aspectudl nwpbology 

(Section 5.8). Sane second position clitics, and vertal locatio~l, 

iterativity, movement, canpletive, and imperfectivity suffixes all 

have aspec- meanings. Certain iterativity or distributive 

formatives, at least, may occur an infinitival canplenents. Howwer , 

in all such cases that I know of, the iterativity or distributive 

suffix form a well-lexicalized stan w i t h  the verb root and does not 

have xope aver the finite verb, as in (355) ard (356) : * 

( 355 ) -ta jaachipi im jada . 
sa-wta j&y-piiy-yqq-jada 
3sG-vant heart-VRBLZ-DIsl'RlB-INF 
'He writs to s ? .  (a problem) ' . 
Canpare: jaachipiitya 'remember' 

(356) su- r??Y??jada. 
sa-jyCanuy-A rpwyqqi- jada 
3SG-like-INAN jump-DISPRIB-INE' 
'He likes to dance'. 

Canpare: WY 'jump' 

formatives such as thse mentioned above may cccur in 

the finite predicate and do have scope over the infinitival 

predicate. In (357) , for example, the jump- muld most likely have 

to be taken as iterative or as a custamary habitual action in the 



past, given occurrence of -mMy ' imperfective' in the finite verb. 

Iterativity and habitual aspects are types of imperfective aspect. 

(357) 
* - *  

r e -  
sa- j*-nWy- jada qqy- jada 
3SG-liloe-~-PAsT3 jmlp-INE' 
'He used to like to jump'. 

Samnesubject infinitival cunplements are different fran other 

infinitival clauses and other canplment clauses (Section 2.11) in 

that same-subject infinitives may int- betwen the finite verb 

and its subject (though it need not occur contiguous to the finite 

verb as illustrated in (372) below). This is the only construction in 

which a non-adverbial, non-clitic elenent may occur between the verb 

and its post-vertal subject: 

(358) SajoQtarnmea juvata3ooda vichiy sammusidyey. 
sa- jwta-mmaa jwatanu- jada s a ~ w o - ~ a u - s i ~  
3SG-begin-mw get :agitated-= bird 3SG-face-LOC-AB-DAY 
'The bin3(s) now began to get agitated in front of 
him'. (IS059) 

=le (359) shaws that secord position clitics may intervene 

between the main ard infirAtival cemplement predications: 

(359) RijY90ta jJjta marichadooda t$$t$jp. 
riy- j*ta marichanu- jada 
3PL-i~egin JIITA Illards-INF all 
'Tkyall began to nrarch'. (cLso63) 

To sumarize, samesubject infinitival canplemats are different 

fran n t  clauses which have coreferential subjects as in 

(354) above, in that the fonaer camct take independent tense and 

aspect. Same-subject infinitival cauplements also require either 



coreferential clitics, or rm Set I clitics. (If the subjects are 

first or second person singular, coreferential clitics cannot be 

used. But no Set I clitic need occur.) Sme-subject infinitival 

canplemznts differ from irdirect quote ccmplmts in that the latter 

can have hdepxknt tense and aspect even though the coreferential 

clitics are anplayed (Section 2.11.6). Same-subject infinitives are 

different f r a n  infinitival &verbials (Section 2.11.7) in that the 

fonner can intervene between the finite verb and its subject. This 

last fact also distinguishes samesubject infinitivd ampIenmtts 

fran neacindl object ~ t s  of finite verb. The latter cannot 

intervene between the verb axxl its subject. Thus, there is evidence 

that samesubject infinitivdl arnplements form a more tightly lmit 

unit w i t h  the main verb than do other types of naninal and verbal 

canplements. HocrFwer, placement of secand position clitics as in 

(359) recognizes that they are still separate constituents fran the - -verb. 
The facts about saP3esubject infinitid canpl-ts accord well 

with the notion of 'core juncture1 discussed by Foley and Olson 

( 1985) . Foley and Olsun distinguish three la-els in the clause. In 

simplex clauses the Inucleus1 is essentially the verb plus its 

aspectudl operators. The I core1 is the nucleus plus those argmmts 

which are subcategorized or selectianally restrict& by the verb 

(more or less equivalent to wht I term the nuclear piredieation in 

W t e r s  2 and 6) . The 'periphery1 is the core plus non-core 

arguments such as locatives and other oblique noun phrases. 

Operators at the peripheral level inclufk epistemic medals and 



evidentials. At any given level tokens of the same type may join 

together to form carq>lex canstructions, potentially resulting in 

nuclear junctures, core junctures, and peripheral junctures. In a 

nuclear juncture, verbs or verb roots are joined together (not 

neesszzily phonologically) , a& share all argrmrents equally. In a 

core w, the core arguments of each nucleus (verb) are 

still selected independently, though certain serial core junctures 

require the ' actors' of the two nuclei to be coreferential . The t m  

cores share a ramnn set of locatid a& time arguments, as well as 

tense and mod specification (though not necessarily aspect) . 
Eb,ri$%x-al junctures result in conjoined clauses. 

E'oley a d  Olson are primarily w i t h  types of verb 

serialization w k n  they propose this scfiaaa, and serial constructions 

may have either rr;rclear or core junctures. But they clearly intend 

that the general framecllork should exten3 to languages which do not 

have canonical serial ccarstructions. In Yagua, samesubject 

infinitiw cciiiplements d d  'ke &d to form core junctures with 

their main verbs. One of the v t s  is, by definition, 

coreferential between the t m  wrks. But other -ts are selected 

independently. In (353) abave, for example, u u i i e  'fish' is rmt an 

argument of w t a  'want ' but only of jiwiy 'eat' . Nevertheless, the 
infinitivdl canplaaent canrnt have hdepdent tense and 

persan/mmkr specification. Its imPediately post-verbal placanent 

also indicates a special tyFe of juncture with the main verb. This is 

represented as in (360) (adapted fram Foley and Olson) : 



where '=' irrdicates core jllmAm? w i t h i n  the scape 
of a slngle clause. The subject azgument S is shared 
between V1 and V-INF. (Ihe relationship between 
0 axd 02, if t h y  occur, and their verbs varies 
fEan case to case.) 

We might hypothesize that whem%er participants within a single 
- 
C or C clause are coreferential with one aother, the coreferential 

clitics & ard will encode all but the linearly first mention 

of the participant. This a d  caver the case of infinitival 

&verbids discussed in Section 2.11.7 wbich cannot haw independent 

tense specification fran the finite verb. and which could be 

paradigmtically substituted for naninal objects of postpositions. As 

with same-sub ject infinitivdl canplements , infinitival adverbial 

phrases have lost their clausal status and are nothirrg more than 

parts of a sinplex E or c clause. 

This hypothesis also accounts for why the coreferential clitics 

are not used w i t h i n  relative clauses even though relative clauses 

share an argument with their main clause (Section 2.11.4). In this 

case not eve- within the syntactic scope of the higher E/c  

clause forms a single clause. Rather, tkre  is of a 

relative clause within the higher C/C clause. The relative clause 

retains its status as a clause. A single tense or aspect need not 

govern both clauses. In order to interpret reference inside the 

relative clause, a bum%ry must be crossed, but this is not true 

with same-sub ject inf ini tival canplenents and infinitival adverbials . 



- 
The notion of core juncture and occurrence within a single C 

clause does not account so nicely for use of coreferential clitics in 

indirect quote canplements. As illustrated in Section 2.11.6, except 

for use of the coreferential clitics, irdirect. quote canple~~~~ts are 

fully independent clauses. Thpy may have irdeperdent tense and aspect 

ard there is no overt qlementizer. The time @rase in example 

(226) also illustrates that oblique ('peripheral') elements need not 

have scope wer both verbs. In sum, occufience of coreferential 

participants within a single E/c clause is a sufficient, but not a 

necessary nor the anly, ceadition for use of the coreferential 

clitics. 

5.1.2. Verb serialization 

A limited awunt of verb serialization in the secse of Foley and 

Olson (1985) occurs. Cnly movenrent verbs may occur as the second 

menker of a serial canplex. T k s e  fonn one phmologicdl mmi w i t h  the 

main verb as skiam by palatalization and metathesis processes. The 

movement root imnedlately follaus the other verb root or lexicalized 

stem. 

(362) -iy. 
ray-mb&iy- jasumiy- j&iy 
1SGstand:upgo:up-PFal 
'I stood and got up earlier today'. 



(363) R6di-y. 
~S-dipumq- jasumiy 
=-t-go:up 
'It sprouted up'. 

mike movenrent suffixes (Sectians 5.8.3 am3 5.8.4), nmmnent roots 

can occur as main verbs. (A classifier serves as a Mmindlizer on the 

verb laaay 'sleep' in (365) .) 

-y m k a j h .  

sa- ja&niy m&a jo-M 
3SGgo:up ladder-DAT 
'He goes up by the ladder (e.g. into the house) ' .  

(365) Smaaiy j W  jemyusiy. 
sa-maasiy jiy-maay- j-iy 

: a t  CaRsleepCL : cloth-LOC-AB 
'He got up out of his sleeping mat/cloth . 

Foley and Olson argue that cross-linguistically, the most likely 

verbs to occur in serializing amstmctims are intransitive verbs of 

motion, logtion, or position: 

Intransitive verbs, particularly active intransitive verbs 
of motion, location, or posture, are favored in a 
restricted slot to form nucleer jtrnctures w i t h  another verb 
in an o p n  slot. These are favored because as active 
intxansitive verbs they introduce no new arguments in the 
core, all core argunents being a function of the lexical 
entry of the verb in the open slot in the juncture. 

Following Foley and O l , ,  I hypothesize that the difference between 

finite verb plus -ject infixitivial canplements and serial 

verb canpiexes in Yagua is one of ' core' versus 'nuclear' juncture. 

In a nuclear jmcture, all yvlmuslts of the twoverbsmust  be the 

same.4 This is xqresented as in (366): 



5.2. 

Within the verb phrase the majority of adverb most neutrally 

follaw the verb: 

(367) jimyiy mm&tya. 
vurya-? 
lPLIXC-IRR eat first 
'We're going to sat first'. 

 hen -bs precede the verb, it canveys extra -tic force or 

of the m i ? ?  by the adverb. Caspare (368) and 

(368) Sa-rupiiy *ra. 
3SG-walk fast 
'She is walking fast'. 

(369) V&reera sa-rupif y. 
'She is walk ing very fast'. 

1 

The heightened degree of the quality or the pmgnatic force 

camnrnicated by preverbal positioning suggests that the preverbal 

adverb is actually occurring in the pragnatidly marked FM position 

(cf . Chapters 2 ard 6) . However, sane adverbs always precede the 

verb. M i t y a  'just1 is one such case. Ntya can be used postverbally, 

but only w i t h  appropriate pawses as indiolted by the ccnmas in 

(370a). M S t w  also has the idea of 'nothing' ard that is the sense 

conveyed in the followixrg case. 



(370) a. W ti$ -vlw I'ti" , mitya, 
nee ti$ r? =m-u-vlw 
NEG IREt be:afraid-TRNS-HABIT-1PL nothing just 
'There d d n ' t  be anyane ud.lo w d d  frighten us, nothing, 

b. niinityiy j--ra tdd-c$-niy. 
ni i -niy- t i y ji-u- jada-d 
3SG-NIY-TIY ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ - I N E ' - I N A N  forest-pin 
of thase w3.lo are bother* ones in the forest. (fX045) 

JSrviy 'really' a d  w b i a l  phrases w i t h  j-y 

precede the verb. By its very nreaning, jiSArvi~ is emphatic. 

(371) J&ryiy vheem sa-rupily. 
really fast 3 S H d k  
'She is vsdllring really fast'. 

(372) J-iy s y y c d n m  jinivyih m S k a n u .  
sa- j e v y - r d  jiniy-vi imu m S s -  jam 

really 3SG-lmINAN hammodt-inside sit-INF 
'He really likes to sit in the hanraxk' . 

5.3. Subject - object -tries: Evidence for a verb phrase 

contabxkg the object? 

Positing a verb phrase canstituent containing the 

verb and object is one p i b l e  way to account for subject - object 
asyxmetries. This d d  be particularly moti~ted if the subject - 

object -tries in questian could be argued to stem directly fran 

a s t m d x r a l  diff- w k r e  the subject is immediately dcrninated by 

the sentence (or clause), while the object is inanediately dminated 

bytheverbphrase. 

One subject - object aspmetry in Yagua concems & a t  can 

determine the of the coreferential clitics jiy- and e. As 
dhxssed in Chapters 2 and 3, jiv- is part of the Set I clitic 

pradigm and can refer to a subject, a genitive, or an object of a 



postposition. The clitic & is part of the Set XI clitic paradigm 

&?d can only refer to objects. 

The clitics Jly- and do not have an inherent person/mrmber 

indec, but t a k  their index fram -thing else within the C clause. 

This index can be controlled by a linearly preediw subject as in 

(373), but not by a linearly preceding object as in the ungranrrratical 

reading for (374) .= Linearity al- does not accaclnt for the 

asymmetry, as both subject and object pbrases can precede and 

clitics. Here I illustmte just for B: 

(373) Preceding subject (underlined) : 
Sasmta Celina jirywrivyibm5i. - 
sa-!3uuta jiy-rooriy-v44mu-nii 
3sGwash C e l h  Cm-buselrside-3SG 
'-lai washes him/her inside heri kJuse1. 

(374) Preceding object (uderlir,&) : 
Sasmtanii Anita jiryoarivyiimu. 
-ta-ni i j iy-rooriy-vi imu 
-3 s  Anita Cm-houseinside 
'She&. washes Anita inside his/heri house' . 
*'She& bashes Anitai -ide heri house1. 

W i t h i n  certain -rks, an explanation for tkis asymmetry might be 

(pcrtially) sought in posit* a constituent-camard relation between 

a preceding subject ard the jiv/-vil clitic, a relation which does not 

obtain between a preceding object and the jiv/-- clitic. This 

relation does not hold between the object and the clitic because the 

object is 'I-' in the structure, occurrirg inside the verb phrase 

constituent. Posit- SVO as the &lying basic o&r wmld 

facilitate such an analysis in that the verb and object are then 

contiguous, and a verb-plus-object constituent may be more easily 

argued for. 



Even if one were to p i t  SVO as basic in sane mderlying sense 

in order to facilitate this analysis, existence of a verb-plus-object 

constituent would not in itself provide a unified account for the 

-try in what can control the irdex of j& ad-. Not only can 

the index be cantrolled by a precedirrg subject, but also by a 

genitive ncnm as in (375) axd (376), or by the object of a 

postposition as in (377). That is, the i d e x  can be controlled by any 

Set I argument. 

(375) Control by Genitive (urderlined: genitive NP is bracketed) : 
[Tcan&sa roori]vyiimu jlchmtanii . 

rooriy-vi &mu j iy-suuta-ni i 
houseinside C0R-was.h-3SG 

'In Tan'si house hei washed him/her 
j. 

(376) Sasmta [Anita roorilvyi~ 
sa-suuta roariy-vi &mu-* 
3- Anita hcuseirrsi- 

'Pe. W&ES her inside Anita'sj house1. 
j OR: $shei washes herself inside Anita's house' . 

(377) Catrol by Object of Postposition (underlined) : 
Radiiy s i i ~  jlryoorivyiimu. 
r a y 4  iy s-iva j iy-rooriyyi &mu 
1- -DAT CORhmse-inside 
'I saw -i inside his/heri house1. 

Fhat we need to account for is not the subject - object asymmetry, 
but the Set I vs. object -try. Most likely a mixture of 

pragmatic anl syntactic factors must be acknowledged in order to 

canpletely account for what can control the ixdex of & anl 3&.? 

My major point here is to show that pasiting SVO as the basic 

constituent order, such that ane can more canfortably say the object 

is part of the verb phrase, does not in itself prwide a unified 

explanation for wktt can control the indices of these clitics. 



In Section 2.8 I noted another possible aqmnetry betwen 

subject and object relative to question formation on argtments of 

a&edded clauses. The avsiiable data are not conclusive as to whether 

such an asymetry exists. But even if it should, there are other 

possible solutions besides positing a structural VP containing verb 

and object. First of all, subject - object (and even Set I argument - 
object) asynmr=tries are not the only mes that need to be accounted 

for in 1-. S e d ,  there is no a miori reason that such 

-tries have to be accounted for in terms of structural or 

configuzatianal relations. For example, Keenan (1984) d b ~ a s s e s  the 

closer semantic ties which hold be- verhs ard their objects (0) , 

as appQsed to tlerbs ~IXI their tmsitive subjects (A). By itself this 

factor might piredlct the existere of languages where aspmetries 

also exist between transitive subjects (A) ard intransitive subjects 

(S) ,  particularly as such semantic relations might have historically 

resulted in differential grampaticization of A - S arguments. or 
differential b k v l o r  of A versus S -ts relative to certain 

syntactic -. M l y  .such syntactic -tries are, in fact, 

clahed to exist in sane 'ergative-absolutive' languages (Dixon 1979, 

T. Payne 1982). However, Keenan's observation in itself does m t  

account for languages such as Yagua where there be -tries 

between objects (0) and intmnsitive subjec-ts (S)  as well. In 

1angu;lges such as this, why should transitive anl intransitive 

subjects (A & S )  be grouped together as opposed to objects? This is 

due to the fact that A and S share certain otkr properties w h i c h  

nmti~te gramnaticization of a 'subject' category canprised of both S 



and A. For example, Du B o i s  ( 1984) discusses the functional role 

which both S a d  A share in encoding givenhighly topioil information 

in discourse. Such grauunaticization may have in tenns of 

subcategorization of verbs for their objects, as apposed to their 

subjects (both S ard A ) . ~  S. Ardersa (1984) arguies that in 

Kmbala, a verkmbject-object WalcLshan language, subject-object 

aqmwtries can be accounted for by sulxategorization relati-, 

rather than a configurational relation which presupposes a structurdl 

W caeisthg of verb and object. A sMlar account cuuld be argued 

for in Yagua (if not in mast laquages). 

5.4. Inaxpratian 

'Ihere is same evidence that object mms cw be incorporated 

into a verb phrase when the verb @uase is ncmindlized. The object 

mun ananalously preedes the naninalized verb rather than follows 

it, though it is not phmologically bound to the verb word. The 

opposite order cannot be used. I have no vies of such 

incorporation in mn-nuainalized v e b .  (Classifiers, as in (378), 

function as ncminalizers. Use of in (379) to derive 'sell ' fram 

'buy' is discussed in Section 5.10.) 

(378) 
-vay 

carroe - : A m : m ;  
'canoe makers' 

(379) P& t W w W i i  
t m - t a - $  

bread w - T A - w  
' bread seller ' 



5.5. verbal morphology 

Contrary to VIN, affixation in Yagua is almost exclusively 

suff m. ~ehmann ( 1973: 64) suggests : there is no tendency towards 

aggluthtive morphology in VO laquages as there is in OV 

languages ' , but this also does not hold for Yagua ( a d  for many other 

-ww=). 
It would be difficult, if not misleadirg, to describe verb 

structure in terms of strict positional classes. Some formatives 

wDuld have to be in classes consisting of just thehselves, and 

placemat of sam? classes vnuld be problematic as they evidence 

fluidity of p i t i e .  As a first -&ion, the oxganization 

of the verb can perhap be visualized in terns of mor@n-xmntic 

categories, which are not to be taken as strict positional classes. 

(David Payne 1981 and Wise, to appear, have independently taken a 

similar approach to verb structure in Pre-Adine Arawabn languages. 

The Yagua verb is probably mt as complicated as the Aravdcm one. ) 

The general arganizatlan of the verb is as follckus, where the terms 

refer to m o w t i c  categories. 



Within traditional mmb possibly eve- between the ROOT 

ard the TENSE, M3DAL, &/or -TY categories would be 

termed lderivatidl. Although one category in (380) is termed 

DEWNATIONAL, in Section 5.13 I sclggest that these are simply the 

nrcst protomidly derivatlural affixes. It is very unlikel.. that 

formatives of ail -tic categories wcruld occur 

simultaneously on any given verb. Eased on informdl text counts, fram 

zero to four suffixes is the normal mrge, discounting the 

DmIvATIoIuL affirres. 

There is no m g m  per se, but -TY, 

MovEnmT, a3mETIm ard ITERATION affixes all have aspectudl 

llEmhgs. (-ON suffjxes also cany a s p e x a  meanings, tb&#l 

perfiaps to a lesser extent) . There are tm suffixes not represented 
in (380). The prductive ~ausative suffix - M y  may occur anywkre 

frcm before the category of ITEE?ATI:ON to before the category of 

MODAL. The potential/optative suffix -n'riry is similar, though it has 

also been farad to occur before DERIVATIONAL affixes and does not 

clearly follow suffixes. Differences in manirg may be 

comeyed by different order-. T h q h  these differences are often 

subtle, they suggest that a linear position class approach is an 

*curate way to view the structure within the verb. Rather, there 

is cyclicity of stmcture (Section 5.13). In the following section3 I 

will start with discussion of tense (including but m t  limited to the 

TeJsE formatives irvlicatd in (380) ) , a d  generdlly wbrk b&uards to 

the D m A T I O N A L  affixes. Follawing that, Sections 5.11 and 5.12  



discuss the more variably ordered causative WY and 

ptential/optative -fie. 

5.6. Tense 

I define tense as that which 'relates the time of t h  sittaatian 

referred to t 0 ~ 0 t h e r  time, usually to the moment of speakbg' 

(Comrle 1976:1, 2). This definition does not restrict us to 1- 

for one specific class of fortnatives which indicates tinre reference, 

thoqh I exclude time words such as t w i y  'yesterday' and 

taarimyusiy 'tanorraw' frcm consideration. In Y m  there are three 

tasic of irdicating t h ~  reference: by means of the formative 

set labeled in (380), by use of a preverbal moddl auxiliary to 

M c a t e  future, or by the absence of bth of these means to indicate 

present or nafiative present. 

Most theoretical treatments of tense recognize t w  or three 

possible seaantic distinctians (cf. Lyons 1968, CQnrie 1976, Steele 

1978). Nevertheless, great= multiplicity of time reference is 

attested (Canrie 1985, Chapter 4). In Yagua, seven time distinctions 

aremadebythe three means -timed abov~. Thsss~ ax future, 

present and narrative present, proximate future or inmediate past 

(PEEOX1), proximate future or me day ago past (m), several weeks 

ago past (PAST1 ) , several months ago past (PAST2 ) , and &stant or 

leger&ry past (PAST3). Similar mhiltiplicity of past time reference 

is fcRnd in the Panoan, rmd saae of the Tacamn 1- of the 

Amazm basin. 



5.6.1. Future 

Reference to future time, i.e., time follawing the time of 

reference (usually the time of speaking), is most neutrally indicated 

by the modal auxiliary 3 or 'irrealis' which precedes the 

semantically main verb. The irrealis 3 is prefixed with the regular 

Set I clitics. As mentioned in Section 2.3, .when the third person 

plural prefix & is used, the alloanorphic variant occurs, 

resulting in the form: r i m .  When a fronted free noun phrase occurs, 

m r ,  the miant is used withuut prefixation of the subject 

reference morphemes. 

(381) W jumutar&y. 
sa-9 jumuta-~y 
~SG-m ~ p - 1 ~  
'He/she is going to help m e . '  

(382) Riry+ c@siirya. 
riy-rq c@siiy-rS 
3PL-IRR finish-INAN 
'They will finish it.' 

(383) Tcerdsa rg jiya. 
r? jiya 

Tam IRR go 
'Tam will go. ' 

The irrealis 3 plus the zseccmd position enclitic -mmraa 'now' can 

ir.tiicate imminent future: 

(384) Sqqmma jiya. 
sa-g-numaa jiya 
3s-IRR-now go 
'He is now about to go.' 

Actions indicated in ccwrrands are perforce future to the time of 

speaking. Cmmds also employ the irrealis 2 (cf. Section 2.3). 



(385) 1'455 j%m! 
jiy-? jOw-s? 

PEG 2 s - I R R  fall-DISPRIB 
'Don't fall (all over)!' 

A moddl future sense is by -3 p h s  the C second 

position clitic 'perfect'. 

(386) v I&rqqy. 
""w'-?-'== 
1PLINC-IKR-PERT sing 
'Let's sing (litexally: We must/ought to sing).' 

Use of sane xmrk of perfect to &.&cat= moddl force is not an 

ldiofiyncratic feature of Y a p .  Canpare Ehqlish I have crane (perfect) 

vlersrts I have to qo (modal ) , and Spanist.l IZa ccmido ' he has eaten ' 

(perfect) versus Ha de comer 'he has to eat8 (modal). This suggests 

the existence of same cross-language, functiandl principle relating 

perfect aspect d certain n d a l  ideas. 

The proximate tense fonnatives -lAsiy (m) d a (PROX2) 
mst neutrally irdicate past tense (Section 5.6.3) . However, when 

used with the ifiealis 2, they irdicate time future to the time of 

speaking. Thus they indicate time an both sides of the time of 

reference. P. Powlison ( 1982) hypothesizes that -j&iy plus 3 results 

in a 'hortatory future', though the translation given for (387a) does 

not obviously support this. 

(387) a. Y?qmm&tiy jitpgjAsiy , 
j iy-2-mtiy ji t w  j*iy ~-rlm&-m 
ZSG-IRR- arrive: tkrem COR-mother-LOC 
'When you arrivevdrere your laother is, 



3r 'm a- ,=-Ta=Qshy, QT uc pasn ST U w 4  'E 'Z rnTS='s 

Ur PaawmI:TT ST sfrtt 'w I P ~  I arR Ur Pasn m J a  Q 



haever, be used in cmjunctian with any of the aspectual fonnatives, 

yielding mn-prqpessive or perfective m=a i rgs  as well. 

'Narrative present1 is a pheMmeMrm where the time reference is 

set at the beginnkg of a text, whereafter a present tense form is 

used to refer to actions understood as occurriag in the past (Conrie 

1976: 73-8) . In Yagua, narrative present i s  Mcated by lack of TENSE 

fornratives and absence of the moddl auxiliaries g and (saru=times) 

riy, just as is present tense. The foll&uing srample is taken frm 

the begimhg of a historical narrative: 

(391) !%vi- Moqui, j- ... 
sa-vicfia-w-jada 
3SG-be---PAST3 Moqui warrior 

Siita* jJ$ta mumflu rirvooriryg9, nu@m=iy. 
sa- jit$i riy-rooriy-r00 rmp6cu-m-iy 
3SGarrive:kre JIITA sa- 3PL-house-am1xd darhss-W-AB 

'Iang ago lived Mcqui, a warrior.. . Ihe savages arrive 
(arrived) ammd their house (of Mqui and friends) 
in the darkmest. (IW001) 

5.6.3. Past 

Time previous to the time of reference or time of speaking is 

irvlicated by one of five suffixes. A few hours previous to the time 

of reference is idicated by -j*iy (PXXl) : 

(392) Rawiy. 
ray-jiya-jhiy 

'I went (e.g. this morning).' 

-Jbsiy is not glossed as a past tense since in canbination with 3 



irrealisl a future (probably mcdal) time is mderstood (section 

5.6.1). 

Time OXE day previous to the time of reference is indicated by 

-J& (mMX2): 

(393) Iywjai. 
ray-junfiuy- j&y-rii 5 
lSG-see -m-3SG 
'I saw him (yesterday).' 

-Jdry also is not glossed as a past tense since future time is 

~ t o o d  whet it occurs in cambination with p 'irrealis' (Section 

Spealoers vary saP3eud.lat an interpretation of a (PASTI) and 
-tiy (PAST2). For sane, -siy indicates tinre fran roughly one week ago 

to one ar =re months ago. -Tly indicates t- f - r an  roughly one to 

t w  months ago up to one or t m  years ago. For other speakers, -tiy 

indicates time frcm as much as four to five months ago up to one or 

tm years ago. Preswmbly these speakers muld extendthe time 

reference of siy to more than e t e l y  one mont!~ ago. 

In the context in which (394) was elicited the death had occurred 

about a week previous to the time of speaking. Ccmpare (394) with 



(395) Sadfitimyaa. 
sa-df iy-tiy-maa 
3SG-die-PAsr2-mRF 
'He has died (between 1 to 2 n t h s  md a  year ago).' 

Distant or legendary past is M c a t e d  by -jada (V) or -jam 

(396) -wm=da. 
~.ay-rupay-jada 
1SG-be : born-PAST3 
'I w s  born (a number of years ago).' 

(397) -t- j-iy mnSty$#. 
s a - m t i y - m -  jada munstya-$ 
3SG-f ord-IMPE'-PAST3 deer f irst-NK2R 
'The first deer used to ford (rivers).' (FSQ001) 

The tvm praxfmate suffixes -jSsiy and --j&~ do not co-occur w i t h  

the iterative suffix& - jam ' iterative' and a (variant 
' iterative -t to sene location. ' There is no such m c u r r e n c e .  

restriction with the other past tense suffixes. Ccpnpare (398) ard 

(399) with (400) and (401). 

(398) *Rameejw-jbsiy P & h  roorimyu. 
'This nmrning I slept (iteratively) in Paul's house1. 

*Ramee j--& 'Yesterday I slept ( iteratively) ' . 
(399) --j&siy 'A few hours ago I went (iteratively 

over there) to sleep'. 
-3% 'Yesterday I writ (iteratively over 

there) to sleep'. 

(400) Rameejey??-ss 'Seve2dl veeks ago I slept (iteratively) ' . 
Raaeejeyqq-tiy 'Severalmmthsago ....' 
Rameejm-jaaa 'A 1- time ago ....' 

(401) l-=vW-Siv 'Sevexal vJeelcs ago I went (iteratively 
over there) to sleep1. 

--=w?-34Y 'Several months ago . . . . . I  

-=%wjada 'A long time ago . . . . . I  



5.7. Modal suffixes 

No ane formative set indicates mood. The semantic categories of 

conditianal (Section 2.11), debitive or obligation (Sections 2 .3  and 

2.4..1), degmes of certainty and v a r n i q l  (Section 2.7.2), and 

Wi-tive/potential/optative mood (Section 5.12 ) are m- 

distinct-. InthissectianI discuss t h e M l D A L  verbal suffixes 

and -tbata. 

Paul Pawlison (personal camnmication) suggests that yaa mans 

lactian acfiieved' (ACHIEVE). Hawever, it almost always occurs in 

~egative context,=, carnreying 'action rmt achieved' . It occurs after 
ITEE?ATIVITY ard MNEBENT suffixes, but before the IWERFETIVITY 

suffix sara: 

(402) Sdrbooduu jumxdes riiti-. 
saboalu  jmca4e ray-j j t i ~ - = w ~ v ? - d a y  
s w e e t 4 :  tube head-OIM ISG-put : i n ~ i n g  : aimlessly-ACHIEVE-DAY 
'Little otne hearts I am going all over putting in 
(planting)'. (IH375) 

(403) = - --a =%'-? 
thus :not possible blautO :WOM:ANIM: SG 3%-IRR 

'Thus he can't be killed ( w i t h  a blaqm)'. 

(404) mtyaimiy Y?? j?t~-m-w- r=m-day 
thus-NEE 2sg: IRR ~ D I ~ A C H I E V E - H A B I T  day-DAY 
'Neither will you m w e  (to another place) during 
the day'. (LX204) 

The suffix -t&ta 'debitive' irdicates that the subject had 

better do camsthing. It occurs nrost often in direct speech. 



(405) Saaniidmtyat@tiiyu. 
e- j jduutya-t@ta-iyii 
2 D L - ~ D m E a o  
'You had better get yourself ready' . (DAV033) 

( 406) Jidymt+qta-ni i jamiry* t$ $t?fi* 
j iy4uu-t$iqta-ni i 
2SG-blaw-DES3SG selection all 
'You have to shoot a selectian of all kinds'. 

5.8. Aspect 

No one --tic set of fornratives indicates aspect. I 

appmach the topic primarily fKm a semantic perspective, discussing 

fafmatives fram different pradigms which have some aspectudl 

meaning. I define aspect as ttve way in which 'the internal temporal 

constituency of a situation' is viewed (Camrie 1976:3). TIE tvJo - 
secold position clitics -mas ard -m might be considered 

aspectudl (!Section 2.4.1). Brief discussion of their aspectudl 

manimp is given in Section 5.8.1. Following that, specifically 

5.8.6. The formative sets particularly in question are 

-, rmvnm'n, ctxmmna, arrd ITERATION. 

5.8.1. Clitics with aspdxal cwertcmss 

-notpartof theverbalmorpbologyorverbphraseper se, 

the secord pasitics clitics ard -mmsaa have aspectuai 

m e r t ~ n e ~ .  The enclitic Is a true 'perfect' M c h  in the present 

tense indicates a past situation that has contirruing relevance for 

the -t. In pa~t terrses it M a t e s  a relation between a past 

state and an earlier situation (Camrie 1976:52,'53). It is frequently 



(md in the speeA of some, dlraost always) employed whenever the 

'~-cclpletive' formative - m u u ~  is used. 

(407) R i ~ a m a a  riryoorhytijv. 
riy-ya-maa riy-moriy-lrm- j3 
3PL-gO-PEm' 3PL-house-U3C-AL 
' T k y  have gone to  their house.' 

(408) m-. 
---=w-= 
3DL*-T- 
'She has finished washing.' 

(409) Saswti-imyaa. (- 1) 
sa-suuta-imua~~y- jkiy-miaa 
3SG+ash4cmn: riwrUXPLT-PlUXU-PEEG 
'She has finished dam river (a few hcwxs ago).' 

(410) R i  jy99- - (PAST 3) 
riy- jwta- jada-maa nmqqy- janu 
3PL-begin-PAST3-PERF sixg-INF 
'They had begun t o  sing (long ago). ' 

Apparently it is not pss ib le  to use % to  express a future 

perfective such as 'We w i l l  have srmg. ' It can be used with -tiy 

clauses (Section 2.11.) w k n  these have a 'when' reading, but 

apparently not w h n  they have a future ccar3itional reading: 

'He died on arrival a t  the house, when the Sitaracu (a group 
of people) had killed him1. (TS025) 

Ihe enclitic -numaa 'now' carries an imperfective idea, but a 

single definition is difficult  to  formulate. With norn-stative verbs 

as in (4121 and (413) it indicates progressiveness. This is also 



evident in the contrast between (414.a) with -numaa and (414d) with 

(412) Ri- j a m  *iy . 
riy-ya--nmaa jatu-vay 
3PL-go-IMPF-nm &Mca;:ANIM:PL then 
'Ihe drink3ers are go- naw, then.' 

(413) .Ti*-. 
jiy-t#rypxnnma 
2s-return-naw 
'You are re-' . 

(414) a. Aj- madaqitqy yr'm'rva, "Tipye" 
*ji&ly-yp$--mllraa IEda-qItqly y u - h  
inan-fall-DISlWB-nav 3DLshelter COR-DAT 
'Their shelter fell all over t k m  "Tipy&!"' 

b. e-y-rn-jaskiy 
3DLshriek-DI- :up 
'They jump up shriekiii' . 

c. "Jeen! -.'I 

n a a y - ~ - r m a a  
-t :wet-now 

"Jeen! tik are getting wet!" 

d. WFVW?-V -d=Ww tllt?jv. 
*jfw-w?-w w t w  
inan--141-T 3DL-shelter all 
'Their shelter caupletely finished falling'. (KTO39-042) 

In stative contexts -rxumaa indicates a situation that is 

presently true: 

(415) V&ee s+pifhmraatG.enii 
sa- jqriy-numa-tbni I 

directly 3SGbelaw-NOW-really-3SG 
'He is nawdirectly under him'. 

(416) MStya v. 
r u q - c k e -  

just spine-DIM-= 
'It's just banes now'. 



-Numa can be prospective, indicating -thing one intends to 

do or a situation which is iminent. Far exainple, (417 can be used 

to irdicate one's intention to leave. 

(417) m==a. 
ray-j iya- 
~=-w-NJW 
'I'm going nm. ' 

5.8.2. Imperfectivity 

An inperfective action is defined as one in M c h  explicit 

ref- is made 'to the int- temporal stntcture of a situation, 

viewing a situation f r a n  w i t h i n '  (Canrie 1976:24). There are a 

nmber of fonaatives in Yagua which have an imperfective m e a i n g .  

lhose belaqiq to the -tic set are -mXw 

' imperfective, -sara 'habitual ' and - jancf.la (variants -janrm;ucha and 
-Jadamcha) 'continuative. ' These suffixes follow the UNBOUNDED 

MXlEMENT suffixles, as shmn in (419). 

In dlscaurse -- imperfective' is is often used in past or 

narrative present tense descriptions and backgrad infonaation. It 

is most neutrally taken as indieat- past tiare, even when no overt 

tense formative is used, though it may be taken with a present tense 

sense the ccntext so indicates. Since present tense is 

inherently bperfect &/or progressive in Yagua, additional use of 

-mMy VllCRlld just reinforce this aspectudl notian when the present 

tense is w t o o d .  



(419) --. - -  
riaadasta-naayqq-niiiiy- jada 
3D-w: aimlessly-lMPP-PAST3 
'She used to go all over washing'. 

- - jada . 
e - t a - w -  jada 

The fomative sara is a timeless habitudZ which cannot occur 

w i t h  any of the tense formatives, as sham in (421 ) . For same 
it is also unacceptable w i t h  any other m I V I T Y  

formatives. For saae speakers it can occur with the -muuy, 

as shmn in (423) versus (424) . With all speakers it can occur with 

the IZRATIVE ard UNBOUNDED formatives, as in (425) through 

(420) -. 
ray-- 
ISGsleepHABIT 
I 'm always sleeping. ' 

(421) * m t c f n r s a r a  jada. 
sa-ran@itchu-sra- jada 
3s-ford-HABIT-PASM 
'He always forded (across a river) long ago.' 

(422) *SaramaitctnPnolChaL - a. 
sa-raPmitd.lU-&iiy-sara 
SSGfd-lMeF-IT 
'He's always fording. ' 

(423) For xrne speakers: (-1 --. 
-ta-muy-sara 
3DLd-CX2FLT-H?SIT 
' She always finishes W / S h e  finishes always washing. ' 



(424) Far sane speakers: 
Rachuu-. 
ray-SUU--w'- 
l ~ - c a w L T - ~ I T  
'I always finish v z s ' .  

(425) SppxStydnl jey -. :-. 
sa- jpx%y-t&iy- jayqqsara-m 
~SG-CFJ~AIE-~TER-HABIT-~SG 
'He's always making me cry.' 

(426) Samaa&aj+qsam. 
sa-maaysa- jqq-sam 
3SGsleep-up : river-ITER :MVMP-HABIT 
'He always goes up river t o  s l eepJ .  

( 427) lhahsmbtityiichara. (-ED-) 
naada-fa-t i tyiiy-~ara 
~ i n g : d i r s t l y - H F B I T  
'She always goes (or canes) 

The formative -jancha 'continuous' wrvss t o  do sanethirg w i t h o u t  

lett- up or without stoppkg to  rest. (Accordbq t o  one language 

mat, -jammuck/- j&amucba is a 'more technical ' f@xm used 

primarily by older menbers of the canmunity but w i t h  the same 

(428; Rlireencfdra. 
ray-jiriy-jancha-d 
lSGhold--INAN 
'I keep on holding it (e.g., up in the air, without resting).' 

(429) 
- - 

naam-n&iy-jancha 
3 D L - b a n  
'They (tw) keep cmbathing.' 

As with many South American indigenous 1-, location and 

laagnent are important senrantic features of Yagua. (Location is 

dkxssed in Section 5 .9 ) .  'lko types of movement w i t h  which the 



action of the verb is carried out can be irdicated by verbdl 

suffixes. The UNBOUNDED MXD4EWI fomtives indicate that a 

particular action is carried out thmugbut the time during which one 

is going a l q ,  or else they are lnrspecific with regard to the point 

or points at which the actim was done relative to the movement. The 

relationship be- action and -t is Mcated in (430) : 

T k  suffix -titviiy Mcates that the action is done while 

going alaq directly to sane destination. -Nayaa Mcates that the 

action is done while vanderirg more or less aimlessly. These suffixes 

impart an imperfective or iterative sense to the action. They precede 

the affixes as in (431) through (433). 

(431) m&asnrmtimifb3@da. 
naadasta-tityii- jada 
-wing: directly-IME'-PAST3 
'She always canes 

-Mtyityiiyada. 
naa%sta-*-ti tyiiy- jada 
3DL-cllssh-lWF~ing:di~tly-PAST3 

(432) FtaueetityiiyencM. 
raylaaay-t s tyiiy- jandla 
lsGslec.?ing: directly-aNr 
'I sleep while going a l q  (as in a car) I .  

*-tityiiy . 
ray-maay- jancha-ti tyiiy 
1SEsleepcam~ing: directly 

(433) Siimi- mi iyadamu 
sa- jimyiy-nay++- rrrpi f y- jada-ruu 
3-t-going: aimlessly-HABIT walk-INP-fiOC 
'He always eats while travelirrg all over'. 



They follm the COMPLETIVE -mcruy as in (434). When they co-occur 

with -mmy, the resultant meaning is perhaps one of iterative 

caupletion of an action: 

(434) Siimihymtityiin@Sra. 
sa- j ixyiy-muuy-ti tyiiy-ma-d 
3 S G - e a t w T v i n g  : directly-PERF- inan 
'He canpleted eating it while going alcolg'. (But it could be 
that he did not finish all B food on one occasion.) 

The UNBOUNDm suffixes inost neutrally follow the 

potentlal/optative suffix -riWy, when both movenent and -* have 

scope over a single participant (cf. Section 5.12): 

(435) B i t y i i y .  
sa--*tStyiiy 
3sG--ay+Cn¶oing: directly 
'He wants to cry while going alcolg directly'. 

(436) --. 
sa-m-rq$y-nqqq 
3sGmy-FQT-goiPlg:aimlessly 
'He writs to cry while going all over the place'. 

(437) ?Siimiityityiiryitiry. 
sa- j imyiy-t i tyiiy-airy 
3SGeat-going : directly-FQT 
'He wants to eat a l e  going alang directly'. 

-ED M)VPIEMI suffijoes do not easily co-occur with BOU'aED 

sufflxes which coarvey a more parctudl sense (Sxztion 5.8.4), 

nor with I T 0 U m  suffixes (Section 5.8.5). 



5.8.4. Bounded movement 

The BOUNDED suffixes either- boclnd the beginnirg, 

ending, or both beg- a d  e n d i g  of an action. !Chey are more 

inherently perfective md/or puncutal in aspect than are the 

UNBOUNDED MXBENT suffixes. Thus, there is sane question about their 

acoqAabillty with -jancha lamthmusl, tbugh they do occur with 

- timperfectivel. There are sane cc-occufience restrictions with 

the UNBQUNDED suffixes which also convey an imperfective 

sense (Section 5.8.3). Campare (440) and (441) below, for ewmple. 

They do not co-occur w i t h  the stationary LOCATION suffixes. 

Ihe sufflx -mf 4 irdicates 'actiun &me upon arrival at the 

point of reference ' , while -nuvee indicates ' action done upon arrival 

at some location away from the point of reference'. 'Phese suffixes 

are related to the verb roots a or viy 'arrive here' a& veey 

'arrive theret. Both these suffixgs put a bound on the tennindl point 

of the mwement relative to sam? other action, as irdi-ted in ( 438 ) :  

( 438 MOVEMENll > ) ACTION 

(439) Juntut?q& ~ j j n i n i y m r u .  
juna-t@ sa- jm-nuvt &-mMy- janu 
post-middle 3SG-hit- : arrival : here-Il@F-PAST3 
'Ups arrival here he hit/- hitting on the (house) post'. 

( 440 ) Saanrta-nay??-. 
3sG.-ulssh-going:aimlessly-on:arrivdl: there 
'He washes there, over there, over there, whemver he 
arrives there1. . .  



( 442 ) Naanu-smta-nwee r+rpptq@-rS sii jay. 
3DL-wash-on:arrivdl :there up: river-middle-INAN clothes 
'Upon arrival upriver she washed the clothes'. 

The suffix -&iy or siy indicates action done in preparation 

for, or upan departure. This is probably etymologically related to 

the ablative postposition siy, or to the verbs siiy 'run' or maasiy 

'go out'. It puts a bound on the inception of the movement relative 

to some action, ES Lmcated in (443) : 

(444) Nadasuuta&ifXiQ@. 
naada~ta-chiy-mlCy- jSy 
3DL~-DEPARTING-IMPF-mZOX2 
'As the last thing before leav-, she washed yesterday' 

( 445) Sa-nicyleesiy . 
3sG-tdLk-DEPmPNG 
'She talked lwming away'. 

The suffix Mcates action done enraute . It is more 

punctual in aspect, putting a bound both on the ending of part of the 

movement, axd a bound on the resumption of the movement relative to 

sone action. This is diagranmd in (446): 

(446) - EaDVEMENT- > ) ACrION ( - MOVEMENT -> 

(447) W~meerllj- twiy. 
qqy-maay-r$ f - janu 
1PLINCsleep-enroute-PAST3 1ong:ago 
'Long ago we slept enroute'. 

(448) Siimiyqqr$J v&ca. 
. sa- j imyiy-yq?-r: f 
3 - t - D I w t e  caw 
'The cow chws while travelling'. 

Ekample (448) does not imply that &wing and the travelling are 

simultaneous. Rather, as the cow is travelling almg, she stops 



(w severdl times) to chew for a limited amount of time, and 

then continues travelling. The chewing is viewed as an event which 

punctuates the travellm. The effect' of the UNBOUNDED M O m  

suffix in (449) , relative to its in (448 ) , is to 

irdicate that the stopping dlmost certainly occurred several times. 

Since -titviiy has an inherent imperfective meaning d has an 

inherent punctudl meaning, the resulting dination can only be 

interpreted as an iterative event. 

(449) Sf imizy$$tityiiy. 
sa-jhyiy-r$#-tityiiy 
3SG-eat-te-going:directly 
'He stop enroute while going along to eat'. 

(449) shows that -rij 'enraute1 can a-occur with UNKXJNDZD MOVEMENT 

suffix -titviiy, - this is not possible with the suffixes which 

bouui only the incpetion or termination of the movement. With 

--, however, all the BOUNDED MNEMENT suffixes appear to be 

acceptable. This is perhaps because -titviiy more clearly implies a 

single destination, while -mvaa implies no specific destination & 

thus iterative stopping at -ious points may be possible. With 

,2E!Y22, order of BOUNDED ~UNWUNDEDMOVEMEKP suff- may -, 

perhaps with subtle differences in -tic s a p :  

(450) -ta-nuvf #-nay??. 
3DL~-cn:arrival:here-goi1q:aimlessly 
'She vlsshes here, over here, over here, vhnever she arrives 
here1. (There may be only one area of reference, with the 
washing done at various points w i t h i n  that area of reference. ) 



( 451 ) N ~ ~ ~ - S U U ~ ~ - M ~ - I ~ W #  #- jada 
3 D L ~ - g o i n g : a i m l e s s l ~ : a r r i v d l : ~ P ~  
'She used to came to every place to wash'. 
(There may be multiple points of r e f e m . )  

As in (449) above, can only precede -titviiy. But it can occur 

on either side of - Canpare (452) with the mqmmmtical 

e~gmple in (449): 

( 452 ) Nazda-ta-wr $4. 
3DL&-going:aimlessly-enraute 
'She stops to wash all over the place'. 

Again, the variation in order reflecting differences in senantic 

may be possible w i t h  -nmaa because it all- interpretation of 

various locations, while -titviiy inplies ai ly  a single destination. 

Use of a 'enroute' is possible w i t h  the iterative formatives 

jm 'iterative' and -jadawmv - - ii 'lack of iteration1. It 

these iterative forntatives. -tly it does not occur with 

'iterative movement' (cf. Section 5.8.5). 

(453) Nada-muta-r$$- j-$$-I-a. 
3DLe-te-ONE:MVMFINAN 
'She stapped enroute to wash it all at once' . 

( 454 ) Naada-suuta-r j 4- j a w .  
3 D L ~ - e n m u t e - I ~  
'She always s t o p  enroute to wash'. 



5.8.5. Iteration 

'Iterative' is defined as a situation which is mqeeted. There 

~ Y R  w i v e  iterative nm-. First, indicates 

'iterative nrovement to sane other location.' 

(456) ,=mtiy. 
ray-maay-j??-tiy 
1SGsleeprrW:MVI"lT-Pm 
'Several months ago I went there various times to sleep. ' 

(457) Raryeechaj-. 
ray-qqcha- jw-d 
ISG-cut-m-m-INAN 
lI go there various t- to cut it. ' 

The tense morphemes -SAsiy 'proximate 1' ad -J&J 'praximate 2' do 

mt occur with a, thPugh future, present ad the other past tenses 

are not so restricted (cf . Section 5.6.3) . 
The suffix -jm is senmntically more neutrdl tbn a in thzt 

it does not imply nwrvement . Canpare the following with ( 456) and 

(457) above: 

(458) R;nneejmiy. 
r a y + w - j ~ * i ~  
ISG-sleep-ITER-PASTl 
' A  fewweks ago I slept varicnas times.' 

(459) RaryeechajaW. 
ray-w?d=-jw3?-& 
1SGcut-ITER-INAN 
'I cut it various times / I cut it all the t i m e . '  

(460) R & d m u t a j w .  
- - 

ray-ta- jaw-*- jada 
lSEolash-ITER-~-?AST3 
'1 used to wash all the time / I used to live washing.' 

It is extremely camrm for -j= to occur whenever the 

formative sara 'habitual ' is used: 



( 461 ) Naadasmta jayqpma. 
naada-suuta- j ~ - s a r a  
3DL-wash-ITER-HAB 
'She i s a l w a y s ~ . '  

(460) above shows, - jaygg can occur with the 'imperfective' 

-m%y. It does not occur with the 'canpletive' -rmrmy: 

(462) *Rameej-. 
ray-w-jww-w 
ISG-sleepITER-T 
'I finished sleeping m i -  times / I finished 
sleeping (and waking -1. ' 

Like the iterative movenent formative a, -j- does not occur 

w i t h  the -j&siy ard -J& tenses (cf. Section 5.6.3). 

'Seraelfactive' is defined as a situation which takes place ance 

and only once (Cornfie 1976:42). This aspect can be indicated by the 

.- i (dialect variant -jadarnzurvzS 1 - -  - 
formative -j-5 'suddenly' or 

'with one action'. fn other words, -j- 
- - i s  indicates lack of 

iteration. It does m t  (easily) occur with verb which have an 

inherent izprfective sense, such as jimviy 'eat', rupiiy ' w a l k ' ,  

saaw 'ml (and such collocations are unacceptable to same 

speakers) 

(463: -$pa. 
my--- j-4 $ -6 
1SGcut-OI'iE:MvMT-INAN 
' I cut it w i t h  a single blow. ' 

As in (463) , -iadapifirYSi most easily occurs with roots irdicating 

some type of movement. It can, however, be used with soane 

-t mots to figuratively convey 'quickly' or 

' instantaneously. ' 



(464) 
. - 3 Jmaa. 

=-nraay-j-i S-maa 
3SGsleep-oNE:MVMT-PERF 
'She has gane right to sleep/She has gone to sleep 
right away. ' (Lit: 'She has gone to sleep w i t h  one blow1 . )  

The suffix or -yaa 'distributive' is sanevbat problematic. 

The same formative appears to occur both cantigums to the root 

fombg ell-lexicdiized verb stems, and also twards the periphery 

of the verb, perhaps even following the clitic -numaa. 10 

The suggested anal-ysis of (466) is not certain. - is 

concei-ly a variant of -- 'go aimlessly all aver the place' 

(Section 5 .8 ,3 ) .  a in (467) below, hobever, is clearly not part of 

-saniy, much less of --. 
Althaugh not strictly iterative, sanly 'group action done at 

the same time1 has broader semantic associations with iterative 

fomatives. Both -saniy am3 other iterative formatives indicate tbat 

the action is in sarre way distributed, either bf izmr =f 

persons effect- the action, the mmkr of entities receiving thk 

action, or repetition of the action itself. 

(467) Rmvhcihaniyaa jumuy sanmanu. 
riy--yaa sa-moo-mu 
3PLmalrP-graup : act ion-YAA uar : club 3SG-face-U)c= 
'They are nraking stone axes in front of him'. (lX055) 



Powlisan (1982) gives examples of -nim 'group action carried out by 

( 468 ) Jiyuniy rirpmdiiyqq jada . 
j iyu-niy r iy-ramuy-niygqt- jada 
hereNIY 3PL-p;rss-in: successicm-PAST3 
'Here they passed by in a file 1- ago' .  

-TSiy is an iterative formative used only w i t h  certain roots 

caweyhq sane type of v t  (cf . Section 5.10) . 

(469) a. -tfly. 
ray-cfia-ti iy 
ISG-cut-ITER 
'I cut repetitively.' 

b. -tSinii. 
ray---ti iy-nS i 
1sG-look-ITW-3SG 
'1 am looking at him repetitively. ' 

Example (469a) could be interpreted as ' I cut cake thing many times, ' 

as 'I cut many things one time each,' or as 'I cut many things many 

tims each.' Howevef, -tliy does not have a partitive sense; (469a) 

does not (necessxily) mean that I cut sane- just partially. 

Following Carrie (1976:18), a perfective acticnr is defined as 

One which is viewed in its entirety inc1udiI-q beginning, fiddle, and 

end. There is no mrpberpe in Y q ~ a  M c h  has e%actly this m. 
m, 'canpletive' cases close to it. It can, for ewmple, 

be used to describe a sitition in which there are a number of trees, 

all of which fall dmn. 



(470) *-Y n i S q .  
d- jwtya-y-v-iy 
INAN-fall-ANTCAUS-CCMPLT-PAST1 tree 
'The trees all fell dcwn a few weeks ago.' 

If the situation is such that there are a rnnnber of trees but only 

one or bw fall down, it is not appropriate to use -muuy. Similarly, 

(471 ) cammicates the idea of eatLi up everything with nothing left 

aver. 

(471) Siimi- . - 
1. 

sa- jimyiy-Wym-ni i 
3SG-eat-CAUS-T-3SG 
'He makes him eat eveqtlxkq up/He makes him finish eating. ' 

(472) w Wmw ti$tbjyra- 
ray-? jimyiy-inuuy t $ $t? jy-A 
lSG-IF!R eat-CCMPLT all-INAN 
'I'm going to cmpletely eat ewqthxg. - t 

Unlike a true prfective, -muczy places heavy mphasis on the 

termination of an action. It does not indicate just tht an action 

has stapped, as though it were interrupted, but rather that it is 

ccsllpleted. Because of this it is best viewd as lccsnpletivel rather 

than 'perfective'. 

(473) -9 jit $4 simumStiy juvhquq. 
=-? sa-mnnaztiy juvSay-muuy 
3SG-YRR arrive:lzere 3SGwhen work-COMPLT 
'He's goiw to come when he finishes wrking . ' 

(474) Raclnlut-. 
ray-smata-mmy-mmaa 
1sG-wsh-coMPLT-~ 
' I 'm rn finished ' 

(475) 
s a - q u i i ~ - s u - m u u y - ~ ~  
3SG4eceive-TRNS4OMPLT-POT 
'He wants to stop deceiving.' 



If -muuyvere a true perfective, I would expect the meaning of (475) 

to be 'He wants to deceik ccsnpletelyl rather than 'He wants to stop 

With regard to position in the verb, -nnxuy is strange. 

Senantically it is mast closelly opposed to -* 'imperfective1, and 
thus we might expect it to fall more or less into the sarne paradigm 

as the suffixes. Hmever, positiandlly it is not part 

of this set. It occurs before UNBOUNDED ElOVEMENT suffixes such as 

-titviiy in (476), and after EOUM3ED suffixes such as & in 

(477). Vngranrnatical -1es show ordering relations which cannot 

(476) Naadasmtamuutyityiiyada. 
naada-ta-muy-ti tyiiy- jada 
3DL-T-going : directly-PAST3 
'Lmg ago, she went along finishing washing'. . -. , 

': 

*Naadasmtatityi-. 
mads-ta-ti tyiiy-muuy- jada 

(477) Siimiiry$$mmyS. 
sa- j imyiy-r$ $-ntuuy-maa 
3sG-eEtt-eiYrout~T-~ 
'He has f inishd eating enroute' . 
*Siimiimyuury$$. 
sa- j imyiy-muuy-ri f 

It precedes ITERATION suff lxes such as -jadapUyrV -. i$ 'with one 

action' : 



( 478 ) Rach$wm$ $ra. 
ray+-muuy- jada@@y$$-16 
1SG-bite-CCWLT-ONE:MVMT-INAN 
'I finished biting all at once (and there isn't any 
food left) ' .  

These distributional facts might suggest that its basic position is 

preceding the ITE?ATIVE f3rmatives. H o w w e r ,  it appears to kve 

variable positicmixq relative to the suffixes, which 

quite clearly come towards the end of the verbal suffix string: 

(479) jgy. 
sa-j@aay-xnuuy-jancha-j&y 
3SGcr;r-CCWLT-CONT-PROX2 
'She finished crying yesterday (and had been crying a 

* 

long time'. 

(480) q i v j e .  
sa- j*- jarmmuchm- j&y 
3SG-cry-CONT~T-PROX2 
'She finished crying yesterday (and had been crying a 
long time'. 

As an alternative to. -muuy, termination of an action may be 

canveyed analytically using the verb -iy 'to finish'. 

(481) Vyyqi$$sim j w i  ti$@ nibi . 
vrpyty-cwiiy-maa jpay-jam-nii 
IPLIXC-finish-PERF kill-INF-3SG one:ANIM:SG oscelot 
lKe have finishe4 killing an oscelot'. 

In contrast to -muu-i 'compietive', there is no particular verbal 

this must be rendered analytically using the verb jwta 'begin' plus 

another verb in an inf init ivdl f om. 



5.9. Location 

The ~~ suffixes represented in (380) indicate that the 

action was done at a stationary place. These are mutually exclusive 

w i t h  the suffixes.   he stationary LOi=ATf= suffixes occur 

inmediately follawing highly derivational valence increasing, 

decreasing, or intensifying suffixes (Section 5.10), and before 

ITERATION suffixes. 

The suffix* irdicates actiondoIY2 'upward' from the speaker's 

point of reference ard is m~st neutrally taken to mean 'upriver'. 

The suffix % iru3lcates action dcne 'damward' frcau the point of 

reference and is most neutrdlly talcen to mean 'dam-river ' . By 
semantic extension, ard a can be used to indicate 'up-sky' and 
'dawnsky',  as in   logical tales or when talking about airpl=eS. 

The suffix indicates action done neither up nor dwn, but 'across 

from' the locatid point of reference. That is, either across water 

(river or lake) or across land. 

(483) Sasuutasaj??. 
sa-tasa- j* 
3sG+a3h-~ - ITER:ENMP 
'He goes up-river to & every once in a while'. 

(484) Sasuuti-. 
sa-suuta-imujnuuy- 
~S+V~S~--U~PLT-~ 
I l k  has finished washing down-river' . 



(485) Rameeyaje. 
ray-- ja- j& 
ISGsleep-acmss-PRM(2 
'Yesterday I slept across (uater or lard)'. 

Given that these suffixes indicate a stationary location where the 

action takes place,' they are mutually exclusive w i t h  both the BOUNDED 

MNEMNT formatives as in (486), a d  with the UNBWNDED MDVEMENT 

fonnatives as in (487). 

(486) *IQamsmtiinnanrvee. (v) 
naaml-suuta-ilm-Inavee 
3DL--upon:arrivdl:there 
She wbshed upon arrival dmn river ' . 

(487) *Sasuutasatf tyiiy. 
sa-suutasa-ti tyiiy 
3---9ing:dh'eCtly 
'She washes up-river while going along1. 

they indicate that the actian is done in a stationary 

location, there may be an inherent idea of re- to the 

locatid point of reference as soon as the action is completed. 

Thus, it is apparently infelicitiaus to use an expression such as 

(488) if the intent is to stay a d  take a tath after washing. 

(488) &&asmtiiruu jt,moisaj-. 
Ilaada-suuta-imu jydsa-jolrm 
3DL- go : dam-CL : place-U3C 
'She goes to the port to wx41 (clothes)'. 

5.10. Highly derivational mrpholcgy 

The suffixes dixussed in this section are t d  DERIVATIONAL 

ApEPCes in the schema given in (380). These suffixes either change 

valence or increase the degree of intensity or activity associated 



with the action. Occasionally they can derive verbs fran nourjs. They 

thus all have to do with transitivity in the larger sense of Hopper 

and Thampscrn (1980). The lexically restricted valence decreasing 2 

formative discussed in Section 2.2.2 is positidly part of the same 

set as the fonnatives discussed here. (I will not be concerned here 

with morphology which only derives verbs f r a n  nouns or visa versa, or 

with the productive causative -t3niy.dlsccfssed insection 5.11.) 

5.10.1. Lexically highly restricted suffixes 

Lexically restricted valence increesirg suffixes include z, 
-na, a, siyI SU, - and -nu. A few sgmples are pruvided here (see 

Doris Payne 1985a ard Payne and Payne, in prcgress, for further 

exanplification and discussion). With most verb roots with which they 

can occur, the fonnatives and -niy have a causative sense, as in 

'wake up (oneself) ' 
'wake up (suneone else) ' 

(490) sa-cQvay 'she reduces hexself (as in a diet?)' 

sac- 'he reduces it (e-g. by 
sa-cQvay-su-d drinking it ) ' 
3s-reduce-TRNS-INAN 

'it (a plant) grows' 

saj+yxhmii 
sa- j@yey--su-ni i 
'he caused him to grow' 



(492) s a 4 i s a  
sa-m4 i sa-niy 

(493) jiitya 
jiitya-nu 

'she got better1 
'she healed (saneone) ' 

'remove (for same purpose) ' 
'wean, take away bottle (from baby) ' 

There are severdl other lexically-restricted derivationdl 

transitivity in the larger sense of Happer and Thcsnpson (1980). A few 

examples are provided here. The lexically-restricted -ti iy occurs 

with certain verb roots which indicate actik done with sane sort of 

=ti- (cf . Sectiar, 5.8.5 on iterativity) : 

(494) a. R+pppa. - - 
ray-j?rgg-ra 
1sG.Cut-INAN 
'I'm cutting it' 

b. mijtiirya. 
lay- j?rgg-ti iy-rA 
ISGcut-m-INAN 
'I'm &appirg it up1.  

(495) jiitya 
jiitya-tiiy 

'remove (for sane pz.rpse) ' 
'take all apart'. 

The suffix indicates extra intensity when used with verb 

roots: 

(496) mutly '(to) axk' mutivyey '(to) cook with greater 
int-ity' 

j m  '(to)~cature' j m  ' (to) grow, mature' 

When wsed with naninal roots or classifiers (which also cane frcrm 

ncnars) , -vay derives a verb: 



(497) M i  'CL:flowerl bii-y '(to) blccan' 
jasi 'petanimal' jasjvay '(to) raiseaninrdls' 

There is a -y fomtivs which derives a progressive verb frcan a 

ncnm ar in scme other way irdicates greater intensity of action: 

(498) a. rimityu 'old persan' 

b. Raryimityufhrmaa 'I am getting old'. 
rrry-r=pJ-~-y-= 
1SGold: person-Y-naw 

(499) a. jiitya (for some purpose) ' 

'0. sajiityey 
sa-jlItya-y 'he remntes himself, he goes1 

5.10.2. The instmnenta.l/comitative 

The bamrental/canitative suffix is unlike the valence 

increasing fomtives just presented in that it is very unrestricted 

lexically. It most productive17 indicates that the direct object of a 

verb is a semantic instnrment or aanitative. There are extensions of 

this w i t h  certain verb forms, and on infinitid 

naninalizations indicate 'while1 (cf . (232) of Section 

2.11.7). It is etymlogically related to, and has the same shape as, 

the ins~tal/canitative postposition. l2 The relationship between 

-ta as a verbal suffix meaning 'irtstrumental/canitativel and L a  as - 
an -tal/canitative postposition is a case of what Nichols (in 

te-..'headm n?lgrationl of miti-. (This is 

attested in a ncrmber of other languages, including Chechen, Ingush, 

Canpare the (a) and (b) fonns: 



(500) a. Saya j j jta ji jyuqdata. 
Sa-F j iy- j~sqcliz-ta 
3SGgo JIITA COR-kill(naun)-INST 
'Hei goes w i t h  hisi kill1. 

b. Sa-ya-ta jjjta-nii$w@a. 
3SG-gc-m JIITA-3SG kill (-1 
'He - :with the kill (noun) . 

(501) a. Sat- cat&ra pdyetya. 
sa-ti= Paw-'= 
3SG-lie:- paper CL:thi&:rectangular-INST 
'He lies (himself) d m n  with a book1 . 

b. Satimtaza. 
sa-t-ta-rd 
3SGlie : dmn-INST-INAN 
IHe lies dam w i t h  it (e-g. a book) ' . 

Example (501b) m t  mean that the agent participant makes sanething 

else lie down, nor that the agent uses some- to lllalce hinself lie 

down *re muld be interpreted as a true -tic instrument. 

Rather, the agent is accapmied by SUE- as he lies down. When 

-ta is a verbal suffix, it is much more likely that the direct object - 
which is a seaantic instnnm?nt will be eJrpressed just with a clitic 

as in (501b), rather than a clitic ard a noun phrase as in (500b). 

This is because postpsitian incorporation is motivated by 

discourse/-tic factors, similar to 'd-tive shift ' in wlish. 

No other obliques can be pramted in this way to direct object 

status. (However, several other transitivity-increasiw suffixes 

might be historically related to pastpositions.) 

-Ta incorporation occurs with transitive rwts as well: - 

(502) SjJchtiflii quii* qudich-itya. 
sa- j 4chitiy-ni i quiichiy-ta 
3SG--3SG fish knife-INST 
'He poloes the fish dth the/a knife1. 



(503) S4jchti- quiichiy. 
sa- j jchitiy-ta-r5 
B S G - p o k e - ~ - I N A N  lcnife 
'He pokes with the Imife' . 

Esample (503) caravot mean that 'He paloes the knife1, where the 

syntactic object is the patient which is poked. If the naun auiichiy 

'larlfe' is deleted ard just the Set 11 clitic is used, it remains 

clear that refers to a semantic W t  which is used to pake 

sanething else. 

P i f e n  an ins-tal or ccmitative oblique is pramted to direct 

object status, the patient object continues to be treated 

morphologically as a syntactic object. Whether or not the patient 

object is encoded just w i t h  an overt nuun ph2-ase, with a Set II 

clitic, or w i t h  a Set I1 clitic plus noun pbrase depexds on the 

pragmatic status of the patient noun phrase. Different factors 

affecting both encoding choices ard order are discussed in &at 

follaws. 

First, In (504) the instrunrent is in an oblique postpsitiondl 

phrase. The order of the oblique instrument and direct object is 

revers& f.mn that found in (502) though the order in (502) is 

ststistically more likely when there are full noun phrases e-coding 

both a direct object and an oblique (cf. discussian in Chapter 6). 

( 504 - WATTIENT  
S$$chitiy jlpmuutMtara t$ jstq+smy. 
sa- j$chitiy jrprmruts-ta-zG 
3SG-pke macfieteTA-INAN bdll 
'He pokes the ball with a machete'. 

In the follming examples, the -tic instnnnent is encoded as 

a syntactic direct object, correlated with occurrence of L a  in the 



verb. Emqles such as ( 505) are perhaps unlikely because west nrnm 

phrases are not used in context if everything is definite and nothing 

is pragmatically marked. Nevertheless, tm-object clauses are 

gmmatical, and are also found with inherently trivalent roots 

(Section 2.1.1.4) and in derivsd morphological causatives (Section 

5.11). Two Set I1 clitics can occ= postverbally in all such clauses. 

( 505 DO=- m=PATIDlT 
Sl jchitityra j p m m t w  tijst-. 
sa-jichitiy-ta-& j p u r u t ~ - ~  
3SG-pke-TA-INAN machete-INAN ball 
'He pakes:wlth the machete tfie ball'. 

Another form mre likely than that famd in (505) is to use just 

a po&wrbd clitic to refer to the patient object. The ol.der given 

in (506) and (507) is the only one possible when just a clitic 

Encodes tks paiient: 

(506) Do==INST WcP- 
S$ jchititya- ra jlprmnttwf - 
sa-jschitiy-ta-z-3 jlprmnttw-m 1 
3SG-pke-TA- machete3SG 
'He pokes:with the machete him'. 

(507) Sijchitiy r5tara. 
sa-jjchitiy r&-ta-r& 
3SG-poke INAN( ob ject of postposition) -TA-=(direct object ) 
'He pakes it with it1. 

Another form also more likely than that in / 505) is for of the 

overt object phrases to occur before the verb. This is simply because 

overt phrases are more natural &en there is a reasan for using 

them, as for example when they irdicate a pragmatically marked status 

(Chapter 6). There is never a Set I1 clitic referring to a direct 

object when the direct object occurs preverbally. But in (508) and 



(509) the preverbal objects lack the instrumental postposition =@ 

which would be required if they were obliques and if 5 did not 

occur in the verb. 

(508) D ( 3 = P m  DO=INSmBmT 
TJ jst?qsuuy si$ctritityara j ~ t ? ?  

sa- jichitiy-ta-& jpmmtqqi 
3SG--TA-INAN machete 

'The b611 (.not s c m e w  else) he -:with the machete1. 

(509)  MZrrmlmEm W A T I E N T  
J i r ~ a  qqna3iiryeetanii jivyanu. 
j iy-ra -iryee-ta-nii jiy-vanu 
DEM)-CL : NEUT ?DL-great-INST-3SG COR-mm 
IWJth this you must greet your husband 

r6n lmy izy=d~~== tlj. 
rb-niy- sa-dm-sara 
INAN-NIN-NEG 3SG-bl-HABIT 
'5ecause he never blows (hunts) anyiMxq (animate)'. (I3C005) 

In (510) the patient object is not referenced by a Set I1 clitic 

due to its -finiteness and/or 1.mimpartance in subsequent discourse 

(cf. T. Payne 1985). Mlure to mark the patient object with a Set TI 

clitit is not due to the semantic bstmment havw taken an direct 

object status. 

(510) W A T E N T  DO=IUST 
Sj$chitStya t $ $st- jrprmrut* 
sa-jjchitiy-ta tjjstqpuuy-re3 jlpmnutqq 
3SG--TA ball-INAN machete 
'He -:with the machete a ball1. 

Another possible order is given in (511). I do not latow whether (510) 

or (511 is mre likely istatistically speakhg) , nor whether t k r e  

are semantic and pragmatic differences associated with the t w ~  

orders. 



(511 WINST W A T I E N T  
S$$chitityara jrpnunttqq ti jstqpuuy. 
sa-j4chitiy-ta-rh jtpmrrut* 
3SG-poke-TA-INAN machete ball 
'He pokes::.* th= machete a ballt. 

In (512) the -tal object is not referenced by a Set I1 

clitic, even though it is post-verbdl. Bramples such as (512) are 

unlikely probably because 2-incorporatian is (partially) mtivated 

by discourse contexts- where the semantic ixrstnmmt is definite 

and/or highly continuous w i t h  previous discourse or important in the 

subsequent discourse. 

(512) S$jchitityara ti $st+ww jymunrtw. 
sa- j lchitiy-ta-fi 
3SG-pke-IEEST-INAN ball machete 
'He *:with a machete the ballt. 

Notice (513), hamer, where the (metaphorical?) semantic 

instnrment/ccanitative jatoanu is non-referential, it is not preceded 

by a Set II clitic, but it is still registered w i t h  + in the verb: 

(513) Ri-tamaa yw&iy jatoonu eidyey. 
r i m -  jasacha-ta-maa yi-jpWy jatu- janu *iy-day 
SPL-ihum-INSP-PEW 2SG-loak drink-INF then-DAY 
'They have vnEoen up wlth, you see, drinking thent. (RS152) 

There are sane roots with which does not impart any obvious 

instnrmental or ccmltative nmning, and it could be aryued that there 

are really two, -, derivational morphemes -. 

(514) a. -. 
rs-dady-5aa 
IEIANspoil-PERF 
'It has spoiled (2.g. a fruit)'. 



b. Raaaityaniy. 
r6-daa5y-ta-ni y 
INAN-spoi 1-TA-TRNS 
'It is making (sanething else) spoil (inside) ' . 

(515) a. Sanicyee v5tum~ty3. 
sa-nicyee ~fmqy- ta  
s t a l k  vuman:mth:cfiildren-INST 
' She/he talks xi'& wanan' . 

b. Sanicyeetatity'rifhada vatqly. 
sa-nicyee-ta-ti tyiiy-macia 
3SG-talk-TA-goirg : directly-3DL -:with: children 
'She/he talks with the wauan while going along'. 

Example (515b), where  does not effect high tone on the preceding 

syllable, apprently contrasts with (516) which has high tone on the 

syllable s. T h i s  a possible t vm-s  analysis. 

(516) conveys a sense of distance between the tulo participants: 

(516) SrmicytSStatityilPhada v;iituqy. 
sa-nicyee-ta-ti tyiiy-naada 
3~~-~-~~-going:d l rect ly -3DL wanan: with: children 
'She/he calls talking with the wolaan while ping along'. 

With the 'to heart, also has a distancing effect, 

resulting in ' to hear a distancet or scrmething close to that. 

In the followirg, =Q has neither a distancing nor an 

ins~tal/cmitative meaning, but correlates with an increase in 

mlitimality, irrvolvemslt, or intensity. It thus correlates with 

higher transitivity in the broader sense of Hopper and Thmpson 

(517) a. deenu. 
sa-je-nii dee-nu 
3SGloak-3SG DIM-CL :ANIM : SG 
'She loaksat theboy'. 



b. S y q t y a n i i  deenu. 
sa- jm-ta-ni i dee-nu 
3SG-loak-TA-3% DIMCL : A m :  SG 
'She watches/takes care of the boy'. 

In (518b) appears to correlate with a semantic decrease in 

transitivity relative to (518a) (again in the sense of Hopper and 

-1, even t b W h  mrphologicdlly it correlates with change froan 

a dative object to a direct object. But the semantics of the verb 

root &e not very clear to nre. 

(518) a. R5ntyuuy siiva Tom&sa. 
zay-jdntyuuy sa-in 
1- * 3s-DAT Tam 
'I save Tan1 or 'I free Tan' .  

b. Rdntymlty3nil Tc&sa. 
ray- jdntyuuy-ta-ni i 
1-TA-3SG Tan 
'I give pity to Tan' or '1 shcrw pity an Tan' .  

If a given verb root frequently occurs with s, the lneaning of 

-ta w i t h  that particular root might be particularly subject to - 
semantic bl- or extentlon aver tinre. In the cases where L a  is 

not clearly -tal or cconitative in meaning cr does not 

increase valency, it still generally conveys greater intensity of 

volitidity (but see (518)). Hopper a d  (1980) have sham 

that vdlency and intensity are functionally related and is very 

plausable that a given fornrative might move from one of these 

categories to the other. The fact that sane sterrs with &a seem more 

idiosyncratic in msning might suggest t m  3ayers of migration at 

different points in time. l3 



5.11. Morphological causatives with - t M y  

In Section 5.10 above I noted that and a, two of the 

highly DERIVATIONAL lexically restricted foiiiiztives, m y  cnnw a 

m t i v e  event. These formatives must occur im&iately after the 

verb root. In this section I discuss the productive morphologicdl 

causative -t&riy and reference to causee and patient of the caused 

event. - m y  may occur anywhere frcm after fiOCATICNU fonnatives to 

before MODAC formatives. 

5.11.1. Morphology of the causative verb 

Unlike many of the fonaatives discussed in Section 5.10, -t*y 

'causative' is canpletely productive. It may occur with verb stexis 

which already have same vdlence increasing nrorphology. It does not 

neessarily occur mtiguaus to the verb root. It forms divalent and 

trident predications fram univdlent and divdlent predications, 

respectively. 

'He sleeps'. 

(520! .Raspita. 'He makes Rospita sleep'. 
sa-maay-tbniy-ni i 
3 S G s l ~ U S - 3 S G  

(522) Sasuutat5nfEira. 'He makes h i m e  it1. 
sa-su~ta-My-ni i-?% 
3sGwash-cAUS-3SGINAN 

Depervling on placement relative to other verbdl suffixes, the scope 

of causation may change. In cases where scope relations are clear, 



the verb root or stem and those suffixes to the l e f t  of - t M y  are 

predicated of the causee, whereas -tSniy ard suffixes to  its right 

are predicated of the causer: 

(523) ~~~i Mario. 
sa- j$jnaay-Wy-ni i 
3sG-cry4Au.s-3SG Mario 
'Hemakes Mario cry'. 

(524) -mi. 
sa- j m y - m - t & i y - d  i 
3SGcry-POT-CAUS-SSG 
'He makes h i m  vant to  cry'. 

(525) - - m i .  
sa- j~y-t&xiy-r$zt&-n.ii 
3SG-cry-cAus-POT-3SG 
'He wants to  make him cry'. 

(526) Siimiity&iry@je-. 
sa-jimyiy-Wy-ri#y-j&y-r&y 
~ t ~ - P O T - ~ - l s G  
'He wanted t o  make m e  eat yesterday'. 

.P .- -4 .  

(527) Siimiw$Wni jery5y 
sa-jimyiy-rQ~-t&niy-j&y-ri5y 
3-t-FQT-CAWS-PROX2-1% 
'He made n~ vant to eat yesterday' . 

The mre canplicated a vertal form becanest the more likely it 

is that judgnm~t~ w i l l  be fuzzy regarding w h i c h  participant a 

particular suffix has scope aver: the u;ruxr- or the musee. When 

there is fuzziness, M l y  both readings are accepted. ~n (528) , for 

example, the suffix & irvllcates iterative movement. Under one 

reading the movement seems to apply to the causee, and under the 

other, to  the causer. 



(528) %--Y?@Y. 
sa-jinraay-wy- j ~ - m  
~ S C + C F J ~ ~ : M I M T - ~ S G  
'Hemakesme cane (or go) to cry several t-'. 
OR: 'He canes (or goes) several times to make me cry'. 

Part of the ambiguity is probably due to the particular verbal 

suffixes involved. Tk.5~ is particularly so with the mre highly 

aspectudl ITERATIVITY, -, s& MDVEMEKP suffixes. 

(R8adings with the ccmrmmE aanry are usually much sfiarper.1 For 

example, whenmer there is an iterative idea invulved, potentially 

both the causirq and the caused action are iterative, with consequent 

lack of a clear sense that the iterative suffix should have scope 

over just me of the participants. A similar ambiguity arises with 

suffixes denoting iqerfective actions, as in (529) and (530) . l4 

Both: ' This is making m e  sneeze for a carrsiderable time ' . 
(530) S(1-9-i 

sa- j$inaay-aizy-tsnly-my??-ni i 
3 ~ - P O T - C A ~ i n g :  aimlessly-3,- 
'He maks him want to cry while travelling'. (Apparently 
both participants are travelling together.) 

In (530) there is m clear distinctim that one participant is 

travelling all over and the other not. -Nsraa 'going aimlessly' 

appears to have scope over both cas ing  ard uantirg to cry, and over 

both participants. In contrast, the sense of (531) is that the causee 

is the one going all aver, while the causer need to be doing so. 



(53i) Sarupii-Mi. 
sa-rupiiy-nam-Wy-nii 
3SG-walk-going:aimlessly42AUS-3SG 
'Hemakeshimwdllcall  over'. 
OR: 'He sends/ccarmands him to walk all over'. 

Another similar pair is (532a, b) . In the (a) fom, where the 

BOUNDED suffix -nuv$& is to the right of -WY, the BOUNDED 

KNEDENT sufflxhas scope over both causer ard causee. But in the 

(b) form, where it occurs to the left of - W v ,  it has scoge ~ A J  

over the causee. 

(532) a. Sqqy??tSnif5uvj#nif. 
sa-rq?y-y+q-tSnly-nwj j-nl i 
3SG-junrp-DI-: arrival : here-3SG 
'Hemak~~himdanceupcrmarrivalhere' .  (Whosearrival 
not specified; perhaps both are arriving together.) 

b. Sqqyppmf jt3fSii. 
sa-qqq-m-nw# f -tdniy-ni 1 
3SG-jump-DISllUB-upan : arrival : hem4AUS-3SG 
'He makes him coane here to dance'. 

If we hypothesze that -MY a d  all suffixes to its right have 

% c  aver +d act of causing, while suffixes to the left of - t M y  

have mre limited scope over the caused event, we can account for the 

lack of gmbiguity in cases where there is only one realing as in 

(531) and (532b) . When the suffixes to the right of - t d y  are 

aspectual, it accounts for the ambiguity, given that the aspect of 

the caused predicate is not indeperdent f ran  that of the CAUSE 

predicate. Nevertheless, there are exzsples which seem to violate 

this hypothesis: 



(533) Siimi-tySniy t j jtbjlprii. 
sa- jimyiy-muuy-@&-t3niy t $4 t+ jv-ni i 
3-t-T-POT-CAUS all-3SG 
'He wants to -/camand him to eat evexythirq' . 

Here, the scope of -!nuuy 'canpletive' i s  apparently aver the caused 

event of eating, while the scope of -mXq is over the act of causing. 

Accor&ng tc 4 b  lqpothssis, we would expect --Y to occur between 

-nnruy anl - Still, the follawing examples, enplcybg the same 

suffixes as (533) , conform to the earlier hypothesis: 

(534) S i i m i i w  - - i. 
sa- j imyiy-w--r@y-d i 
3SG-eat-T-POT-3SG 
'He wants to finish/leave off malc i rq him eat ' . 

(535) Sani-tyXVKi. 
sa-nicyee-mmry-r@$y-t&Viyni i 
3SG-t;l~T+OT-CAUS-3SG 
'He mks him want to finish tdlking. 

Following disccrssian of Set I1 clitic reference arrd order of 

arguments in -WY causative ccmstructions in Section 5.11.2, and 

discussion of potential/optative -* in Section 5.12, I will 

return to discussion of scape w i t h i n  the verb. 

5.11.2. Set I1 reference and order of arguments with - tMy  

-ti-'' 

In this section I discuss use of Set I1 clitics to refer to 

causees and patients of caused events, and order of causee and 

patient -ts of caused events. In essatives formed on univalent 

verb st-, the causee is treated as the direct object of an ordinary 

divdlent clause. When &finite, the noun phrase encoding the causee 



is preceded by a Set I1 clitic. The Set I clitic on the verb agrees 

with the causer, as in (523) "LhroiG (527) 

5.11.2.1. 'IWo object causatives when one object is nonspecific 

A trivalent clause results &en a causative is made from a 

divalent verb stem. There is a -tic tendency in object 

clauses for one object to be specific and animate while the other is 

v i f i c  and almost never human. In this case, the specific 

object is referenced by a Set I1 clitic. If only one of the objects 

is specific, it is generally the causee. However, it need not be, as 

(536) &ms. The sense of -tbniy in (536) is 'to ailawl rather than 

strictly causation. 

(536) RiMiity3niy d W y u .  
riy+iiy-thiy mmndlii-miy-yit 
3PL-f inish-CAUS enemy-PL- 
'The enemies all- (scaaeane) to finish them off' . 
*'Theyi allowed the enemies to finish themi off I .  

If the ptient of the caused event is nonspecific, it cannot be 

referred to with an enclitic. Noun enc- the causee and 

the patient of the caused event may occur either in the order CAUSEE 

- PATIENT OF CAUSED EVENT or its reverse, regardless of specificity. 

This is shcwn in (537) and (538) (01 = causee; O2 = patient of caused 

event). However, the preferred form is for the nonspecific object 

not referenced by the clitic to occur first, as in (537). Recall that 

Set I1 clitics attach to whatever M a t e l y  precdes them, whether 

this is the verb, subject, or scare other element, though they form a 



syntactic constituent w i t h  wha t  follcms. In (537) the Set I1 clitic 

attaches to the non-sp=ific object quiiv3 'fish'. 

(537) Riimiityfrniy quii-i Janita. 
ray- j imyiy-tSniy quiie-ni i 

O241 

ISG-eat-CAUS fish-3% Anita 
'1 make Anita eat fish'. 

(538) Riimii-i Janita quii*. 
ray- j imyiy-tdniy-ni i 

0142 

ISEeat-CAUS-3% Anita fish 
'I malce Anita eat fish'. 

If me object is referenced only by a Set I1 clitic without an 

accampanying noun phrase, the clitic mst cane finally in the clause 

(539) Riimiity2miy quii* m k a j d i .  
ray- j imyiy-My mka- j~rm-ni i O2-Ol 

ISG-eat-CAUSE fish go :dam<: place-LOC-3SG 
'1 rmke him/her eat fish at the port'. 

5.11.2.2. Tvm object causativeis when both objects are specific. 

When both objects are specific, both may be referred to with Set 

I1 clitics (underlined) , with or without acccsnpanying noun phrases. 

Syntactic constituency is indicated by brackets. 

(540) RactntUtaSn[fLii Jani ta] [E d jay] . 
my-suuta-tSniy-ni i Jani t a - ~  
lSG-vash-CAUSE-3% Laita-INAN cloth 
'I make Anita vash the clothes'. 

Whm just clitics or pronouns are used, reference to the causee 

precedes reference to the patient of the caused event: 



(541) SiimiiQcSnf5iira. 
sa- j imyiy-taniy-ni i-r3 
3SG-eat--3SG-IEIAN 
'He makes him eat it1. 

( 542) T a & a  ~rmty5dSsiy m. ( M I  
rumuy-Wy- jaiy m-2. 

Tan spill-CAUS3-~ lSG-INAN 
'Tan nrade nre spill it1. 

Al- it Is possible to reference both objects with clitics, 

in context the pferred for- is to refer to one of the objects by 

mearrs of a clitic a d  to use a bare noun @rase with no ac-ing 

clitic for the other ( for third persons) , even the@ both m y  be 

specific. Wchever object is ref- to by the clitic comes 

finally in the clause, regardless of whether it is the causee or the 

patient of the caused event. In ambigums eses where both -if ic 

objects have the same mmber, person, and animacy, the Set I1 clitic 

is preferably interpreted as referring to the causee. This is due to 

a cluster of properties associated with causees, sane universal and 

some qecific to Yagua. First, - are more likely animate than 
are patients of caused events. Thus causees are generally higher in 

inherent topiaity than are patients of caused events (cf. 

Silverstein 1976). Seccnd, causees are generally animate and can act 

vbliticolally. In contrast, patients of caused events could be 

' kte and/or m-volitional. Causees are thus more likely to be 

entities talked about through a longer portion of the! discourse, 

given that they can act volitionally. Thus they are more likely to 

be highly topical in the sense that they are mre highly continuous 

thraughout the discourse (cf . Giv6.n 1983) , ard are more likely to be 
what the text or subtext is about, relative to patients of caused 



events. Third, highly topical participants that are in the hearer's 

corrscimsness are encoded with the m~st atterruated device possible in 

the given context. This is mtivated by Haiman8s (1983) econcanic 

principle: Infomatian -&dr is known should be mentioned in the mst 

attenuated manner pcssible, even to the point of canplete ellipsis. 

Thus, when there are tK, object participants in the s a ~  clause, the 

causee is preferably encoded w i t h  a clitic since it is more likely to 

be highly topical and be already in the hearer's consciousness. This 

becames crucial in interpreting same examples below. 

First of all, consider (543) . Causees have subject properties 

(or more precisely, Set I argument properties) to the extent that 

they can control =& 3 . .  tf sc& , even they they are 

morphologically encolied as direct objects: 

(543) RiimiitySfBii Anita jiquii*. 
ray- j imyiy-tdniy-ni i j iy-quii* 
lSG-eat~3SG Anita COR-fish 
'1 make Anitai eat heri fish'. 
*'I - heri fish eat Anitai. 

The starred reading in (543) is -tically ~ a u s .  But in 

addition, Anita is referenced w i t h  the Set I1 clitic g, with the 

resultant interpretation that Anita, n ~ t  her fish, is the causee. 

In both (544) and (545) saquii* Anlta is a genitive constituent 

'Anita's fish8. The clitic is construed as coreferential with the 

next preceding Set I argment. In both cases this is Anita. In ( 544) 

there is no Set I1 clitic 'third singular ' prec&ing either 

object w t .  The pragmatically most likely interpretation is 

that Anita will do the eating. Thus refers to the causee Anita. 



(544) Y?? jimiityaniy [saquiie Anitalp. 
jiy- jimyiy-Wy sa-quii* Anita* 
2SG-IRR eat- 3SG-fish Anita-CORO 
'Make heri eat Anita'si fish'. 

In (545) is interpreted as referring to the patient of the caused 

event which is still Anita. This is because the Set I1 clitic & 

precedes SaCNii* Anita 'Anita's fish', w i t h  the cosrsequent 

interpretation that m i *  Anita must be the causee. 

(545) Y- jimiitSn[PLIi [SaqUii* Anita] IYU. 
j iy-9 j imyiy --y-ni i sa-i* Anita-yi 
2SG-IRR eatX.T-3SG 3s-fish Anita-CORO 
'Make Anita'si fish eat herit. 

Clitic ref- to the causee can be anitted, with resulting 

f d  ambiguity when both the subject and the causee are third 

(546) m - i ~  Aldricara. 
sa-nmnry-tdsliy- j&si Aldrico-1-a 
3SGspill-CAUS-PROSU Alchico-INAN 
'Alchim made (saneone) spill it' . 
OR: 'He made Alchim spill it' . 

If Alchico is taken as the subject in (546) then all formdl reference 

to the causee has been aaitted. The interpretation of (547) is 

parallel except that the Set I1 clitic refers to an animate 

participant which is -refore interpretable as the causee. 



(547) Siimiity&riy quiiwi. 
sa- jimyiy-wy @i@-ni i 
3SG-eat-CAUS fish-3SG 
'The fish is makbg him eatf. 
OR: 'He makes the fish eat it (animate)'. 

IIowver, the -ticality of (548) indicates that anissim of all 

reference to the causee is not nonadlly acceptable. 

(548) *SiimiityhMi quiJ.v+. 
sa- j imyiy-Wy-ni i 
3SG-eat-CAUS-3% fish 
'He is makirg him eat the fish'. 
(where -nfl axd cruiivi3 are coreferential) 

The suffix -rWy sqrresses both potential (able to) and optative 

(expressingawish) moods. It may also express the meaning 'to 

think'. Here I gloss it as 'potential' (POT) .I6 As with the causative 

--y, -rWw has saae freedan of placement. It generally follms 

ITERATIVITY suffixes ard preferably precedes UNBOUNDED HWEMENT 

(549) Si-. 
sa-jimiy-M 
3sG-Bat-POT 
'He wants to eat'. / 'He can eat'. 

(550) Siimiiwtyityiiy. 
sa- jimyiy-**-ti tyiiy 
3SG-eat-FUT-ing : directly 
'He wwts to eat going a.lcolgf . 
But : 
?Siimiityityimi. 
sa- jimyiy-ti tyiiy-~QI& 
3SG-eat-going: directly-POT 

-W preferably precedes the IMPERFECI?VITY suffixes : 



(551) Raw&@- . . 
1. 

ray-tood.liy-@irJ-nm-jada-nii 
1SG-leave-POT-IWF-PAST3-3% 
'I wmted to leave him (long ago)'. 

It both precedes and follms the completive -rmnry. Ccanpare (552) and 

(553) . It both precedes and follaws - W y  as in (552a) and (55213) . 
Note t h i  lzck of clear scope differences in (552a) and ( 552b) : 

'Hewants tomakefiim eat everything'. 
OR: 'He wants him to finish eating'. 

there are clear differences in scope interpretation, 

aspectual suffixes to the right of -rQQy have wid-r sccpe, as in 

(553 . -FXxtiy has scape over aspectual suffixes to its left, as in 

(553) Saquii-m-. 
sa-quiivQirJ--su-~&-muuy-maa 
3SG-deceive-TRNS-POT-CCWLT-PERF 
'He has stopped wanting to deceive'. 

(554) R a d n r u m  . - v=w. 
ray-suuta-muuy-rQ&-6 
I SG-wash-CCNPLT-POT-inan 
'1 want to stop washing it1. 

Hmever, scope differences are subtle on verbs with complex 

morphology. When two verb forms differ just in the order of two 

suffixes and both fons are acceptable, judgments as to differences 

in meaning of the verb fons may not be sharp. , For example, the 



language consultant has claimed that the follcrwing do not differ in 

meaning: 

Both: 'He stops wanting to maloe him sleep' . 
Although t! correspcadence between the nrorphemes and meaning of 

tbe sentence is not entirely clear to me in ( 5 5 6 ) ,  it is clearly a 

good sentence. This shocls that - q o c c u r m r e  -once h a  

given verb form. 

(556) S i i m i m w  - - i. 
sa- j imyiy-~-t&riy-muuy-~ni i 
3SG-eat-POT--T-POT-3SG 
'He wants him to finish eating quickly'. 
: 'He. thinks that hei should finish mdking him 
eat b. 

As in (552)  a d  ( 5 5 6 ) ,  -diiy may precede or follcw the causative 

-Wy,  resulting in sanetimes subtle meaning differences. Nonually 

- W y  plus wbatever suffixes occur to the right of it are attributed 

to the causer, whereas the action of the verb root and any suffixes 

which occur between the W)OT am3 before -t&iy are attributed to +& 

Causee. Canpare the follawing examples: 

(557) siimyiryqqty- - yuufiii 
sa- j imyiy-eijy-ISdy-muuy-ni i 
3SG-eat-POTa-CCMPLT-3SG 
'He finished making him want to eat'. 



( 558 ) Sihyhymty&iry@@X i . 
sa- j imyiy-mmy-t&liy-w-ni i 
3SGeat-C(3FLT4AUS-POT-3SG 
'He wants to m a k  him finish eating'. 

(559) - m i .  
sa-m-r(if$y-tWy-ni f 
~SGU-Y-~-CAUS-~SG 
'He makes him WaTlt to cry'. 

-1es such as (560) are perfectly acceptable, suggesting that 

+ -riiW can form a sten. As discussed in Section 5.10, 

su is quite restricted lexically. Almost without exception, it - 
occurs innnediately following the verb root. 

(560) Rameewmi. 
ray-ilTaay-~-su-d i 
1-1-POT-TRNS-3SG 
'I am making him/her want to sleep1 .17 

5.13. Conclusions regarding verbal morphology 

The presented in (380) is admittedly unsatisfactory. 

Members of the morpho-senrantic categories represented there do not 

always have a strict positional order w i t h  respect to mzmbers of 

other categories. Certain morphemes not represented in (380) are 

quite variable in possible positionirg relative to other 1110rphems. I 

have noted restrictions on possible suffix co-occurrences, but as of 

yet these also do not seeni very general. What are the principles 



&lying verb ccsnposition in Yagua? I do not have a q l e t e  answer 

to this, but wuld like to suggest several partial -rs. 

First, altbmgh it is possible to have mm?rous suffixes on a 

particular verb, in natural discomse it is uncamm for more than 

four suffixes to occur together, w i t h  one of these likely being a 

tense formative which is clearly verb-final. Alth~~gh this reduces 

interpretation problems, it still does not answer the questim as to 

h m  the speaker bows what suffix canbinations can occur and in what 

&. 
Seami, consider the i n f l e c t i d  - derivatid distinction as 

it applies to the verb. Which, if any, of these verbal suffixes are 

i n f l e c t i d ?  Sane would consider tense, mod, and/or 

aspect to be specified outside the verb since they have scope over 

the entire clause. (20r -le, they may be said to occur in an 

'inflectid node' (INFL) which is the head of the clause, or in the 

'clausal periphery' (Foley and Olson 1985).) If we u&erstand 

inflectional morphology to be that which is gwerned by sanething 

els3he.m in the clause or syntactic phrase ( S . Anderson 1982) , then 

wecansaythat, depedbgonthe language, inflectional processes 

spell terse out an the verb, w i t h  second position clitics, or by 

whatever the language-specific N-les specify. 

This approach may be -le for TENSE a d  perhaps MDDAL and 

em s a n e  IMPERFM=TIVITY suffixes in Yagua (though the extent to 

which the IMPERFECPMTY suffixes theuselves form a well-defined 

aspectual systan desemes further investigation). It is not clear 

that this -ch should be applied to BOUNDED and UNBOUNDED 



m, ITERATIVIlY, -, and LOCATIONAL suffixes, even 

though sane of these have considerable dspectual meanings. 

Semantically, use of many of these suffixes is more akin to 

c m p m d k ~  of verb roots or incorporation of directional adgmsitians 

or locatives. It is clear that sane, if not all, of these Y- 

suffixles are derived historidly f r a n  other verb roots. This is 

characteristic of aspect mr=phemes. Hmever, though the Y- 

suffixes do have aspectual meanings, most of the suffixes are not 

(yet) very bleached. The aspect is mre an inherent aspect , just as 

can be found in lexical verb roots. Yet use of these suffixes is not 

a canonical case of - 1 ' lg either, given that the suffixes 

cannot occur alone as verb roots. 

A further fact to consider is the variable pcsitidi of the 

m t l v e  -t6niy an3 the potential/optative -ririzy relative to most of 

these suff3xes. O t h e r  suffixes such as the BOUNDED and UNBOUNDED 

MNBENT suffixes show sane variation in position, sls ::Ith (*tie) 

differences in scope. This suggests that we are dealing wit! more 

than traditiunal inflection which, as far as I latow, is always very 

restrained as to the order or other mrphologid means (e-g. 

&hut) by which it can be expesed. But given the productivity of 

possible cambinatims, predictable meanhgs, and changes in order and 

scope of suffixes, we are also deal- w i t h  -thing more than 

prototypical derivation. It is unlikely that all the possible 

canbinations and orders muld be stored as such in the lexicon. It 

10- mre like syntax.'* Yet if we are forced (which I am not 

canvinced we are) to make a binary choice between inflection and 



derivation, the tladltiondl notion of derivation perhaps best 

characterizes the resultant meaning and properties. 

At this point the careful reader may be m i n g  why I have 

t d  the tzansitivity-related mrphology discussed in Section 5.10 

'DERIVATIONAL' in the schm presented in (380), and thus 

differentiated it frau other verbal morphology whi& is also not 

clearly inflectional. It is just that these are the most 

prototypically derivatiandl formatives. Except for the suffix -, 

the highly DERIVATIONAL morphology is lexically restricted and a 

consistent meaning associated w i t h  each formative is not transparent 

(though this deserves further research). Same of the fonnatives may 

derive verbs frcan nouns. Further, all these formatives occur 

imprpediately after the verb root. 

In sum, we may want to call all the verbdl suffixes except for 

TENSE (and perhaps a few others) 'derivational'. Yet there is a clear 

difference between the trarrsitivity-related DERIVATIONAL suffixes and 

the others. The fonner are highly lexically restricted. The others 

are productive except for cambhtians and co-occurrences which are 

ruled out by semantic criteria. The degree of productivity 

they evidence, the possible variation in order for same suffixes with 

attendant sape differences in interpretation, and the fact that sane 

suffixes such as -rWy ard may occur more than once in a given 

verb, point to the need to explore the ways in which this type of 

derivational morphology is like syntax. .It the very least, these 

properties argue strcxqly for a cyclical or level-oriented approach 

to verb fonmtion. The general conception of the Yagua verb I d d  



like tc -P is given in (561), brackets indicate cyclic 

levels w i t h i n  the verb. -=Ly ard -rGW particularly are not ordered 

relative to each other. When either of these suffixes occurs with any 

forr~atives other than TENSE ard M39At to the right, they &tion a 

new level of structure which is r e l m ~ t  for pquss of semantic 

scape interpretation. When -tbniy occurs, suffixes to its left and. 

the are predicated of the causee, while -WY ancl suffixgs to 

its right are predicated of the causer (keeping in mind the tendency 

of affixes to especially yield fuzzy readimp) . In 
(561) X -ts any series of suffixes other than the -t%v, 

-*, TENSE, ard MODAL -. 

(561) [ [ [ [EEOOT]-DERIV] ... X...](-wy)(-a)...X...]-TENSE 
There is a processing/prduction canstraint on (561), sharply 

limit- t k  actual mmber of suffixes that easily xcur on any one 

verb form in natural disc=---. l9 W t b r  additiunal levels need to 

be posited for Yagua is a matter for further research. 

A thild factor which may allm for apparent canplexity in the 

verb is what I term 'lexidized suffix ccpnplexes'. Pawley ard Sider 

( 1977) have suggested that in spolren mlish discourse, there are 

processing &/or production constrahts such that normdlly only one 

simple clause is 'planned' at a time. This partly constrains haw much 

navel information can be put together at ane time. thing which 

all- greater apparent cc~nplexity in fluent speech is reliance an 

memorized ( lexicalizd) lexical units I . By lexical unit they mean: 



... a morpheme or other form-meaning pairing which is stored 
in the long-term memory of the speaker, and which can be 
retrieved during encoding as a whole or by automatic 
chainhg, instead of being created out of independently 
retrieved form-meaning units. The concept corresponds only 
partly to 'lexical item1 or 'lexeme' as these ternts are 
usually conceived of. As ell as morphemes, wrds and 
idicmts, the class 'lexical unit1 includes many 
conventionally constructed phrases, clauses, and even 
clause sequences which the speaker has committed to memory. 

In my mn speech, lexicalized sentence frames include such things as 

'How did your day at ..... go?' This lexicalized sentence frame is 

pretty much retrieved as a whole, into which one novel piece of 

information is normally inserted at a time. The sentence may appear 

to have a greater degree information combined in a novel way than is 

actually there. 

SamEthing similar may be operative in Yagua verb formation. As 

evidence of this, there are strong production tendencies for certain 

affixes cr  clitics to co-occur, including ~ j a p a - ~  

CONTINUATIVE-HABITUAL = 'to do all of one's life' ; -rmnmrya 

C O M ~ L F I I I V E : P ~ C T  = 'have finished doing' ; and - n m u  

IMPERFECTIVE:PAST3 'used to do long ago'. As mentioned earlier, some 

speakers prefer not to have -muuy vrithout -=. These combinations 

and the relative ordering of their isolable subparts may be 

lexicalized. Ail possible combinations of Wbal suffixes, however, 

are not lexicalized. A laicalized suffix and clitic complex can be 

combined as a single unit with other suffixes, resulting in the 

appearance of more complex verb forms. As such lexicalized suffix and 

ciitic ccmrplexes occur time after time, there may be an increasing 

tendency for the subparts to occur contiguously, even when other 



suff-' of a theoretically separate 'position class' &auld be 

allclrmed to intervene. 

With regard to co-occurrence, restrictions on suffix 

combinations may be laryely semantic (except for the DERIVATIONAL 

category). This does not at first glance answer everything about 

canbinatian restrictions. For example, why should the Witual - 
not be able to co-occur w i t h  the distant past tense -janu/-jada? The 

answer here is that frcan an analytical point of view, the semantic 

memring of a form must be partly detmnined by what it can and cannot 

d i n e  with. Since the habitual cannot occur w i t h  any tense 

formative, it suggests that of its meaning is 'timelessness' or 

'thraughout all (of one's life) t-'. In other wrds, apparent 

idiosyncracies in coanbhtion possibilities may reveal the analyst Is 

lack of -tanding of the emic meaning associated with a form. 

Nevertkless, as w i t h  prototypically derivational marpholcgy, we may 

assunae some things are simply idiasyncratic, regardless of w h a t  one 

might have predicted tq be possible an the basis of wbt appears to 

'make sense1 semantically. 



The -referential clitics & and are also anplayed in 
indirect "icm~rse canplements, which are not ncanindlized. In 
indirect discaurse cemplernents tense can be marked independently froan 
that of the main predicatian (Section 2.11.6). 

AlthPugfi sane itezativity f-ti- may have aspectudl 
nreanings and may be fairly productive, they may still fonn 
lsricalized s t 5  w i t h  verb roots. I have no clear examples of 

and IMPERFM311IVITY morphology occufiing in ncaninalized 
forms, ard none surface inthePcrwlisonconcordance. This. is quite 
striking gi- that dizations w i t h  -jada/- jam are frequent in 
text. 

S C- are an m i o n .  Pr intmmsitive subject ( ' 5 '  in 
~ixon's 1379 terms) is in an overt object form, ard thus may occur at 
the erd of the clause (Section 2.1.2). 

Foley and Olson also hypothesize that there is a difference in 
scape between core versus nuclear -tors. Nuclear operators are 
aspctud inflections, whereascoreopexatorsmaybentc f i th ing~as  
manner adverbials, at least in wlish. 

5 ~ - - t r o ~ t h e ~ 0 f ~  d ,  - 
they appear in a surface object fonn. See example (543) where Anita 
is preeded by the Set I1 clitic a, but the index of iiy- is 
construe3 as coreferential w i t h  Anita. 

Cunstituent connaaad (c-) is defined as: 'X czcnrmands Y 
if and only if the first bra- node daminating X dominates Y, and 
X does not dQninate Y, nor Y, X' (cf. Fadford 1981:314). The notions 
of y t  and c-cearmand are ceanmonly invoked to account for 
reference restrictians m aMpharic devices such as jiy and %. I 
will not pursue this line of analysis here, as my purpose is simply 
to discuss whether  or not positing a structural VP containing the 
object will help to account for the assymetry in what can control the 
iru3ex of * and *. 

T. F'ayne ( 1985) argues that pragmatic hctors alone will 
suffice. I believe a canbination of pragmatic and syntactic factors 
must be acknowledged. Clearly the difference between Set I arguments 
and objects is (in part) syntactic. !%xrd, there are sentences where 
t m  pcssible interpretations exist, a d  others where only one 
possible interpretatim exists. The difference probably lies in the 
fact that when there is only me ~ i b l e  reading, pragmatic and 
syntactic factors comerye an a single antecedent. But when there are 
tK, , pragmatic and syntactic factors favor different 
ant=Third, in the text presented in Appadix 111, I suggest 
that non-use of a coreferential clitic in one clause where there are 
coreferential referents may kzve to do with embedding of a possessor 



inside a postpositional phrase. Consequently, the possessor m Y  be 
'too far down' in the structure to control the index of a 
coreferential clitic. 

It is actually too simplistic to think of their being a binary 
distinction between 'transitive' verbs which are subcategorized for 
objects, versus ' intransitive' verbs which are not, or even a 
three-way distinction be- 'intransitive', 'transitive', and 
'ditrarrsitive' verbs. In Doris Payne (1985a ) I show that there are a 
minimum of nine lexical subcategorization types attested for Yagua 
vefbs, and there are more subtleties to be accounted for than what I 
have argued for there. But it maybe that 1 give extra coding 
or in some other uay raderscore a m t  bas=tinction be- 
verbs which can take one, versus tw (or possibly three) arguments. 
For ewmple, many languages, Yagua included, have only t m  (and 
sanetimes three) sets of formatives for encoding direct 
(subcategorized and selectionally restricted) ~ ~ t s  of the verb, 
either in tenns of verbdl cross-referencing or case formatives on 
noun phmses. Regardless of the plethola of subcategorization 
possibilities which may be evidenced in other ways, any given verb 
root or stem must scmehcxlJ fit w i t h i n  that basic level of 
subcategorization possibilities which is related to the existence of 
just those tK) sets of argument encodiq possibilities. 

The distant past formative -jam/-jada is iscaporphic w i t h  the 
inf initival/participial IbePnindlizer -jam/-jada. 

Although the more surface form of (466) is written w i t h  a 
short vowel at the point co- to -numaa - which is how I 
heard it - distwshing vowel length has been a notorlaus problem. 

l1 Sufficient infomation is not avxilable to determine with 
cerbinty that -n im pasitidly belongs w i t h  the other ITERATTVE 
m o m .  Given its semantic parallelism, howver, I assume so. 

l2 Ccrnitative obliques wfiich encode animate participants are 
often lnarked by the postpasition -ji-, rather than -ta. However, 
animate canitative participants may be referred to% &a oblique 
phrases. The coditions under which rather than 5 i q  is used 
for 'camitative' remain unstudied. 

l3 As an alternative to the tw &hypAdis, one might wish 
to posit a 'derivational' analysis for the idiosyncratic cases of L a  
and a ' mfornrational ' analysis for those cases v h r e  the meanin2 
is totally predictable. In the trarrsformaticlndl analysis, &a as a 
verbdl suffix vmild be derived from clauses in M c h  it occurs as an 
instnmental/canitative postposition on a noun phrase. Even if one 
should wish to pursue this, wi- tzaditimal analyses the 
trarrsfornrational 2 d d  still have to be considered deri~tional 
when it canes to putting syntax and vard formatian together. First, 
-ta occurs exactly where other highly derivationdl morphology does, - 
between the verb root a d  other mrphology which is also best taken 



as derivational (suchas the LCCATION, m, -, and 
other formatives) . It does not occur towards the periphery of the 
verb where we usually expect inflectional morphology to occur. 
M, we might expzt that transformationally induced morphology at 
the very least should occur farther fKHn the mot than 
m-transformationally induced derivational morphology - if the 
reverse were the case w vmld have to be arguing for 
transformational deri~tion in the lexicon, sanething akin to 
tmnsfozmatid derivation of the city's destruction fkm (saneone) 
destroyed the city. Haulwer, it is not clear that one vuuld want to 
argue that the LOCATION, PWEMENT, and fomatives are 
transfozmationally motivated, and these can aniy follow s. One 
reason for positing a txansfannationdl account is based on a 
reductianist philasophy: &en meanings are the same, they must come 
frcm the same structure at sane -lying level, particularly if the 
relatianship seems to be productive and the meanbgs predictable. 
(But frcmn a discourse perspective the two simxtmes as represented 
by pairs like (501a) and (b) do not have the same 'meaning'. Choice 
of 5 in the verb in cases 1- (501b) is probably based on 
discourse contexts where the semantic instnmrent is given, definite, 
and highly thematic or 'in pefspective' (Flllmare 1977). ) Even though 
certain mrphology may be productive and predictable in meaning, 
these are not sufficient criteria to say that the formative in 
question is not derivational (see Chapter 4 a d  S. Anderson 1982). 
This is not to deny that v m d  forms are not related in the lexicon. 
T i m  'lie down' anl tirvoota 'lie dam w i t h '  are just as much 
related as jum3iy 'look8 and junWtM 'observe closely' or 'take care 
of'. 

l4 Muysken (1981:306) notes that in Qwchua verb formation, the 
interaction of aspectual formatives with the causative formative also 
provides difficulties for a strictly cylical apprcach to -tic 
interpretation of the resultant £om. 

1 thank Tan Payne for original elicitation and helpful 
discussion of much of the data in this section. 

l6 The preverbal mcdal vhay 'possibility' can be used just to 
inUcate the potential (ability to) mocd: 

v&~y ranicyee. 
ray-nicyee 

NEG able lSG-talk 
'I can't talk / I am riot able to talk'. 
*'I h ' t  vant to talk'. 

As additional evidence that -maarvidFI is a -1ex sten, our 
language consultant translated this with one wrd denrelar ' to keep 
vigil' or 'to stay auake'. Perhaps the ides is that I am mking the 
causee vant to sleep by virtue of not letting him or her sleep. 



l8 !&ran* (1985) suggests that causative formation in nmwzmus 
languages, including strictly morphological causation, is the result 
of 'mrphological merger1 of underlyingly distinct syntactic 
elements. This general approach has 1- been eqoused by scholars of 
Eskimol-,and has pmnise for the Yagua data. -r, 
mrphological causation should be differentiated in a pincipled way 
fram analytical causation, particularly when both occur in the same 
1-, such that one, but not the other, morphological -. It is also not clear to me the extent to which this sort of 
analysis &auld be ext- to all categories of possible 'higher 
predicates', without recreating Generative Semantics: in Yagua verb 
formation, the potential/aptative -miW ard other suffixes also show 
variable positioiring and attendant scope difference . 

l9 A similar principle could not be mtivated for all 1-. 
The Preadhe Aravalcan laxqwges, for exaxple, seem to allow a much 
greater mmber of suffixes than Yagua. I have not, hawever, seen any 
data on the mean/median number of suffixes occurring on verbs in 
actual natural -. 



Chapter 6: F'ragxmtic Fact- Motivat- Order Variation 

In Chapters 2 through 5 I have discussed major morphosyntaetic 

pbencrmeM w i t h i n  clauses ard wbcanstituents of clauses. In this 

chapter I consider pragmatic p h e ~ n n e ~  as they correlate with 

variations in struchrre and order. 

Largely following Dooley (1982), I define p-tic structure as 

the organization of a linguistic unit (e.g. a clause or sentence) as 

it indicates hcuJ the speaker inter& the hearer to relate the unit, 

or parts of the tmit, to the context. Context includes the previous 

portion of the discourse, 'prior texts' shared by the speaker and 

hearer (Bedcer 1979:244), cultural Irnawledge, deicticallyqiven 

infomation, and also the projected developnent of the discourse 

insofar as the speaker can anticipate or plan for this. Motivations 

for choosing certain -tic and nrorphcqntactic structurings 

deperd on what the speaker assumes is the current cognitive status of 

informatian in the mind of the hearer and how the speaker wishes to 

nrodify or manipulate that. To give OPLQ -le, trased on contextually 

given informatim the speaker may assunae that the hearer holds a 

certain propsition f(x) to be the case. The spealaer may choose a 

construction which conveys single focus contrast (Section 6.4.1) in 

an effort to get the hearer to substitute the information y for x in 

the of the proposition f.' 



In the course of this chapter I will discuss same aspects of 

Yagua narrative discourse as they relate to pragmatic structuring, 

though I will not pursue a cmplete investigation here. Section 6.1 

briefly presents the major features of unmarked -tic structure 

in the clziss. lkmeuer, my primary purpose is to investigate 

pragmatic factors which mtivate ccmrstituent o* variation. The 

allowable variations in syntactic order and the pragmatic 'ccnditions 

mder which these occur suggest that there is a marked pragmatic 

struchrre option for the (nuclear) predicatian (Sections 6.2 through 

6.5). This consists of one v b d l  constituent of any syntactic 

r' of the predication. The 'remainder role plus the I- I is 

possibly followed by, or int-trsd by, an echo of the preverbal 

cmstituent. Section 6.6 discuses the frequency distribution of 

syntactic constituent orders and aspects of overt noun phrase versus 

clitic reference to p;irticipants. The specifiable pragmatic 

ccaditions under which constituents occur in preverbal position, plus 

the frequency data, together argue that verb initial order is basic. 

Section 6.7 discusses pragmatic and sane syntactic factors accounting 

for relative ordering of object and oblique (including 

postpositional) phrases. 

6.1. Generdl pragmatic structure of Yagua clauses 

In pragmatic tenns, Yagua clauses (or sentences) can have 

Cmmxtive, Delimiting, Nuclear, and Clarification cxonponents. The 

Nuclear canpanent or predication is essentially the verb, its direct 

(selectiordly restricted or subcategorize?) and oblique (i.e., 



non-direct) axyuments, and certain aspect& and modal  operators 

which have scope over the verb plus its arguments. 

Connectives are elements such as conjunctions or sequence 

phrases which tie the predication in with the preceding context. 

Delimiting canpments limit the applicability of the nuclear 

predication to same restricted area in the addressee's referential 

field (Dooley 1982:310; cf. also Chafe 1976:50 an 'topic'). Unlike 

rnrclear arguments, a non-nuclear delimiting element is not 

necessarily related to the nucleus by the semantic case or 

subcategorization frame of the verb.2 Clarificatim includes @rases 

which further speci~3- the i&tity cf , cr -rttler delimit, sane 

elenrent of the nucleus. In (563d) belmv, for example, the 

clarification phrase jiirvoonu 'bushmaster's poison' further 

specifies the identity of the possessor previously indicated just 

w i t h  the third person singular Set I clitic in sa-r;lva~ 'his 

poisan'. 3 

Whenever t w  or naore pragmatic capments occur in a sentence, 

-tic function atd senantic scope group the campnents into some 

type of constituent stmctme (Dooley 1982:308). The overall 

pragmatic structuring of Yagua clauses can be diagramed as in (562). 

The non-nuclear delmting canpment can consist of a phrase such as 

a locative or the expression, or a conditional or adverbial clause 

which has a delimiting function relative to the nuclear predication. 

(562) [Connective [Nan-Nuclear Delimiting 

[Nucleus] Clarification] Connective' ] 



Clause (d) of (563) illustratss all except the non-nuclear delimiting 

cmponent. The connective element rdmutiy 'therefore' logically 

refers back to the situation expressed in (5634 and (563c) in which 

a careless child made the bustmnaster spill his poisan, thus 

explaining how there came to be other pisamus, biting, and stinging 

animals in the jungle. The last ccanective' elenrent e i y  in (563d) 

Is more sequential in firnction than m t i y  (which indicates a 

logical relation). Vdriy irdicates hcrw the expression in (563d) 

relates in terns of temporal progression to whzit preceded in (563~). 

W j m y  &cheenu 'musmqui-eaten ones orphan' (i.e. the orphan of 

the one eaten by the msmqui nrmkey) is a p m p e r  name. 

(563) a. Nliniy Mudmjimyiy Bacheemraf'iiy j-. 
nii-niy mucfio- jimyiy jan5px-m-jada 
3sG-NIY musmuqui-eaten orphan MAI;F ruin-PAST3 
'He the r6ximqu 
(ev6;yuLlr9). 

'-eaten-mes~rphan~ mined 

b. r$$mXcya 
my- j --& 
1sG-obse-INAN 
'I see it 

c. niitiy rumity6deeda ji i m  jiry+-. 
nii-tiy rumiy-my-jada jiiryocmi-& jly-ev?? 
3 S T I Y  spill-CAUS-PASM bushmaster-INAN COR-poisan 
'that hei made the bushmasterj spill hisj pison. 

c .  [CONNM=TIVE 
Rhntiy 
' Theref ore 

[ [ [  . . . . . . . . . . .  MlcLrms . . . . . . . . . . . . I  
rimvW?@a ~M-Y ~ & U U  -?w 
riy-~tya- jada ~?+V*Y r+mu sa-r-q 
3PT,-paint:pis~pl-PAST3 fer:de:lance-PL INAN-LO2 3SG-wison 
' the fer-de-1- painted there his - poison, 

J 



. CLARIFIcA.i!ION . ] CONNECrIvE' 1 1 
jiiryoanu r- W i y  
bushmaster poison then 
the budmaster's poisun, then. ' (1x048 ) j 

The initial connective and the non-nuclear delimiting cmpnent 

rarely co-occur in naturally occurring discourse. The followi.ng 

example (the smrae as (40) of Chapter 2) illustrates a time phrase in 

delimiting functian. m t i v e  delimiting phrases also occur. 

(564) [ . . m - m  D-ING . [ . . . . . NUCLEUS . . . . ] ] 
Tg jquii j 5 r ~ ~ -  ji) sa-tiwta- jaH?-x& 
ane:ANIM: SG month-extent :of -AL 3SG-lie: down-INST-ITER-INAN 
'For a whole month he was laid up (in bed) w i t h  it' . (KTOO5) 

The following example (the same as (25) of Chapter 2) illustrates a 

delimiting element coreferential w i t h  the nuclear subject. Delimiting 

elements coreferential with nuclear objects and obliques also occur. 

(565) [ . . . NON-NUCUWt DELIMITING . . . 
qigjyo s@Ssifliy, w- jo sa- j-iy-niy 

vJaSP bite4 : place 3SG-knee-in 

'The wasp bite in his knee, it swelled up big'. (KT004) 

Within the nucleus it is possible to have marked or unmarked 

-tic structuring. In pragmatically m k e d  predicatirms 

Verb-(Subject)-(Object) syntactic role order is employed (though 

there is potential variation in relative order of direct and oblique 

objects; Section 6.7). This is illustrated in the rmclear portion of 

(563d) above, and will be argued for in Sections 6.2 & 6.6.4 



6.2. The pragmatically marked nucleus 

For Yagua I define 'subject' as the confluence of ' S f  and 'A' in 

the sense of Dkmn (1979), and 'object' as Dixon's '0' (see 

discussion in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2) . In transitive clauses, the 
-.- .._ 

orders VAO, AVO, OVA, and Oblique-V. can occur when full noun 

phrases are used. When obliques occur -tally, they may either 

precede or follow the direct object (this is explored further in 

Section 6.7) . In intransitive clauses, SV-Oblique and Oblique-VS 

orders can occur when full naun phrases are used. In both transitive 

ard intransitive clauses, elenents of rmun phrases may occur 

preverbally, discontinuous fran the rest of their postverbal 

constituent. This section rmd Sections 6.3 and 6.4 are an attempt to 

discover the ccaditions and factors mtivating these different 

syntactic orders. 

I start w i t h  the assumption that there is a pragmatic difference 

be- (1) making an assertion (either ccmtaining all new 

infomation or a mixture of given a d  new information) where the 

predicate is part of the assertion, versus ( 2) correcting, adding or 

filling in missing information, or sirply restating information, 

where the major portion of the predication (usually including the 

predicatej is aiready an. is not asserted. I suggest that 

the basic difference between these two types of predications is one 

of bit or 'neutrdll versus 'non-neutral1 pragmatic force relative 

to the speaker's intent to manipulate the information store of the 

hearer. In the non-neutral situation, the spaker takes more for 

granted in terms of what the hearer holds to be true (or at least 



will accept without challenging), and the speaker takes pains to 

modify in sane specific way &t the hearer (supposedly) takes for 

granted. At the very 1-t , ( 1) is much more frequent than ( 2) in 

Yagua narrative discourse. Presumably the statistical difference 

correlates with a difference in the degree to which one is a more 

neutml or basic connmrnlcative function. 

A seccad major type of markedness irnrolves semantic operations. 

Here I will simply claim (ard not further justify) that negation is 

semantically more marked than positive assertion. Additionally, 

hightening the degree of an exgmsed quality is a more marked 

semantic operation than simply expressing that quality. In Yagua, 

neutral @cations of either the -tic or semantic variety 

occur overwfielmhgly with V(A)(O) or V(S) orders, while non-neutral 

aaes are facad to occur with alternative orders. Substantiating 

statistics will be presented in Section 6.5 below. 

Before identifying the specific pragmatic and -tic 

conditions which correlate with mn-verbinitial orders, I will 

present a geserd averview of what I conclude is the marked pragmatic 

nuclear structure. This consists of a 'pragmatically m k e d '  (PM) 

canponent follawed by the 'remaiderJ (RM) of the nucleus. The 

pragmatically maz-ked canpcchent may be echoed in a final PM' ccanponent 

which follous, or perhaps very occasionally interrupts, the 

remainder of the nucleus. The echo is generally limited to one or two 

mrds. Very, very rarely the PM' ccmpoaaent may occur without the PM 

cmponent. This echo is characteristic of information questions but 

also ccc;rs in other pragmatically marked situations. Thuugh 



'characteristic,' it is not clear to m e  how well the echo is 

integrated into the syntactic structure of the clause. Order and 

ccatstituency within the marked pragmatic nucleus is represented in 

(566). 

As miat be suggested by the bradceting in both (562) anc? (566), the 

pragnatic constituent structure closely parallels the syntactic 

structure posited in (42) of Chapter 2, which describes order and 

constituency when full noun phrases (or free pronouns) are used. Such 

parallelism should not be surprising, as syntactic structure is in 

part the result of graamraticization (over the) of semantic scope and 

pragnmtic function relations. That is, as the numter of tokens 

evidencing a particular pragmatic function or semantic scope relation 

increases in natudly occurring discourse, such a recurring relation 

or pattern provides one of pressme towards actual 

grannnaticization of a syntactic configuration paralleling the 

semantic or pragmatic canfiguration. 

In the follcrwing example, clause (b) illustrates the 

pragmaticdlly marked nuclear structure: 



(a) He said "t@, t@, tw." (b) F r w t l ~  
he spoke, frequently' . (rn86-0873 

When arguments which are subcategorized or selecticlndlly 

restricted by the case frame of the verb occur' the FM position, 

they are not resumptively referenced by Set I ard Set I1 clitics (see 

also Section 2.1.1): 

(568) [ . PM . [ . . . . . m .  . . . . ] ] 
xc~a r?? jmWiyiiy. 

ray-? juniiuy-diiy 
trap 1s - IRR see-PRIORATIVE 
'The trap, I 'm go* to see first . 

There are nine or more specific -tic and semantic 

conditions which correlate with preverbal placement of some 

constituent of the nuclear predication. Thgse are illustrated in 

Sectians 6 .4 .1  thmtqh 6.4.7. Though different conditions can be 

identified, the fact that they all correlate with encoding of 

information in preverbal position, and the fact that all syntactic 

roles (subject, object, and oblique) are fourd there, suggests that 

what is emic to the Yagua system may be simply the 'pragmatically 

marked1 status of the predication or of the information encoded in 

preverbal position. The more specific d t i a n s  that can be 

identified are in a sense 'etic', at least w i t h  regard to order. 

Fmicization just of 'pragmatically marked' status in grarrmrar is not 

universal. In other languages (cf. katters 1979 on Aghem) different 



marked -tic conditions may correlate with different encoding 

patterns. 6 

6.3. Pragmatic function of the PM' cmponent 

The FM' ampnent gives added cammicative or cognitive 

salience to the element o c c m i r g  in the PM position. The hearer's 

attention is particularly called to that item of information by 

virtue of its repetition.' The PM' canpanent is camonly employed 

(thuugh not required) in inf~nuation questions, as in (569) . 
(Vocative elements a d  interjectlas such as 'no!' do not clearly 

pertain to any p-tic constituent. ) 

(569) [ . . . PM . . . [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ] 
mtya~a musifh sadii- rajy$@w~, 
mityara musiy-na s a 4  iy- jada ray- j#y-bay, 
haw fran-now 3SG-die-PAST3 1SG-father-deceased 

(VOCATIVE) . . . P M 1 . . . ]  
D i w ,  mi- musiy? 
fiw raityaIa musiy 
Mother ha4 fram 

'Fran wbt MUJ did my father die, Mother, fran 
what?'  (LX002) 

Example (567b) above involves an adverb in the FM and FM' cclmponents 

and is ar. 2rt~rwce of &ded detail restatement based on the assertion 

made in (5S7a) (Section 6.4.4). The PM' ccanponent not arily gives 

added salience to the adverb in the FM position, but also iconically 

frequency- 



6.4. Pragmatic functions of the FM ccrnponent 

The PA-tically Wked (PM) canpa~nt lsay encode a subject, an 

object, a postpsitianal or other oblique phrase, an adverb, or a 

modifier w h i c h  is discontinuous frm the rest of its postverbdl noun 

or adpsitianal phrase. Phrases in the PM position generally contain 

given and/or definite information. Houllwer, new information can be 

introdxed into the discowe in preverbal positian if it is 

simultaneously in one of the fi~llowing pragmatically or semantically 

marlced relations: single focus contrast, multiple (usually double) 

focus contrast, amnter expectation, restatanent, added detail 

restatement, questions and answers to information questions, a 

threat, an assertion which is counter to cultural or situational 

expectations, negation of the constituent, hightened degree of the 

quality expmsed by a constituent, and perhaps other m-neutral 

ccammmicative intents. 

There has been sane discussion in the literature as to whether 

1- with 'flat ' syntactic structure easily allm discontinuous 

constituents ( W e  1982). As just mentioned, discontinuous 

sckonstltuents of ~loun and postpositional phrases may occur in the 

pragmatically marked (FM) positik, separated frm the rest of their 

noun phrase as in examples (580), (590), (594), and (598). This is 

not particularly frequent in discourse given that it occurs only 

under pragmatically or semantically marked cdtians. I know of no 

other ccaditims w h i c h  elements of noun or postpositional 

phrases may be discontinuous fran the rest of their phrase. 

(Paratactic clarificatory phrases which come at the end of a clause 



are probably best viewed as ccnnpletely separate syntactic 

constituents from the phrase they clarify. ) 

6.4.1. Single focus contrast and other sixqle focus subtypes 

Contrast has been defined by Chafe (1976) as a situation where 

(a) there is saare pmpcsitimal 'baclqFarad lolauledge' in the 

hearer's mind but scmre item of information is missing or incorrectly 

assumed in that -ition, (b) there is a limited set of 

possibilities in the adresee's mird as to candidates which cauld 

supply the missing information, ard ( c) the spealoer asserts .which 

candidate is the correct one. It is possible that the speaker assumes 

the hearer has the v c a q  d d a t e  in mird, and he wishes to correct 

this misunderstanding. Canmraricative situations meeting these three 

criteria are generally termed 'single focus contrast' situations. 

Dik, et dl. ( 1981) make a finer distinction between mlacinq focus, 

which corrects an incorrectly asmed piece of Laformation, and 

selective and restrictkq focus which do not correct information. 

Selective focus selects one itan f r a n  a m a g  a presqpasd set of 

p i b l e  candidates, as in: Presupposed badogKRlnd assumption: T a n k  

buqht rice or beans; selective focus assertion: Tan% baucst RICE. 

Restrictive focus, on the other hand restricts an antecedently given 

set to one or mre correct values, as in: Presupposed 

backgmurd assumption: Tax& bouqht rice, beans, and tortillas; 

't (.just) restrictive focus assertion: Tani5s bourn rice and beans. 

There may be other single focus subtypes as wll. In Yagua, 

candidates in replacive, selective, or restrictive focus are all 



encoded in the PM positim. In actual cammication, the presqpsed 

backguund assumption need not be stated overtly in the discourse. 

The assumption m y  be cognitively built up out of severdl previaus 

overt propositions, or may be assumed on the basis of general 

cultural -ledge md expectations. It is also possible that (part 

of) the rmahder of the proposition may be left implicit in the 

The follawing section of text is taken fmn a tale of Mocayu and 

t m  wasp bvins. The tw ins try unsuccessfully to outsmart Mcayu. In 

this particular incident the group has came upon a snake and the t m  

parties are jockeying as to who will kill it. (Fram here on I use 

-theses to irdicate different cmstituents in the pragmatic 

structure. The -theses are not meant to indicate hierarchical 

scope relations. -tic structuring will not be indicated in 

pragmatically --led clauses. ) 

(570) a. wtay j i j t a  
sa- jusay nlicgvaaffii 
3-y JIITA t=sp 
'The wasp said, 

b. ( )  ( . . . . .  m . . . . .  
"IS&! , j$J . - -  rp j-1. 

jaachiy-ni i 
No lDLMCL JIITA IRR ~pear-3SG 
"No! will spear him (the snake). 

c. Tama ti$ jaachi-ta 
jaachiy-w-ta 

never anyone spear (verb) --: INST-NEG 
Never have I seen anyme speared with 

mfliy junEuya jiryw65. Jo. "I 
rrry-niy m-fi j i y - M  
1SEMAtFsee-INAN 2SGspear yes 
your spear." 
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how t m  groups made peace following a time of warfare. One group has 

approached the offended party ask iq  to be friends since the 

papulatian of the groups is declining. The offended party replies: 

(57i) a. ( . PM . ) ( . . . . . . EZM . . . . . . ) 
Jiryefliy raflly jwt2ira jpanu. 
j w - n i ~  jwta-6 --jam 
2PL-NIY MALF begin-- fight-INF 
'yaU began the fighting. , 

b.( . . .  F M . . . ) ( . . .  IZM . . .  ) 
m- fijwtaday. 
e-imu-siy-ta rS- jg~ta4ay 
lPEEL-LOC-AB-NEG INAN-begin-DAY 
Not f r a n  it began'. (DAVXD25-026 ; CAH) 

Prior to (571) there is clearly a -ition that fighting has 

been go- on. In (571a) the off- party takgs it for granted that 

the hearer shares (or at least will accept) the presrzppositicm that 

scmeane began the fighting. The shared set of possible candidates 

includes Jiwey 'yau' and ntkjdw 'us (exclusive) I. The speaker makes 

the assertion that the correct -date is 'you1, encoding this 

informatian as subject. In (571b) the same -itianal 

conditions exist, d y  m3Xm 'us1 is removed from the 

prenq?positianal predication and is specifically cantrasted with 

jiryey 'you'. 

The excerpt in (572) is also an instance of single focus 

contrast. When the David and his group are approached by the arriving 

group of Indians, David is w a q  that they might be caning to fight. 

He is not prepared to listen to than. However, the intent of the 

arriving group is to help David and his g r t n q  rebuild their homes and 

replant their gardens. In (572 )  a mmhr of the arriving group 



qeaks. In clause (d) a non-referential oblique occurs in the FT4 

position. The speaker both nqates it (to r m  it fm the 

prapositim which David holds to be true), and contrasts it with the 

preverbal direct object in (e). In (e) the speaker asserts the 

correct infomatim. xlztive to the proposition of ' ccaning' . The 

direct object in (e) is a -tic in&mmental/canitative. 

(572) a. N& jl;nmy r&iy! 
NEG 1% : IRR fight WLEXCL 
'Don't kill us! 

b.Y% musanujeeryajirywee. 
~i-? jiy-rwee 
2 S G m  lover also 2SG-lance 
' m r  your lance! 

c. N& -Wra 
miiiy-~+i$t~~-~.a m - j m - d a y  

NEG lFLExcL+Jant-INAN fight-m-DAY 
'We dm't want figfrtirrg'. 

d.( . . . .  PM . . . .  ) (  . . .  Fa!...) 
N65- nin'rfllinidyey . 

&=Y-j=--chg9 rm'n'rdya-jwyilay 
NEG f ight-IN?-towards 1PLEXCL-ame-DAY 
'Not (loaWng) for a fight we come'. 

e . . P M . ) (  . . . . . .  FtM . . . . . .  ) 
J- m i t y s  jiryiimuday. 

mkldya- j my-ta j iryey-imuilay 
effects 1PLMCL-INSP 2PL-'LOC-DAY 
'Effects (i.e. machetes, hatchets, hives) we cane with 
(bring) to you1. (DAV137-138) 

If jinitya 'cane with1 is ccmsidered a substantially different 

predicate from j iniy ' cane ' , then ( 572d, e) might be considered a 

case of double focus contrast (Section 6.4.2). Hmever, what is 

pragmatically contrastive in the context is 'a fight' as opposed to 

'effects ' , not the of 'a fight ' and ' ccaning' , versus the 

pairing of 'effects ' and ' c m h g  with1 . 



6.4.2. Multiple foci of contrast 

When the speaker wishes to assert a correct match-up between two 

or mre pairs of itears, there are multiple foci of cantrast (Chafe 

19761.9 Dik, et dl. (1931) use the term parallel focus for this 

situation. Although Chafe does not explicitly say so (and in fact 

might be interpreted as saying the oppcsite), iz many cases of 

multiple foci of contrast a badqmud assumption is not as clearly 

present as in single focus contrast. RaALher, the multiple foci 

construction m y  do double duty by both asserting a correct match-up 

between pairs of itms, ard asserting mo or wre events or 

situations. The situations are not -ily taken as presupposed. 

They may still be contrastive, hculrwer, in the sense that one pairing 

is apposed to or contrasted with the other pairing. In the exangle 

Her HUSBAND staved ham? to BABYSIT, a d  SHE went to WORK, one pair of 

i t 5  consists of the set {her HUSBAND, SHE) and the other pair is 

the set {staved hare to -IT, went to WRK) . As with single focus 

contrast, parts of the rmiltiple foci assertion may be implicit in the 

context. In Yagua multiple foci of contrast (usually double f o c i  

contrast) is expressed by encding one or both members of a pair of 

contrasted it- in the PM positian. 

In (573) Mocayu and the wasp t w i n s  are nraking shelters against 

the rain which canes during the night. Clauses (573~) axxl (573d) 

express double focus contrast. By the time clauses ( c ) and ( d) are 

said, there is a clear w i t i o n  that the wasp twins and MxSyu 

have made shelters. This is asserted in (a) and (b). 



(573) a. tk&as(~tw j $ $ t a  mkowdhj i j y  *jii jwy. 
d + l t ? Y  nkoMaffu- ji& j iy-a j d Z jy-day 
3DL-make:shelter JIITA -DL COR-p1ace:at-DAY 
'The tm made a shelter for themselves. 

j $  j t a  mnmtidy6y, b. sasgtqy 
=sitt?Y ~a-ztiyd-y 
3SGiaake:shelter JIITA other-REP-DAY Moc&yu-DAY 
The other one also made shelter, Mocayu. 

c.(.. m . . ) (  . . . .  Fa4 . . . .  ) 
~aviita ==Sit- 
&i 5-ta =-Q~?Y+W 
leaves-INST 3SGmake: shelter-DAY 
With leaves he made shelter, 

d.(..FM..)( . . . . .  Fa4 . . . . .  ) 
Mkdiita 
I m i c a i i - t a  

-t*. 
-+t?Y*y 

mud-INST 3DL-make:shelter-DAY 
w i t h  mud they: tm made shelter' . (KT027-030) 

In clauses (c) and (d) the instrumental phrases 'with lea-- ' 

and ' w i t h  rmud' occur in the PY position. These two it- are crucial 

pieces of information for the action which will take place when the 

rain cmes during the night. As any intelligent inhabitant of the 

m l e  knas ,  leaves make an excellent shelter against rain but mud 

won't last a minute. During the night the x a i n  canes and the wasp 

twins get a good as their shelter disintegrates. 'With 

leaves1 and ' w i t h  mud' fom one pair of items to be contrasted. The 

other pair consists of Mocayu, referred to in (c) by the 3rd person 

singular Set I clitic =, and the wasp children, referred to in (d) 
by the 3rd person dual Set I clitic naada-. 

Ehmple (574b) illustrates double focus contrast with an object 

noun phrase in preverbal position. Thaugh the cc~nplement phrase 

batyevyey 'be:kill& anes ' is negated in clause (a) , preverbal 

positionixq of ccmplements of 'be' and 'remain' verbs is the n o d  



order (Section 2.1.4). Thus, it cannot be clearly than 

negation motivates preverbal position of baWe~wl in this case. 

(574) a. batyevyey rimyech99jamrday- 
btYeY-MY riy-ma- januiky 

NEG be:killed-CL:ANIM:PL 3PL-reumh-PAST3-DAY 
'Not killed ones theyi (the people of David) remained. 

'Theyj, the savages theyi (the people of David) 3 
finished off ' . (DAV109-110) 

6.4.3. Questions ard answers to information questions 

A third situation in which canstituents occur in the PM position 

wncerns information questions and ansers to inf.3rmation questions. 

D i k  ( 1978 :93) says that in an infomtion question the questioned 

constituent is in 'focus', ard that in the the constituent 

that provides the requested information is in 'focus' . It is 

pecisely these constituents that +-e fronted in Yagua information 

questions. mrs to information questions share the same three 

parts that canmid sjngle focus cmtrast situations do: (a) there 

is a badcgKnnd assumption with scane piece of infornrtion missing, 

(b) existence of a set of -dates to supply that information is 

(nonndlly) assumed, and (c) an assertion is made as to who is the 

correct cardidate. Dik, et al. (1981) term answers to infonaation 

questions canpletive focus but do not regard them as a type of 



contrastive focus. (This does not include, of course, answers such as 

'I dm't knav', or 'That's a dumb question'.) 

An information question contains a k3&gmmd presupposition 

(part a). For example, in (57%) it is Erresupposed ( a d  not asserted) 

that scs~ecnte is crying. Secondly, if the question is felicitous the 

speakr also assumes a set of possible d d a t e s  exists which can 

supply the missing information (part b!, the* its contents may be 

mbmn to the speaker. In place of asserting the identity of the 

correct candidate (part c) , an information question solicits the 

missing inf onnation. 

(575) a. ( . . P M . . . ) (  . . . .  RM . . . .  
"Divqq, dqi deemi jqnaachara rda*, 

d q ~  deemi j@w- 
mother who child cry-HABIT above, 

"Mother, whcse children are ccarstantly crying above, 

( . . r n l . . )  
chg deemi?" 
ch$$ deerni 
who child 
w h c e  children?" 

b.( . . . . . .  PM . . . . . . . . )  ( . . . . E M  . . . .  ) 
It- cz3mnasj.y &dyef5uju JuMachara - - rda*jm?" 

--ju .- j-sara rdavSt- ji@ 

NEE plover children-various cry-HABIT abve-JW 
"Isn't it just some plover young constantly crying above?" 
(=I2 

In examples (576b) and (577c) the answers to the questions constitute 

entirely new information (except for references to the father). 

Haever, the fronted element is the conomrnicatively most important 

element. Relatively s p e a k h ~ ,  then, the verb forms the Remainder for 

the pragmatically marked element. 



(576) a. ( . . . FM . . . ) ( . . . . . . . RM . . . . . . . . ) 
"Wtyara rmsiy sadiiyanu rajyt$+byqP 

sa-di iy- janu ray- jw-bay 
how frm 3-e-PAST3 1%-fatherdeceased 
"Fram what did my father die?" 

b . ( . . P M . . ) (  . . . .  RM . . . .  
"Jiryu jq&a sajwjyy." 

=-~in--- i G V x  j&-jm 
trunkupan 3SG-fall-PASM-JW 
"On a tree stump he fell (of caurse)". (IX009) 

(577) a. ( . . . . . F M .  . . . ) (  . . . RM . . . ) (  . . FM1. . ) 
"Wtyaxa musiy s j teerni sadl lyanutay mityara musiy 

sa-dl iy- jam-tay 
htm fran really 3SGdle-PAST3-aWH? how f r m  

"'E'ran what, really nm, did he die, f r a n  what? 

b- VQ-=jy r$ata-. " 
rayetya-jada-j3 ray-jitay-t&-@ 
ISG-knars-m-Al; 1=-Y-=-w 
For my having, I say (ask) ." 

c.(.. f u n . . ) (  . . . . .  ZM . . . . .  1 
"W jiiryocmu s m i j y y .  e- j a - f i z -  jaw 
no bushmaster bite-PAST3-3SG-JW 
"The bushmaster bit him (of course). " ' (IX022-023) 

In yes/rx, questions, the C second position clitic -viy can 

occur. It follcws any preverbal constituent that is being questioned. 

(Not all yes/no questions have preverbal constituents; Section 

2.8.1.) In (578) it is premppsed that the snake swallowed -, 

and for the speaker the set of possible d d a t e s  must include 

(578) ( . . @I. . ) ( . . . . . RM . . . . . ) 
Jifliviy saramuchoclnu coodip 
j iy-niy-viy sa-ramuchu- janu 
2SG-NI!t?-QUEST 3SGsuallaw-PAST3 snake 
'Are you the one the snak swallowed?' (W138) 

In (579) it may mt be solidly presrqrposed that 'he is going to kill 

me',  but the possibility that this might be the case is presupposed. 



There is no set of referential candidates to fill in missing 

information here. However, the speaker assumes that there is a set of 

at least two truth values for the presclp_wsitian 'It is possible that 

he will kill me1. The set {true, false) prescPnably contains the 

missing confirming or discanfirnning information requested by the 

(579) ( . . . m .  . . ) ( . . . . . m .  . . . . ) 
S$ jteexxunivyiy at& Ay? 
sj j teenu-niy-viy sa-g mku-t* 
-MY-QUEST 3SG-IRR kill-- 1SG 
'Is it true that he's going to kill me?' (LX025) 

The C secard position clitic 'maybe also has a questioning 

function. It follows prevertbal carrstituents if such =cur: 

(580) ( . FM . ) ( . . . . . . . . . R M .  . . . . . . . . ) 
~ggdye6ta !s?qt6&siy j m  jivyiMjy. 
j&+ta sa- jatu- jeiy jw-ra j iy-vi imu- f-$ 
water-maybe 3SG4rink-PROXl big<:- COR-inside-& 
'FSater maybe he drank a lot (of it) inside (his stanach) ' 
(LAG042 

6.4.4. Restatanent ard added detail restatenent 

Restating previously mentioned informatian is one way of 

iconically giving added salience to that information or of 

particularly calling it the hearer's attention. Restatement is iconic 

in the sense that the greater amount of linguistic material -& to 

encode a particular piece of information reflects the greater 

ccgnitive importance or salience of that information in the mind of 

the speaker. Alternatively, it nay reflect the greater importance the 

speaker thinks that information should have for the hearer. In both 



Yagua and H M c a q a m  (Derbyshire 1985), restatement situations 

involve pre-verbal placement of elements which would otherwise occur 

in post-verbdl position. Dooley (1982) also notes that restatement 

situations are a condition for marked pragmatic structuring in 

Brazalian Guarani. The exact circuarstances under which restatement 

atd added, detail restatement occur in Yagua discourse are as yet 

urrstudied. =byshire hypothesizes that in they are 

associated with the end of an episode or other 1-r discourse unit. 

Added detail restatement is not particularly contrastive in 

tenus of the pragmatic force it carries to the hearer. HmEver, it 

shares severdl canpnent features w i t h  single focus contrast . First, 
there is some baclogrorad assumption, generaiiy overtly stated in the 

previous discourse. Secead, the speaker judges that there is scane 

piece of infomtim missing in the badqmud assrrmption, or further 

informatian which should amplify the bxkgmmd m t i c n .  mird, 

there is an assertion of this missing or amplifying information. 

This is essentially what Dik, et al. (1981) term focus, as 

in aEev were eatinq amles; qreen amles they were eat*. Though 

couplets like this may seem unnatural (or perhaps poetic) in Ehglish, 

they are not unnatural in Yagua narrative discourse, including 

-fomoric sub genre^. l1 

Simple restatement involves amplets such as They viere eatinq 

fruit. Fruit they were eating. (Again, these may seem poetic in 

Erglish.) Why simple restatement should also receive marked 

pragmatic structuring is not as clear. Here there is no expansion, 

restriction, or correction of an assumed propositian. However, we 



might hypothesize that explicitly repeating an entire proposition 

which is already known or situationally expected is a c ~ c a t i v e l y  

mked event. In line with Haiman (1983), a basic cammicative rule 

is: wht is given or expected should be mentioned in the most 

attenuated marmer possible, even to the point of canple=e eilipsis. l2 

Part  of the motivation for simple restatement m y  be to convey same 

a&%d cammicatiye importance associated w i t h  part of the assumed 

proposition which was not made evident in its initial assertion. We 

wuld expect this part of the restatanent to be that which occurs in 

the FM position. Both restatenent and added detail restatement can be 

made on the -is of information explicitly given in the text or 

inference frm the context. If the restatement is based on an overtly 

asserted antecedent predication, the restatement and its antecedat 

need not be linearly cmtigurrus. 

The follming example illustrates simple restatement in clause 

(b), based on clause (a). In (a) the free pronoun 'I' breaks up 

what would otherwise be an unmarked predication. 

(581) a. ( . . . . . . RM. . . . . . . . . (PM') . . . . . . . 
t+.+rya rpiquita rSy run?usidyey. 

ray-?- my- jasiquita runiilsiy-day 
1SG-IRR-PERF return 1SG-alone 1SG there-AB-DAY 
'I have to return alone, I, frcnn there. 

b.( . . . .  m . . .  . ) (  . . . .  m . . . .  
Rqpiquitarnmraa r?? t-. 
my- jasiqui ta-mm;aa ray-g t m - d a y  
lSG-alonenow lSG-IRR return-DAY 
Al- ~ C J W  I will return' . (IS113) 

Clzuse (e)  of the following example illustrates restatanent with 

a syntactic object in the PM position. The restatement is rmde on the 



basis of inference frem what is given in preceding text. The speaker 

and his wife have gone to see if anything has been caught in their 

fish net during the night. He has fcrcrnd that there are several fish, 

ard the1 L& at wkat else there ' is. (Jiita is a dialect variant 

(582) a. Ri-jkiy jiita W j y .  
ray- j imiuy- jikiy sa-yanu- jp 
1SG-loak-PmXl JIITA there 3SG-beyond-& 
'I lookf3d therebeymdhim (the fish). 

b . m  nurutl3-sijmaa. 
3SG-float alligator-big 
A big aligator was floating. 

c. R&+s++siy jiita mtaranii 
ray-jh-j&iy ray-dtara-ni i 
ISGsignal-pIEax1 JIITA 1-:without: chilciren-3% 
I signaled him to my wife, 

d. "qq nliliy Inmltli. 
jiy-? j* 
2SGIRFt 1- alligator 
l l l ; o a k  at the alligator! " 

e.(.PM.)( . . . , .  I34 . . . . . . .  ) 
N u r u ~  r&ari jkiy riicya. 

r&-sariy- j&iy 
alligator INAN-hold-PROX1 net 
The alligator the net held.' (LAG015-019) 

Xn clazse (582e) there is little or nothing that is :-a information. 

Perhaps the verb sariy 'hold' might be considered new, but it is 

given . f m  the situationdl -text since anythhg in the net is being 

held by the net. The net is introdxed in the first clause of the 

text (not included here), and is overtly mentioned with a noun phrase 

three times prior to clause (582a). The alligator itself is certainly 

given infomation by the time of clause (582e). Thus, (582e) is a 

stat-t of information already given (i .e. assumed to already be in 



the hearer's consciousness) on the basis of the previous linguistic 

a d  situatid context. It is not clear that any informational 

relationships a e  being corrected, expamkd, restricted, or othemise 

contrasted. Thus, (582e) can be taken simply as a ' restatement ' of 

already asmmd or presupposed information. The focus of attention is 

clearly on the alligator, not the net, and therefore the object 

naninal occurs in the PC4 position. 

-1e (583) continues the text fram which (582) is taken. 

(5831) illustrates use of a -verbal adverb in added detail 

restatement. 

(583) a. ( PM ) ( . . . . . . EZM . . . . . . . ) 
Nurutti r&arij&iy riicya. 

-iy- jaiy 
alligator INAN-hold-PRMU net 
'The alligator the net held. 

b. mtyiy diifbnta sani-iy *iy. 
dl iy-nu-nta sa-nicha- jSsiy 

like die-CL:ANIM:SGseem3SG-be-PFUJXl then 
Lilce a dead one he seeDed then. 

c. Sapiitaday rdav6jyy. 
Sa-pi i ta4ay m%v&y- jp. 
3SG-tbmat-DAY e A L  
His throat llpRrds. 

d. Ra-iy jijta jumufkwiimiiflplii. 
ra~-SW=-j*i~ juxuf5u-vi imu- jg-ni i . 
1SGlift-PE#W J I I T A  canoe-inside-AL-3SG 
I lifted him into the canoe. 

e. R$mj&iy jiita saniisimyu. 
Riq--j L%-iy- j-jssiy sa-niisiy-mu 
1SGloak-PE#W JIITA 3sG-eye-LOC 
I leaked in his eyes. 

f. W j w .  
je-m-mnxiay 

NEG 1 ive-CL : ANIM : =anymore 
He v a s  not an alive me -re. 



jiita rii- . 
g. RafIiy sugat#siy 1. 

Ray-niy supata- jkiy ri i cya- jachiy-ni i 
1SE.MALF extricate-PW3X1 JIITA net-there: frcm-3SG 
I tried to extricate him fxwn the net. 

h. ( . . F M . . ) (  . . . . . .  a . . . . . . . .  
S&ra -ijtSsiy ejiiy 
sha-ra r&-iy- j*iy a- jiiy 
tighta:NE"U1I INAN-bids m p l a c e  
Tight, it held near 

. . . . . . . .  ) 
==!st??=. 
=-r=Yv-t??= 
3SG--in:middle 
the middl2 of his mse.' (LAG019-026) 

In (583), clause (h) is an added detail restatement of clause (a), 

amplifying the manner in which the alligator was held. The 

restatement ceones after a description of how the speaicer has tried, 

but failed, to raaove the alligator fran the net. At this point of 

frustration, he focuses the hearer's attenti- on hclw tightly the 

alligator is caught in the net .I3 

Clause (584c) illusmtes ad- the infermation sa-rooriy 'his 

house1 to information previously presented in the locative phrase in 

(584b). Clause (c) is a non-nuclear adverbial clause relative to (d), 

but w i t h i n  !c! itself *ire is marked pmgmtic stslr.ct!~rFw. 

(584) a. ( . FM . ) ( .  . . . . .  . m  . . . . . . . .  ) 
"Nii-iy s a d i i ~  ram-" 
mityam+msiy sa-diiy-jam ray-jm-by 
haw-fram 3SG-die-Pm Isfathe- 
"How did my deceased father die?" 

. . . .  b.( . . . .  E m . . . ) (  m . . . . )  
I-~Y saduzii-j~. 
mudaq- jqcha-siy sa4usiy- jada- j w  
ridge:pole-on-AB 3SGslip-PAST3-JW 
"J?ran uq on a ridge pole he slipped (of course). 



. . . . . . .  . . . . .  c. ( Ncm-nuclear Delimiting 
( . . . . . F M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )  

sa-mriy m - v a  . 
there 3SG-roof ridge:pole-DAT 
There on the ridge pole of his roof 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
( . . . . . . .  RM . . . . . . .  ) 
jifliy rupiifWTw=Yav 
jiy-niy nq?i iy-mm-jv 
COR-MALF wdlk-go~:aimlessly-because 
beoause hewas all over. 

d.( . . . . . .  Nllcleus......)) 
sadusiy j 8 j ta j&chiy. 
sa-alsiy jaiy-siy 
3SGslip JIITA there-AB 
he slipped frm there." (IXO18-019) 

6.4.5. Counter expectation 

Occasionally in the texts examhed, assertions are made counter 

to culturally, situationally, or perhaps textudlly expected 

-itions. These also correlate w i t h  preverbal pl-t of 

s a n e  constituent of the miesr predication. The text fKmn M c h  

(585) is taken describes a trip in a small airplane. At one stopover 

point the pilot of the airplane goes off to buy soft drinks. Prior to 

this clause there has been no reason to suppose a w t h b g  about buying 

of soft drinks or anything else: 

. . . . . .  (585) ( .  . FM . . )  ( .  . E I M . .  . . . .  . )  
a j &  sat- v&iy nti6f'ibatocd&jQ 
*-j& sa-t- m3Sa- jatu- jda- jQ 
sweet-CL:licpid 3SG-buy then 1DL4rink-INE'-AL 
'Soda pop he baught then for us to drink1. (PACHO76) 

In the Yagua culture soft drinks are not readily available, given 

both distance frm places where such things are sold and the fact 

that o b w  them requires money rather than one s physical labor. 



It m y  be that sSbuuj& 'soda pop' occurs in the PM pitian by 

virtue of the fact that one does not usually expect to get it, in 

apposition to certain other things which are cultuzcdlly expected. If 

the pilot had gone off to buy manioc or plantains, d d  the event 

even have been w o r t h  reporting? 

The following example is taken frm a text where sane men have 

gone off on several dayst journey to cut leche caspi (a type of 

tree). A t  the point -re (586) occurs, the men are discussing 

building a shelter beside a stream, hunting scpne game for their 

provisions, and are plararing the next day's search for leche caspi. 

In the situational context, finding munuflu 'savages' (i .e. non-Yagua 

indiansj in the area is counter to their ismediate expectations and 

plans, thougfi in the retelling of the story, the speaker presages for 

the hearer what they will find. 

(586) -tyetp aidii- 
m3iy+Stya-tya *iy-diiy-day-c? 
1PISOCL--NEG then-PRIORATIVE-DAY-Cy 
'We didn't yet hm 

( ) (  m .  ) 
jir~a rmnndbu j i m .  
j iy-ra j iy~-c3. 
DEMO-CL:NEuT =="='g- here-CIJ 
that saMges were here ' . ( IS028 ) 

6.4.6. mts 

The secod clause of (587) begins w i t h  a preverkal object 

pronoun. In the text inmediately preceding (587)  the referent of & 

' h i m t  has been identified as a bird. 



(587) a. Sa-Hta-rj$ jiita-r& vidmc&a 
3SG-break-te JIITA-INAN dry:stick 
'He (m) breaks in passing a dry stick. 

b. ( F M )  ( .  . . m . .  . )  
"Xii r w  ~WY 

ray-? 
him 1SG-IRRspear 
"Him (the bird) I' 11 spear, " 

c. Suutayujw. 
=-j~tay-fl-j9$ 
3=-3Y-JW 
he says to himself. ' (KlV94-096) 

N o t h i n g  has been said in miaus context to lead us to believe that 

anyone is go- to be speared or killed. Since there is no (obvious) 

presuppositian, (58%) is llot a canonical example of single-focus 

contrast. It is not an instance of dauble-focus coil-t, 

restatement, or any sort of question. Yet the free pronuune 'him' 

as well as its preverbal position indicate a marked construction ( the 

same information could have been curnnmicated by the unmarked 

construction: Raa J a M  i ( ISG-IRR spear-3SG) ' I ' 11 spear him ' ) . 
What is cammnicatively marked about (587b) is that in preceding 

context the bid has been hassling the spealter to no end and (58i'b) 

is said as a threat rather than a simple &ertion about going out to 

shoot a bird. Threats are unlike the ccaditicars identified in 

Sections 6.4.2 through 6.4.4 in that there may be no identifiable 

presclpposition relative to the textual or situatid context. As 

w i t h  counter expectation, hmmer, there may be culturally (or even 

universallp) given presuppositicars. In order for a threat to be 

effective, it must pranise sanething which both speaker and hearer 

assume is wirable. It this sense! there may be a cultural or 

universal presuppsition to the effect that 'To be killed is 



undesirable'. To be effective, the speaker must ensure that the 

hearer or addressee realizes the undesired mture of the impending 

situation. The speaker must thus take pains to make this cognitively 

salient to the -. In terns of -hearer relations, it is 

more than a simple assertion. 

Exanple (588)  is similar to (587) . There has been no previous 

mention of a beetle and there are no presuppositians about anyone 

'planting' the victim under grarad. However, it is said as a Harning 

(588) Jdtiy jiya miiCintiy, Moc&. 
j iy- j iya w-nt iy 

careful 2- there-REPModyu 
'Be careful of going there again, MOG~YU. 

. PM . ) ( . . . F M . . . )  
Ja&%iy rq mta-jiy. 
beetle IRR plant-2% 
The beetle will plant yau ( u d e r  the ground)'. (KT109-110; 

r &ah, the speaker may assume the hearer will agree that 'being 

planted is mxksirable, or that 'beetles who plant you 

should be avoided'. 

6.4.7. Semntically marked canditiarrs 

Another type of markedness has to do with semantics. When 

adverts and descriptive m f i e r s  occur in the FM pasition, they 

convey an extra degree of whatever quality the xrcdifier expresses. 

The follawirrg two exanrples illustrate the contrast with descriptive 

modifiers : 



(589) mt-iy j- j jiviirmi jy. 
sa- jatu- j&iy j w - r a  jiy-viimu-jp. 
3SG4rink-PROXl much4L:NrmT water COR-inside-& 
'He drank a lot of water inside (his stma&).' 

(590) ( . .  PM . .  ) ( . . . . . . . .  RM . . . . . . . .  ) 
JV wt-iy j jlviinnijy. 
Jw-ra  sa- jatu- jkiy j& j iy-v% im- jg . 
much-CL:,*Jmrr 3SG4rink-PRCNl water COR-inside-AL 
'He dmnk too much water inside (his stmach).' 

The following two examples illustrate the contrast with adverbs:14 

(591) T a & a  jitlj-jhiy -raa-jyQ. 
Tan arrive-= quickly there-& 
'Tan arrived quickly there. ' 

(592) ( . P M .  ) ( . . . . .  . R M . .  . . . .  ) 
VslMeera siitlfj6siy m l 5 i j y ~ .  

sa-jitfl-jhiy m - j p  
@MY 3SG-arrlve-PRCXl there-& 
'Very -idly he arrived there. ' 

Negation is semntically nmre marked than pitive assertion. 

Negation of ccmstitwnts correlates with placement of the negated 

constituent in preverbal position. In (594) the preverbal a 
'afiyone8 and postverbal juvary ' fighter ' both refer to the subject 

referent. 'anyone8 counts as a subject constituent (rather than 

as a floated quantifier within the verb phrase, for ewmple) , in that 

its preverbal placanent precludes use of a Set I clitic on the verb 

referring to the subject. 

(593) ( . . .  PM . . .  ) ( . R M .  ) 
sa-wta . 

NEG manioc: beer 3SG-uant 
'He doesn't want manioc beer1. 



(594) ( . PM . ) (  . . . . . . . . . RM . . . . . . . . 
N* ti$ jit$@5iyam %==w 

jitli-rairiy-janu 3Fly-a 
NEE anyone arrive : here-=-PAST3 f ight-CL : NmP1: 
I l l m e  of the fighters arrived 

. R M  . . . . . . . )  
rumnu n=w- 
riy-umu 
3PL-LoC anymore 
where they were -re1 . (DAVX014) 

6.4.8. Problem cases 

There are sane renrainlng examples in the texts which do not fit 

any of the conditions previously described, and yet where a 

constituent order associated w i t h  pzagmatically marked coditions 

occurs. In the Leche Caspitext, forexample(cf. Section1.4), 

there are a number of clauses where mmuf'iu or mmdlhniy 'savages1 

occurs in preverbdl position, but where none of the conditions 

outlined in precding sectians appear to hold. Presunnably the 

presence or absence of the s a ~ g e s  is highly significant to the men1 s 

ongoixq activities and safety. Thus, there is sane as yet ill4efined 

emotive force associated with these clauses: 



(a) They say (b) savages put an interception [= 
or a shortcut?]' (ISO71) 

Very similar examples occur in the First Squirrel text. The 

tripe t= A'-*- L A  * First Deer and the First Toucan into 

fording the river across the back of a boa. Deer and Toucan both 

wonder if the place where Squirrel tells them to ford is, or is not 

safe. When this place jii 'here1 (i-e. the boa) is mentioned, it 

often occurs in preverbal positiar-: 

(596) a. SaquiiviJijch j i i t a  jSu mkatyuni i 
sa-quiiW--su j iy-nu mkatyu-ni i 
3SG-deceive-TRNS JIITA DEMO-CL:ANIM: SG squirrel-3SG 
'This Squirrel deceived him: 

b. "Jiisiyvuryq-9 rarmjtiy. 
here-= 1PLINC-IRR ford 
"Froan here we will ford. 

c. Jiisiy raryarmitichara." 
jiisiy ray-rannitiy-sara 
here-= 1SG-ford-HABIT 
hvan here I (=squirrel ) always ford" ' . (E'SQG04-006) 

There are other examples which are more intransigent, and for 

which I have even less of an explamtion. In (597) third prson 

singular clitics refer to a group of animals which are not 

individuated one from another. 'water hole' and pirinmrvatu 

'guanTs water hole' are =ked as animate: 



(597) a. i%Xiy *da@uy. 
?DL-bt 

'There you two will hunt (at a water hole). 

b. N& rim-nil -tu 
NEG -3SG guan: water :hole 
The guanls water hole isn't far. 

c. Capityasis saramcfiu siinlu. 
sa-XamUy-SU sa-imu 

quinilla 3SG-swdllaw-TRNS 3SG-U)(= 
Quinilla they &law there (at the water hole). 

d. Capityasiy sa-turiy. 
3SG-suck 

Quinilla they suck. 

e.Stadii saramuchu siimu raw. 
rd-tadii sa-mmy-su sa-imu 
,mW-seed S W ~ C I W - T R N S  3SG-LOC water:hole 
Its seed they &lcw at the water holet. (-54-160) 

The preverbal position of capi-iy 'quinilla' and rdtadii 'its 

seed' in clauses (d) and (e) could conceivably be explained as cases 

of restatement and added detail restatement based on clause (c). But 

the preverbal position of mitvasiy in clause (c) itself is not 

clear. To this point in the text there are no (obvious) 

w i t i o n s  about eating anything or abaut quinilla fruit. This 

is probably a case where culturdl howledge and the speaker's 

anticipations of Im the text will develop are imprtant in 

explaining the choice of -pragmatic structuring. The w l l a  trees at 

this water hole attract animdls. CcaLsequently the hunters can expect 

to fird game there, perhaps in contrast to other possible places. 

This may, in fact, account for preverbal positionbq of rrrmiy 'there' 

in clause (a). Apparently the presence of quinilla trees is 

~ c a t i v e l y  important for the hunters. 



6.5. Sumnary of pragmatically marked types 

Table 6.1 presents the distribution of pragmatically and 

semantically marked types found in the texts discussed in Chapter 1 

(Sectim l.4).15 The 'other' category includes both the 'problem 

cases' where there is sane (as yet) ill-defined 'emotive' force 

associated w i t h  the preverbal element, a d  those for which I have no 

explanation whatsoever. ConceiMbly some of these may be due to 

factors such as false starts and repairs. (In the texts there are a 

number of preverbal locatives such as jkiy 'there' which is almost 

conjunction-like in fslction, and locative demanstratives which occur 

with very high frequency as a structurdl feature of So clauses. These 

are excluded frcan Table 6.1, though they are included Table 6.3 

below. ) 



Single Focus Contrast 
(and other single focus 

Double Focus Contrast 
Restatement 
Added Detail Restatapent 
Question 
Answer to Question 
Ccnmter E3qechtion 
Nmtion 
Threats 

other (unexplained) 67 19% 

Total 345 100% 

Table 6.1 Distribution of Pragmatically ard 
Semantically m k e d  Types 

Table 6.1 &mzs that the 'other' category is one of the largest 

categories. Haever, preverbdl positioning of constituents in 81% of 

the clauses still correlates w i t h  one of the praguatic or semantic 

situations autlined in preceding secticns. 

Table 6.2 gives the number of instances where a predication 

appears to occur in a context meeting one of the pragmatic conditions 

outlined in Sectians 6.4.1 though 6.4.7, but no constituent of the 

predication occurs in preverbal position. The majority of these are 

cases of restatement. 



Ikuble Focus Contrast 
Restaterent 
Added Detail Restatement 

Total 16 

Table 6.2 Distribution of Pragmatically Marlced Predications 
Without Preverbal Positioning of a Constituent 

If we leave out the 'other1 category in Table 6.1, and combine the 

mminhg data of Tables 6.1 and 6.2, then there are 294 clear cases 

where we might expect to find a preverbal corstituent. In only 5% 

(16) of the cases this does not happen. 

Table 6.3 presents the data of Tables 6.1 and 6.2  in the context 

of the apprcprinrately 1516 clause corpus in detail (Section 

1.4) . To sumrrarize v b t  was said above, there are 290 cases with some 

sort of definable pragmatioilly =led status. There are four cases 

which I consider strictly semantically marked (rather than a 

ccmbination of pragmatically and senrantically marked, or just 

ps-tically marked) . In 96% (278) of these 294 cases, there is a a 

preverbal constituent in subject, object, or oblique syntactic role, 

or xnre subconstituent of such a carrstituent. In contrast, there are 

1222 clauses where no g-tically or semantically marked conditions 

can be clearly identified. Of these, 92% (1124) are verb initial 

(discounting clear conjuncticars and rmn-nuclear delimiting phrases 

w i t h i n  the scope of E ) .  There are 98 cases where there is a preverbal 

constituent umier conditions which are not clearly prragmatically or 

senantically marked. In 31 of these, the preverbsl constituent is a 



loctive such as occurs in So clauses, or locatives such as j&iy 

there' which are almost conjunction-like, indicating sequence rather 

than a clearly referential location. If we factor out these 31 cases, 

it leaves 1191 non-pragmatically marked cases where e muld not 

expxt  to f m  a preverbal constituent ( w i t h i n  the scope of ) . 94% 

of these clauses ( 1124 out of 1191 ) are in fact verb initial within 

the scope of E. 



PREVERBAL 
CO- 

VERB TOTAL 
INITIAL 

NON-MARI(ED 

so or 
conjunction-like 31 
locat2*.- 98 . 1124 1222 

Table 6.3 Cross-tabulation of Marked Predications Relative 
to Na~-i;o? Initial a d  Verb Initial Predications (Within E )  . 

Without factoring out the 31 So clauses with initial locatives and 

cases with conjunction-like loctives, the vdlue of 7Ca with Yate's 

correction far the data in Table 6.3 is 947.2. This is significant at 

the .001 level with one degree of freedcon. ConsqUmtl~, w e  can 

,sfely reject the null hypothesis and canclude that there is an 

association between definable pragmatically or semantically marked 

statuses a d  preverbal positi- of constituents. This I s  despite 

the presence of some cases which do not, as yet, meet identifiably 

marked conlitims, a& despite the presene of scane cases w h i c h  do 

appear to meet such corditions but yet do not have a preverbal 

constituent. The rnmber of such cases is not nearly high encrugfi to 

reduce the associatien to a =-significant level. It should be 

enphasizd that with a different corpus, the exact &IS and 

percentages a d  no doubt be sans&at different. However, since the 



value of xa is signifi-t for this corpus at the .001 level, it 

gives us a strong -re of zssurance that the association obsemd 

here is not simply due to m. 

In smmary, there are at least nine definable semantic and 

pragmatic cosditims (or sets of conditions) e r  which a 

canstituent of a predication will, with a high degree of probability, 

occur in preverbal position. I suggest that these corditions not only 

correlate with, but in fact motivate, preverbal positioning of 

mituents. I have not explored in any depth correlation of free 

prmams, second position clitics such as jiita and niy, or 

intomti- features w i t h  pragmatically marked -ti-. It may be 

that different (sets of) conditiotrs will correlate with one, rather 

than another, of thesedevices. Corrstituent order, w, does not 

differentiate between than. What appears to be significant is not 

whether sanething is in double focus contxast rather than single 

focus contrast, added detail restatement, or counter expectation, for 

example, but sinply whether it is 'pragmaticdlly marked' in any of 

the ways identified (or perhaps other ways as yet unidentified). The 

sub-aditiaxs do not matter for puposes of order. 

6.6. Frequency distribution of syntactic constituent orders 

In what follcws I refer to arguments encoded w i t h  nrnzn phrases 

or fie pronouns as 'overt ' arguments. In the corpus of 11 texts 

studled extensively ( Section I. 4 ) , 62% of all clauses do not contain 

any full noun phrases or free pranauns referring to either subject or 

object ( i . e. direct) argmmts. 35% contain one overt subject or 



object argunrent. Only 3% contain two overt direct arguments. This 

information is presented in Table 6.4. Transitive clauses are 

distinguished frcan intransitive clauses. (A = subject of a transitive 

clause, S = subject of an intransitive clause, 0 = object of a 

transitive ciause. ) 

Table 6.4. Cross-tabulation of Number of Clauses With 
Zero, One, T m ,  and Three Overt Direct 1 

Ftelative to the Trmrsitivity of the Clause 

Table 6.5 gives the distribution of orders in clauses with t m  

and three overt argmtent. A,OV and O,AV bdicate that the first 

ccnstituent occurs in the non-nuclear delimiting position, as can be 

m t r a t e d  by placement of C clitics and renrmptive use of Set I or 

Set I1 clitics. (Technically these should perhaps be counted as 

single overt yulmv?n?t clauses. ) 



VAO 1 8  
VAOO 1 

AVO 14 
Avo0 1 

OVA 11 

Table 6.5 Distribution of Constituent Orders in C l a u s e s  
C a l t a i n i n g ~ a n d T h r e e o V e r t ~ t s  

The data in Table 6.5 is not very inllcative of basic constituent 

order in and of itself. The most we can conclude is that neither AOV 

nor OAV is probably the best choice. The differences across the other 

three major types (VAO, AVO, and OVA) are not great enough to give 

any clear irdications. When we ceanpare clauses that have one 

preverbal a& one or two postverbal argumnts with thcse that have 

just postverbdl arguments, there is a difference of 26 to 19. This 

( M y )  suggests that a clause may be more likely to twertly encode 

t m  or more argurmnts whsn one of those axyuments is pragmatically 

marked. In contrast, clauses with zero or one overt argument are 

camnaricatively more neutml in naturally occurring discourse. 

Althuugh order of arguments in clauses with two or three overt 

axyuments is not very indicative, the distribution of arguments in 

one overt argument clauses is far mre revealing. The data in Table 

6.6 skcw that 70% of overt dl-t arguments occur ptverbally while 



only 27% occur -tally. In 3% of the cases the single argment 

is discontimaus, with part of the argument occurring pm-vrbally, 

and part m l y ,  as in (580), (590), (594), an3 (598): 

(598) D6-nu-jw d-jiryiy j#cadmam. 
tvm-CL:ANIM:SG-tm 3D-t W t  
'They got tm -I. (H'IR063) 
(Literally: 'W they got parakeets' . ) 

The discontinuous nature of the argument is m t t e d  by S-V-St 

A-V-A, or O-V43 in Table 6.6. In each ~ s e ,  I consider there to be 

only ane S, A, or 0 argument. 

S-V-s 7 
A-V-A 1 
0-V-O 6 

TOTAL: 143 27% 

. 1  

Table 6.6 Distribution of Constituent Orders in Clauses 
Cantaining One Overt Direct Argument 

As suggested by the data in Tables 6.4 and 6.6, in me overt 

direct argxm~t clauses, the one argument is overwhelmingly ths 

'absolutivel argument: either S or 0, but hardly ever A.'~ This is 

samarized in Table 6.7 and provides further crass-linguistic 

evidence for Du B o i s '  (1984) observation that (in ar least sane 



languages) there is an ergative-absolutive discourse pattern of overt 

A (subject of transitive) 39 7% 
S (subject of inmitive) 292 55% 
0 (object of transitive) 203 38% 

Table 6.7 Distribution of Arguments in One Overt Direct 
Argrmrent Clauses 

Tables 6.8 through 6.10 sumarize the total distribution of 

transitive subject (A), intransitive subject (S), object ( O ) ,  and 

oblique constituents in the prwertal pragmatically marked position, 

as apposed to distribution in past-verbdl position. D i s c o n t ~  

arguments are counted as prewrkal, in that preverbdl positioning of 

part of a constituent may reflect pragmatically or semantically 

marked conditions. (Phrases occurring in the rum-nuclear delimiting 

position are not counted. For example, 3n A,OV clauses the phrase 

occurring in the non-nuclear delimiting position is coreferential 

-xi* *z? A. -I-, there is no overt nuclear naun phrase 

encoding the A participant. ) 



FaTlmmL VAO 18 
SUBJECP VAOO 1 
(A S) OVA 11 

VA 17 
VS 210 TOTAL: 257 68% 

PREVERBAL 
SUBJE(;T 
(A and S) 

AVC 14 
AWJ 1 
0,AV 3 
AV 21 
A-V-A 1 
SV 75 
S-V-S 7 TOTAI;: 122 32% 

TOTAL SUBTECTS: 379 100% 

Table 6.8 Distributian of Preverbal 
ve- Pastverbal Subjects 

#>SPVEKBAL VAO 18 
oX!3CT VACn 2 (1 clause taken) 

AVO 14 
Avo0 2 ( 1  clause t-1 
VO 150 m: 186 74% 

PREVERBAL OVA 11 
aBSM;T A, QV 1 

OV 47 
0-V-O 6 TOTAL: 65 26% 

Table 6.9. Distribution of Preverbal 
versus Postverbal Objects 

Table 6.10 presents data on the distribution of prwezzbdl versus 

pczstverbal oblique ( p o s t p o s i t i d ,  t ime,  and locative) phrases that 

contain ~ n w .  It does not include oblique phrases where the object 

of a postpositim is referenced just with a c l i t i c ,  and it does not 



include oblique phrases that occur in the nan-nuclear delimiting 

position. 

Table 6.10 Distribution of Preverbal versus 
Festverbal Noun Phrase Obliques 

To scnnmarize the data in Tables 6.8 through 6.10, approximately 

one-third of noun phrase an3 free pronoun subjects and obliques occur 

preverbally. Clcrser to one-fourth of noun phrase and free pronoun 

objects occur preverbdlly. 

Initially it may be surprising to fird up to -third of noun 

and postpasition4 phrases treated as pragmatically marked in terms 

of position. If scmethitlg is truly pragmatically marked we might not 

expect to see so many cases of it. H-, it is important to keep 

in mind that Tables 6.8 thKNgfi 6.10 contain only noun phrase or free 

pmnom direct and oblique y.qumprrts. The number of V-only clauses 

and one overt argument transitive clauses in Table 6.4 suggests that 

clitic reference is overall the mast frequent means of referring to 

participants. More precisely, Table 6.11 belw shrrws that 68% of 

references to direct arguments (transitive and intransitive subject 

arguments, and objects) are made by clitics, while 22% of postverbal 

noun phrases and only 9% of preverbal noun phrases refer to direct 



arg~m2nts.l~ (For obliques the figures are samevJhat different, as 

will be discussed shortly. ) Clauses with overt noun phrases aray be 

pragmatically mre autoavnaous in that one does not need to rely so 

much on context for interpretation - less need be taken as 

presupposed (Iambre&t 1984). But they are cocrnter to the econmic 

principle operative in certain types of discourse: 'me does not 

[overtly] specify what is dlready or what is mimprtant' 

(Haiman 1983: 802) . In econmic ternrs simple clitic reference is the 
most basic means of referring to participants in context. Any choice 

of a s- device such as a noun phrase or a free prunoun is a 

maveme~lt away f r a n  the mast attenuated referring device ard indicates 

a more unusual camunicative situation. For ewmple, if there are 

severdl participants interact* at any one point, there is a greater 

liklihocd for ambiguity of reference. This raises the need to employ 

a stronger ref erring device because the cognitive expectations as to 

w h  will be referred to are more canplex. If there is discontinuity 

of time, location, participant, or in the higher -tic 

organization of the discourse, stronger devices will also be employed 

(Fox 1984, T. Payne 1985, Givh 1983:8-12). Discmtinuity is more 

unusual than continuity in term of frequency, and more surprising in 

terns of *& hearer's expectations. In the -tically marked 

ccnmnaricative situations outlined in Section 6.4, free prmmns or 

overt NPs are required. But pragmatic factors such as contrast, 

correction, restataaent, and counter expectation are more surprising 

and cognitively less expected than simple assertion. 



It is too stmrq to say that all uses of overt noun phrases are 

'pragmtically marked1 in the sense that I have used that term in 

Sections 6.2 through 6.5. Overt presentation of new, surprising, or 

discontinuous infomtion is, absolutely basic to ccaammication. A 

great deal of msaningful cammication is motivated by the desire to 

change the informational store or informatianal relationships in the 

mird of the hearer - or at least to act as if OIIE was doing that. 

However, presentation of new, discontinuous, or ambiguous information 

is perhaps closer to the marked commurnicative situation - is 
presentation of given, continuaus, clearly identifiable information 

in the sense that the spealotr cannot feliciteausly sssume that the 

hearer expects any particular piece of information. To find that up 

to one-third of all full noun phmse direct a d  oblique arguments are 

highly pragmaticdlly marked is less surprising if we mxgnize that 

any use of an overt noun is in solne degree less than neutlal. 

If we compare mmber of preverbal direct noun phrase arguments 

w i t h  postverbal direct noun aqpmmts and zero avert argument 

clauses, then the percentage of preverbal phrases is only 9%. The 

data are given in Table 6.11 for direct v t s .  (Table 6.11 gives 

mmber of references to direct argumznts. Table 6.4 abave gives - of clauses.) 



iTEVW& NP RETEW NP CLITIC TOTAL 

Table 6.11 Distribution of Preverbal Noun Phrases, Postverbal Noun 
Phases, and C l i t i c  References for D i r e c t  Arguments 

Table 6.12 smmarizes preverM ax3 postverbal noun phrase (and 

free pronoun) references, and clitic references t o  A, S, and 0 



EmvEmAL POSNERBAL m c  TOTAL 
NOUNPHRASE NOUNPHRASE 

Table 6.12 Cross-tabulation of Syntactic Blc Relative to 
Preverbal Phrase, PostverSal Phrase, and Clitic References 

to Direct Azguments 

Table 6.13 sum~arizes the distribution of preverbal and 

p&verbl phrases w i t h  nouns (ad free pranouns), versus clitic 

references to oblique argmnents. Four cases of preverbal oblique 

phrases contain just clitlc references. All other cases of clitic 

obliques are postvertal. Unlike direct argwnents, clitic references 

are less frequent for obliques than are postverbal phrases containing 

mmERmU4 Poswmlz 
OBLIQUE PmEEE OBLIQUE PHRASE CLITIC TOTAL 

4 (clitic) 
= 22% = 47% 

Table 6.13 Dbtribution of F~everbdl, Postverbal, and Clitic 
References to Oblique Aqments 



Canparison of Tables 6.12 and 6.13 shckrs a rankiq of clitic 

versus noun phrase references relative to different syntactic roles. 

A's are most likely to be coded w i t h  clitics (81%). S's are the next 

mrst likely (72%), and then 0's (46%) . Obliques are least likely to 
be coded w i t h  clitics (31%). There is a marked difference between 

subjects (the conjunction of A a d  S) as apposed to objects and 

obliques: objects are more like obliques than they are like subjects 

in this respect. I present it as a hypthesis here that this 

difference in en- patterns is the result of a functional 

pattern. Although intransitive subjects do have a major function in 

enroding new information (Du Bois 1984), overall they encode a 

greater mmber of given or 'continuous' ( G i h  1983) rather than new 

participants. This is shown for Papago in Doris Payne ( 1984c) , for 

example. Objects and obliques, on the other hand, have a more 

daubant role in new information into the discourse than 

do either A's or S1s. 

The raajor point I wish to make here is that when preverbal 

references are opposed to the mnjuncticll cf pas-1 nu!= and 

oblique phrase and clitic references, the number of preverbal 

ref- is less surprising: only 13% overall for both direct and 

oblique argmmts. This is summarized in Table 6.14. Although s a n e  

conjmctim-like locatives and demnrstrative locatives associated 

So clauses are included in these preverbdl phrases, the majority 

of preverbal obliques reflect same pragmatically marked status. 



Table 6.14 Percentage of P ~ m r b a l .  References to kWIEntS, 
Versus Postverbdl and Clitic references. 

. . 
6.7. Relative order of direct objects md obliques 

I have argued that the pragmatically unmarked order of verb, 

subject, and object when overt noun phrases are used is 

Verb-Sub ject4b ject for transitive clauses and Verb-Sub ject for 

intransitive clauses. These orders are based strictly on syntactic 

role. Accounting for order of direct objects and obliques 

relative to ane another is less straightfoh. In the apprcPtirnately 

1516 clause corpus u p n  which the canclusions of this chapter are 

based (Section 1.4) , postvertrdl references to both an object and an 

oblique participant occur in 120 claiSes. In 45% of these 120 clauses 

the order is Object-(jSiiw, and in 55% it is Oblique-Object. These 

figures include both noun ard clitic encodhg of the referents. They 

show that syntactic role alone does not account for order. 

The factors govemiq relative order of objects and. obliques sre 

sufficiently canplex that I will not able to account for 100% of the 

data here. l8 Instead I will present the nra jor generalizations that 



account for 70% to 90% of the data. The first appra&mtions are that 

(1) within certain limits, given, definite, and/or highly continuous 

information (highly 'topical' in the sense of Gi- 1983) occurs at 

the end of the clause, and that (2) clitic references preferably 

follow noun phrase references. Though not totally irdependent , these 

tvm generalizations are also not equivdlent. The first 

generalization is in =cord with VIN which sqgests there may be a 

te&ency to move 'old' information to the e d  of the clause in verb 

initial 1-. In Yagua, however, this does not extend to 

placement of subject references at the end of the clause (except for 

subjects of So clauses; section 2.1.2). 

When there is a difference in given versus new status be- 

object and oblique, given infonnation follors - information in 80% 
of the cases regardless of syntactic role. The figures are presented 

in 6.15." (~n thg renrainder of this Chapter I use the symbol 

'PI to indicate postpositid and other oblique participants. The 

way in which I use the terns 'given1, 'definite', anA 'referential' 

is discussed in Chapter 3. ) 



OP PO Total 

Gim-New order 7 2 9 20% 
NewGiven oxder 16 19 35 80%. 
Total 23 52% 21 48% 44 100% 

Table 6.15 Cmss-tabulation of Given-New and NerJ-Given 
Orders Relative to OP and PO Syntactic Role Orders 

Similarly, when there is a difference in definite versus 

indefinite status betwersl object and oblique, definite information 

follows indefirite infarmation in 73% of the cases. The data are 

presented in Table 6.16.~' 

Def-Indef order 9 3 12 27% 
Inlef-Def order 18 14 32 73% 
Total 27 61% 17 39% 44 100% 

Table 6.16 Cross-tabulation of Definite-Inlefinite and 
Indefinite-Definite Orders Relative to OP an3 PO 

Syntatic Role 

One potential problem with the figures reported in Tables 6.15 and 

5-25  is an impasition on the data of a simple dichotmy between given 

and nsv, and between definite and indefinite information (see 

discussion in Chapter 3) . 
The figures in Tables 6.15 and 6.16 do not say anything about 

order when object a d  oblique both encode infomatian of the same 

pmgmatic status: given+-, new-new, definite-definite, and 

irdef inite-indef inite canbinatians. In these cases the determining 



factors are murkier. The number of nw-new and indefinite-indefinite 

ambinations is small and unrevedling. In indefinite-indefinite 

ambinations, OP andm orders occur two times each. In new-new 

cmbinatiarrs, OF order occurs eight times and PO order occurs tw~ 

times. 

In definite-definite ccmbinations, PO order occurs in 64% of the 

cases. In givenqiven CQPbinaticas W order occurs in 63% of the 

cases. These figures are given in Table 6.17. (Givengiven and 

definite-definite categories contain many of the same tokens. 

.Therefore summing across them would give an artificially inflated 

mmlberof O p a n d m o c c i . )  

Def -Def 25 36% 45 64% 70 100% 
Given-Given 23 37% 39 63% 62 lOOSIj 

Table 6.17 Cross-tabulation of Definite-Definite and 
Given-Given Infonmtian Relative to ap versus PO orders 

The data in Table 6.17 suggest that the object is more likely to 

occur at the erd of the clause (i.e. the PO order) when object and 

oblique are both given or both definite. Howwer, ~ ~ I S I  the value of 

X' is calculated on cross-tabulations of all four possible 

canbinations of given versus nm status relative to OP versus PO 

o&r, the resultant value is not significant at the .05 level. 

Similarly, when the value of xA is calculated on cross-tabulations 
of all four possible ambinations of &finite -- - =-&2L-Lt2 

status relative to OP versus PO order, the resultant value is also 



not significant at the .05 level. m t l y ,  on the basis of this 

data we could not safely conclude that any apparent association 

between given/- or def inite/indef inite canbinatims and PO versus 

OP order might not be simply due to chance. Lack of a strong 

correlation is perhaps because objects ard obliques are 

(statistically) equally likely to be given or new, and equally lWly 

to be definite or indefinite. Table 6.15 above particularly suggests 

this. OP order occurs 52% of the time and PO order 48!% of the time 

regardless of given/new status. In other words, although we can see 

tedencies regadhg ordering of given ard mw,  and definite and 

indefinte information relative to one another, the overall tendencies 

are not sufficiently strmg to all- strong predictions as to whether 

the order will be PO or OP in any given case. 

The other crucial factor interacting w i t h  definiteness and 

givenness is choice of encoding devices. Interestingly, ordering of 

encoding devices in itself correlates significantly with order of 

syntactic roles (though does not account for 100% of the data). As I 

-will suggest belaw, this zrrelation may be partly due to a preferred 

encoding pattern for syntactic roles, plus a preferred ordering of 

noun phrases versus clitics. particular, 0's are more likely to be 

encoded with clitics t ? .  are obliques. In the 120 cases where 

objects and obliques ~-o-occur postvertveroaily, 46% of ~bjects are 

encoded with clitics, while 31% of obliques are encodd with clitics. 

In T. Paynets (1985) topic continuity study, 55% of all object 

participants were encoded with clitics, as opposed to 46% of all 

obliques. Colnversely, 44% of objects =re referred to with a noun 



phrase (both clitic plus noun phrase and simple noun phrase devices), 

as upposed to 54% of obliques. 

Table 6.18 presents cross-tabulation of encoding canbinations 

for object (0) and oblique (P) , relative to OP versus PO order as the 

deperdent variable. I have differentiated between clitic-plus-NP, NP, 

and clitic devices. In the 120 cases vdbere oblique and object 

co-occur postverbally, there are no cases vdbere an oblique is encoded 

w i t h  a clitic-plus-NR. For the inde-t variabie, order of devices 

is not relevant - only choice of devices. 

OP O E R  PO ORDER TOTAL 

clitic-plus-NP = 0 3 
& clitic = P 

NP=O 
& clitic = P 

NP = P 
& clitic = 0 

clitic = 0 
& clitic = P 

Total 54 45% 66 55% 120 

Table 6.18 Cross-tabulation of Device Choices 
Relative to OP versus PO order. 

The d u e  of xa for the data in Table 6.18 is 41.6 which is 

significant at the .001 level with 5 degrees of freedcun. It is very 



unlikely that the observed association between choice of encoding 

device canbination and syntactic role order is just a matter of 

chance. Calculatim of Xb statistics successively leaving out 

various of the encoding choices, shows that the strongest association 

is seen a noun phrase enades the obiique ad a clitic encodes 

the object (the NP = P & clitic = 0 category). This is also suggested 

by simple percentages: In 34 out of these 38 cases (89%) , reference 

to the oblique precedes reference to the object. =er, the 

reason why NP = P & clitic = 0 correlates so strongly w i t h  PO order 

is because objects are more likely +a obliques to be encoded with 

clitics, and the really determinative factor is NP - clitic order. 

This is suggested by the figures in Table 6.19. All cases where one 

argument is enccded by an NP (both NP ad clitic-plus-NP) and the 

other argument is encoded by a clitic are included, regardless of 

whether the information encoded is given, new, definite, or 

indefinite . 

NP - clitic order 52 81% 
, clitic - NP oder 12 19% 

Total 64 100% 

Table 6.19 Distribution of NP Plus Clitic Orders 

The data in Table 6.20 show that just newgiven cases are 

considered, k* - clitic order goes up to 100%. 



NP - clitic clitic - NP 

NP = 0 & clitic = P 18 
NP = P & clitic = 0 16 

Total 34 100% 

Table 6.20 Cross-tabulation of Ehmdiq Choices for Syntactic 
Roles Relative to NP ard Clitic Orders; 

W v e n  ccmb~tians m y  

Table 6.21 contains only Given-Givw c~nbinations.~~ These data 

also suggest that NP-clitic order is a highly determinative factor in 

accounting for order of syntactic roles. When both 0 and P are given, 

NP - clitic order occurs in 75% of all cases. When P is enccded by an 

NP but 0 is encoded by a clitic, NP - clitic order occurs 90% of the 

time. 

NP - clitic clitic - NP TOTAt 

NP = 0 & clitic = P 9 56% 7 44% 16 100% 
NP = P & clitic - 0 18 90% 2 10% 20 100% 

Table 6.21 Crass-tabulation of Enmdiq Choices for 
Syntactic Roles Relative to NP ard Clitic Orders; 

Given-Given Canbinations Only 

Calculation of Xb statis2fcs an the data in Table 6.18 shows 

that when both object and oblique are d e d  with NP's (both 

clitic-plus-NP = 0 & NP = P, an3 NP = 0 & NP = P canbinations), there 

is also z fairly strorq association w i t h  OP PO orders (thuugh 



not as as wSten one a r g m ~ ~ ~ t  is encoded with an NP and *E 

other a clitic). Here w e  see the ewct reversdl of syntactic roles: 

object precedes oblique in 73% of the cases. The percentages are 

given in M l e  6.22.23 

OP PO Total 

Table 6.22 Cross-tabulation of NP-plus-NP Enccdbg 
Carib-ti- Relative to OP and PO orders 

I would like to suggest three principles to account for the 

major patterns seen, though M on the present s- these are best 

taken as hypotheses rather than as definitively proven. 

1. When both object and oblique constituents occur in a clause, 

the object is more likely to be a centrdl, more highly 'thematic' 
. . 

participant than is the oblique. Central chaxacters are defined in T. 

h y n e  (1985) as those 'characters that the text is about', and which 

'do not lose their status. . . even if they are not mentioned for an 

=tire episode'. Central or thematic participants are thcse which the 

hearer mgnitively expects to recur thmughmt the discourse (even if 

referred to primarily by attenuated devices). Filhre (1977) implies 

that p-ticipants enccded as objects (as well as subjects a d  

indirect objects) are ' in perspective' as opposed to participants 



encoded in oblique phrases. Participants that are cognitively ' in 

perspective' are more likely to be these about which the text or 

subtext is told. Doris Payne (1984~) that in Papago narrative 

discourse, objects are mre likely to encode aninate participants 

than are obliques. Normally animate participants can be e-tel: to 

have greater continuity thougbout a text (to be more highly ' topid' 

or tthematic' in the sense of G i v h  1983), and to be the entities 

about e c h  the text or subtext is told. 

2. Highly topical (=highly continuous) participants are more 

likely to be encoded by clitics thn by NPts in Yagua. This is 

substantiated in T. Payne (1985) a d  reflects the scatiaic principle 

stated by Haiman (1983). 

3. In Yagua, clitic referexes to participants tend to cane iast 

in the clause. This is suggested by the data in Tables 6.18 through 

6.21. This ordering pattern m l a t e s  w i t h  a tePldency to place 

given/definite information last in the clause, as suggested by the 

data in Tables 6.15 and 6.16. 

When factors (1) and (2 1 wrk in conjuncticm, objects will be 

encoded by clitics. Factor (3) then accounts for the prepnderance of 

W orders seen & Table 6.18 v&n the object is encoded by a clitic 

(i.e. the sum of NP = P 61 clitic = 0, and clitic = 0 & clitic = P 

categories) . 
These principles m y  also (indirectly) explain the prepmderance 

of OP orders when two noun phrases are used, as seen in Table 6.22. 

Nonndlly the object is mre topid/therratic than the oblique (factor 

(1) above). Thus there is a te&exy to mxre it towards the end of 



the clause (factors 2 and 3). For Yagua spealcers we might hypothesize 

that this is the rmst neutral situation, the one Wch is cognitively 

most expcted. However, wknever the spealoer chooses to enccde the 

object w i t h  an NP, he or she does so based on a situation e r e  the 

inionnational amtent to be encoded is cognitively less-expxted. 

S-le introduction of new information (but witbut additional 

pagmatic or senrantic mar-) m y  be one such situatim. This 

moti~tes a reversdl to the CP arder, reflecting the less-expected 

nature of the infonnaticm encoded or the less-neutral canmnnricative 

situation. 

6.8. Sunaaary 

Highly 1-tically marked inf-tian ccrmes initidly in the 

Yagua clause (Sections 6.2 thrcnqh 6.5) . Although such inf onnation 

ray be already in the hearer's active consciousness (i.e. it is 

given), the speaker may anticipate that the new relationship in which 

Wch he or she wishes to establish it, or the added senantic or 

pragmatic salience which he or she wishEs to attribute to it, is 

going to be judged as relatively sarprising and v t e d  by the 

hearer. This is particularly so if the speaker assumes the hearer 

already has s a ~  other information starxAlng in the particular 

propositional relatiorship in which this particular piece of 

(soon-to-be) -tically marked information is going to be 

established. 

W k n  aqgmznts are overtly eqcesed, the neutrdl order is 

Verb-Subject-Object (Sectim 6.2). Verb initial order is also the 



most frequent in naturally occurring text (Section 6.6) . This order 

is strictly syntactically based. Order of object anl oblique relative 

to one another when both occur pastverbdlly depends on a cdination 

of pragmatic factors and the encoding device used (Section 6.7) . 
Generally, the mast topical, most highly given, most expected. and 

least surprising of the two cca~es last. 

Overall, there is a gene& i r i  in t h e m  towhich 

infomistion is cognitively expected across the clause, with the 

important proviso that unmarked placement of the subject noun phrase 

is syntactically cons e.24 ~igh.1~ pmgmatically marked 

information cares first, follaed by the verb and subject 

constituents. Whichever of the object and oblique participants is 

least expected canes next, followed by the mcst expzted one. 



This is a simplified idealization of the -hearer 
context. Actual hearers may be distinct fram intended addresses, and 
the actual speaker may not be the originator of a .message intended 
for the hearer or addressee. I will not pursue these elaborations of 
the -tic coarmurnicative system here. 

Z Dooley (1982) distkquisks 'inner1 f r a n  'outer1 delimiting 
ampnents. The former are those which are coreferential with 
aqments related to the rrucleus via the senantic case or 
subcategorization of the verb. A fuller study of pragmatic 
st ructurm in Yagua wuld possibly distinguish these. 

Dooley says that for Brazilian. Guam,??, the Clarification 
element is 'a mere apperdage to the pragmatic structuring of the 
sentence1 a d  thus is not part of the constitcent structure of the 
sentence. In Yagua the fact that a sentence connective can occur 
after clarification phrases suggests that unless the connective were 
also interpreted as a 'mere to the sentence as a mie, 
the clarification should be interpreted as within the scope of the 
following connective. 

-ley snggsts that in all I-, unmarked pragmatic 
structuring within the prqmatic nucleus of the clause will consist 
of a 'Tapic ' and a 'Core cempanent . Dooley defines Topic as a 
delimiting ampnent which is related to the pragmatic nucleus by the 
subcategorization and semantic case frame of the verb. The Core is 
the most informative part of the sentence. N o d l y  this consists of 
new information, but also may cmsist of infomatian that is 
contrastive. I will not pursue here whether this kypoA-is wrks 
well for Yagua in pragmatically unmarked predictions. My primary 
purpose is to discuss moti~tions for ccmstituent order variation and 
the discussion will primarily amcentmte on pragmatically marked 
predications. 

The priozative formative 4iiy is a phrasal clitic, occurri~ 
an both nouns ard verbs. It thus patterns like the repetitive -ntiy, 
the emphatic s, and -day ( function uncertain) . 

I will not explore &tonationdl features of -ked -tic 
strvcture in this chapter. Other evidences of marked pragmatic 
structure mentiuned just in passing include use of certain s e c d  
position clitics. It may be that these features differentiate between 
various pragmatically marked subtypes. The clitic -niy o m  in 
mxmrous examples in Section 2.4.1 (cf. especially (94) and (96)); 
its contrasive function is &scuss& in T. Payne (1985, Chapter 7). 
The clitic sits correlates stmrgly (thou& not acclwively) w i t h  
pragiatically marked constituent order (cf. examples (90) and (91) of 



~ a u l  pawlisan (prsma~ communication) suggests that the EM' 
position can also be used to indicate irony, implying the opposite of 
the literal sense of the proposition given in the rest of the 
nucleus. In the texts which I have exmhed in detail, it is not 
clear that any examples fulfilling this function occur. 

Chafe (1976) dcesrlf t actually use the term 'single focus 
amtrast', but others have applied this term to situations where the 
three &ticars he outlines hold true (e.g -ley 1982). 

The term ldouble focas contrastf is -times used in the 
literature. Asserting a correct match-ug be- t m  paris of items 
is clearly far nrore camon, Chafe suggests that situations 
w i t h  triple contrast might be possible. 

lo The effect of the negative pareicle in exmple (577~) is 
to rhetorically reinforce the positive asserticn (Paul Fowlison, 

cammication). This is in sane ways similar to litotes, in 
which an affirmative is by the negative of the contmry. 

Repetition and restat-t w i t h  added detail or -tically 
parallel informatim- are definable poetic fornrs in other languages, 
as for example Biblical Hebrew a d  Ixil Mayan ritual texts 
( T m  1980). I doubt that restateaent and added detail 
restatement in Yagua narratives are primarily poetic fonns, as they 
occur in perscmd and historid narratives, as well as folkloric 
narrative. But I have not specif i d l y  researched this. 

l2 This is not mcessarily true in child language and in poetic 
genres, for w l e .  No doubt there is also cultural variation. 

l3 It has been suggested to me by both Prnrl Pawlison and Desmnd 
Derbysfiire that the function of this particular instance of 
restatement could be 'saxm3vi-I a section of background 
information in o&er to clearly mark its boundaries, and in effect to 
say 'I'm finished tdlldng abut that I doubt that most of this 
information is backgrourd, hclclllever, given occurrence of jiita on 
clauses which encode events. 

l4 But see Section 5.2. Sane adverbials precede the verb as 
tkir basic order. 

l5 When a particular element is both semantically negate3 and in 
same other way pragmatically marked, I have counted it just as 
pragmatically marked. 

l6 ihe data in Table 6.6 may suggest that A is mre ccammnly 
encoded with a noun phrase when kr-tically mark& and preverbal. 
Holrlever, when the data of Tables 6.5 and 6.6 is taken together, overt 
cases of preverbal A and postverbal A are more e q d ,  This is 
reflected in Table 6.12. 



Zero reference, where there is no clitic or NP, is not a 
strong option in Yagua. In a ccnmt of connected discourse containing 
1959 references to participants, less than .5% of 'references ' lacked 
both a clitic and a noun phrase (Tan Payne, personal cmnunication). 
In this study any 'zero references1 are subsumed under the Iclitic' 
category. 

l8 bidtipie i- regression analysis and a larger data base 
HIoUld be neoessary to canpletely determine how various factors 
interact to a c m t  far this. 

l9 In Tables 6.15 ad 6.16 I have factored out these cases where 
the oblique is j6siy 'there1. Jdsiy has dlmost an adverbial sense in 
many cases indicating sequentiality rather than a clearly referential 
location. It almost exclusively prexdes 0, regardless of whether 0 
is encoded w i t h  an noun phrase or a clitic, and whether 0 is given, 
m, definite; or Wfinite. 

20 Althngh Tables 6.15 an3 6.16 bsth ha= 44 toirens each, these 
sets of tokens are not identical. In same instances a given-new 
canbination might aka encode definite-definite information. Thus the 
particular case wuld be represe~lted in Table 6.15 but not in Table 
6.16. This explains why there are 23 cases of OP ad 21 of PO order 
in Table 6.15, but 21 cases of OP and 17 of PO order in Table 6.16. 

21 ~ t -  are misloedirg in - of tk other cases. f or 
-le when clitics encode both 0 and P, PO order occurs in 11 out 
of 13 cases, or 85% of the time. -, the number of tokens 
occurrirg in the OP versus PO cells is relatively close to the 
w e d  values if dlstributian was simply randcrm. 

22 For the given-new older when me argument is encoded by an 
NP and the other by a clitic, only four cases occur once jkiy 
'them1 is factored out. When both 0 a d  P are new, NP1s encode them 
bth. *=fore, cross-tabulation of NP-clitic and clitic-NP orders 
similar to those in Tables 6.20 and 6.21 are not given for new-new 
and given-new orders. 

23 J&Ay is again factored out of m1.e 6.22. It res not 
factored out of Table 6.18 because to do so wuld have sufficiently 
reduced certain cell sizes to make caleslatim of X~ invdlid. 

24 This overall pattern is !SCmBht (thmgh m t  exactly) t h E  
reverse of that argued for by Firbas ( 1964: 170) in terms of basic 
distribution of [degrees of 1 c.adcative dynamkm' . Firbas defines 
degree of caapmnricative dynamism as the 'extent to M c h  the sentence 
elanent contributes to the develapnent of the cnmnnrication, to which 
it "pushes the ccsmrmnication forward" , as it were . New information 
clearly e= the ccamcrnication fomatd more than given informatian, 
though same piece of ~lew information may push the camrmnication 
forward more than another piece of strictly new information, simply 
due to its inherent semantic content. For Firbas, when ordering of 



informatim deviates fran the basic distributional order, an emotive 
or [=pragmatically?] marked coloring is acquired, thcrugh the relative 
degrees of ccnrmnrnicative dynmism inherring in particular pieces of 
infozmatian are not changed (273). Thus, I surmise that in Firbas' 
analysis of Czech, for example, a piece of information high in 
ccnmunicative dymmkm might  occur at the kegindrg of the sentence, 
giv- the sentence an 'motive' force. But this does not reflect a 
difference in cammmicative dyMmism relative to the raan-tive 
ordering. What I am suggesting in Yagua, on the other hand, is that 
w i t h i n  certain limits, charges in order may reflect changes in what 
the spaker assumes is the degree of cognitive expectation on the 
part of the hearer. 



Chapter 7: Basic Constituent Order in Yagua: Conclusims and 

Implications 

In Chapter 6 I a i i  that the basic order of major clause 

constituents in Yagua is Verb-Subjectabject [VSO) when full noun 

phrases are used. There are, however, reasons to consider that it 

might be sanethhg other than VSO, Subject-VerHbject (SVO) being 

the most likely alternative. In this chapter I will review the 

evidence for and agai~~t this altermtive order as basic. Hawwer , I 

will conclude that VSO is ideed basic, at least in typological 

terns, thougfi perfraps alternative canclusicas could be drawn in other 

theory-specific terns (Sections 7.1 ard 7.2). Taking Yagua as a verb 

initial langcage, 63-iez features which do and do not correlate with 

the verb initial nn?n are reviewed (Section 7.3) . The implications 
for %wkins' Universal 2 are discussed. When viewed in terms of 

h e a d d f  ier serializatim ~inciples or degree of cross-category 

hannary, the Yagua facts do not appear particularly coherent (Section 

7.4). Howver, s a ~  characteristic tendencies of 'head marking' 

largwges (Nichols, in progress) may have historically brought abut 

the particular cluster of praperties seen in the laquage at the 

present time (Section 7.5). 



7.1. A?gments in favor of SVO as basic 

There are at least three reasons to ccarsider positing SVO rather 

than VSO as the basic order of major clause constituents in Yagua. 

These are (1) the predictions of Hawkinst Universal 2, (2) the 

syntactic distribution of Set I clitics, and (3) possible subject - 
object -tries. 

7.1.1. Hawkinst Universal 2 

In Chapter 3 I argued that the following are the basic orders of 

(-) constituents in Yagua noun and adpsitiandl phrases: 

( 599 Head Noun + Descriptive Modifier (= 'adjective') 
Genitive NP + Head Noun 
NP + Postposition 

The order of head noun and descriptive sodifier could be argued 

.qainst (cf. Chapter 3), but given Hawkins' (1983:13) criteria for 

determining wht is 'basic', plus the evidence of naturally occurring 

discourse data, I have argued that Head Noun + Descriptive Modifier 

is the bit order. I have avoided us* the term 'adjective ' simply 

because what fuktions as a descriptive d f i e r  is most often 

syntactically a ncmindl. Genitive NP + Head Noun is mch more 

frequent than Set I clitic + Head W-TI + Genitive NP. NP + 

Postposition is similarly much more frequent than Set I clitic + 

Pastposition + NP. There is no mascm to assume that the latter 

orders have becane the norm when full noun phrases are used, either 

in tenns of frequency or camunicative function. Thus, there is no 

to suppose that the dependent noun phrases in m i t i -  and 



possessed noun phrases are basically post-head, with the Set I clitic 

just being a sign inflectional agreenent between the head and its 

post-heed dependent. 

Haudcirrs' (1983:65) Universal 2 states: 

(600) If a language has VSO woI.d oder, then if the adjective 
follows the noun, the genitive follms the noun; i.e., 
VSO 3 (NMj 3 -1. 

This universal is given as an exceptidess one, ruling out the 

possibility that a lamyage vllould have either of the follawing t m  

occufience sets as itsbasic orders: 

(601) VSO/Pre_#>s i t id /NAdj /GenN (Hawkins '  Type 4) 
VSO/Postpsitional~ j/GenN (IEaudEins ' Type 8 )  

If we Yagua to be a VSO 1-, then it is in fact a 

Type 8  language a d  IEawkirrs1 U n i M  2 -zuit st3e s 

except.ianless. Given that Hawkins' proposals are based on a 

respectable sample of the unrld's lang-i, it is mrth 

investigatbq whether Yagua might not be an SVO (or even SOV) 

1angu;itge. Any order other than VSO would leave the Universal as 

exceptionless, at least relative to m t l y  attested languages. 2 

7.1.2. Set I clitic reference 

InChaptess2md3wesawthat subjects of Type 1 clauses, 

genitives in possessed noun phrases, d objects of postpositions can 

all be e%pesed by a - plmse, a Sgt I clitic, or both 

simultaneously. The three different patterns are sunmarized in Table 

7.1 1 ' all phrasal categories. in the A pattern a noun phrase 



-cedes the predicate element or the bed (either a possessed noun 

or a postposition). In the B pattern a Set I clitic precedes that 

element. In the C pattern a noun phrase follm what wuld otherwise 

be the B configuration. The term 'Verb' in Table 7.1 encanpasses both 

semantidly main verbs ard dliaries. 

Subj j  + Verb Set I + Verb Set I + Verb + Sub jNP 
GenNP +PossdN SetI+PossdN Set I+PossdN+GenNP 
NP +Postp Set I + Postp Set I + P o s t p  +NP 

Table 7.1 Suuamry of Possibilities for Subjects of 
Type 1 clauses, Genitives, a d  Objects of Pastpsitians. 

What is the axmmdity uniting the pa.ttems seen in Table 7.1? One 

hypothesis is that the verb, possessed mm, and postpsition are all 

'heads' of phrasai categories and that the other element (s) encode 

the -t member of the phrasal category. Howmer, inmost 

framewor-ks the verb is not taken to be the head of a vern plus 

subject constituent, in the same sense that a heed noun and 

postposition are heads of noun phrases and postpositio~l phrases, 

respectively. The verb might, however, be mderstood as the most 

head-like surface element in the clause in that it is the constituent 

to which  elements w h i c h  have scope over the entire clause may 

gravitate. 3 

A sea& hypothesis is that the verb, possessed nuun, and 

postposition are in sane serse 'predicates' of their respective 

categories, an3 that the other element(s) encode an argument 



of the construction. More precisely?, in each case the predicate is a 

one-place predicate. If we - a Waitive verb to be a tm-place 
predicate, the addition of an objtxt argument results in a one-place 

predicate. In sane sense, addition of an object argument to make a 

ane-place predicate must happen 'prior' to addition of the subject 

argument. This may be mtivated on ser~antivtactic gromds, given 

that verbs have closer selectional restrictions and interpretation 

requirements relative to their objects, as ol;psed to their 

transitive  subject^.^ It is important to note that not all one-place 

predicates in Yagua Wce Set I clitics. In particular, argments of 

So clauses & of predicate Mminals are mmpksyntacticdlly treated 

in the sam way as objects of transitive ~ e r k 2 5 . ~  

If one were to posit SVO as the underlying syntactic order for 

major clause constituents, then Set I clitic and noun phrase 

distribution across all three phrasal categories could be accounted 

for simply an2 neatly by rules such as the foilowing (or their 

translations in whatever fzamemrk) : 

b. : NP 
c. : Set I clitic (NP) 

%ere X : Y is read as 'X is instantiated by Y' 

W e  (a) in (602) carinot be interpreted as a standard X-bar rile 

(Jadctxdof f 1977) . This is because when the PREDICATE is a verb (or 

auxiliary plus verb), then X cannot be lnderstood as a verb phrase 

but must be understood as a clausal category (E, F, or C; see Chapter 
2) . A further modification is needed for rule (602c) such that 



whenewr the 'optid' NP occurs, it will be placed in 

post-predicate positior.. Whenater X in rule (a) is a clausal 

category, the modification to rule (602c) will have to ensure 

hm&iately post-verbal of the subject NP, rather than 

placement following verbplus-object. Some sort of simplicity metric 

might 3-t positing either (602b) or (602c) as the rule accounting 

for basic, or syntactically umfkrlying, order of the MGUMEKT across 

all categories. The alternative order might then be derived by a 

nmawnt transfo&tion, yielding a =re surface structure. 

I believe there is major problem with stopping at rules such as 

those outlined in the paragraph (or their translations in 

whatever -rk). Despite their neatness, they ignore what 

speakers are actually sensitive to when they (sdxorsciously) choc3se 

a variation such as (602b) rather than ( 602c) . The rules in (602a-c) 

might satisfactorily describe the syntactic possibilities. But thzz 

say n o w  abut what is cammnicatively basic. As I have argued in 

Chapters 3 and 6, the A and B patterns in Table 7.1 are 

cclnanrnicatively basic for Genitive noun phrases and postposlticnal 

phases, but + 3 ~  B and C patterns are coaanaricatively Sasic for 

subject - verb constructions. The A pattern is reflected in rule 

(602b) , the C pattern In rule (602c) , and the B pattern in rule 

(602c) without the optianal NP. 

Perhaps what is largely at issue here is w k t h e r  or not the more 

typologically oriented tradition (as represented by -rg, 

Hawkins, M3llinsan ad Blake, ad Givr jn ,  to r~m? just a few 

sdmlars) , or the syntactic possibilities trzdition (as exemplified 



by much of X-bar syntax and phrase strvcture theor; es) has an 

exclusive right to the term 'basic constituent [word] order'. Clearly 

neither one does, unless we choose to disagree w i t h  I i u x ~ ~ t y  IXrmpty who 

said: 'When 3 use a word, it means just wbt I choose it to mean - 
neither more nor less' . That is, Humpty Dumpty he had a 

(constitutianal?) right to make a term mean whatever he chose it to 

mean (unfortunately without regard to inneased cammicatian of his 

-) . As 1- as we clearly uderstand what various writers mean 

by their terns, perhaps we do not need to argue. But in my cwn mind, 

it is not sufficient to stop w i t h  an urdersranding of 'basic 

constituent order' only in terns of syntactic possibilities, as 

represented in (602) . Fail* to explore what is ccnmMlicatively 

basic or even laost -t in naturally occurring discourse will 

leave us w i t h  an inadequate of the pressures behind 

historical change, and the specific pathways by which syntactic 

change may proceed. In order to have historical cbnge, w e  must allow 

that languages can have points where they will not be forced into 

simple and tidy generalizations, particularly if we wish to do 

justice to the actual data. If we insist an simple and tidy 

gea?mlizaticars at all points, we might as well try to that 

Natural Serialization Principle (Lehmm 1973; cf. Chapter 1) was 

right to begin w i t h .  But clearly it was not. 

In sumPnary, if one were to posit the A pattern in Table 7.1 as 

syntacticaliy underlyirg for ali categories represented, then just 

rules (602a) and (b) wuld be messary to account for all 'basic' or 

underlying syntactic orders, while rule (602c) accounts for =-basic 



orders. However, I contend that it does not accurately reflect the 

cognitively and cclarmMlicatively basic orders across all categories. 

7.1.3. Subject - object asqmetries 
As dbassed in Chapter 5, subject - object asynmetries have to 

do w i t h  phenomeM where either the ar the object, but not 

both, evidences certain ,nivileges in terns of such things as order 

variation, 'movement' out of cauplement clauses, and control of 

person and number inlices of a i i r i z  elements. One possible way to 

account for subject - object aspmetries is to posit a structural VP 

constituent containing the verb ard object nomi phrase. This is 

particularly mtiMted if t k  subject - object asymetries in 

question could be to stem directly fran the fact that the 

subject is inrmediately W t e d  by the sentence (or clause), whereas 

the object is inrmediately dcauinat~d by the verb phrase. Positing SVO 

as the basic (uderlying) constituent order -ti facilitate positing 

a structilrdl verb phrase in that the verb an3 object are then 

cantigums. In Sections 2.8.2 and 5.3 I noted t m  possible subject - 

object -tries in Yagua: potentially different strategies for 

q1aestionb-g subject versus object -ts of embedded clauses, and 

the fact that subjects but m t  objects can can determine the 

pex?mWnu;nber/animacy index of the corefm-tial clitics jSv: an& 

. With regard to the latter I have argued that the real asymrmetry 

is not between subject and object, but between Set I arguments and 

object. Positing a structurdl verb phrase consisting of verb and 

object does not help to resolve this problem. With regard to 



question formation strategies, I do not have sufficient information 

to amclusively say that subjects of anbedded clauses are indeed 

treated differently from objects. 

In any case, subject - object aspz?tries which may ex i s t  could 

possibly be accounted for on the basis of closer semantic scope and 

subcategorization relations holding between the verb and object, 

which do not hold be- the verb and (t2ansitive) subject. There is 

nonecessaryreasonthat Iknowof toargue that subject - object 
asyurnetries have to be accounted for on the basis of a structural 

verb phrase constituent. 

?.2. Aqments against SVO as basic 

There are argument: against positing SVO as the basic 

order in Yagua, at least within SUE of the more typological 

traditions outlined in Chapter 1. First, the statistical evidence 

presented in Chapter 6 favors basic pastverbal o&er for both subject 

(both S and A) and object (0) . As discussed in Chapter 3 regarding 

order of genitives, we should not stop at statistics but should 

investigate the principles =tinting the observed statistics. In ::he 

case of major c l d  constituents, Fjosfxerbdl position is unmarked 

whereas premrbl pitian is either pragmatically or semantically 

marked. ?art of what makes sanething 'marked' is that it occurs less 

frequently. If It were to be- the statistical nonn, by dint of 

sheer frequency it would likely loose its marked status. But low 

frequency is not the only thing which makes preverbal positianirq of 

subject and object p-tically marked. As shown in Chapter 6, there 



are clear non-neutral commicative intents which correlate with and 

motivate the preverbdl oers. 

Secord, if we corrsider the criteria of degree of 

presrzppositionality, SVO order is etployed u x x k  conditions of 

greater presupposition than is VSO order (and similarly for other 

orders w i t h  preverbdl nuclear constituents) . VSO (or VS, VO, or 

V-Oblique) may be used simply to introduce infomation where there is 

little or nothing presupposed at all. But SVO (and all other orders 

there are preverbal constituents) are employed when it is 

assunaed that there is same ha&ymmd presuppsition in the mind of 

the hearer which the spealcer wishes toinodify in someway. This 

kckgmud -ition provides a context and raison d' stre for 

focus of contrast, restatement, added detail restateraent, counter 

exp=ctatian, and other non-neutral cammicative intents. 

Third, if we were to posit SVO as basic, it is still clear that 

objects, postpositid and other oblique phrases, adverbs, and 

discontinurnas elements of mtm phrases can also occur in preverbal 

position. If SVO is basic, v e  might -t to be able to find cases 

of OSV, Oblique-SV, AdverbSV, Modifier-SV, etc. where the first 

element occurs in the pragmatically marked (RJI) position within the 

clause. However, these not occur. Whmever there are tw m r b d l  

constituents, one is always in the non-nuclear delimiting position. 

This is sham partly by seam3 position clitic placement and by 

resumptive use of Set I or I1 clitics whnever the first elentent is 

careferential w i t h  an argument of the verb. If SVO is basic, we need 

to account in a motivated way for why the mn-occurrhq orders are 



missing. Why is there a limit of just one pre-verbal canstituent 

within E? 

Related to the third objection is the fact that whenever a 

--subject constituent occurs in the preverbal position within 5, if 

a subject phrase also occurs in the clause it must follow the verb. 

If w= posit SVO as basic, w= then have to account for why the subject 

is 'moved1 or extraposed vhnever scanething else occurs in preverbal 

position. Keenan ( 1977) claims +ht in verb medial (5330) languages, 

there may be soclre fann of subject postposing either to the em3 of the 

clause, or just to postverbal position when nowsubjects are frorited. 

ThisiswhataneHlouldham3toarguehere. 

Hmever, there is a fourth objection. The fact remains that no 

constituent need occur in preverbd posf tioz, thi subjsct is mt 

canmonly postverbal even when there is no other preverbal constituent 

(Chapter 6). Faat &d moti~te pos*ing in this case? If SVO is 

basic and underlying, ws are faced with the rather ~lccanfortable 

distributional statement that the subject is extraposed to follaw the 

verb when it is pragmatically Ul@MKBl, but is retained in its 

preverbal position and m t  moved whexver it is marked. Counter to 

+&, &enever any nan-subject elments are pragmatically unmarked, 

they renain in their underlying pitian, md are moved only w h m  

WEKED. It vxnild be simpler to have just one rule: when pragnatically 

mrked, the constituent in question (regardless of what it is) occurs 

in the prwerbal PM position. bhen pragmatidly unmarked, the 

constitumt in question remains in its basic position. 



In Chapter 1 I noted Mallinson and Blake's stipulation that 

basic order should be determined on the basis of transitive clauses 

where both arguments are definite. Givh (to appear), on the other 

hand, suggests that basic order should be detemined on the basis of 

clauses where the object is idef inite am3 referential. Neither of 

,a - r t - - r -  
a r - - ~ m  criteria really distinguishes between SVO and VSO 

orders, since both config-ti- can be used to encode definite 

information or to introduce indefinite-referential information. There 

is no necessary relationship between definiteness and one order 

versus the other in Yagua. In actual fact, the number of clauses 

w i t h  two overt noun phrases in ~ t u r a l  text meting either MiLlirrson 

and Blake's or Giv&nls criteria is extremely small am3 does not allw 

-us to conclu2e anythir?g w i t !  certainty. 

To summrize, Hawkins' Universal 2 (Section 7.1.1) should not be 

taken as a reascm to prefer SVO over VSO as the basic order. The 

Universal should be based on data and not visa versa. Subject - 

object -tries ! if such exist in Yagua; Section 7.1.3) could be 

accounted for on the basis of subcategorization atld semantic scope 

relations, lather than positing a structural VP constituent. The 

primary motivation interndl to the grannnar of Yagua for positing SVO 

as basic concerns simplicity of desriptian relative to distribution 

of r?aurn phrases and Set I ciitics that encode arguments of (certain) 

tole-place predicates, as in Rules (602a-c; Section 7.1.2). But 

balanced against this is ccmplication of description when it ames to 

ceaditians of use, as I have just d i s c d .  According to criteria 

such as thase suggested by Ihwkirrs ( 1983 : 13) , Gi-, Mallinson and 



Blake, and those discussed in Chapter 6, I conclude that VSO is the 

most basic syntactic order whenever full noun phrases are used. 

7.3. SLmmrary of typological traits 

Table 7.2  summarizes the verb initial features found in Yagua, 

mw to the verb initial norm (VIN; see Appedh  11) . Sane of 

these features, such as agglutinative and plysynthetic morphological 

structure, are not exclusively verb initiai characteristics. 



1. Basic cmstituent order is VSO (order of direct object and 
oblique may wiry). 

2. Fmnting of NP1s (or other elements) to the left of the verb 
is a possibility under pragmatically mrked conditions. 

3. There is a tedency to move given infarmation to erd of the 
clause (relative to the order of direct object and oblique). 

4. The i- is aggiuthtive and plysynthetic. 
5. There is essentially no Manindl case narking for srr5jeC-t ax? 

object (Wt Set I1 clitics have case/- features). 
6. Relative clauses are post-head. 
7. Descriptive modifiers are post-head. 
8. Relativizatim may be by deletian or by retention of a 

Set I or Set 11 clitic in the position relativized. 
9. Manner adverts generally follow the verb. 
10. Auxiliaries precede the verb. 
11. The daninant negative particle & pmcedes the verb. 
12. (Saae) mdal fonnatives are affixal to the verb. 
13. verbs generally follow the embedding verb. 
14. Clausal objects follow the min verb. 
15. There is no overt @a. 
16. Pl-t of the yes/= question particle is specified with - 

reference to the beg- of clause (secard pasition within C) . 
17. In information questians, the questioned NP is fronted 

('mnrementl of questioned NFs fran enbedded clauses is also 
a possibility at least for subjects) . 

18. Scnae adverbial and canplemnt clause types follow their m a i n  
clause (though conditionals and oI5= -tiy cl- precede 
their main clause). 

19. CQnple~entizers precede their clause. 

Table 7.2 Summary of Verb Initial Features in Yagua 

Table 7.3 sumarizes features fmrd in Yagua which are not 

characteristic of verb initid 1-. Sane of these features are 

not exclusively characteristic of any one constituent order type. 

haever. For example, sufflxbq is much more 

cross-linguistically than pref ixlng, probably because of universal 

phonological tendencies. 



1. The language is almost exclusivsly suffixing. 
2. There are postpositions and no prepsiticnrs. 
3. Demonstratives and numerals are pre-head. 
4. Genitive expressions are -head. 
5. T h e r e i s s a ~ e ~ t b e t w e e n t h e h g a d n a u n a n d o t h e r  

constituents of the noun phrase (numends and demmstratives). 
6. Adverts precede de!3criptive modifiers. 
7. Relative pmrmms occur. 
8. There is a rich variety of mearrs for nanindlizing verbs, 

particularly using classifiers. 
9. There is no productive specificdlly passive construction. 
10. Tk verb w i t h  just one azgumnt (though t w o  are 

potentially referex& in t ! clause) . 
11. In the amparative construction the canparative precedes the 

standard (though canparison is mcst ccaPnaoslly done by 
juxtapositicm) . 

12. ate coordinate particle jar~eey follows the coordinated 
phrase. 

13. -Dar%iju 'because1 and -lxnmu 'while' are subardinatirg 
suffixes (lather than prefixes). 

Table 7.3 Sumnary of Non-Verb Initial Features in Yagua 

7.4. fmplicatims for head4epedent ordering principles and IEawkins' 

Universals 

If u ~ e  look at Yagua in terms of head-t ordering, then it 

is not a k l l  behwed lar@uage. At least features 1, 6, '1, 10, 13, 

14, 18, a& 19 in Table 7.2 could be described as evidencing 

head4epdent order. But at least features 2, 3, 4, and 13 in Table 

7.3 could be described as evidencing depn3ent-head order. Certain 

other features could be said to follow frern one or the other of these 

ordering patterns in accord w i t h  Lehannls 'prinsry concanitant ' 

principle (khmann 1973). This principle states that modifiers of a 

basic syntactic element stand on the opposite side of that elanent 



from its primary amcanitant. For example, the .object is purportedly 

the 'primary conccmitant' of the verb. Since the object follaws the 

verb, other verbdl modifiers should precede the verb. This muld 

motimte pre-verbdl positioning of the (primary) negative particle. 

However, there are dlsnepancies in the order of noun phrase 

elements. For example, since the object noun phmse is said to be en 

primary concanitant of the verb and follows the verb, modifiers of a 

ncnm shuuld follaw the noun. This might account for post-head 

positicoring of descriptive modifiers and relative clauses, but it 

does not account for pre-head positioning of demonstratives, 

numerdls, ard genitives. Even if we look at Yagua in tern of 

Haiddns' frameclJork which does not predict the limited number of 

co-occurrence types that & h a m  (1973) does, we find that Yaguadoes 

t behave. In particular, by his own criteria = to what is basic, 
Yagua stands as a counter sgmple to Hawkins' Universal 2. 

Cclnsequently, we amclude that the universal is wrongly stated as an 

exceptionless one. It may hold true with o v e m h e m l y  mre than 

chance tmquenq, but absolute -t with the Universal is not 

guaranteed. 

The data base on which Hawkins' universals are feuded 

has two problems. It is not a randan sample, and there are language 

types not represented in the sample (cf. Doris Payne 1985~). The 

feature is particularly important in an adequate data base for 

drawing the type of srceptianless universals Hawkins proposes. The 

universals !must in fact reflect all actually occurring co-occurrence 

types. Insofar as even one laxquagets co-occurrence set is not 



represented in the sample, one might draw the eficlnecrus conclusion 

that certain universals are exceptionless. This is apparently what 

Perhaps one counter example does not constitute much of an 

exception a d  we can still say the universal is 'nearly 

exceptionless' . But the degree to which it stands as 'nearly 

acceptionless' awaits further research. Addltional data frm the 

Amazon area shauld contribute significantly to such study. There is 

at least me p e t  of verbinitial/postpositiandl 1-2s in the 

western Amazon area. This includes Yagua, Taushim (genetic 

relatiaship unhmn; Alicea 19751, an3 tfie Aravakan languages ~aure 

(KeeMn 1978), Matsiguenga (Betty Snell, persondl -cation) , 

Nanatsisuenga (Wise 1971), Caquinte (Kemeth Swift, 

cammication), scnne Asfieninca dialects (David Payne, personal 

carammicatian), and Amuesha (Martha Duff Tripp ard Mary Ruth Wise, 

personal cammication). It is worth pointing out that Hawkins has 

already noted that his Universal 3 must  be taken as statistical in 

its basic form. This universdl is: F%EP (mj NGen) .? The 

fact that both Universals 2 and 3 ai b t  t - s s  ss ststlstfd (in 

their sinplest foxmulatian) suggests that the degree to which all of 

the pmpased unive- stand as exceptionless or even 'nearly 

exceptionless ' merits further doamsntation. * 



7.5. Yagua as a head marking language 

Although head - dependent serialization p-inciples do not make 

much sense out of the Yagua &tat and although Yagua should not exist 

according to ?%&ins1 Unixmsal2, there is another fmnework w h i c h  

m y  account for at least sane of the cooccurring features seen in 

Tables 7.2  and 7.3. This is Jaharrna Niciulsl notian of head marking 

versus depe&ent --king languages (Nichols, in progress). Head 

marking and dependent markhg have to cio with the presence and 

location of overt morphological marking of syntactic relations: are 

such relations marked an the he& or an the dependent elenaezlt in a 

syntactic phrase? Briefly put, a he& mar- language marks 

relati- an the head element in a giuen construction. A 

&pendent marking language marks such relations m the depmdent 

element. may widence a mixture of head and dependent 

marking. At certain pints of the granmrar they m y  be neutral ~ i t h  

to head vefsrts dependent maring, or they may mark both the 

head and the depndent of certain constructions. 

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, Nichols defines the head of a 

construction as ' the won3 w h i c h  guverns, or is subcategorized for, or 

otherwise determines the possibility of occurrence, of the ot-kr. It 

determines the category of its phrase. This definition yields 

iKZet-te conclusions when it canes to differentiating head and 

modifying nouns in Yagua noun phrases, and I have amplified it with 

the discourse based notion of 'pragmatic head1. At the clause level, 

Nichols considers the verb and/or awdliary verb to be the head, 

perfiaEs because it is the verb w h i c h  determines the possibility of 



occurrence of subject ard object (and othgr) relations. That is, in 

naturally occurring discourse, occasionally noun phrases can be 

sinply juxtaposed in a paratactic way to other constituents with 

ellipsis of understood predicates. But when such occur, the 

g~amaaatical relations of the overt el-ts are potentially unclear 

if not =-existent. In this sense it is the presence of a verb or 

predicate which guarantees or forces the assignment of grammatical 

relations to accanpanying noun phrases. With regard to the verb 

phmse, Nidmls does not suggest that the verb plus object preferably 

form a syntactic constituent separate frPm the subject. This accords 

well w i t h  the facrs of Y m ,  both in ternrs of its VSO order, and the 

difficulties in trying to motivzte the object's status as the 

exclusive 'primary cancanitant ' of the verb, as apposed to the 

subject (cf. Qlapter 1). 

In Nichols' tenns the following Yagua constructions evidence 

head mar-: 

At the clause level, the verb -or auxiliary can be marked for 

the presence ard animacy, person, and number of subjects by means of 

a Set I clitic (Section 2.1.1.i). The subject noun phrase is not 

nrarkcd for case, which wuld be a type of dependent marking. 

At the clause level, the verb is marked for the presence of a 

semanticinstnnaentalor axnitative object (Section 5.10.2). The 

direct object is not marked for case. 

Within the postpsitiandl phrase, the postpsition is marked for 

the presence andaninracy, prsm, and mnnber of the 'pronminal' 

(clitic) object of the postposition by means of Set I clitics 



(Section 3.6). The object of the postposition is not marked for case, 

which would be a type of dependent marking. 

Within the noun phrase, the head noun is marked for presence and 

animacy. 7, and number of the 'prancminal' (clitic) genitive by 

means of a Set I clitic (Section 3.5). The genitive (possessor) 

phzase is not xarked, *ich would be a type of depm3ent w. 
In contrast to the four constructions which evidence head 

nrarking in Yagua, the follaving two  constmctioas evidence dependent 

marking: 

Within the ntnm phrase, numerdl a d  demoxxstrative modifiers are 

marked for the noun class of L% head noun (Section 4.2). The head 

noun is not mrked for the presence of modifiers, a c h  would be a 

type of head marking. 

A modification is made within t k  relative clause such that the 

argment relativized on is coded only w i t h  a Set I or Set I1 clitic, 

or else all reference to the relativized aqumnt is deleted within 

the relative clause (Section 2.11.4). The head noun of the relative 

clause is net marked for the presence of a relative clause, which 

wuld be a type of head mark-. la 

Nichols notes that most languages display a mixture of head and 

depedent marking,  - generally they tend towards one type or the 

other. If a language is mixed, the ranking (partially) presented in 

Table 7.4 below describes which elements will be preferably head 

marked. T h e  higher a construction is in the table, the more likely 

it is to be head marled cross-l~ically. Cmversely, the lower a 

construction is in the table, the more likely it is to be merit 



marked. There is an impliurtional relation such that in any given 

language if at .sane point a construction is dependent marked, 

everything below it in the ranking is predicted to evidence dependent 

-king. If a particular cmstructian evidences neither head nor 

deperdent marking, or evidences both, it does rat violate the 

Wlicaticn. For example, if a I a q i q e  has head -king in 

adpositid phrases, then it will also evidence head marking in 

genitive phrases and at 'the clause 1-1. But if a language has 

depem%nt marking at the clause level, it will have -t marking 

==whe=. 

In mitianal d genitive phrases there is also a ranking 

between depervlent 'pmmuns' (I would also include clitics) versus 

dependent nouns. If the presence am3 relatiomhip of full noun phrase 

argmentsaremricedonthe head of the phrase, then proncPnina1 

v t s  will also be marked on the heed. But the reverse 

implication does not hold: if pmxmiml argments are marked on the 

bad, full noun phrase y.~zrmmts may or may not be marked on the 

head. In Table 7.4 I use the tenn 'modifier1 to broadly include any 

non-gexitive modifiers of noun phrases. (Nichols uses the term 

'adjective' instead of ' d f i e r ' ,  which perhaps aray not include 

rrumerdls ard deimnstrativles. She does not discuss numeralsand 

demnstratives relative to head marking versus -t -king.) 



FA- LEVEL cmwEmXION SUBTYPE 
MARKING 

Head Clause Governed ;rl.qum~nt 

T 
Subcategorized ungoverned 

argument ' 
Phrase Genitive aep.Endentpronaun 

-t - 
Adpasitid aeperrclent P- 

depenaent - 
- f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Phrase Modifier+Noun 
Dependent Sentence Relative construction 

Table 7.4 Partial Ranking of lk2ad-t mkiW 
Patterns (adapted fram Nichols, in progress) 

The line in Table 7.4 mark the position in the ranking at which 

Yagua anstmctiarrs switch frcm head marking to dependent marking. 

The Yagua data is aqletely in line with Nichols' hypothesis. 

*Pmnmimlf argumznts (the functional equivalent in Yagua are 

irdi~ated by clitics) are marked an the head at the level of the 

clause, the genitive phrase, and the dpcsitiondl phrase (recall that 

for Nichols the verb is the head of the clause). On the other hand, 

noun phrase argmnts in all these constructions &I be said to be 

marked on the head cmly if they occur in the C pattern given in Table 

7.1. Otherwise they are not marked on the head. 

Numerals arYl demonstratives are both dependent marked (but the 

presence of a descriptive modifier is not necessarily marked either 

on the head or dependent element). Relative clauses can be said to be 

dependmt mked in the sense that a modification is made inside the 



relative clause rather than on the head noun w i t h i n  the main clause. 

How does this relate to the question of canstituent order? Lased 

on her 60 language sample, Nichols concludes that head =king 

mr@mlogy favors verb initial order, while dependent marking 

morphology disfavors it. That is, verb initial 1angu;ages fall more 

heavily in the head mar- group than in the depedent marking 

graup. She says: 

This may have a functional motivation: if ,the verb c a ~ ~  
first in a head-mrking laxquage, then the gmmatical 
relations (which are marked on the verb) are established at 
+& outset; if the nouns - first in a 1- having at 
least scare depndent-marking morphology, then the 
gramatid relations (which are xarked a the nouns) are 
established at the outset. Establishing gxamatical 
relations at the beginning is canmMicatively efficacious 
in that it -ly streamlines hearer processirg. 

There is not such a strong correlation between marking type and order 

of elements w i t h i n  mnm phrases. This may be because gramanatid 

relations within a noun phrase are not as catnrrmnicatively crucial as 

grannnatical relations at the clause level. 

In contrast to verb initial order, Nichols notes that SOV order 

is frequent amng both head marking a d  -t marking languages. 

We might hypothesize that at an earlier stage Re-Yagua or 

Emto-Peba-Yaguan WES an OV plus daninantly head markiz language. An 

earlier OV order is w r t e d  by the s-ly pos'.pcriitti pattern, 

by the genitive + noun order, an3 also by the nature and extent of 

verbal suffixation. Meet if not all of the BOUNDED m, 

UNBOUNDED M3BfENT, -, the causative -Mniy, and the 

potential/optative -* suffixes must stem etymologically from 



verb. If Nichols is right about head marking being a predisposing 

ractor for developnent of verb initial order, we then have an 

explanation for sane of the mixing of features that we see in Y q u a  

at the present tinre. In particular, it constitutes sane  degree of 

explanation for the (apparently rare) verb initial plus 

postpositid ccmbinatim. Nichols also hypothesizes that head 

mar- 1angr;lages have a tendency towards sparse use of noun phrases, 

i .e. they tend to be 'V-only' 1-, given that arguments are 

irdicated on the verb. The extent to which this is true 

cress-linguistically needs further verification based on quantified 

text studies. But it is certainly true of Yagua (Chqter 6).11 

The problem Yagua presents for E h w k h s  ' Universal 2 is not the 

dination of VSO plus postpositional orders, but the combination of 

verb initial order with Noun + Descriptive Modifier and Genitive + 

Naun orders. The Noun + Descriptive W f i e r  order is in line with a 

consistent verb-initial type, but the Genitive + Noun order 

correspands to a postpositid type. Greenberg (1963: 100) suggests 

that the order Noun + Adjective is more danhant cross-linguistically 

than Adjective + Noun, and this accounts for why SOV/Postp/GenN/NAdj 

1- (like Basque) are nearly as frequent as the totally 

harmonic SOV/Postp/GenN/Ad jN type (such as Hindi) . The general 
danimne of Noun + Adjective order may be ane reasan why the order 

of head noun and adjective is the least 'true to type' parameter 

cross-linguistically, and wfiy it is the least predictive parameter: 

lwJwing the order of head noun and adjective in a given language 

all- us to say nothing about probable order in other categories 



(Ccmrie 1981 :93) . It is mrth noting that both of Hawkins' universals 

which (m) have attested exceptiosss (Universals 2 and 3) are the 

miversals for which the more dminant Noun + Adjective order is 

taken as an implicational preadent for Noun + Genitive order: 

(603) Universal 2: 'If a language has VSO vuxd order, then if the 
adjective follows the nmn, the genitive follows the noun; 
i.e., V S l  3 (NAdj > m). ' (Bawkk'2~ 1983:65) 

(604) WveFSdl 3 : ' If a language has Prep wrd order, then if the 
adjective follows the noun, the genitive follows the noun; 
i.e, Frep  2 (NAdj 2 NGen). '  (Hawkins 1983:66) 

cXr fh other hand, l h d c b s f  Universals 1 and 4 have the less4minant 

Adjective + Maun order as an implicatiandl precedent: 

(605) Universal 1: 'If a language has SOV mrd order, then if the 
adjective precedes the noun, the genitive precedes the noun; 
i.e., SOV 3 (AdjX 3 GenN).' ( H a k h s  1983:64) 

(606) Universal 4 : 'If a languqe has Postp word order, and if the 
adjective precedes the ncnm, then the genitive precedes the 
noun; i.e., Postp 3 (AdjN 3 GenN).' (Hawkins 1983:67) 

But if Noun + Adjective order is drPninant over Adjective + Noun, we 

might not be quite so surprised to see that the former is not an 

implicationdl precedent for the 0-r of genitive ard noun: it will 

have a tedency to occur regardless of other orders. 

One further hypothesis can be made about the order of head mun 

a d  genitive in Yagua. In the m t  majority of languages in Nichols' 

sample 'possessives precede their Fieads regardless of [head versus 

-t] -king typef. This suggests (though it needs further 

investigation in a better language sample) that Genitive + Noun order 

may be more dminant than Noun + Genitive order.12 We may further 



hypothesize that 1- tend to retain dominant orders longer than 

m4minant ones. One empirical indicator of this muld be greater 

statistical preve1ance of a dminant order in naturally occurring 

text material at soaae point in history even *i this order was 

dis-harnrmic w i t h  basic ordars in other ptuasdl categories in the 

language in question. If the C pattern in Table 7.1 for genitive mun 

phrases PEIV= to beccene increasingly frequent, m a d  have a move 

towan% a more harnmcic situation overall, but a xnove away frcan the 

potentially daninant Gsritive + Noun oder. At the present time, 

haever, the potentit1 dmhance of Genitive + Noun order may be one 

contributing factor to the highly dis-bnnmic state of the language. 

I have attanpted to present facts of the structure of Yagua as 

they are, drawing fram different theoretical appmadaes where such 

seems appropriate, rather tbn explicate the data strictly in terms 

of a particular model. The Y p  facts should nevertheless be of 

rel-; to broader theoretical formalations about cxnrstituent order 

co-occufiences, possible constraints on historical change, and 

aspects of morphological a d  syntactic theory. The importance of 

data fram all larguage types and areas of the mrld cannot be 

underestimated in the process of theory construction. It seems too 

often true! that methodological ax&-ts a d  state-of-the-art 

pragmatism exert more influence on theory construction than do data. 

In any scientific enterprise, hypotheses ard methodologies must be 

taken as dispossible primatives which are to be set aside or modified 

as further data so irdicates. Insofar as the Yagua data I have 

presented here are correct, they should contribute significantly not 



only to our bowledge of Amazanian 1-, but to our lamledge of 

Language itself. 



Hawwer, Tanlin (n.d. ) ard Doris Payne (1985~) discuss 
problems wit?  t h  type of data base on which Rasldrins has based his 
u n i ~ .  

In Chapter 3 I briefly noted Hafiisonls (1983) claim that 
Guaja jara (Tupi-Guarani ) is also a Type 8 l w ,  and thus an 
exceptim to lbwkbsl Universal 2. As I noted in Chapter 3, it may be 
that Rarrisonls conclusions about Naun + Adjective order a .  based 
strictly on b u d  modifying roots. If so, it m y  be that the basic 
order of syntactically distinct noun and adjective elements simply 
cannot be determined, ard Guajajara has no implications whatsoever 
for the universal. 

Cross-lixqristically this is not the only possibility. In 
mny 1- such information of clauselevel scope gravitates to 
Iseccnd position1 and is encoded in seccad position clitics. In 
Yagua, secoxd positicm clitics encode .saxe mod and aspectual 
information, but other such information is in the verb. As 
we will see shortly, Nichols (in progress) does view verbs (and/or 
auxiliaries) as heads of clauses. 

See Note 4 of Chapter 1 and Sectim 5.3. It does not seem to 
ne that this operation of deri- one-place . pracates from 
-place predicates by addition of object arguments should 
necessarily predict abut hierarchical versus 'flat' 
syntactic constituent structure. 

T. Payne ( 1985) has discussed affinities between subjects of 
S clauses and objects of trarrsitive clauses, which correlate with 
h r p h i s m  of mozphcsyntactic -. Further, ~ c m  ~ a y n e  (personal 
cennmarication) has pointed out to me that if subjects of predicate 
M-m;indls were marked w i t h  Set I clitics, predicate nominal 
ccmstructions wuld be fonndlly iscmorphic with genitive 
constructions, resulting in significant ambiguity. 

Insofar as the verb itself (plus clitic references) can 
constitute a clause in Yagua, then X and the PREDICATE might be seen 
as members of same phrasal ategory even when the PREDICATE is a 
verb. That is, X d d  be recast as X1 and PREDICATE could be recast 
as X across all three phrasal categories. 

7 Hawkins 1979 ard 1980 presented Univexsd 4 as also 
statistical. This states that P O S E  ( AdjN) NGen) . In his 1993 
mrk, h a e v e r ,  Hawkins reclassifies it as mtatisticdl bzsed on 
reclassifying the Daghestan languages of the Caucasus as Type 15 
(Sm/?ostp/AdjN/GenN) rather than Type 14 ( S v O / P o s t p / A d ~ ~ ~ ) .  

The distinction be- whether a given principle is nearly 
exjzeptionless rather than carrpletely exceptionless may have 



consequences for theories about the fnrman linguistic facility. I will 
not begin to explore these here. If we recognize H&&sl principles 
as nearly exceptionless rather than absolutely exceptionless, 
havwer, Hawkins' (3983) claw about restrictions on historical 

are rendered empty. If an ordering principle is nearly 
exceptionless, we cannot guarantee that a given language did not pass 
through a highly ',ificcarsistent co-occut~ence stage, even though -Lhe 

set in questicm might be statistically rare. But as I 
have suggested here, the degree to which Hawkinst llniveds are 
'nearly' exceptianless merits further serious study. 

Al- it is possibly rare, Nichols cites Tadzhik Persian 
& Shuswap as instances where head nouns are marked for the presence 
of attributive modlf iers. 

lo Again though it is p i b l y  -, Nichols cites Xavajo a d  
Arizona Tecla as instances of head-marked relativizatian. 

'' Several studies have suggested that main clause amstilmmt 
order may be the last t h i q  to change historically, after 
adpositional, noun phrase, relative clause, arrd other dmrdbate 
clause (cf . Antinucci et al. 1979, Hynran 1975, Li and Thcsnpson 
1974 ) . Ectany more H e s  are needed before I d d  vant to conclude 
that this is indeed a preferred tendency govenring relative changes 
in o&er, hawver. Ed @enan (prsaml ~m1catian) has pointed aut 
the case of hinharic which has many OV features and Wch is SOV 
historically. Haever, it has verb initial features at the clause 
level due to cantact with 1-. In a head marking 
1angu;age like Yagua which 'avoidst noun phrases, it seems plausible 
that a tendency tcxlllard verb initial order in naturally occurring 
di-rse might devehp prior to m t a l  syntactic changes in 
other phrasal catwries. I 1- this as nothing more than a 
hypothesis for the present. 

l2 Hawever, Fi3 Keer*n (personal carammication) has noted that in 
his experience, VO and Noun + Genitive are good correlates of each 
other. 
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Pgpendix I1 : The Verb Initial Norm 

As far as I know, there is no published statement of features 
typically faux3 in verb initial 1-. Keenan (1978) on the 
syntax of subject final languages is perhaps the nearest 
appmxbatian to such a statement. In this appendix I include a 
number of observations extracted fraa Keenan ( 1977) 'Summary of Word 
Order Typclcgyl , am3 frcm Keenan ( 1979a) 'Ward Order Typologies : The 
Verb Initial p,plogyt . I have recast the observations in complete 
sentences .ad made other changes of an editorial nature. 

1. Genesid. Vsrb initial languages are largely, then@ not entirely, 
the mirror image of verb final languq?s. 

2.1 Verb initial 1- evidence significant prefixing, though 
~IOFmdlly there is sane suffixing as well. There is 2 possibility of 
ambi-fixirrg (djscmtirruous affixes), ad a sxmvhat greater than 
chance tendency for discantimms demnstratives. 

2.2 Verb initial languages may be agglutinative or plysynthetic. 

3. Basic word order 

3.1 Verb initial languages are cmprised of the follawing types: 

[I]. Verb initial plus free order of full NP1s. (Tagalog) 
[2]. V-DO-S-Obl (Fijian, Toba Batak) 
[3]. v-Do-obl-S (Malagasy, Tzeltal) 
[4]. V-S-DO-Obl (Celtic, Eastern Nilotic, Polynesian, 

Jacal tec ) 

Type [4]  is by far the most cawron. 

3.2 Freedcan. h t i n g  of subject NP's to the left of the verb is 
always a possibility, though often it is morphologically marked in 
some way (not necessarily on the NF). The order after the verb is 
frequently rigid, though sanetimes quite free as in Tagalog ad. to a 
lesser extent, in Chinook. 

4. Sentence level syntax 

4.1 Topicalization. Topicalizatlon may be done by fronting, though 
there is a tendency in Nilotic to llbove oid infomation to the end of 
the clause. 

4.2 Focussing. Focussing of informadon as in a cleft or infornx3tiun 
question is done by fronting. Often &&s may be accorrrpanied by 



particles separating the subject from the rest of clause. The 
result is always pragmatically marked, i.e. emphatic, contrastive, 
focussed. etc. 

4.3 Ccanparisarrs. The cwprative fom precedes the st-. The 
ce~nparative marker is ammanly a verbal fonn, or else an adposition. 
Thus, John is taller than Bill may be expmsed as Tdll John 
fraa-Eill, or as Tall Jahn exceed Bill. 

4.4 Questions 

4.4.1 In yes-no questions the question particle, if any, occurs 
sentence initially. 

4.4.2 In NP questions, a questioned NP is always frontable and 
this is the n o d  pattern. It is possible, but less normal, to 
leave the questimed NP in the position questioned. A few cases of 
rightward movement of question wrds are attested, but there is no 
attested tenlency for the question word to attract to the normal DO 
position (as is the case for verb final 1-) . 
4.5. Subontinate clauses and sentence ccarplements. 

4.5.1 It is very cammn for many types of subordinate clauses 
to be finite. 

4.5.2 S u b o ~ t i r g  markers such as ccmplerentizers, 
xmindizers, and subordinate conjunctions precede their clauses. 

4.5.3 Sentences which are subordinate to verbs, adjectives, or 
nouns invariably follow the element to which they are subordinate. 

4.5.4 Adverbial subordinate clauses usually follm their main 
clauses. For -le Will leave John because is tired Mary occurs for 
John will leave because P h r ~  is tired. However, frontability of 
conditionals is likely universal (cf. 1963). 

4.6 Coordinate sentences are camonly espesed  as [S anl S] .  [S, S 
and] is not attested. Perhaps the existence of overt coordinate 
conjunctions at the S level, especially or, is less well attested 
than in verb medial langmges. 

4.7 Speech act indietors (e-g. question particles, etc.) are 
normally sentence initial, t?mqh other positions are possible. 

5.1 Case 

5.1.1 All major NP's may be case marked (Tongan, Nardi), but it 
is very carmpon for most major NP's to carry little or no nomindl case 



marking. Were affixal case marking occurs, it is more likely to be 
pref ixil than in verb f indl 1-, but suffixing is still fairly 
camnon. 

5.1.2 Where case marking exists it is normally done *- 
prepositions (though Amerindian 1- are exceptions here, 
such as Machiguenga and Quileute, which have postpositiars) . 

5.1.3 Verbal case --king is attested to a very significant 
degree. That is, verbs carry affixres irdicatirg that an 
instrumental, goal locative, benefactee, etc. is present, and the 

full NP's carry no adpositions or distinctive case 
marking. 

5.1.4 As w i t h  verb final languags, but in distinction to verb 
medial languqes , case marking (and verb agrement ) may follow an 
ergative pttern. 

5.2 Adjectives 

5.2.1 The demmstrative, mmreral, anl qualifying adjective 
follow the camnrrm noun in that order or its mirror image 
(Adj+Ncmt+Den) . 

5.2.2 There is probably less -t w i t h  coamrm ~ ~ u n s  than in 
verb final 1-, especially case -t . 

5.2.3 Adverbs follow adjectives (but needs f i  dzecking). 

5.3 Articles 

5.3.1 The presene of definite articles distinct frcan 
dermnstratives is much more carrman than in verb final 1-. 

5.3.2 The existence of several articles (definite, indefinite, 
specific, glurdl, pmpr noun) is much more cesrmrm than in verb final 
1angu;hges (e.g. &ri, Fijian). 

5.4 Passessors : With great regularity Possessor NP ' s follow the head 
NP, as in father of John rather than John's father. 

5.5 Relative clauses 

5.5.1 The dmimnt order is always postnmbal. 

5.5.2 Occurrence of pranourts in positions relativized 
is fairly ccamnan, t r i i  relativization by deletion is still the most 
ct~lmon strategy. 

5.5.3 In distinction to verb final l a g ! ,  co-relatives are 
not attested [Note: But see Yagua]. 



5.5.4 Like -erb final languages, but in distinction to verb 
medial languqss, relative pmnouns which ccde the case of the 
position relativized are rare. It is less rare than in verb final 
languages, hawever (e.g. Tamrazight, Eerber). 

5.5.5 Relative pmnouns which agree w i t h  the head noun in noun 
class ard soaaetinvr even case are attested (e.g. Classical Arabic, 
Nandi) . 

5.5.6 In distinctian to verb final languages, internally headed 
relatives are not attested, though the pknkemn is not well 
s W e d .  

6. The verb uhrase 

6.1 Tense/aspect ,  passive, inchoatives, causatives, negation, modals, 
desideratives and volitianals may appear marked os: the verb. There 
is significantly more prefixing in verb initial 1- than in 
verb final ones, a d  very possibly more axnbifixiii and infixing. 
lhere is, to my -ledge, always sicme staff.-, hrrwever. 

6.2 If expressed by nrorphanicdlly b@edent fonts, modals, 
auxiliaries (if such exist), negative particles or words, 
desideratives and volitiandls always precede the main verb, and may 
themselves have i r z t  verbdl morphology. (This may also be true 
for terr;e/aspect, passive, hchoatives, and ,causatives.! The 
strength of the order wrrelatim here is better than its cmverse 
for verb final languages. 

6.3 Mmner adverbs follow the verb if they are a distinct category 
(which often they are mt) . 
6.4 Sententidl objects always follow the subject a d  are very 
m y  finite as opposed to the more usual non-finite/MHnindlized 
treatment the receive in verb findl languages. 

6.5 Sententidl objects are never embedded. They normally follow the 
main sentence but may precede, especially in direct quote contexts. 

6.6 Verbal forms subordinate to the 'main '  verb (e.g. cmpl~l~nts of 
vert=s like ~ t ,  try, etc.) always follow the main verb, and are 
camonly finite. 

6.7. cativized verbs follow the causativizing verb. 

6.8 'Backward1 equi4letion may occur. That is, 'want John go' or 
%ant-go John1 may occur for 'John wants to go'. This is never a 
possibility in verb final laguages. 

6.9 There is passibly less rich means for naninalizing ark! 
def ini tizing verb phrases than in verb final languages. On the other 
h a d ,  in many but not all verb initial 1- the verbal canplex 



seems historically to be a &nal construction, at least in part 
(Middle Egyptian, Welsh, Malagasy, Phi1ig=i~s larguagss, Mayan) . 
6.10 Verb initial languages always have a pissive voice and it is 
ahcst always marked in the verbal morphology (rather than by a 
serial verb construction as in Chinese, for example) . It may be 
marked by a verb plus naninalizati? as in 'John receive hitting fram 
Bill' (Tzeltal, M a y a )  . 
6.11 With possibly greater than chance frquenq, the verb in verb 
initial larg=ges either agrees with no NP's, or with t w o  NP1s (both 
subject and direct object , or sanetinvr subject md indirect object ) . 
6.12 Verb initial lawpages m d l y  have no overt copula. 



Pgpesdix 111: lagarto (Alligator) Text 

The following text was recorded by Pedro Diaz Cdxachi in 1981, 
on a day when his finger vlas Sitten by an alligator. The text was 
transcribed with Pedro's help. 

In the Cahocunra dialect /y/ + 2 often results i,! & rather than 
. This is particularly seen in the follming text in the surface 
realization of the 'proximate 1' suffix -jSsiy. Additionally, 
morphemes with g in the Vainilla dialect more of ten have in the 
Cahoama dialect. This is seen, for example, in the classifier for 
'stick-lik objects'. In the Vainilla dialect it is usually [see], 
but in the Cahocrrma dialect is is usually [saa] . 

In the originally recorded version of this text, Pedro 
alternates be- the Spanish term trampa and the Yagua term riim 
for 'net . In transcribing the text, he prefers replacing trampa with 
ri icy. I have presented the t m  here as origindlly spokm. 

In clause (33) there are tK, postpositional phrases which have 
p s s e s e d  objects. In each case the pssessor is the alligator, 
referred to with the Set I clitic E. Failure to use the 
coreferential clitic jly- in the .secod postpositional phrase m y  
have to do with the level of embedding. That is, the genitive inside 
the first postpositid phrase may b~ 'too far down' in the 
structure to be able to control the index of a coreferential clitic. 

In Pedro's dialect (Cahocunra), the secoml position clitic jiita 
or jli is most often not nasalized, thou9 Pedro is aware of the 
Vainilla dialect variant ji ita or jild sametimes adapts to it. In 
this text use of jiita follows fairly clcsely what I a d  identify 
as the 'main event line'. Clauses which do not have jiita but which I 
would perhap identify as part of the event line include at least 
(331, (351, (36), and (40). Note, haever, that theseeventswhich 
lack jiita are in the 'climax' portion of the story. Cancei~bly this 
might have sanething to do with the lack of jiita. Thm@mut the 
text propositions w h i c h  are repeated do not get jiita, even when what 
they restate is an ewnt. Ccsnpare, for example, clauses ( 29) and 
(32) 

1. Diiy rabeej- ji- r W ? t ? ~ -  
ray-by- j&y-e fi-??-t?~ 

There 1SG-put-PROX2-INAN net afternoon INAN-divisionmiddle 
'There I put the net in the afternoan in the middle (of the 
stream, yesterday' ) . 



2-  RatYeq-j* j l i t a  runn~~iy jiyu roorinqn3jp. 
ray-Qw?-jW rumusiy moriyjrm- j$ 
1sG-return-PRox2 Jim there-= here Ilmse-LoC-AL 
'Iarrivedfrcantherehereatthehmse'. 

3. -iy jiita. 
rd- j w -  j&iy 
-PROW JIm 
'It dawned (this laonring)'. 

4. m i y  jiita r5naachgQ. 
ray-jiya-jdsiy 16.-naadqq 
1-PRaxl J I r r A  INAN-towards 
'I went tcwards it1. 

5. w$tach&siy jiita r h 3 ~  
my-jitay-siy-j%iy r i y - h  
1SGsay-DEPAKT-m JIITA 3K-DAT 
' I said to them u p n  leaving' 

6. "Tr&npa rw m i  iy" . 
ray-? juniiuy-diiy 

trap 1SGIRRsee-PRI- 
"The trap I 'm going to see f i rs t"  . 

7. m i y  (a las seis de l a  nranaPh creo e i y ) .  
ray-jiya-jkiy ray- jiya- j%iy 
1-= 1=-sP-= 
'I went (at six in the mrning I believe I vent) ' .  

8. w-jkiy j i i tarS riicya. 
ray- j imiuy-nuvaa- j&iy 
1-upon: arrival : there-- JIITA-INAN net 
'I saw upon arrivdl the net'. 

9. J& jarirya I-@@. 
jariy-r6 

water mr-INAN floats 
'The floats were under the water'. 

10. J k i y  savi&@siy Sdmiujiry quii*. 
sa-vicha-jaiy &&a-nu-jw 

there 3s-be-pRox1 tm-CL:ANIM:SG-tw fish 
'There were two fish1. 

11. ~ a f i a  jirya 
sara-ra jiy-ra 
hard-cL:NrmT DEMO-CL:Nrn 
'They were -hard (scaled) ones,' 



12. n5bsj muusirya, 
muusiy-;a 

red tail-CL:NEUT 
'colored tail ones, ' 

13. jatiy qptachaza 
riy- jvtay-sam 

that 3PL-say-HABIT 
'that they d l '  

14. ''pi jyur~ quiiw$-ni i " 
(name! fish-3SG 
'he is a p3.jvm-u fish'. 

15. R$$.mhj&iy jiita mi5iy saymijv. 
ray- j-- jhiy sa-yani jl;z 
1-PROXl JIITA there 3 S G - m  
'I looked there beyond him (the fish)'. 

16. Sa-rn nurum-. 
3SG-float alligator-big 
'A big alligator floatedf. 

17. -iy jiita ravy&taranii: 
ray-jasa-j&iy ray-6tara-ni i 
1SGsignal-PRaX1 JIITA 1sG-wxmn:without : children-3SG 
'I signalled him to my wife'. 

18. K niEq n u r u ~ ! "  
jiy-9 jur&iy 
2SG-IRR I& alligator 
"Uok at the alligator ! " 

19. Nurue  rGsarij&iy riicya. 
A-sariy- jaiy 

alligator INAN-hold-- net 
'The alligator the net held'. 

20. Wtyiy diifkmta sanich@+siy v5riy. 
di iy-nu-nta sa-ni &a- jeiy 

like die-CL:ANIM:SGseem 3SG-be-m then 
'Uk a dead one he seened then1 . 

21.Sapiitaday n&vAjyg: 
sa-piitailay M y - j p  
3SG-throat-DAY q - A L  
'His throat uaslqwrds'. 

22. RaChgqdSSsiy jiita muf'hviinnijp2i. 
raysgpm-jkiy nnrffu-vi *mu- jQ-ni i 
1SGlift-PROX1 JIITA canoe-inside-AL-3SG 
'I lifted him into the canoe'. 



23. Rj$nWj&iy jiita saniisimyu. 
ray- ji&uy- jaiy sa-niisiy-mu 
1SG-look-PROX1 J'IITA 3sG-eye-LOC 
'I looked in his eye'. 

24. N& -. 
jma'xry-nu-mluday 

NEG alive4L:ANIM: =anymore 
'He was not an alive one anymore'. 

25. RafViy supatrniy jlita riicyqqchifUi. 
ray-niy supata- jdsiy ri i cya- jachiy-N i 
ISG-MALF extricate-- JIITA net-there : frcrm-3SG 
'I tried unsuccessfully to extricate him f r a a  the net'. 

26. SduTa Idsarijeiy ninijiiy sanqq~t-, 
e - r a  dsariy-jaiy nini-jiiy sa-nuqq-tqqsa 
tight<:= INAN-hold-- near-place 3SG-nose-middle 
'Tight it held near the middle of his nose' . 

27. Rafiiy jiintanii "ti" 
ray-niy j i inta-ni i 
1SG-MAW loose-3SG 
'I tried unsuccessfully to loose him'. 

28. N& ~ % ~ @ t m  ==="vvt??=. 
A-supSta-y-*y Sa-I="?v-t??= 

NEG INAN-extricate-ANTCAUS-WT 3SG-mse-middle 
'It (the net) didn't want to extricate ( f r a n )  the middle of his 
nose'. 

29. Rqqnaa-iy jiitanii t@ripyl. "Ti". 
ray-janaatyada-j&iy jiita-nil 
1SG-opn:muth: TRNS-PROX1 JIITA-3% later 
'I mde him apen his mouth later'. 

30. N& ~SSU@-. 
rS-supSta-y-m 

NEG INAN-extricate-A?dTCAUS-PrP 
'It didn't m t  to extricate (him)'. 

31. Rafliy j+qtya su@t++ma. 
ray-niy s-ta- jam-r& 
ISG-MALl? try extricate-INF-INAN 
' I tried ~~cessMly to extricate it ' . 

32. Parcheemusiy qqnaatyAd%sifiii. 
p a r i w - s i y  ~ y -  j-tyada-j&siy-ni i 
f inally-UZ-AB lSr-;apen : mouth : TRNs-PROXI-3% 
'Finally I made  hi^ open (his) mouth'. 



33. jtyee j&iy r m  W t m  saj- j W 9 .  
ray-j jtyee-jkiy ray-jqn% sa-jytoo-mu sa-j+$a 
1SG-put : inside-- lSG-finger 3SG-mouth-LOC 3SG-tooth around 
'I put my finger inside his mouth aracad his tooth1 . 

34. -iy jiita. 
sa-jw-jasumiy-jfrsiy 
3SG-apen:mru+~ing:up-FJRoxl JIITA 
'He opened his maut'1 rising up. ' 

35. q j i s i y  r W = = t ? ? = r  "Ti J & i 4 i i S i i ! "  
sa+- j h i y  lay-jv-t- 
3SG-bi te-mMW 1SGfinger-middle 
'Eebitthemiddleofmyfinger "Ti j i i i i i i i i ! "  

36. Ratyiyati vSriy. 
ray-tiyati ray- jocmutu 
1s-pull 1s-arm then 
'I pulled my ann then1. 

37. Juda1-5 vdrfrya " jpg" 
Vsriy-rS 

pain then-INAN 
'It was very painful then "jee".' 

38. -tSa -iy. 
maasiy- j k i y  

much: blood go : out-FJRoxl 
'Lots of blood went Gut'. 

39. Ribusa%%iy j S i t a  junrmfnnriiirmnli. 
ray- j imusaxn- j&iy jumuftu-vi im-ni i 
1-k-pRax1 J I I T A  canoe-hide-3% 
'I put h i m i n  the camx.' 

40. RiivSsiy jl ivpsA&ta SVV-y 
ray- j ivay- j&iy ji iqsaa-ti sa-junoo-mu 
1%-hit-PROXI stick4:stick-INST 3SG-head-LOC 

'I hit him with a stick in his head, w i t h  t m  sticks' .  

41. Sadi i ja iy  jlita. 
sa-di iy- j&iy 
3Me-PRO= J I I T A  
'He  died' . 



42. J w t a  .sq?t&iy j- j i v y i m  jy . 
jg-ta sa- jatu-j5siy j w - l a  j iy-vi &mu- jq 
water-maybe 3SG4rink-PKOXl big- :NEUT COR-inside-AL 
'Water maybe he drank a lot inside his (stamach) ' . 

43. J w  -iy sqnidaa. 
j w - r a  ra-jucha- jdsiy sa-piidaa 
big-4L:NEUT INAN-be-PRMU 3SGstcanach 
Big his stma& was ' . 

44. ji-. 
jii- 
swllen(?) -big 
' ( I t  was) swollen big' 

45. -iy 
mryesma-j&iy sa-piidaa-yti 
INAN:swell(?)-PROX1 3 S G s t ~ C h ~  
'His stamach had m l l e n  itself up'. 


